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The increasing complexity of the industry means that mar-
keters must now be experts not only in marketing but also
in people, data, delivery platforms, and mobile location-
based marketing. The objective of location-based marketing
via mobile devices is to encourage those activities as well
as drive foot traffic, share discounts, and build customer
loyalty. Mobile devices have been used to gather information
about nearby businesses including reviews, directions, calling
the business, and using the businesses’ mobile app. With
location-based mobile marketing, the business is easy to find
and have skillfully combined location-based marketing with
an overall targeted marketing approach that includes social
media, push notifications, email newsletters, and also offline
marketing.

The objective of this special issue is to bring together
research contributions of unpublished research on the recent
development and innovations about location-based mobile
marketing (LBMM). The fundamental infrastructure of
LBMM is obviously location-based service (LBS) systems.
The most distinguished parts of LBS systems include posi-
tioning components and map provisioning components that
are running on the general computing systems. On top of
the LBS system, LBMM requires providing more intelligent
marketing oriented services to customers. More and more
machine learning methods, especially convolutional neural
networks, have been used to analyze user behavior and
classify usage patterns in development of intelligent services.
With increasing model training parameters and data scales,
the traditional single machine training method cannot meet
the requirements of time complexity in practical application
scenarios. Therefore, the data parallel model or parallel
method has been employed in order to speed up the training

process. The current training framework often uses simple
data parallel or model parallel methods that do not fully uti-
lize heterogeneous computing resources. The paper entitled
“A Parallel Strategy for Convolutional Neural Network Based
onHeterogeneous Cluster forMobile Information System” by
J. Zhang et al. proposes a delayed synchronization convolu-
tional neural network using the heterogeneous system. This
is a parallel strategy based on both synchronous parallel and
asynchronous parallel approaches, and the model training
process can reduce the dependence on the heterogeneous
architecture in the premise of ensuring the model conver-
gence.Therefore, the convolution neural network framework
is better suited for different heterogeneous system environ-
ments.

Intelligent service is to guess desired services that the cus-
tomermight want and recommend them to the customer.The
SlopeOne model has been widely used in guessing desired
services.Thepaper entitled “CollaborativeQoSPrediction for
Mobile Service with Data Filtering and SlopeOne Model” by
Y. Yin et al. proposes a data filtering-extended SlopeOne
model (based on collaborative filtering).The idea behind this
model is based on the characteristics of a mobile service and
the relation with location. With the model, the quality of
service (QoS) values can be predicted.

As an important source of mobile location-based data,
taxi mobility information can be referred to when making
marketing decisions. Studying the behavioral patterns of taxis
in a city during the holidays using the global positioning sys-
tem (GPS) can yield remarkable insights into people’s holiday
travel patterns, as well as the odd-even day vehicle prohibi-
tion system. Using GPS data, the paper entitled “Exploring
Intracity Taxi Mobility During Holidays for Location-Based
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Marketing” by W.Wang et al. studied the behavioral patterns
of taxis during specific holidays in terms of pick-up and
drop-off locations, travel distance, mobile step length, travel
direction, and radius of gyration.

LBMM gathers and uses information about users’ loca-
tions. Therefore, ensuring information security and privacy
is one of the most important concerns of users. The paper
entitled “AHybrid LocationPrivacy Solution forMobile LBS”
by R. Gupta andU. P. Rao proposes a hybrid solution,HYB, to
achieve location privacy for themobile userswhouse location
services frequently. The proposed HYB scheme is based on
the collaborative preprocessing of location data and utilizes
the benefits of homomorphic encryption technique. Location
privacy is achieved at two levels, namely, at proximity level
and at distant level. The proposed HYB solution preserves
user’s location privacy effectively under specific, pull-based,
sporadic query scenario.

LBMM systems and as an example the sensor nodes often
face various attacks where the attackers try to manipulate
the estimated location or try to provide false beacons.
The paper entitled “A Secure Localization Approach Using
Mutual Authentication and Insider Node Validation inWire-
less Sensor Networks” by G. Kumar et al. has proposed
a methodology that will address this problem of security
aspects in localization of the sensor nodes. Moreover, they
have considered the network environmentwith randomnode
deployment and mobility as these two conditions are less
addressed in previous research works. Further, they proposed
an algorithm that requires low overhead due to the usage
of less control messages in a limited transmission range. In
addition, they have also proposed an algorithm to detect
the malicious anchor nodes inside the network. The paper
entitled “Location Privacy Protection Based on Improved K-
Value Method in Augmented Reality on Mobile Devices” by
C. Yin et al. proposes a privacy protectionmethod combining
the k-anonymity with pseudonym methods and shows that
the method can effectively anonymize all service requests.
The paper titled “An Enhancement of Optimized Detection
Rule of Security Monitoring and Control for Detection of
Cyber Threat in Location-Based Mobile” by W. Park and
B. H. Kang analyzes SNORT detection rules and proposes
a guideline of SNORT rule optimizations to improve the
efficiency and accuracy of intrusion detection operations.
This enables the intrusion detection system to bemore secure
in location-based mobile services.

In the mobile service environment, it is required that
mobile terminals should efficiently use wireless network
resources. In addition, because video streaming becomes a
major service among the data services of mobile terminals
in heterogeneous networks, the necessity of the efficient
network access control for heterogeneous wireless networks
is raised as an important topic. The paper titled “Network
Access Control for Location-Based Mobile Services in Het-
erogeneous Wireless Networks” by D.-Y. Kim et al. proposes
a novel network access control in heterogeneous wireless
networks.The proposedmethod estimates the network status
with Näıve Bayesian Classifier and performs network access
control according to the estimated network status. Thus, it

improves data transmission efficiency to satisfy the quality of
services.

Mobility management is an essential challenge for sup-
porting reliable multimedia data streaming over wireless
and mobile networks in the Internet of Things (IoT) for
LBMM applications. The paper titled “Design of Optimized
Multimedia Data Streaming Management Using OMDSM
over Mobile Networks” by B. Park et al. introduces a new
enhanced data streaming route optimization scheme that
uses an optimized Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
realignment algorithm in order to prevent the packet disor-
dering problem whenever the nodes in the IoT environment
are communicating with each other. With the proposed
scheme, data packets sequence realignment can be prevented,
the packet traffic speed can be controlled, and the TCP
performance can be improved.

In large-scale location-based services, an ideal situation
is that self-adapting routing strategies use future traffic data
as input to generate a topology which could adapt well to
the changing traffic. The paper entitled “A Traffic Predic-
tion Model for Self-Adapting Routing Overlay Network in
Publish/Subscribe System” by M. Chi et al. proposes a traffic
prediction model for the broker in publish/subscribe system,
which can predict the traffic of the link in future by using
neural networks.

As LBMM systems evolve and become more and more
intelligent, they require more and more complicated oper-
ations and computing resources. As a result, executing
them on the mobile computing systems takes too much
time or becomes impossible. To overcome this problem, a
computation offloading technique can be used to execute
certain tasks of LBMM in cloud and fog environments.
The paper entitled “Offloading Method for Efficient Use of
Local Computational Resources in Mobile Location-Based
Services Using Clouds” by Y. Son and Y. Lee introduces a
computation offloading technique that utilizes fog computing
to improve the performance of virtual machines running on
mobile devices. LBMM systems make use of virtual machine
technology in order to run on a variety of platforms.

LBMM systems, with most components of them run-
ning on mobile terminals with limited computing resour-
ces, should be optimized in terms of resource consumption—
especially battery power. The paper entitled “Automatic
Optimizer Generation Method Based on Location and Con-
text Information to Improve Mobile Services” by Y. Son
et al. introduces a technique to automatically generate a
customized service optimizer for each application, service
type, and platform using location and situation information.
By using the proposed technique, energy and computing
resources can be more efficiently employed for each service.
Thus, users should receive more effective LBSs on mobile
devices, such as smartphones.

If we can detect the difference between two business
process models, we can quickly build a new model by
adjusting the existing one. The paper entitled “Detecting
Difference between Process Models Based on the Refined
Process Structure Tree” by J. Fan et al. presents a new
approach that detects the difference of the entire composition.
Firstly, it parses the process models to their corresponding
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refined process structure trees (PSTs). Then it converts the
PSTs into their corresponding task based process structure
trees (TPSTs). As a consequence, the problem of detecting
differences between two process models is transformed to
detect difference between two TPSTs. Finally, it obtains the
differences between two TPSTs based on the divide-and-
conquer strategy, where the differences are described by an
edit script and it makes the cost of the edit script close to
minimum.

New information technologies including sensors, indoor
positioning, augmented reality, vision, and interactive sys-
tems should be utilized by retailers in order to improve
operational efficiency and customer experience. The paper
entitled “Use of the Smart Store for PersuasiveMarketing and
Immersive Customer Experiences: A Case Study of Korean
Apparel Enterprise” by H. Hwangbo et al. employs the term
“smart store” to indicate retail stores equippedwith these new
technologies and modern marketing concepts. They summa-
rize discussions related to smart stores and their possible
applications in a real business environment. Furthermore,
they present a case study of a business that applies the smart
store concept to its fashion retail shops in Korea.
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A lot of mobile applications which provided location information by using a location-based service are being developed recently.
For instance, a smart phone would find my location and destination by running a program using a GPS chip in a device. However,
the information leakage and the crime that misused the leaked information caused by the cyberattack ofmobile information system
occurred. So the interest and importance of information security are increasing. Also the number of users who has used mobile
devices in Korea is increasing, and the security of mobile devices is becoming more important. Snort detection system has been
used to detect and handle cyberattacks but the policy of Snort detection system is applied differently for each of the different kinds
of equipment. It is expected that the security of mobile information system would be improved and information leakage would be
blocked by selecting options through optimization of Snort detection policy to protect users who are using location-based service
in mobile information system environment in this paper.

1. Introduction

The importance of location-based services (LBS), which is a
wired and wireless Internet service utilizing current and past
location information of users with terminal which can track
location, is emphasized due to the development of mobile
communication technology and the rapid spread of mobile
terminals [1].

The location-based service is a service that identifies the
user’s location using Location Detection Technology and
adds related applications. I think it can be used for various
purposes, creating added value using application and location
information of wired and wireless Internet.

Also, due to the recent development of cyberattack
technology, information leakage as hacking and personal
information exposure has become a problem. There is a

high concern about exposure of personal information to the
current location due to the nature of location information
services. In the member information exposed through the
online site, personal information such as a name, a resident
registration number (ID), an address, and a resident reg-
istration number may be used for other purposes through
theft. Further, the location information of the customer
and the identification of the movement trajectory through
the location information may already act as direct privacy
violation factors. For this reason, concerns about privacy
breaches caused by leakage of location-based services are
more serious in Korea [2–4].

The key to security monitoring is rapid detection of
cyberattacks. Among the various security monitoring sys-
tems, a network-based intrusion detection system (IDS) is
the only system that can detect application attacks such as
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Table 1: Location-based service utilization [5].

Sort Field of application Benefit
(1) Tracking the location of a young or demented elderly Missing child prevention, accident prevention
(2) Tracking your pet location Lost, accident prevention
(3) Vehicle navigation Identifying the route of the vehicle
(4) Location of field rep Effective management of field rep
(5) Providing information about the current location Nearby information services such as theaters, gas stations, restaurants
(6) Police, security, military vehicle management Crime prevention
(7) Providing location information of courier and cargo Reducing oil, transportation, and communication costs

web hacking most efficiently by installing them between the
control network entrances. The function of the intrusion
detection system (IDS) is to use a pattern matching method
that detects an attack and generates an alarm when a header
or Payload information communicating through the network
is detected as an attack.

However, if an attacker encrypts communication signals
due to attack packets or malicious code infections, the
intrusion detection system (IDS) only checks the encrypted
packets. Even if the attack packet is an actual attack packet,
it cannot be detected and waypoint also cannot be detected.
In order to detect such an attack, it is necessary to develop a
behavior-based detection system that can detect and alert an
attack using an unknown attack technique instead of a pattern
matching methods [6–8].

Currently, security monitoring technology analyzes
cyberattack techniques and malicious codes, extracts
patterns such as certain strings, and then uses this pattern
to develop detection patterns (signature) and apply them to
intrusion detection systems. After that, if the cyberattack
information matches the detection pattern, it is detected as
an accident. If the attack technique is changed, the detection
pattern should be corrected in a timely manner so as to
maintain the optimized state. However, it is not easy to detect
new attacks or malicious codes.

In addition, recent cyberattack techniques such as hack-
ing and distribution of malicious code are developing rapidly
and utilizing advanced and intelligent techniques such as
double encryption technique to prevent detection by security
monitoring or vaccine. So it is not enough to completely
detect and block new cyberattacks.

Therefore, in order to efficiently detect and respond to
cyberattacks in systems that utilize location-based services
in mobile information systems, it is necessary to optimize
security monitoring detection techniques to share informa-
tion among security monitoring centers or to standardize
detection patterns according to heterogeneous equipment.

2. Related Work

2.1. Location-Based Service. LBS is an acronym for location-
based service. It is generally defined as an application system
and service that accurately grasps the location of a person
or object based on the mobile communication network and
utilizes it. Accordingly, the LBS is a system that grasps the

location information of an individual or a vehicle through
a mobile communication base station and a GPS (Global
Positioning System) and provides various advanced services
based on the information [1].

LBS provides various application services based on loca-
tion information. These include emergency assistance, loca-
tion information services, traffic congestion and navigation
information, and location-based billing. Other applications
include Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), assistive devices
for people with disabilities, L-Commerce based on location
information, and cell ID-based friends using cell phones (see
Table 1).

The current location information acquisition technology
of the wireless communication network enables collecting
more precise location information by combining theGPS and
other location positioning technology and wireless commu-
nication network, and it is possible to provide more various
application services. As the location information is connected
with the mobile communication network, it is possible to
provide a general service in the future, and the application
service structure provided in the network is changing from
a wired/wireless communication network structure with an
independent vertical structure to a horizontal structure for
wired/wireless integration. Also, all network entities will
evolve into an open converged network that provides services
based on an equalized All-IP network. Through the develop-
ment of position location system such as A-GPS (Assistance-
GPS) and the paradigm change of ubiquitous and pervasive
computing environment, MT (Mobile Terminal) will become
a subject of information provision independently and will
develop its form to deliver its location information to LBS SP
(Service Provider). With these developments, it is necessary
to provide the components of location-based services with
safety and reliability beyond the conventional wired and
wireless network level.

2.2. Intrusion Detection System. Intrusion detection system
(IDS) was introduced in 1980 by James Enderson of the
United States in a paper called “Computer Security Threat
Monitoring and Surveillance.” In 1986, Dorothy Denning
published an article entitled “An Intrusion DetectionModel”
and was influenced by IDS.

Intrusion detection systems can reduce the misuse detec-
tion and improve the performance of the system by designing
efficient and complete detection rules for cyberthreats. Rules
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should be as simple and flexible as possible and handle large
amounts of network traffic without packet loss. This requires
testing procedures to assess the appropriateness before apply-
ing the developed rules and periodic optimization to speed up
the rules.

For exact detection rules, you must test them before
applying them in the intrusion detection system (IDS).
Inaccurate rules cause too many false positives and false
negatives. A large number of false detection events may
cause unnecessary analysis time, prevent detection of normal
attack events, or cause the network sensor of the IDS to
go down. In order to reduce false detection events, test
procedures are required before the system is applied. When
testing, efficiency, usability, accuracy, and uniqueness should
be considered.

In addition, false positives should be reduced. False
positive events occur when you configure detection rules
extensively or when you activate unnecessary rules. In order
to reduce this, we need to rigorously apply detection rules
through precise analysis of the exploit. In addition, it disables
the detection rules of the simple information providing
format such as “ICMP UNREACH” to reduce the load of the
cyberthreat attack event. Inaccurate rules flood false positives
and generate false negatives. A large number of false detection
events may cause unnecessary analysis time and may prevent
detection of cyberthreat attack events.

Until now, the term “security monitoring” has not been
defined as a legal rule. In recent years, it has been a step in the
process of conceptualization in the academic sense.The term
“security control” is used in English as “SecurityMonitoring”
or “SecurityMonitoring & Control.”The dictionary meaning
of “Monitoring” is to protect against various errors that may
occur during computer program execution. And the Korean
dictionary of the Korean language states that “control”means
“to control and control by necessity at a country or an airport”
[9] (see Figure 1).

2.3. Intrusion Detection System. The Snort intrusion detec-
tion system is one of the most widely used systems among
intrusion detection systems (IDS) and is an open source
network-based intrusion detection system (open source
NIDS) [12–14].

The rule is divided into Header and Option. As shown in
(Figure 2), detailed rules can be distinguished as conditions
to be detected in the detection operation, protocol type,
source address, source port, traffic transmission direction,
destination IP address, and destination port. The elements
used in these detailed rules are summarized as shown in
Figure 2.

The Rule Header of Snort is an integral part of the detec-
tion rule that includes five elements: Rule Action, Protocol,
Source, Destination IP, Source, Destination Port, and Traffic
Direction. Rule Action specifies what the rule should do if the
packet matches the rule. Snort has rule actions such as “pass,
log, alert,” but in most cases it uses the alert Rule Action [15–
18] (see Table 2).

Snort’s rule options are divided into General, Payload
Detection, and Nonpayload Detection rule options as shown
in Table 3.

3. Optimization of Selected Snort-Based
Detection Rule

3.1. Header Detection Rule Optimization. In Rule Action,
“alert” generates a warning, “log” leaves a log, “pass” ignores
the packet, “activate” sends a warning and activates the
specified dynamic rule, and “drop” throws away the packet
and leaves a log. Also “reject” leaves the connection and
log, and “sdrop” discards the packet and leaves no log. Of
these, 6 items including “log,” “pass,” “activate,” “dynamic,”
“reject,” and “sdrop” are excluded. For this reason, “log” and
“pass” are options for packet logging or packet ignoring.
“Activate” and “dynamic” are used mainly for additional
logging after detection of attack. They are not suitable for the
purpose of notifying the occurrence of attack. “Reject” and
“sdrop” are excluded because they are additional actions after
interception.

In the protocol, “tcp,” “udp,” “icmp,” and “ip” support
the TCP, UDP, ICMP, and IP protocols, respectively. In the
protocol, “tcp” supports the TCP protocol, “udp” supports
the UDP protocol, “icmp” supports the ICMP protocol, and
“ip” supports the IP protocol (see Table 4).

In IP, “any” represents All-IP address targets, “numeric
IP” represents a specific IP address target, “numeric IP
list” supports up to 10, including CIDR among multiple IP
addresses, “CIDR” represents the length object of a specific
network address, and “negation(!)” represents All-IP address
destinations except the specified IP address. In port, “any”
represents all port number targets, “static port” represents
fixed port number targets, “ranges(:)” represents port range
targets, and “negation(!)” represents all port destinations
except for specified ports. In Direction, “-> option” indicates
the direction of the destination host from the source host, and
“<> option” indicates the direction of both the source host
and the destination host. The <- option lowers the detection
efficiency by generating a lot of intrusion detection sensor
load. Also, “<-” is to remove the mandatory option because
it is necessary to use the -> option by changing the source IP
and destination IP (see Table 5).

3.2. General Rule Optimization. In General, “msg” is used
as an option to indicate a message to be recorded when
detecting security control events. “Reference” is a reference to
additional information, “gid” is the ID of the alert generation
module, sid is used to identify the Snort detection rule,
“<100” is the number reserved for future use, “100–1,000,000”
indicates the number assigned by Snort, and “>1,000,000”
represents a user-defined rule assignment number. “Rev”
keyword indicates information about the revision of the sid,
“classtype” identifies information that can classify the attack,
and “priority” indicates the importance of the rule. In Gen-
eral, all options excluding “msg” are excluded.The “reference”
case is excluded as an additional option for reference of
detection rule information. “Gid” and “sid” are excluded
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Table 2: Definition of Snort Header detection rules [4].

Snort instruction format Definition
Header

Rule Action
alert Generate Alert
log Leave log
pass Ignore pat
activate Send alerts and activate dynamic rules
dynamic It is activated by the activate rule and the Log option
drop Drop a packet and leave a log
reject Connection terminated and logged
drop Discard packets and leave no logs

Protocol
tcp TCP protocol support
udp UDP protocol support
icmp ICMP protocol support
ip IP protocol support

IP
any All IP address
numeric IP Specific IP addresses
numeric IP list Multiple IP addresses

CIDR

Specific network class destination
(i) Class A Network (8 bits)
(ii) Class B Network (16 bits)
(iii) Class C Network (24 bits)

negation(!) All IP addresses except the specified IP address
Port

any All port numbers
static port Fixed Port Number
ranges(:) Port range destination
negation(!) All ports except the specified port

Direction
-> From the origin host to the destination host
<- Change the source and destination information and specify to “->”
bidirectional(<>) Bidirectional detection support

Internet

Firewall

NIDSNIDS

Figure 1: NIDS network [9].
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Figure 2: Snort basic rule set [10, 11].

from Snort configuration module as indicating module ID
and detection rule ID that generated warning. Also, “rev” is
excluded as an option for version control of detection rules,
and “classtype” and “priority” are excluded due to lack of
usability as an option for sorting and prioritizing detection
rules (see Table 6).

3.3. Payload Detection and Nonpayload Detection Rule Opti-
mization. In Payload Detection (Content, Content Modi-
fier), “content” indicates the specific content to be found
in the Payload of the packet, and “nocase” means not case
sensitive. “Rawbytes” ignores the decoding process and indi-
cates raw packet data inspection, offset indicates the pattern
search start position, depth indicates the pattern search range,
distance indicates a new pattern search start position after
the previous pattern matching, and within indicates the
pattern search range. The http client body searches in the
body part of the HTTP request. The http cookie searches in
the cookie part of theHTTPheader.Thehttp header searches
in the HTTP header part. The http method searches in the
HTTP method part. The http uri part searches the HTTP
URI part in the fast pattern Eye. This is the command to
designate the pattern to search first. However, HTTP related
commands can be specified with the content option and
can be excluded. Fast pattern excludes string matching as a
priority (see Table 7).

In Payload Detection, “uricontent” searches patterns
from URI information of HTTP, “urilen” checks HTTP
URI length, and “isdataat” searches whether Payload has
a certain number of bytes. “Pcre” searches for a regular

expression, byte test compares it to a specific value after a
certain byte operation, and “byte jump” jumps to a result
value after a certain byte operation. “Ftpbounce” detects an
FTP bounce attack, “asn1” detects a malicious encoding, and
“cvs” detects an invalid entry string in CVS. Also, “dce iface,”
“dce opnum,” and “dce stup data” detect the DCE/RPC
request traffic pattern. Of these, “urilen” is excluded because
it can be specified usingmandatory options, and “ftpbounce,”
“asn1,” “cvs,” “dce-iface,” “dce-opnum,” and “dce stup data”
commands should be excluded because these are the options
for detecting specific attacks on specific services (see Table 8).

Among the Nonpayload Detection options, the com-
mands related to IP such as fragoffset, fragbits, tos, id,
ipopts, and TCP related commands seq, ack, and windows
are excluded because they are not useful in creating detection
rules (see Table 9).

In Nonpayload Detection, “dsize” checks packet payload
size to detect packets of abnormal size, and “flow” defines
packet direction in relation to client-server communication
stream. “Flowbits” is an option to support session-based
detection, and “Rpc” acts to identify the rpc service but it is
excluded because it can be specifiedusingmandatory options.
The “sameip” checks whether the source and destination
IPs are the same, and the “stream size” checks the size
of the session according to the TCP sequence number,
but it is excluded because it can be specified through the
“dsize” option. In Rule Thresholds, “Limit” indicates the
first occurrence of a warning when a number of identical
events occur within a certain time, and “Threshold” indicates
a warning when the number of the same events occurring
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Table 3: Definition of Snort option detection rules [4].

Snort instruction format Definition
Option

General
msg Message to record when Alert or logging
reference References to additional information
gid Alert generation module id
sid Use to distinguish snort detection rules
rev Display information about revision of rule with sid
classtype Information that can classify an attack
priority Show the importance (priority) of detection rules

Payload Detection
content Specific content looking for in the payload of a packet
content modifier

nocase Not classifying capital and small letter
rawbytes Ignore the decoding process and check the raw packet data
offset Specify whether to start pattern search after the first few bytes of the packet
depth Specify how to compare pattern search from offset to how many bytes
distance Specify whether to start pattern after how many bytes from previous pattern matching.
within Specify how to compare pattern searches from distance to how many bytes
http client body Search in body part of HTTP request
http cookie Search in the cookie portion of the HTTP header
http header Search in the HTTP header section
http method Search in the HTTP methods section
http uri Search in the HTTP URI section
fast pattern Specify the pattern to search first

uricontent Retrieve patterns from URI information in HTTP
urilen Check HTTP URI length
isdataat Checks if the payload has a certain number of bytes
pcre Search by regular expression
byte test Compare with specific value after specific byte operation
byte jump Jump as much as the operation result value after a certain byte operation
ftpbounce FTP bounce attack detection
asn1 Detect malicious encoding
cvs Detect invalid Entry string in CVS
dce iface

Detect traffic pattern requesting DCE/RPCdce opnum
dce stup data

Non-Payload Detection
IP

fragoffset IP fragment offset field check
fragbits IP fragment offset field check
tos IP Service type field check
id IP identification field check
ttl IP Time To Live field check
ip proto IP protocol inspection
ipopts IP Options field check

TCP
seq TCP sequence number check
ack TCP acknowledge number check
flags TCP flag bit field check
window TCP window size check
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Table 3: Continued.

Snort instruction format Definition
ICMP

itype ICMP type check
icode ICMP code check
icmp id ICMP identification check
icmp seq ICMP sequence number check

dsize Detect the payload size of packets to detect abnormal size packets
flow Defines the direction of the packet in relation to the client-server communication stream
flowbits Options to support session-based detection
rpc rpc service identification
sameip Check if origin and destination IP are the same
stream size Check the size of the session according to the TCP sequence number

Thresholding
limit Only the first warning occurs when multiple identical events occur within a certain time
threshold Alert when the number of the same events that occur within a certain time is exceeded

Table 4: Optimization of Header Rules: Rule Action, Protocol.

Command format Selection of detection rule standardization

Rule Action alert Generate a warning
drop Drop the packet and leave a log

Protocol

tcp TCP protocol support
udp UDP protocol support
icmp ICMP protocol support
ip IP protocol support

Command format Excluded detection rules standardized/excluded reasons

Rule Action

log Logged It is an option for packet logging or packet override, which
is mainly used for logging after attack detection, but it is
for the purpose of notifying the occurrence of an attackpass Ignore packets

activate Send an alert and activate the
specified dynamic rule

This option is used for additional logging after detection of
an attack, but it is consistent with the purpose of notifying

the occurrence of the attackdynamic It is activated by the activate rule
and acts like the log option

reject Connection terminated and
logged Added after Intrusion rrevention and exclude as action

sdrop Discards packets and leaves no
logs

Table 5: Optimization of Header Rules: IP, Port, Direction.

Command format Selection of detection rule standardization

IP

any All IP address
numeric IP Specific IP addresses

numeric IP list Multiple IP address up to 10 including CIDR
CIDR The length of a specific network address.

Port
any all port numbers

static port Fixed Port Number
ranges(;) Port range destination

Direction -> Direction from the origin host to the destination host
<> Origin host and destination host bidirectional

Command format Excluded detection rules standardized/excluded reasons

Direction <- Source Host and
Destination Host Reverse

It is excluded because it can be made by changing source
IP and destination IP and generate load
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Table 6: Optimization of General Rules.

Command format Selection of detection rule standardization

General msg Message to record when detecting

Command format Excluded detection rules standardized/excluded reasons

General

reference References to additional
information

Excluded as an additional option for reference of detection rule
information

gid Alert generation module id

Except for the module ID of the configuration module and the ID
of the detection rule (Snort-specific function)sid

Use to distinguish Snort
detection rules

<100 reserved number for
future use

100–1,000,000 number
assigned by Snort
>1,000,000 custom rule
assignment numbers

rev Information on revision of
rules with sid Excluded as an option for versioning of detection rules

classtype Information that can
classify an attack

Excluded as an option for risk display and classification of
detection

priority Significance of detection
rules (top/middle/bottom)

Exclude as an option for indicating the importance of detection
rules

Table 7: Optimization of Payload Detection (Content, Content Modifier) Rules.

Command format Selection of detection rule standardization

Payload Detection

content Specific content to look for in the payload of a packet
nocase Case insensitive
rawbytes Ignore the decoding process and check raw packet data
offset Pattern search start position (after the first few bytes of the packet)
depth Pattern search range (compare pattern search from offset to several bytes)
distance New pattern search start position after a previous pattern match (after a few bytes)
within Pattern search range (compare pattern search from distance to several bytes)

Command format Excluded detection rules standardized/excluded reasons

Payload Detection

http client body Search in body part of
HTTP request

Except for the content option

http cookie
Search in the cookie
portion of the HTTP

header

http header Search in the HTTP header
section

http method Search in the HTTP
methods section

http uri Search in the HTTP URI
section

fast pattern Specify the pattern to
search first Excluded as string matching from specified priority
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Table 8: Optimization of Payload Detection Rules.

Command format Selection of detection rule standardization

Payload Detection

isdataat Check if the payload has a certain number of bytes

pcre Search by regular expression

byte test Compare with specific value after specific byte operation

uricontent Search patterns from URI information in HTTP

Command format Excluded detection rules standardized/excluded Reasons

Payload Detection

urilen Check HTTP URI length Excluded as assignable opting using mandatory option

ftpbounce FTP bounce attack detection

Excluded as assignable opting using mandatory option

asn1 Detect malicious encoding

cvs Detect invalid Entry String in CVS

dce iface
DCE/RPC request traffic pattern detectiondce opnum

dce stup data

Table 9: Optimization of Nonpayload Detection Rules 1.

Command format Selection of detection rule standardization

Nonpayload Detection (IP) ttl Inspect IP Time-To-Live field

ip proto Inspect IP protocol field

Nonpayload Detection
(TCP) flags Inspect TCP flag bit field

Nonpayload Detection
(ICMP)

itype Inspect ICMP type

icode Inspect ICMP code

icmp id Inspect ICMP identification field

icmp seq Inspect ICMP sequence number

Command format Excluded detection rules standardized/excluded reasons

Nonpayload Detection (IP)

fragoffset Inspect IP fragment Offset
field

It is excluded through
consultation with related companies,

Because it is not useful in
creating detection rule

fragbits
Check whether IP

fragmentation and reserved
bits are set

tos Inspect IP Service type field

id Inspect IP identification
field

ipopts Inspect IP Options field

Nonpayload Detection (TCP)

seq Inspect TCP Sequence
number

ack Inspect TCP acknowledge
number

window Inspect TCP window size
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Table 10: Optimization of Nonpayload Detection Rules 2.

Command format Standardization of detection rules Candidates for selection

Nonpayload Detection

dsize Packet detection of abnormal size by checking the packet’s payload size

flow Defines the direction of the packet in relation to the client-server
communication stream

flowbits Options to support session-based detection

Rule Thresholds
Limit Alert for the first time when multiple identical events occur within a

certain time

Threshold Alert when the number of the same events that occur within a certain
time is exceeded

Command format Excluded detection rules standardized/excluded Reasons

Nonpayload Detection

rpc Identify the rpc service

It identifies the rpc service, but it can be
specified using mandatory options. It can be

specified through the dsize option.

sameip Check if origin and
destination IP are the same

stream size
Check the size of the

session according to the
TCP sequence number

within a certain time exceeds the corresponding number.
Threshold option was used before Snort 2.8.5 version; Snort
2.8.5.1 or later uses Detection Filter or Event Filters option
(see Table 10).

4. Comparison Analysis of Existing Snort
Detection Options

Optimizing the existing Snort detection grammar will allow
the user to understand and analyze the wrong type of
policy created without considering the performance and false
positives of the detection sensor in the event of a vulnerability
attack. Also this can elaborate detection rules. In order to
normalize the detection rules; first, if short strings are applied,
frequent detection of the intrusion detection system sensor
occurs, thereby degrading the performance of the intrusion
detection system sensor. Therefore, it is necessary to create a
policy that detects a string of at least 4 bytes or more. Second,
when a communication string is detected frequently, a large
number of detection events are generated, which may cause
a false alarm, and the performance of the detection sensor
may be reduced, thereby limiting communication traffic in a
typical Internet environment.Third, in the PCRE grammar, .
(Dot), ∗ (Asterisk) is a special character that matches any
string. Because thismatchingmatches all strings in the packet
Payload, the PCRE computation consumes a lot of system
resources and leaks from the intrusion detection system
sensor. Fourth, if the setting value exceeds the detection
string length limit of the intrusion detection system sensor,
it may cause a problem that it cannot be detected. In
addition, long length PCRE matching causes performance
load of the intrusion detection system sensor. Fifth, when
searching a continuous pattern of the same character, a
looping phenomenon may occur as repeated operations are
performed, which causes a heavy load on the CPU usage.

Therefore, there is a purpose to improve these five problems
by optimizing Snort detection grammar (see Table 11).

5. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper is to find a detection rule opti-
mization method for protecting users who use location-
based services inmobile information systems and proving the
compatibility of detection rules between different intrusion
detection systems (IDS/IPS) introduced in each security
control center (cybersafety center) based on IDS Snort in
order to prepare for new cyberthreats and cyberattacks.

Recent hacking technologies understand cyberattack
packet contents in order to detect new cyberthreats that are
developing rapidly and present the best intrusion detection
rules for network environment. Based on the Snort detection
rules, we designed the models and options of the essential
detection rules and suggested the most optimized detec-
tion rule production standards through understanding and
analyzing the wrong policies such as the performance of
the detection sensor and the policy that does not consider
the false positives. In this paper, we propose an efficient
detection and countermeasure of new cyberattacks through
the Snort-based detection rule standard requirements. Also,
constructing a standardized security management system of
the heterogeneous intrusion detection system bymaintaining
the optimization state by correcting and revising the detec-
tion pattern according to the actual situation of each security
control center is possible.

This standardization of integrated intrusion detection
pattern is expected to establish an efficient operation system
of each security control center (cybersafety center) perform-
ing security control.
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Table 11: Comparison of Snort Detection Rules and Optimization Options.

Detection rule options Snort Detection rule
optimization grammar selection

Header (24/17)
Rule Actions (8/2)

alert O O
log O X
pass O X
activate O X
dynamic O X
drop O O
reject O X
sdrop O X

Protocols (4/4)
tcp O O
udp O O
icmp O O
ip O O

IP (5/5)
any O O
numeric IP O O
numeric IP list O O
CIDR O O
negation(!) O O

Port (4/4)
any O O
static port O O
ranges(:) O O
negation(!) O O

Direction (3/2)
-> O O
<- O X
bidirectional(<>) O O

Option (47/24)
Meta Data (6/1)

msg O O
reference O X
sid O X
rev O X
classtype O X
priority O X

Payload Detection (19/12)
content O O
content modifier

Nocase O O
Rawbytes O O
Depth O O
Offset O O
Distance O O
Within O O
http client body O X
http uri O X
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Table 11: Continued.

Detection rule options Snort Detection rule
optimization grammar selection

http header O X
http cookie O X
uricontent O O
isdataat O O
pcre O O
byte test O O
byte jump O O
ftpbounce O X
asn1 O X
regex O X

Non Payload Detection (20/9)
fragoffset O X
ttl O O
tos O X
id O X
ipopts O X
fragbits O X
dsize O O
flags O O
flow O O
flowbits O O
seq O X
ack O X
window O X
itype O O
icode O O
icmp id O O
icmp seq O O
rpc O X
ip proto O X
sameip O X

Thresholding (2/2)
limit O O
threshold O O
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The mobile service is a widely used carrier for mobile applications. With the increase of the number of mobile services, for
service recommendation and selection, the nonfunctional properties (also known as quality of service, QoS) become increasingly
important.However, inmany cases, the number ofmobile services invoked by a user is quite limited, which leads to the large number
of missing QoS values. In recent years, many prediction algorithms, such as algorithms extended from collaborative filtering (CF),
are proposed to predict QoS values. However, the ideas of most existing algorithms are borrowed from the recommender system
community, not specific formobile service. In this paper, we first propose a data filtering-extended SlopeOnemodel (filtering-based
CF), which is based on the characteristics of a mobile service and considers the relation with location. Also, using the data filtering
technique in FB-CF and matrix factorization (MF), this paper proposes another model FB-MF (filtering-based MF). We also build
an ensemble model, which combines the prediction results of FB-CFmodel and FB-MFmodel. We conduct sufficient experiments,
and the experimental results demonstrate that our models outperform all compared methods and achieve good results in high data
sparsity scenario.

1. Introduction

Since many mobile services have been or being developed as
the interfaces to access resources onmobile environment, the
number of services increases dramatically. Users often have
to select a mobile service from a series of service candidates
with similar function. To solve the selection issue, people
develop the service recommender system to select services
with better QoS (short for quality of service). But in mobile
service invocation, most users only have invoked quite a few
services before, and a large part of QoS values are unknown.
To solve this problem, it is urgent to find an effective method
to predict QoS values, which has been a research highlight in
service computing community.

The collaborative filtering (CF for short) algorithm is
widely used for QoS prediction [1, 2]. The idea of CF
algorithm is to first identify the similar neighbors of a user

or a mobile service and then use the historical QoS values
of neighbors to predict the unknown values of the target
user or service. It can be seen that the prediction accuracy of
CF algorithm largely depends on the identification of similar
neighbors. In mobile service recommendation, the accuracy
of similar neighbor identification is not so well due to the
following reasons:

(1) In similar neighbor identification, there is an assump-
tion that the QoS values are stable and reliable.
However, QoS is largely impacted by the mobile
network environment in different locations, both in
the user side and service side. Due to the instability
of mobile network environment, the QoS value is also
unstable.

(2) Along with the increase of data sparsity, the similarity
computation becomes much less accurate. In high
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data sparsity, the number of services invoked by a
single user is quite limited, which leads to the even
few number of common invoked mobile services by
more than one user. Especially in the extreme case
that two users do not have any services commonly
invoked, there is no chance for any two users being
the similar neighbor of the other. So it is difficult
to conduct similar neighbor identification with high
accuracy in sparse QoS records.

(3) In many cases, we need to select the 𝐾 most similar
neighbors from all neighbor candidates, and the value
of 𝐾 brings a nonnegligible impact on prediction
accuracy. The optimal value of 𝐾 often needs to be
determined through a series of experiments and is
often different in different datasets.

So we decide to propose new models that can handle
the above issues, and our models are based on SlopeOne
model. For QoS prediction, the SlopeOne model does not
need to identify similar neighbors but directly uses the known
QoS records to predict missing values [3]. So the SlopeOne
model avoids the issue of similar neighbor identification that
happens in CF algorithm. However, the SlopeOnemodel also
has a defect; that is, the model needs to use all of the known
QoS records for a missing value prediction. On the one
hand, such defect increases the time complexity. On the other
hand, it is inevitable to involve noise data, which lowers the
prediction accuracy. This paper aims to solve those problems
and makes the following contributions:

(1) It proposes a twofold data filtering strategy to filter
noise to improve prediction accuracy and lower time
complexity, for predicting the QoS values of mobile
services. The proposed data filtering strategy is not
designed to any specific QoS property of a mobile
service but can be used to predict all types of QoS
properties.

(2) It proposes two novel prediction models. One is an
ensemble model, and the other is a matrix factoriza-
tion model.

(3) It proposes a linear way to combine the results of
the two proposed models, further improving the
prediction accuracy.

(4) It conducts sufficient experiments in two real-world
datasets, and the experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed models. Note that
our models only need the QoS records as the input,
without the need for any other side information,
which brings high feasibility in mobile service invo-
cation scenario.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses the related work. Section 3 presents the framework of
our work. Section 4 explains the proposed filtering methods,
and Section 5 elaborates the proposedmodels. Section 6 gives
the experimental results, and Section 7 concludes the paper
and discusses the future work.

2. Related Work

It is hard for a user to invoke all available mobile services to
acquire all QoS values, to select the most suitable one. Thus,
QoS prediction is an indispensable task in mobile service
selection and recommendation. The collaborative filtering
(CF for short) algorithm is widely used in traditional service
computing community to predict QoS [1, 4–7].

The CF algorithm is first formally proposed by [8] and
has been broadly employed in e-commerce recommender
systems [9, 10]. The CF algorithm can be classified into two
types, that is, neighbor-based CF and model-based CF. The
neighbor-based CF algorithm can be further classified into
two categories, that is, user-based CF algorithm and service-
based CF algorithm. We take the following prediction task
as the example: to predict the QoS value of user 𝑢 receiving
after invoking service 𝑗, marking as 𝑞𝑢𝑗. The user-based CF
algorithm first identifies the similar neighbors of user 𝑢 with
similarity computation, using the historical QoS records [11–
13]. Then, the user-based CF algorithm collaboratively uses
the historical QoS records of the identified similar neighbors
to service 𝑗 to compute the predicted QoS value 𝑞𝑢𝑗. The
service-based CF algorithm is similar to the user-based CF
algorithm, and the difference is that the first step is to identify
the similar neighbors of service 𝑗, and the missing value 𝑞𝑢𝑗
is predicted by collaboratively using the known QoS records
of user 𝑢 to the identified service neighbors [10, 14, 15].

In recent years, several new neighbor-based CF algo-
rithms have been also proposed for QoS prediction in tradi-
tional service computing. Sun et al. [16] proposed a new sim-
ilarity computation method to better identify user neighbors
and service neighbors. In detail, the authors normalized the
QoS values and computed the similarity based on Euclidean
distance. Liu et al. [17] proposed a geographic location-
based CF algorithm. They assumed that the users that are
located near each other had similar network environment
and thus were likely to experience similar QoS. Zheng et al.
[18] constructed an ensemble model, which combined the
prediction results of user-based CF algorithm and service-
based CF algorithm with a predefined parameter.

Another important type of CF algorithm is model-based
algorithm, and the idea is to learn the latent features of a user
and a service and further learn the relation between the latent
features of users and services. The learning process is based
on the historical QoS records. The model-based algorithm
includes SVM [19], MF (short for matrix factorization) [20,
21], Bayesian classifier [13], and latent semantic analysis [22].
The MF model has been verified to be effective and be the
first choice in many prediction tasks. He et al. [23] proposed
a geographic location-based hierarchicalMFmodel, in which
the user-service invocation matrix is partitioned into several
local matrices, with 𝐾-Means algorithm.The final prediction
result is computed as the combination of the results that
are achieved using the whole matrix and local matrices,
respectively. Xu et al. [24] extended the PMF (probabilistic
matrix factorization) with geographical information. In their
model, the similar neighbors were identified based on the
geographical distance, and the latent feature vector of the
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target user was learned together with the feature vectors of
similar neighbors.

Lemire and Maclachlan [3] first proposed the SlopeOne
model in recommender system community, which was easy
to implement and could achieve good performance. Zhang
[25] proposed a hybrid model that was the combination
of SlopeOne model and item-based CF algorithm. Corre-
spondingly, Wang and Ye [26] proposed a hybrid model
as the combination of SlopeOne model and user-based CF
algorithm. Mi and Xu [27] first clustered items according to
the ratings that the items received, and, in each cluster, the
missing ratings were predicted using SlopeOne model.

In service computing, there are not so many works
that study the SlopeOne model. In this paper, we employ
SlopeOne model as the base to predict QoS values for mobile
services, and our proposed models are verified to be effective
by sufficient experiments.

3. The Whole Framework

We present the whole framework of this paper in Figure 1,
which includes the following components:

(1) User-service invocation matrix: it stores the known
historical QoS records, and the large part of missing
values are to be predicted.

(2) User similarity matrix: it stores the similarity result
of two users, which is computed based on the service
invocation records.

(3) Service similarity matrix: it stores the similarity result
of two services, which is computed based on the
invoked records.

(4) Global filter: it identifies the user neighborhood and
service neighborhood based on the similarity.

(5) Local filter: it further identifies a fine-grained neigh-
borhood from the neighborhood that is discovered by
the global filter.

(6) FB-CF (filtering-based CF): it is the proposed mul-
timodel combination method, which is composed of
three submodels, and can select a suitable submodel
to finish the prediction task in different conditions.

(7) FB-MF (filtering-based MF): using the prediction
results of FB-CF, this component first fills the missing
entries in the user-service invocationmatrix and then
factorizes the matrix using the MF model.

(8) The ensemble model: it combines the FB-CF model
and FB-MF model, to further improve the prediction
accuracy.

4. The Proposed Filtering Method

In this section, we present our proposed filtering methods,
including global data filtering and local data filtering.

4.1. Global Filtering

4.1.1. The Motivation of Global Filtering. The motivation of
global filtering is based on the observation of real-world

service invocation data, and we take the response time as the
example to explain. First, let us see Table 1. In Table 1, the
task is to predict the QoS value after user1 invokes service2.
Using the basic SlopeOne model, we can get the prediction
result as 𝑥 = 𝑎 + (𝑐 − 𝑏). Now let us see Table 2, in which the
prediction result is 𝑥 = 7 + (0.5 − 0.7) = 6.8. However, the
prediction result is likely to be biased, and such bias should
be avoided for a linear predictionmodel.The analysis is based
on the real-worldQoS data collected by [28], andmore details
of this dataset can be found in the experiment section (see
Section 6.1). We give the following detailed analysis.

(1) As shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the response time
data have a strong aggregation characteristic, and the
values of most data are distributed around a limited
value range. More than 80% values are less than
the average, and more than 90% values are located
in the range of the average adding double standard
deviations. Thus, the prediction value 6.8 is quite
likely to be deviated from the real value of 𝑥.

(2) The distribution of QoS values shows clear random-
ness. Assume that the real value of 𝑥 is close to the
prediction value 6.8; then, the QoS value vectors of
user1 and user2 should have a stable difference in
every dimension. If the deviation of the difference of
twoQoS value vectors is small, the difference between
the two vectors is stable. As shown in Figure 3, we
randomly select user A and further select user C.The
QoS value vector of user C is similar to that of user
A. It can be seen that the QoS value of user A can be
smaller or larger than the QoS value of user C, which
means there is no stable difference between the QoS
values of userA and user C, even though the deviation
of difference of user C is the smallest compared to
user A. So the prediction value 6.8 is likely to be quite
different from the real value of 𝑥.

Now let us consider the case in Table 3, in which we can
get the prediction value 𝑥 = 1 + (0.5 − 0.7) = 0.8. Based on
the aggregation effect shown in Figure 2(a), the probability
of 𝑥 being close to 0.8 is large. So naturally more such local
matrices are helpful for linear regression to improve the
prediction accuracy.

Based on the above analysis, when the difference among
𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 is large (as shown in Table 2), the prediction error
is likely to be large. In contrast, when the difference among 𝑎,
𝑏, and 𝑐 is small (as shown in Table 3), the prediction error is
likely to be small. So in this paper, we use global filtering to
enlarge the frequency of the cases like Table 3.

4.1.2. Global Filtering with Similarity Computation. The goal
of global filtering is to make the values of 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 close
to each other. Some papers claim that the users with close
geographical location have similar network environment
and thus tend to experience similar QoS [17, 29]. However,
in mobile environment, the relation between the network
configuration and location is more complex. As shown in
Figure 4, we randomly select two users A and B that are
close to each other geographically. It can be seen that the
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Figure 1: The whole framework.

Table 1: Example 1.

service1 service2
user1 𝑎 𝑥
user2 𝑏 𝑐

Table 2: Example 2.

service1 service2
user1 𝑎 = 7 𝑥 = ?
user2 𝑏 = 0.7 𝑐 = 0.5

QoS value (response time) of user A can be quite larger
than that of user B or be also quite smaller than that of
user B. That is, even though two users locate closely, the
QoS values that they receive may still be quite different.
Besides, if the side information, such as the geographical
location, is indispensable for a model, the applicability of
the model will be limited. For a model with geographical
information as the input, the model will fail to work in the
invocation scenario that has no geographical information. In
this paper, the proposed models use Manhattan distance as
a base to compute the similarity to finish the global filtering.
The Manhattan distance is

dis (�⃗�, ⃗𝑦) =
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖) , (1)

where �⃗� and ⃗𝑦 are the QoS value vectors of two users and 𝑛
is the number of services that are commonly invoked by the
two users. Equation (1) ignores the impact of the number of
commonly invoked services, sowe use the averageManhattan
distance to better compute the similarity of two QoS vectors,
which is shown as follows:

sim (�⃗�, ⃗𝑦) = 1
1 + ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖) /𝑛 , (2)

where we borrow the idea of Laplacian smoothing in the
denominator. In (2), if the QoS vectors are closer, the

similarity of the users will be larger. Note that although
we take the user similarity computation as the example to
explain, similarly, the service similarity can be also computed
in the same way. In mobile service similarity computation, �⃗�
and ⃗𝑦 are the vectors of the invoked records of two mobile
services, and 𝑛 is the number of users that have commonly
invoked the mobile services before.

The global filtering is conducted in both the user side
and service side and uses a threshold to control the filtering
strength. That is, for the target user or target service, the
goal is to select the similar neighbors that the corresponding
similarity is larger than the threshold.The threshold is not set
manually but computed automatically as

𝜏global = avg (Simuser) + avg (Simservice)
2 , (3)

where 𝜏global is the threshold, avg(Simuser) is the average value
of the user similarity matrix, and avg(Simservice) is the average
value of the mobile service similarity matrix. The automatic
computation of the threshold improves the applicability of
our method. The experimental results show that, in two real-
world datasets, the proposed global filtering achieves good
performance.

After global filtering, we get the similar neighbor set for
a user or a service. Considering that, under the case of huge
data volume, the similar neighbor set can be quite large, to
lower the complexity of subsequent computation, we select
the 𝐾 most similar neighbors to form a compact neighbor
set. The sensitivity of our proposed models to 𝐾 will be given
in the experiment section.

4.2. Local Filtering. The global filtering is capable of measur-
ing the closeness of QoS vectors, but there may exist huge
difference among some local QoS values. Here is an example,
where there are two QoS vectors ⃗𝑞𝐴 and ⃗𝑞𝐵:

⃗𝑞𝐴 = (1, . . . , 1, 10, 2, . . . , 2) ,
⃗𝑞𝐵 = (1, . . . , 1, 3, 2, . . . , 2) .

(4)
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Table 3: Example 3.

service1 service2
user1 𝑎 = 1 𝑥 = ?
user2 𝑏 = 0.7 𝑐 = 0.5

A and B (A or B could be a user or a service) can receive a
quite different QoS value (such as 10 and 3 as shown in the
above example), but since the QoS values in other entries are
quite similar, overall the similarity should be large. However,
in SlopeOne model, using 10 and 3 will lead to large error. So
in this paper, we further propose a local filtering method to
avoid the above case.

Lemire and Maclachlan [3] proposed the bipolar Slope-
One model, which only uses the data to reach consistency in
two-class classification, to be the input of the prediction.This
model does the local filtering task to some extent but has the
following defects:

(1) It is hard to decide the classification border: as
continuous values, the QoS values are different from
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Figure 4:TheQoSdistribution of users in close geographic location.

the traditional rating data, which are discrete values.
So it is hard to decide the threshold for two-class
classification. For example, we set 5 as the threshold,
being larger than 5 is positive class, and being smaller
than 5 is negative class. In such a case, being 4.9will be
negative class, and being 5.1 will be positive class, but
naturally the two values are quite close to each other.

(2) It is easy to lead to overfiltering: the algorithm
requires that, in the local matrix, the classifications of
QoS values 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 should be the same. Such strong
filtering strategy is likely to lead to too few available
data that can be used for prediction, especially in the
high data sparsity case.

To solve the above issues, in this paper, we propose a local fil-
teringmethod based on the dynamic difference classification.

Different from the static two-class classification, which
employs a fixed threshold to classify a QoS to one of the two
classes, we define that if the difference of two values is smaller
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Figure 5: The framework of the FB-CF model.

than a threshold, then the class of the two values is the same.
That is,

{𝑞𝑎, 𝑞𝑏 ∈ the same class | 𝑞𝑎 − 𝑞𝑏 < 𝜏local} , (5)

where 𝜏local is the classification threshold. Similar to the global
filtering threshold 𝜏global, the local filtering threshold 𝜏local
in this section does not rely on manual setting either but is
computed automatically as the average of all the known QoS
values; that is,

𝜏local = avg (dataset) . (6)

5. The Proposed Prediction Models

In this section, we will elaborate the proposed prediction
models, including three SlopeOne-based models and one
MF-based model.

The framework of the proposed model FB-CF (filtering-
based CF) is shown in Figure 5. The first step is to use
the proposed global filter and local filter to filter the noise
data, and the second step is to conduct the prediction using
the proposed weighted SlopeOne model (see the following
Section 5.1). In the prediction process, if the weighted
SlopeOne model finds that the cases of invocation failure or
cold-start occur, the framework will turn to the proposed
Top𝐾 model or SlopeOne Top𝐾 model (see the following
Sections 5.2 and 5.3). It means that FB-CF model can
select a suitable submodel to fit any real invocation case,
which further improves the prediction accuracy. We will give
detailed explanation of all models in the rest part of this
section.

5.1. Data Filtering-Based Weighted SlopeOne. Assuming two
vectors V⃗ = {V𝑖 | 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛} and �⃗� = {𝑤𝑖 | 𝑖 =
1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}, the SlopeOne model uses the linear regression
predictor 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 + 𝑏, 𝑥 ∈ V⃗. If we aim to compute �⃗�
based on V⃗, there is only one unknown parameter 𝑏. To get
the parameter 𝑏, we only need to minimize the loss function

min
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

(V𝑖 + 𝑏 − 𝑤𝑖)2 . (7)

So the task turns to computing the optimal 𝑏. By derivation,
we can get 𝑏 = ∑𝑖(𝑤𝑖 − V𝑖)/𝑛, which indicates that 𝑏 is equal
to the average deviation of V⃗ and �⃗�.

When the SlopeOnemodel predicts the QoS value of user
𝑢 invokingmobile service 𝑗 based onmobile service 𝑖, 𝑏 is the
average deviation of the QoS records of service 𝑖 and service
𝑗, and 𝑥 is the QoS value of user 𝑢 invoking mobile service 𝑖.
We can get the following predictor:

𝑞𝑢𝑗 = 𝑞𝑢𝑖 + dev𝑖𝑗, (8)

where the average deviation dev𝑖𝑗 is computed with

dev𝑖𝑗 = ∑
𝑢∈𝑈𝑖𝑗

𝑞𝑢𝑖 − 𝑞𝑢𝑗𝑈𝑖𝑗


, (9)

where 𝑈𝑖𝑗 represents the user set, in which the users invoke
both service 𝑖 and service 𝑗.

5.2. TopK Prediction Model. In the historical invocation
records, there exist some QoS values that are not missing
but recorded to be negative, which mean that the service
invocation fails and the QoS value has not been recorded.
In this paper, we also aim to predict the possibility of
invocation failure, by studying the possibility of a QoS value
being negative. After global and local filtering, if there are
some values being negative, which lowers the prediction
performance, we use the following Top𝐾 model to solve this
issue. The user-based Top𝐾 model is used to predict the QoS
value of user 𝑢 invoking service 𝑗, following the two steps:

(1) Use Top𝐾 algorithm to select the similar neighbor set
𝑁(𝑢). This step uses Manhattan distance to compute
the similarity to select the 𝐾 most similar neighbors
for user 𝑢.

(2) Predict themissing values based on similar neighbors’
historical QoS records. The predictor is

𝑞𝑢𝑗 ≈
∑V∈𝑁(𝑢) sim (𝑢, V) × 𝑞V𝑗

∑V∈𝑁(𝑢) sim (𝑢, V) , (10)

where sim(𝑢, V) is the similarity of users 𝑢 and V.
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5.3. SlopeOne-TopK Prediction Model. The cold-start prob-
lem is a great challenge in QoS prediction, and we propose
anothermodel SlopeOneTop𝐾 to solve this problem.We take
the example of user 𝑢 invokingmobile service 𝑗 to explain the
following:

(1) Use Top𝐾 algorithm to select the similar neighbor
set 𝑁(𝑢). This step also uses Manhattan distance to
compute the similarity to select the 𝐾 most similar
neighbors for user 𝑢. If a neighbor never invoked
service 𝑗 before, we will use the weighted SlopeOne
model to first predict the unknown value, to solve the
cold-start issue.

(2) Predict themissing values based on similar neighbors’
historical QoS records. The predictor is

𝑞𝑢𝑗 ≈
∑V∈𝑁(𝑢) sim (𝑢, V) × 𝑞V𝑗

∑V∈𝑁(𝑢) sim (𝑢, V) , (11)

where 𝑞V𝑗 is the QoS value of user V invoking mobile
service 𝑗. If 𝑞V𝑗 is unknown, we will first predict 𝑞V𝑗
using weighted SlopeOne model.

5.4. The Proposed FB-MF Prediction Model. In recent years,
the MF model and its extensions are widely used in service
recommendation system and have been verified to be effec-
tive [16]. In MF model, the user-service matrix 𝑅 ∈ R𝑚×𝑛 is
factorized into two low-dimensional matrices 𝑃 ∈ R𝑓×𝑚 and
𝑆 ∈ R𝑓×𝑛, as follows:

𝑅 = 𝑃𝑇𝑆, (12)

where 𝑚 is the number of users, 𝑛 is the number of mobile
services, and𝑓 is the number of latent features. So themissing
value of user 𝑢 invoking service 𝑗 is shown as follows:

𝑞𝑢𝑗 ≈ 𝑃𝑢 ⋅ 𝑆𝑗. (13)

By minimizing the following loss function, we can get the
objective function of MF model:

𝐿 = 1
2
𝑚

∑
𝑢=1

𝑛

∑
𝑗=1

(𝑞𝑢𝑗 − 𝑃𝑢 ⋅ 𝑆𝑗)
2 + 𝜆

2 (𝑃𝑢
2 + 𝑆𝑗


2) , (14)

where 𝑞𝑢𝑗 is the real value of user 𝑢 invoking service 𝑠. We use
the regularization terms ‖𝑃𝑢‖2 + ‖𝑆𝑗‖2 to avoid the overfitting
problem. We use the gradient descent algorithm to achieve
the local optima of the above loss function; the derivatives
are

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑃𝑢

= (𝑃𝑢 ⋅ 𝑆𝑗 − 𝑞𝑢𝑗) ⋅ 𝑆𝑗 + 𝜆𝑃𝑢,

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑆𝑗

= (𝑃𝑢 ⋅ 𝑆𝑗 − 𝑞𝑢𝑗) ⋅ 𝑃𝑢 + 𝜆𝑆𝑗.
(15)

In fact, the user-service matrix 𝑅 is quite sparse. So
in the process of minimizing the loss function, there are
many 𝑞𝑢𝑗 being missing. Such high sparsity seriously impacts

the effectiveness of the model and decreases the prediction
accuracy. So we propose a filtering-based MFmodel (FB-MF
for short) to solve the problem.

In FB-MF model, we first use the FB-CF model to finish
the prediction task and fill the missing value in user-service
matrix 𝑅. So in the beginning of FB-MF model, all values are
known. Since the prediction result of FB-CF is close to the real
value, the existing prediction result can be the base of FB-MF
model, to further improve the prediction accuracy.

5.5. The Ensemble Model. Note that the FB-CF model is a
local prediction model that uses the filtered local data from
the whole QoS records. In contrast, the FB-MF model is a
global model that uses the whole QoS records. To further
improve the prediction accuracy, we combine the prediction
results of the FB-CF model and FB-MF model. We use a
parameter to combine the two results linearly, which is shown
as follows:

𝑞𝑢𝑗 ≈ 𝜃 × 𝑞FB-CF + (1 − 𝜃) × 𝑞FB-MF. (16)

The parameter 𝜃 is used to control the weight of two individ-
ual models in the final prediction result. If the parameter 𝜃 is
set to 0, the ensemble model will be degraded to the FB-MF
model. If 𝜃 is set to 1, the ensemble model will be degraded to
the FB-CF model. We name the ensemble model as filtering-
based ensemble model (FB-EM for short).

Although, in the current paper, we adopt a static way (𝜃)
to control the weight of the two models, we can see from
the experimental results of parameter sensitivity that our
model is not sensitive to the value of 𝜃. It indicates that the
static setting of 𝜃 does not bring much impact on the model
performance. We will add the task of dynamic parameter
setting into the future work list.

6. Experiment and Evaluation

We conduct sufficient experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed models, compared to several well-
known existing models. The experimental results demon-
strate that our models achieve better prediction accuracy and
are also not sensitive to the parameters.

6.1. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics. In the experiments, we
use a real-world service QoS dataset, WSDream dataset,
which is published by [28].This dataset contains 5825 services
and 339 users and contains two types of QoS attributes,
that is, response time and throughput. In this paper, we
conduct experiments on both response time and throughput
records. This dataset has been widely employed to evaluate
the prediction accuracy by many researchers [18, 24, 30, 31].
So the experimental results in this paper are convincing.

We use the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Normalized
Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) to measure the prediction
accuracy of our models. The MAE is defined as follows:

MAE = 1
𝑁 ∑
𝑢,𝑠

𝑞𝑢,𝑠 − 𝑞𝑢,𝑠 . (17)
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Table 4: Accuracy comparison (a smaller value means higher accuracy).

Model
Training set density (TD) — response time

TD = 5% TD = 10% TD = 15% TD = 20%
MAE NMAE MAE NMAE MAE NMAE MAE NMAE

UserMean 0.8829 1.0879 0.8766 1.0861 0.8785 1.0861 0.8749 1.0849
ItemMean 0.7318 0.9019 0.7121 0.8823 0.7101 0.8779 0.7031 0.8718
SlopeOne 0.7126 0.8757 0.6929 0.8560 0.6886 0.8544 0.6843 0.8492
IPCC 0.6833 0.8422 0.6248 0.7741 0.6037 0.7464 0.5849 0.7253
UPCC 0.6763 0.8335 0.6304 0.7811 0.6172 0.7630 0.6053 0.7506
WSRec 0.6542 0.8063 0.6157 0.7628 0.6026 0.7450 0.5825 0.7223
MF 0.6441 0.7939 0.5405 0.6697 0.5207 0.6438 0.5023 0.6229
FB-CF 0.4991 0.6150 0.4282 0.5305 0.3977 0.4917 0.3788 0.4697
FB-MF 0.4890 0.6027 0.4269 0.5289 0.4019 0.4968 0.3864 0.4791
FB-EM 0.4856 0.5984 0.4195 0.5196 0.3925 0.4852 0.3751 0.4651

The NMAE is defined as follows:

NMAE = MAE
∑𝑢,𝑠 𝑞𝑢,𝑠/𝑁 , (18)

where 𝑞𝑢,𝑠 is the real QoS value in testing set, 𝑞𝑢,𝑠 is the
prediction value, and𝑁 is the number ofQoS values in testing
set. A smaller MAE value or a smaller NMAE value means
higher prediction accuracy.

6.2. Experiment Setting. In the real-world service invocation,
the number of known user-service invocation records is
quite limited. To conduct the experiment in a real-world
scenario, we randomly select a small part of QoS records
from the whole dataset to generate the training set, and the
remaining data generate the testing set. In our experiment,
we evaluate the prediction accuracy of each model on four
different training set densities, that is, 5%, 10%, 15%, and
20%. For example, in the case of training set density being
5%, it means that 5% of the whole data form the training
set, while the remaining 95% data are to be predicted. Each
set of experiment is conducted for 10 times, and we report
the average result.We conduct experiments on both response
time and throughput datasets, to give people the confidence
that our models can be employed in diverse QoS prediction
tasks for mobile service.

In parameter setting, for the FB-CF model, we set the
parameter 𝐾, including the size of user neighborhood, to
be 10 (marked as 𝐾user = 10) and the size of service
neighborhood, to be 30 (marked as 𝐾service = 30). For the
FB-MF model, the number of latent factors 𝑓 is set to be 50,
and the regularization parameter 𝜆 is set to be 0.01. For the
hybrid model, the parameter 𝜃 is set to be 0.6. All parameters
in the baseline models are set to the same values as in their
original papers.

6.3. Performance Comparison. To evaluate the prediction
accuracy of our models, we implement several well-known
QoS prediction models, as listed below. In those models,
UPCC, IPCC, and WSRec are neighborhood-based models,
MF is model-based, and SlopeOne is a regression-based
model:

(1) UserMean: the missing QoS value is predicted as the
mean of the historical QoS values invoking by the
target user.

(2) ItemMean: the missing QoS value is predicted as the
mean of the historical QoS values on the target service
invoking by different users.

(3) UPCC (user-based PCC): UPCC is a user-based
collaborative filtering method. This method utilizes
the historical QoS records of similar users to predict
the missing QoS values in a collaborative way [32].

(4) IPCC (item-based PCC): IPCC is an item-based
collaborative filteringmodel.This method utilizes the
historical QoS records of similar services to predict
the missing QoS value [15].

(5) WSRec: this method is proposed by [18] and linearly
combines the prediction results of UPCC and IPCC.
WSRec uses a parameter to balance the weighted
UPCC and IPCC.

(6) MF: MF refers to the matrix factorization model and
has been explained in Section 5.4.

(7) SlopeOne: SlopeOne is a linear regression model
proposed by [3].

From both Tables 4 and 5, we have the following observa-
tions:

(1) The proposed three models (FB-CF, FB-MF, and
FB-EM) all achieve higher prediction accuracy than
other baseline models in both datasets and in various
density cases. Such an improvement indicates that
the proposed filtering strategies, combination model,
and the ensemble model are effective. Also, it can
be inferred that our proposed filtering strategies and
models have high feasibility to different data densities.
The reason that the FB-MF model performs better
than FB-CF model is as follows:

(a) In the initial state of FB-MF model, the sparse
user-service matrix is prefilled using the predic-
tion result of FB-CF model. So it can be seen
that the prediction procedure of FB-MF model
is exactly built on the achieved prediction result.
So expectably, the prediction result of FB-MF
model should be better than the result of FB-CF
model.
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Table 5: Accuracy comparison (a smaller value means higher accuracy).

Model
Training set density (TD) — throughput

TD = 5% TD = 10% TD = 15% TD = 20%
MAE NMAE MAE NMAE MAE NMAE MAE NMAE

UserMean 50.937 1.1729 51.343 1.1684 50.941 1.1676 51.185 1.1639
ItemMean 37.307 0.8597 33.014 0.7508 32.785 0.7490 32.676 0.7421
SlopeOne 31.798 0.7322 31.820 0.7242 31.688 0.7263 31.701 0.7208
IPCC 31.112 0.7164 29.936 0.6813 30.100 0.6899 30.609 0.6960
UPCC 30.829 0.7099 29.054 0.6612 28.357 0.6499 28.114 0.6393
WSRec 29.538 0.6802 28.185 0.6414 27.556 0.6315 27.422 0.6235
MF 58.623 1.3503 30.188 0.6870 24.106 0.5525 22.065 0.5017
FB-CF 24.189 0.5568 19.396 0.4413 17.522 0.4015 16.192 0.3682
FB-MF 21.870 0.5035 18.597 0.4231 17.533 0.4018 16.940 0.3852
FB-EM 21.806 0.5020 18.151 0.4130 16.884 0.3869 16.036 0.3646
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Figure 6: Sensitivity to 𝐾 (user).
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Figure 7: Sensitivity to 𝐾 (service).

(b) We can notice that, in Tables 4 and 5, the
performance of MF model is consistently better
than that of collaborative filtering algorithms
(e.g., IPCC and UPCC). It indicates that the
MF model itself has larger potential to achieve
higher prediction accuracy.

(2) Along with the training set density increasing, MAE
and NMAE values decrease. It indicates that more
historical invocation records indeed can improve the
prediction performance.

(3) Based on the paired 𝑡-tests (𝑝 < 0.001), the improve-
ments achieved by our threemodels are all significant.

In the rest part of this section, we will study the sensitivity
of our proposed ensemble model FB-EM to the parameters.

6.4. The Sensitivity Analysis of 𝐾. In this paper, we use
the parameter 𝐾 to control the number of user or service
neighborhood size. Using 𝐾 lowers the time complexity and
saves the time of online prediction. We find that the change
trends of MAE and NMAE are quite similar, so we report the
result of NMAE here.

The parameter 𝐾user controls the number of user neigh-
borhood, and as Figure 6 shows, with the increase of𝐾user, the
NMAE value first decreases and then reaches a stable point.
At the point of 𝐾user being equal to 10, the model achieves
the best NMAE value. So we set the default parameter of
𝐾user to 10. Note that, in the two datasets of response time
and throughput, the change trends of 𝐾user and NMAE are
quite similar, which illustrates that our model can be used in
different prediction tasks.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity to 𝜃.

The parameter of 𝐾service controls the number of service
neighborhoods, and as Figure 7 shows, with the increase
of 𝐾service, the NMAE value first decreases and then also
becomes stable at the point of 𝐾service being 30, where the
model achieves the best NMAE value. So we set the default
parameter of 𝐾service to 30. Similarly, in the two datasets, the
change trends of 𝐾service and NMAE are also quite similar.

6.5. The Sensitivity Analysis of 𝜃. The parameter 𝜃 is used to
balance the weight of two individual models (FB-CF and FB-
MF) in the ensemble model. We set the parameter 𝜃 in the
range of 0 to 1. We report the experimental result in both
response time dataset and throughput dataset, in Figure 8.

It can be seen that, in four different training set densities,
the optimal value of 𝜃 is all in the value of 0.5∼0.7. In thewhole

range of 0 to 1, the change extent of NMAE value is limited,
and in the two datasets, the change trends of NMAE are also
quite similar. For one thing, it indicates that our model is not
sensitive to the setting of 𝜃. For another thing, our model can
be used for multiple QoS prediction tasks.

6.6. The Sensitivity Analysis of Training Set Density. The
training set density is the proportion of known mobile
service invocation records in the whole dataset. A higher
training set density means more information can be used
for QoS prediction. To better study the impact of training
set density, we conduct comparative experiments on three
different values of 𝐾user (5, 10, and 15) and three different
values of 𝐾service (20, 30, and 40). The experimental results
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Figure 9: Sensitivity to training set density.

are shown in Figure 9, where the density is set to be the value
in the range of 2% to 20%.

Figure 9 shows that, with the matrix density increasing,
the NMAE value decreases at first. Along with the training
set density being larger, the speed of decreasing becomes
slower. It means that when there are only limited historical
invocation records, the best way to improve prediction
accuracy is to collect more QoS data. But when the number
of QoS records becomes larger, the key of the prediction task
turns to the development of effective models.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose two filtering-based models to pre-
dict QoS values for mobile services and an ensemble model,

which are FB-CF (filtering-based CF), FB-MF (filtering-
based MF), and FB-EM (filtering-based ensemble model).
The proposed three models are all based on the proposed
filtering methods. The FB-CF model and FB-MF model are
extended from SlopeOne model and matrix factorization,
respectively. We propose two filtering methods, that is,
global filtering and local filtering. The goal of the filtering
methods is to filter the noise data that are not suitable for
similarity computation. In particular, the FB-CF model and
the filteringmethods are organized into a unified framework.
We conduct sufficient experiments on a real-world dataset,
and the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our filtering methods and models.

In the future, wewill continue to improve ourmodel from
various ways. For example, we plan to use a more flexible
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way to combine the two individual models, instead of using a
fixed parameter. Second, we also try to improve the filtering
methods by investigating more QoS properties of mobile
services.
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The prevalent usage of location based services, where getting any service is solely based on the user’s current location, has raised
an extreme concern over location privacy of the user. Generalized approaches dealing with location privacy, referred to as cloaking
and obfuscation, are mainly based on a trusted third party, in which all the data remain available at a central server and thus
complete knowledge of the query exists at the central node. This is the major limitation of such approaches; on the other hand, in
trusted third-party-free framework clients collaborate with each other and freely communicate with the service provider without
any third-party involvement. Measuring and evaluating trust among peers is a crucial aspect in trusted third-party-free framework.
This paper exploits the merits and mitigating the shortcomings of both of these approaches. We propose a hybrid solution, HYB,
to achieve location privacy for the mobile users who use location services frequently. The proposed HYB scheme is based on the
collaborative preprocessing of location data and utilizes the benefits of homomorphic encryption technique. Location privacy is
achieved at two levels, namely, at the proximity level and at distant level. The proposed HYB solution preserves the user’s location
privacy effectively under specific, pull-based, sporadic query scenario.

1. Introduction

The intense development of location detection empowered
devices and escalated availability of wireless interconnec-
tions almost everywhere results in emerging location based
applications. In Location Based Services (LBS), we incline
to use positioning technology to register mobile location
movement. There are quite a lot of abstract approaches and
real implementations of systems to resolve the place of a cell
phone. The most outstanding example of such a positioning
system is the GPS [1, 2]. Although LBS offer major openings
for a large variety of markets and remarkable convenience
to the end user, it also presents subtle privacy attacks at the
same time. Privacy of the system is threatened due to the
requirement of the current location of the user in order to
provide related services.

As per the connotation, LBS (i.e., services based on
location) needs user’s exact location coordinates to supply
accurate service support to the user. Centralized architecture
and decentralized architecture, also referred to as trusted

third party (TTP) based and TTP-free architectures, respec-
tively, are two basic frameworks existing to preserve location
privacy of the user in LBS. An adversary with the adequate
accessibility to user’s data may use the location information
for a particular motive and may also keep it to perform the
linkages with publicly available data for detailed profiling
of the user [3]. LBS may also use such data for business
promotions through advertising. The series of submitted
location with query from a specific place can disclose too
much about a person. The scenario can become extremely
unpleasant if the adversary gets access to the user’s sequence
of location data with attached timestamps. For example, first
visit of Alice to an attorney’s office speaks less about her
but few days later, her subsequent visit to the court reveals
altogether a different story. Location revelation by Alice to
LBS provider discloses some extremely private affairs of
her life through inference attacks which were not apparent
otherwise [4].

The query “Find my nearest attorney’s office” by Alice
can directly be answered by a location server such as Google
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Figure 1: System model.

maps, bing maps, and map quest but the connection to
these servers are not trusted. Therefore, instead in order
to protect privacy, Alice sends her query via a TTP (also
called anonymizer) that strips off her identification infor-
mation, generates the blurred location data, and mediates
the communication between her and LBS provider [5, 6].
However, the query submitted by Alice to TTP still has
her actual location coordinates; hence malicious user having
control over TTP can have complete information about the
user. Thus it is always risky to use TTP based framework
to connect to the LBS server. Trusting the third party is the
prime downside of the TTP based mechanisms. If a user can
trust a third party for small functionality then why not the
service provider for bigger benefits, can always be argued.
In distributed peer approach, mobile clients are equipped
to connect with other mobile users as and when required.
The development of distributed wireless communication
technologies, such as WLAN IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth IEEE
802.15.1, and ZigBee (for low energy devices) IEEE 802.15.4-
based specifications, combinedwith the propelled computing
potential and memory capacity of today’s mobile devices
becomeuseful to bring privacy preserving benefits to the user.
This way the need to rely solely on the connection to the
server is eliminated. In TTP-free architecture, all functions
are supposed to be carried out at the user’s handheld and thus
make the communication heavier andmore time consuming.
Efficiency of decentralized architecture also depends upon
the computing capability of used mobile device. However,
peers’ trust measure and evaluation is another big concern.

Figure 1 presents the proposed architecture of hybrid
model. Here, it is presumed that there are a substantial
number of mobile users carrying handheld devices such as
cell phones, PDAs, or the like which are equipped with posi-
tioning capabilities and use location services frequently. The
handhelds have computation power, processing potential,
memory, and required access to the wireless network. All the
users are in the transmission range of the base station (or
beacon node).

In the proposed hybridmodel, we suggest that themobile
user querying LBS first forms an ad hoc congregation with
other users exploiting the well-established principle of K-
anonymity. Once the congregation is formed, centroid is

calculated in such a way that participating users’ locations
are not revealed. The centroid coordinates are then secured
using encryption and sent to the third party (TP). Query (Q)
includes secured location coordinates, nearest base station
information, anonymity parameter K, and the query string.
TP strips off the encrypted data and without performing any
changes forwards the rest of the query to the service provider.
Service provider sends topKmost relevant candidate result
set (with reference to the beacon node) back to TP. TP then
processes the inputs, performs homomorphic operation, and
sends the result back to the congregation.The proposed HYB
solution works well for specific queries in which queries are
more personalized to the user specific needs.

Location queries can be categorized as generalized or
specific queries. A generalized query can also be viewed as
a general public query that fulfills the mass requirement,
whereas specific query is the one that satisfies individual’s
need. “Find my nearest retail banking branch of SBI Bank”
is the example of specific query, while “Find my nearest
bank” is the example of generalized query. In our work it
is assumed that user uses the location services to retrieve
specific information. The novelty of the proposed hybrid
solution is that it exploits the merits of TP and peer group
formation without trusting TP as coordinates are kept private
by securing them using encryption. Neither query issuer nor
TP is aware about the exact locations of themembers involved
yet it communicates the required results.The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights the related work.
Sections 3 and 4 exhibit the proposed congregation model
and homomorphic encryption technique, respectively. The
proposed HYB solution is described in Section 5. Section 6
presents performance metrics of HYB solution. Finally, Sec-
tion 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

A survey of literature in the field of location privacy
pertaining to LBS has brought forth several frameworks,
architectures, algorithms, and techniques given by numer-
ous researchers and practitioners. Broadly, existing defense
mechanisms are based on either of the two architectures: (1)
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Figure 3: An instance of peer-to-peer spatial cloaking.

centralized architecture or (2) decentralized architecture. The
setup of these architectures is shown in Figure 2.

In centralized architecture TTP acts as a proxy for service
requests and responses between the user and service provider.
The greater part of the previous work relies on TTP that
mediates user and LBS server [6, 7]. Location anonymity is
vastly discussed by [8, 9] in the TTP based architecture. The
technique is based on hiding the position data before passing
them to the LBS provider. K-anonymity operates by hiding
the position of the end user within a set of K members.
Anonymizer includes additional K − 1 users and forwards
the anonymized query to LBS provider. It is now difficult for
the LBS provider to distinguish the correct user from a set of
K anonymous users. Following are fewmajor constraints due
to which TTP based methodologies are losing their ubiquity:
(a) The centralized trusted third party can be the system
bottleneck, (b) single point of failure is present, (c) a serious
privacy threat can occur if the third party is attacked by an
adversary, and (d) trusting TP is an absolute vulnerability to
the user privacy. Existing cloaking mechanisms are unable to
successfully ensure the user’s location privacy in a continuous
location query scenario (e.g., on the fly route assistance) and
can deduce the real location of the client by performing
trajectory attacks and dummy continual queries attack [10,
11]. Authors in [12–15] suggest diverse new ideas of using
mix zones to mitigate trajectory inference and other attacks.
However, it is acceptable but not sufficient to use only
technical solutions.

Decentralized architectures, on the other hand, do not
consider any intermediate party between users and service
provider [16]. The first very basic method proposed to pre-
serve location privacy is through the use of privacy policies
[17]. Due the presence of hidden clauses and unsaid policies,
this method could not serve the objective of user privacy
efficiently for long and as LBS users grew drastically over the
years there was a need to have a better and foolproof mecha-
nism. Authors in [18, 19] propose the idea of distributed peer-
to-peer communication among mobile users that can freely
talk to each other. In this framework, dependence on the third
party is eliminated and mobile users are allowed to form an
ad hoc network out of which one mobile client is randomly
selected as the agent to carry out the communication between
querier and LBS server [16]. First, in the query issuer, let
user A (refer to Figure 3) glance around and discover the
rest of the collaborators to collaborate as a group. The four
group members are the mobile users B, C, D, and E; out
of them D is randomly chosen as an agent to mediate the
communication. Trust among peers plays a profound role in
such mechanisms. Evaluation and quantification of trust is
another big challenge.

Another TTP-free approach given by [20] proposes a
technique to preserve privacy using the concept of geoindis-
tinguishability by adding Laplace noise to the user’s Cartesian
coordinates. The main objective is to protect issuer’s location
information while forwarding the aggregate data about the
user’s area. Differential privacy works on the principle that
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modifying one record should have a negligible impact on
the outcome of the query. The basic privacy enhancing tech-
niques are first discussed in [21] which protects user’s privacy
by reducing personal identifiable information without any
compromise in system’s functionality. Client side obfuscation
is also used in which location is repositioned by a random
distance and angle of rotation at user’s end [22]. The prime
shortcomingwith such approaches is that different users have
different privacy requirement and utility thresholds. Private
Information Retrieval (PIR) techniques are also proposed to
safeguard the sensitive information like location of the user
[23, 24]. These solutions have always been very expensive in
terms of operations’ computation time, communication cost,
and resources needed [25]. Author in [26] first proposed the
distributed concept for achieving location privacy in LBS. In
this microaggregation based scheme, the major standard of
the methodology is to find out the centroid of at least K
perturbed user locations by including zero-mean Gaussian
noise and send directly to the LBS database server as shown
in Figure 4. The principle issue with [26] is that the centroid
of locations with zero-mean Gaussian noise perturbation can
be used to deduce the real location if the centroid procedure
is repeated several times with the locations of static users. To
prevent this problem, authors [27] use a protocol based on
privacy homomorphism to ensure that centroid is computed
without any knowledge of the real location of the user. Later
the similar concept of public key privacy homomorphism
is proposed by [28] to achieve location privacy. This is a
TTP-free approach in which locations are encrypted under
LBS public key and LBS later decrypts them and divides
the outcome by the number of users involved to compute
centroid. Location decryption by LBS makes this scheme
weak and vulnerable to attacks.

The proposed HYB model is dissimilar to these
approaches in a way that our solution exploits the merits
of both the approaches (TTP based and TTP-free) without
disclosing real location of the user anywhere throughout the
communication. As of our knowledge the proposed HYB

model is the first of its kind that preserves the user’s location
privacy at two levels, namely, at proximity level, while
forming congregation, and at distant level, while sending
encrypted locations to TP and TP performs computation
over encrypted input values thereafter.

3. Congregation Model

The model suggests that the query issuer congregates with
other K − 1 users as a group and computes the aggregate
without knowing the exact locations of the peers. The mobile
user mu first broadcasts a congregatemessage to neighboring
nodes and shows the intent to use location service. Upon
receiving the congregate message, willing neighboring nodes
send acknowledgment and an ad hoc congregation is formed.

Figure 5 presents the congregation model used in our
system model. The mobile user A considers to be the query
issuer node, the one who wants to use location related
services. In order to keep the actual location coordinates
unknown to others, locations are perturbed by adding a
random split to the actual locations. Whole protocol goes as
follows.

Protocol 1 (collaborative congregation).

(1) The mobile user mu (the query issuer) adds the
random noise to her actual location coordinate (𝑥, 𝑦)
and generates a tweaked version of the real location,
given as

(𝑥, 𝑦) = (𝑥 + 𝛿𝑥, 𝑦 + 𝛿𝑦) . (1)

(2) mu broadcasts a congregate message to all neighbor-
ing nodes using her tweaked location coordinates to
form an ad hoc congregation ∁.

(3) Willing nodes acknowledge and mu selectsK neigh-
bors to form ∁. If lesser than K neighbors acknowl-
edge, step (2) is repeated until required ∁ is formed
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which satisfies K. If K requirement is not fulfilled
within a period of Δ𝑡, abort and reinitiate the process
afterT time interval.
The paucity of enough K users may introduce
unnecessary delay in the query.Therefore, it becomes
critical to choose an appropriate value of K. For
instance, why would a user feel protected forK = 10
but not the same when K = 9? In many cases K is
demographic dependent, as specifying a larger K is
acceptable for highly populated area, but choosing the
sameK value in a deserted area can cause delay in the
requested service.

(4) mu randomly selects a node as congregation executor,
𝐸∁.The responsibility of𝐸∁𝑖 is to facilitate the commu-
nication for a congregation ∁𝑖.

(5) Now, 𝐸∁ chooses and splits two sufficiently large
random shares S𝑥 and S𝑦 such that

S𝑥 = S1,𝑥 + S2,𝑥 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + SK,𝑥

S𝑦 = S1,𝑦 + S2,𝑦 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + SK,𝑦.
(2)

Splits are generated in such a way that

∑
𝑖∈∁,𝑖=1 toK

S𝑖,𝑥 = 0,

∑
𝑖∈∁,𝑖=1 toK

S𝑖,𝑦 = 0.
(3)

(6) 𝐸∁ sends splits to all the members of ∁.

(7) Upon receiving the split, each neighbor (including
mu) computes a new location (𝑥𝑝, 𝑦𝑝) by adding the
received split value to their actual location coordi-
nates and send them back to 𝐸∁.

(𝑥𝑝, 𝑦𝑝) = (𝑥𝑖 + S𝑖,𝑥, 𝑦𝑖 + S𝑖,𝑦) . (4)

(8) 𝐸∁ computes the centroid of ∁ defined as

𝑋∁ = ∑
𝑖=1 toK

𝑥𝑝,𝑖
K

,

𝑌∁ = ∑
𝑖=1 toK

𝑦𝑝,𝑖
K

.
(5)

(9) 𝐸∁ passes the centroid (𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) to mu and leaves ∁.

In Figure 5 node A is the query issuer, while nodes B,
C, D, E, F, and G are the peer members of ∁. Node D is
randomly selected as 𝐸∁ andK = 6 is assumed.

Protocol 2 (∁ to TP communication).

(a) mu encrypts (𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) by her own public key (pk) and
gets the encrypted valueE(𝑋∁, 𝑌∁).

(b) mu generates the query describes as

Q: ⟨E (𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) ,BS∁,K, ”specific search string”⟩ , (6)

whereBS∁ is the identifier of the base station under
which umbrella ∁ is formed and K is the anonymity
parameter specified by mu.
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4. Homomorphic Encryption

An efficient and straightforward remedy to preserve user
privacy in location (or any cloud based) services is to encrypt
the information before sending to the service provider.
Nonetheless, this straightforward arrangement has a critical
downside in that if the information is scrambled utilizing a
routine encryption method, the service provider (or cloud)
can not process the information without decrypting it first.
Obviously, sharing the secret decryption key with service
provider again puts the same problem of privacy at stake.

In order to eliminate the mentioned problem of user
privacy, a homomorphic encryption technique is used that
permits some calculation to be performed specifically on
encrypted information without any decryption [29].

Broadly, homomorphic encryption can be defined as
follows: Suppose P represents the plain texts set, C repre-
sents corresponding set of cipher texts, and ENC denotes
given encryption function; the cryptosystem is said to be
homomorphic if it satisfies

ENC (𝑝1⊙P𝑝2) ← ENC (𝑝1) ⊙CENC (𝑝2) ,

∀𝑝1, 𝑝2 ∈ P,
(7)

where ⊙P in P and ⊙C in C are some operators. We
call such disposition an additive homomorphism if we use
addition operators and a multiplicative homomorphism if we
use multiplication operators.

Homomorphism supports both types of encryption
scheme: a symmetric key encryption and an asymmetric key
encryption. There are three key elements required to specify
a public key (or asymmetric) cryptosystem: an encryption
algorithm ENCpk, a decryption algorithm DECsk, and a
key-pair generator algorithm that produces the public key
and secret key (or private key) pair. The ENCpk algorithm
takes the plain text and produces the encrypted text using
public key pk. The output of ENCpk becomes input for
DECsk algorithm and encrypted text decrypts using the
secret key sk. Homomorphic encryption permits calculations
to be done on encrypted data (or cipher text). The computa-
tions are done in such away that result when decrypted (using
sk) matches the results of operations performed on the plain
text.

Our proposed hybrid model takes the advantage of
the homomorphic encryption property which allows the
operations to be performed over encrypted data without
decrypting it. Unlike existing addition and multiplication
operations over encrypted data, we suggest difference (or sub-
traction) operation over encrypted data. However, existing
cryptosystem that supports additive homomorphism [30, 31]
is used to perform the proposed operation.

5. Proposed Hybrid Model

Hybrid model is built upon the concept of collaborative
congregation and use of third party to mediate the results
in a more effective way. The hybrid scheme appears to be
centralized (due to TP) yet decentralized as no user locations
are disclosed even to TP during entire communication. TP is

used to provide computational support thatmakes the overall
communication faster and efficient.

Following are the phases of our proposed scheme.

Phase 1 (ad hoc congregation ∁). Mobile user mu, who wants
to avail the location service, first broadcasts a congregate
message to neighbors until required K users respond. This
phase ends with a formation of ∁ and a computed pair of
(𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) at mu as per Protocol 1 of Section 3. mu encrypts the
centroid coordinates (𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) with her own public key (pk)
and forwards the queryQ to TP as per Protocol 2 of Section 3.

Phase 2 (communication from TP to LBS and back). Once
TP receives Q, it strips offE(𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) and forwards remaining
Q to LBS provider. According to 𝐵𝑆∁ relevance, LBS look into
the assisted database and returns top K candidate results to
the TP given as

CR: ⟨(𝑥1, 𝑦1) , (𝑥2, 𝑦2) , . . . , (𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘)⟩ , (8)

where CR represents the candidate result.

Phase 3 (TP computation). TP preprocesses the data by
multiplying all the items of candidate result set by a constant
(−1) and encrypts this modified CR by mu’s public key.

E (CR) :

⟨Epk (𝑥1, 𝑦1) ,Epk (𝑥2, 𝑦2) , . . . ,Epk (𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘)⟩ .
(9)

TP now has encrypted centroid coordinates E(𝑋∁, 𝑌∁),
and encrypted set of candidate results E(CR). The motive
is to find the distance between the target point (centroid
here) and the relevant points sent by the LBS provider so
that the proximity of two can be measured. An additive
homomorphic encryption is then applied to (𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) and each
item of encrypted candidate result set separately given as

E (𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) ⋅ Epk (𝑥1, 𝑦1) = E ((𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) + (𝑥1, 𝑦1))

E (𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) ⋅ Epk (𝑥2, 𝑦2) = E ((𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) + (𝑥2, 𝑦2))

...

E (𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) ⋅ Epk (𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘) = E ((𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) + (𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘)) .

(10)

TP forwards the encrypted results and CR (in plain text)
to mu. The purpose of having TP between mu and LBS is
to perform certain computation such that the information
retrieval becomes faster and relevant that too without losing
any location privacy.

Phase 4 (decryption at mu). Themu hasK encrypted values
that can be viewed as the distances between the encrypted
coordinates sent by ∁ and the candidate result points sent
by the LBS provider. mu deciphers them using her own
secret key (sk). Let decryption gives the set of distances D.
Clearly, the minimum, min(D), among all distance values is
themost relevant result.mu keeps the corresponding location
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(1) Function: Communication using Hybrid System Model
(2) //Phase 1: Ad hoc Congregation ∁
(3) Let mobile user “𝑚𝑢” starts the query andK represents

the number of users required to form ∁
(4) Let S be the set to count numbers of neighbors responded
(5) Initially, ∁(K) = 0, S = 0, 𝑖 = 0
(6) Let 𝑚𝑢’s actual location coordinates = (𝑥, 𝑦)
(7) (𝑥, 𝑦) = (𝑥 + 𝛿𝑥, 𝑦 + 𝛿𝑦)
(8) while (𝑖 ≤ K) do
(9) 𝑚𝑢 broadcasts a CONGREGATE message to

neighbors
(10) Let S users acknowledge 𝑚𝑢
(11) 𝑖 = |S|
(12) ∁(K) = ∁(K) ∪ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑆
(13) 𝑖 = 𝑖 + |S|
(14) return ∁(K) //congregation formed
(15) end
(16) mu chooses a random node as congregation executor 𝐸∁,

𝐸∁ ∈ ∁(K)
(17) CALL Secret_Split_Function;
(18) Let set 𝑋𝑝(K) and 𝑌𝑝(K) holds the perturbed locations

received after secret splitting
(19) CALL Centroid_Function;
(20) 𝐸∁ forwards 𝑋∁, 𝑌∁ to mu and leaves ∁;
(21) mu generates (pk, sk) pair
(22) Epk(𝑋∁, 𝑌∁) //encrypted points
(23) //Phase 3: Computation performed at TP
(24) (𝑋𝐿, 𝑌𝐿) = CALL TP_Computation-I;
(25) Epk(𝑋𝐿, 𝑌𝐿) //Encryption using mu’s pk
(26) CALL TP_Computation-II;
(27) //Phase 4: Decryption at mu
(28)Dsk((𝑋∁ + 𝑋𝐿), (𝑌∁ + 𝑌𝐿)) //Decryption using mu’s sk
(29) Let 𝑋𝐷, 𝑌𝐷 be the set of distance difference received on

decryption
(30) CALL Min_dist (𝑋𝐷, 𝑌𝐷)
(31) Broadcast Results to all members of ∁

Algorithm 1: HYB solution.

coordinate against min(D) and sends remaining results to all
the members of ∁.

Considerations and Assumptions

(a) The utilized mobile devices are Location Based Ser-
vices enabled and have the ability to determine their
approximate location.

(b) The TP possess required computation power and
processing potential.

(c) Location queries are sporadic, pull-based, and specific
in nature.

(d) Generation of ⟨Public-Private⟩ key pair at mu is
implicit.

Algorithm Description. The algorithm, HYB solution, gives
pseudocode for the overall communication of our proposed
hybrid system model. A congregation is formed (lines
(7)–(15) in Algorithm 1), a pair of coordinates are computed

(lines (16)–(19) in Algorithm 1), and the encryption is
performed (lines (21)–(23) in Algorithm 1) over computed
coordinates during Phase 1 of HYB solution. Phase 2 fetches
the candidate result from LBS to TP. In Phase 3, candidate
result is first modified (line (24) in Algorithm 1) and then
encrypted (line (25) in Algorithm 1) before applying homo-
morphic operation (line (26) in Algorithm 1) over encrypted
inputs. Decryption is performed in Phase 4 (line (28) in
Algorithm 1) and the minimum is calculated (line (30) in
Algorithm 1) to get optimum result. Algorithms 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 give the pseudocodes for the suboperations: splitting the
random secret, centroid computation, input preprocessing,
homomorphic encryption, and finding minimum value from
the result set, respectively.

6. Empirical Evaluation

We develop the simulation scenario and implemented the
same in Java. We run it on an Intel Core 3.20GHz machine
with 4GB of RAM running Linux OS. We experimented the
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(1) Function: Secret Splitting Sharing
(2) 𝐸∁ chooses and split sufficiently large two random shares

S𝑥 and S𝑦 s.t.
∑

𝑖∈∁,𝑖=1 toK
S𝑖,𝑥 = 0, ∑

𝑖∈∁,𝑖=1 toK
S𝑖,𝑦 = 0

(3) 𝐸∁ sends separate split values to every node ∈ ∁(K)
(4) foreach node ∈ ∁(K) do
(5) for 𝑖 = 1; 𝑖¡=K; 𝑖 + + do
(6) (𝑥𝑝, 𝑦𝑝) = (𝑥𝑖 + S𝑖,𝑥, 𝑦𝑖 + S𝑖,𝑦)
(7) end
(8) return (𝑥𝑝, 𝑦𝑝)
(9) end

Algorithm 2: Secret_Split_Function.

(1) Function: Centroid Computation
(2) foreach 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑝(K) and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌𝑝(K) do
(3) 𝑖 = 1, 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑥 = 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑦 = 0
(4) while 𝑖 <= K do
(5) 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑥 = 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑥 + 𝑥𝑖;
(6) 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑦 = 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑦 + 𝑦𝑖;
(7) 𝑖 + +;
(8) end

(9) 𝑋∁ =
𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑥
K

, 𝑌∁ =
𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑦
K

(10) return (𝑋∁, 𝑌∁)
(11) end

Algorithm 3: Centroid_Function.

(1) Function: Coordinate Pre-processing
(2) Let set 𝑋𝑙(K) and 𝑌𝑙(K) be the points provided by LBS
(3) Let set 𝑋𝑙 and 𝑌𝑙 be the points modified by TP
(4) Initially, 𝑖 = 0, 𝑋𝑙 = 𝑌𝑙 = 0
(5) foreach 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑙(K) and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌𝑙(K) do
(6) while 𝑖 ≤ K do
(7) 𝑥𝑖 = (−1) ∗ 𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 = (−1) ∗ 𝑦𝑖;
(8) 𝑖 + +;
(9) end
(10) 𝑋𝑙 = 𝑋𝑙 ∪ 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑌


𝑙 = 𝑌𝑙 ∪ 𝑦𝑖

(11) end
(12) return (𝑋𝑙 , 𝑌


𝑙 )

Algorithm 4: TP_Computation-I.

(1) Function: Computing point differnce
(2) input: 𝑋∁, 𝑌∁ and 𝑋𝐿, 𝑌𝐿
(3) Apply Paillier Homomorphic Encryption
(4) return ((𝑋∁ + 𝑋𝐿), (𝑌∁ + 𝑌𝐿))

Algorithm 5: TP_Computation-II.

(1) Function: Finding location with minimum distance
(2) Let MIN represents the minimum element of the list,

𝑖 = 2 foreach element of𝑋𝐷, 𝑌𝐷 do
(3) (𝑋1, 𝑌1) = MIN while 𝑖 <= K do
(4) if (𝑋𝑖, 𝑌𝑖) < MIN then
(5) MIN = (𝑋𝑖, 𝑌𝑖)
(6) 𝑖 + +;
(7) end
(8) else
(9) 𝑖 + +;
(10) end
(11) end
(12) returnMIN;
(13) end

Algorithm 6: Min_Dist.

Table 1: Parameters used with description.

Parameter Description Values used

K Anonymity parameter 1, 5, 10, 20, 40,
100, 150, 200

N Key size (in bits) 512, 1024, 2048,
4096

Review period Time interval between two
consecutive runs of the algorithm 90 s

Total run count
Number of times the algorithm
runs for a particular combination
of parameters used

100

Input size Size of an input item 4KB

performance with different variations in anonymity parame-
ter and key size. Performance metrics is measured in average
computation time taken by the processes.

6.1. Parameters Description. Results are evaluated for dif-
ferent values of parameters. Table 1 highlights the brief
description of the parameters used.

6.2. Anonymity Parameter and Key Size Impact over TP
Computation-II. The first experiment explores the impact of
anonymity parameter with different key sizes over the perfor-
mance of the system in terms of the computation time. The
algorithm TP Computation-II computes the homomorphic
encryption.

Analysis. Figure 6 shows the average time taken by TP to
perform operations over encrypted data. It can be seen
that time taken is very less (less than a second) for those
combinations where key size (N) andK are low. As wemove
left to right through 𝑥-axis in the graph, the time increases
beyond acceptable threshold andmakes the framework costly
in terms of time for higher values ofN andK.
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Figure 6: Anonymity parameter and key size impact over TP
Computation-I.
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Figure 7: Anonymity parameter and key size impact over decryp-
tion.

6.3. Anonymity Parameter and Key Size Impact over Decryp-
tion Computation at mu. This evaluation shows the time
taken to decrypt the encrypted results. Decryption is per-
formed using mu’s secret key which is secure and not shared
with any other party.

Analysis. Figure 7 shows the average computation time for
decryption. The effect of K and N is more or less similar
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Figure 8: Miscellaneous computation time dependence over
anonymity parameterK.

as in the case discussed before. It is clear that computation
time is lesser for smallerK andN values; on the other hand,
computation cost becomes exorbitantly expensive for higher
K,N values combination.

6.4. Effect of Size of ∁ over Miscellaneous Computation. Min-
Dist is used to calculate the minimum among all the values
received after decryption. TP Computation-I preprocesses
the input and Centroid Function computes the centroid of
locations. These processes also contribute to the overall time
of HYB solution.

Analysis. Figure 8 shows that, for lower K values, the
computation time is lower. However, time taken for higherK
(150 and 200) is much lesser compared to the time taken by
TP Computation-II and becomes less significant when added
to the overall computation cost.

The value of K specified by the mobile user mu and the
key size used for encryption impacts the overall computation
time to a large extent. The balanced combination of these
two parameters produces the optimum results. Moreover, the
public key encryption enabled the secure communication as
no key distribution is now needed. As the location data is
encrypted under mu’s public key and decryption takes place
atmuwith the secret key she has, it makes the overall solution
secure and reliable.

7. Conclusion

This paper first addressed the issues in TTP based and
TTP-free frameworks and presented a hybrid solution that
makes effective use of the advantages both the approaches
possess, to preserve location privacy of the user through
congregation and homomorphic encryption. The novelty of
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the proposedHYB solution lies in the fact that involvement of
third party is introduced to perform computations only and
TP has no knowledge of the user’s real location. A congre-
gation scheme is also suggested that helps the mobile user to
compute centroid of all the users involved, that too without
knowing anyone’s actual location. Homomorphic encryption
technique is used with a modified input data in order to
take most out of it. We have analyzed the performance of
our model for various key sizes and for different values of
anonymity parameter. Our scheme works well when key
size and anonymity parameter are in a certain range. The
proposed HYB model preserves the user’s location privacy
at two levels, namely, at proximity level, while forming
congregation, and at distant level, while sending encrypted
location to TP.
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Recent advances in information communication technology and software have enabled mobile terminals to employ various
capabilities as a smartphone. They adopt multiple interfaces for wireless communication and run as a portable computer. Mobile
services are also transferred from voice to data. Mobile terminals can access Internet for data services anytime anywhere. By using
location-based information, improved mobile services are enabled in heterogeneous networks. In the mobile service environment,
it is required that mobile terminals should efficiently use wireless network resources. In addition, because video stream becomes
a major service among the data services of mobile terminals in heterogeneous networks, the necessity of the efficient network
access control for heterogeneous wireless networks is raised as an important topic. That is, quality of services of the location-based
video stream is determined by the network access control. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel network access control in the
heterogeneous wireless networks. The proposed method estimates the network status with Näıve Bayesian Classifier and performs
network access control according to the estimated network status. Thus, it improves data transmission efficiency to satisfy the
quality of services. The efficiency of the proposed method is validated through the extensive computer simulation.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, mobile terminals adopt multiple network inter-
faces such as cellular, WiFi, and Bluetooth. They are widely
used as smartphones and enable various services in het-
erogeneous networks. Services for the mobile terminals are
changing to data-based services from circuit-based services.
In the data-based services, there exist web services, online
game, video streaming, and so on. Among them, demand
for high quality video streaming is increased. Video traffic
will be occupied by 75% of total mobile data traffic in 2020
[1]. Particularly, the growth of location-based video services
is expected. The demand of this mobile service user causes
mobile terminals to find better network connection for better
services. Operating systems for the mobile terminals such
as android of google and iOS of apple support controlling
multiple network interfaces. Application services provide
various services using the multiple network interfaces. Thus,

users can use data services that they want, through various
network interfaces of mobile terminals, anytime anywhere.

Over the Top (OTT) services are mobile TVs which
provide video contents over mobile Internet. Using location-
based information of mobile terminals, video clip for adver-
tisement can be provided to service users. Through the
location-based video service, marketing effects can be maxi-
mized. In this mobile service environment, because 4G LTE
networks are widely spread and public WiFi networks are
increased, communication environments for mobile Internet
are improved. However, data traffic of the high quality
videos grows very fast and radio resources to serve the data
traffic are gradually lacking. Thus, OTT service providers
are interested in exploiting multiple networks to connect
Internet. The OTT services mainly employ cellular and WiFi
network as shown in Figure 1. For their quality of services,
OTT service providers take network access control between
cellular andWiFi network into account. Several researches for
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Figure 1: Network system architecture for the OTT services.

the OTT services approached efficient usage of the cellular
andWiFi network to improve the quality of services and user
satisfaction.

In OTT services, 98% of video traffic uses Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to transmit data traffic [2, 3]. It is
possible that a mobile terminal requests video traffic in byte-
range by HTTP Range Requests [4–7]. Media content servers
transmit video traffic in the requested byte-range. Through
the HTTP Range Requests, requesting data in byte-range
according to the network interface is enabled.That is, mobile
terminal chooses a target network and can receive video
traffic in the requested bytes by a media player. Because the
HTTP Range Requests technology deals with data traffic as
a byte block (i.e., chunk), segmentation and assembly of data
traffic are available. Thus, it can be used to change network
interfaces during video streaming and to adjust traffic load of
network interfaces in a mobile terminal.

Multimedia applications of mobile services employ mul-
tiple wireless networks and thereby selecting the network
interface in a mobile terminal according to the wireless
channel status is crucially affected on the quality of services.
In case of cellular network, it provides connectivity in
wide area; however, it shows fluctuation in data rate. WiFi
network has the weak point in aspect of providing seamless
connectivity. Therefore, efficient network control between
cellular and WiFi [8] is required, and providing services
by recognizing the network status and efficient controlling
network interfaces is raised as an important challenge.

According to user policies, network interfaces of mobile
terminals can be diversely exploited. If the goal of users
is cost effective service, WiFi network can be preferentially
selected to provide video streaming. Relatively, if the goal
is seamless connectivity, cellular network can be selected by
priority [9–11]. In this paper, however, the network interface
for a streaming service is determined according to the quality
of services (i.e., content rate of a media player in a mobile
terminal) instead of the characteristics of wireless networks.
Moreover, not only is the network switched between cellular
andWiFi network, but also the simultaneous usage of cellular
and WiFi network is solved. The Näıve Bayesian Classifier,
which is based on statistics of successful transmission rate
and signal strength in a mobile terminal, is exploited to be
aware of channel status of wireless networks. The method to

select the proper network interface according to the channel
status is proposed in order to satisfy the quality of services of a
media player. By learning using the Naı̈ve Bayesian Classifier,
the proposed method is expected to improve the estimation
accuracy of the network status and efficient decision for
network interface selection can be carried out from that.

The remainder of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the related work on network selection method
specific to heterogeneous wireless networks. The proposed
network access control method for heterogeneous wireless
networks is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
performance evaluation. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work

OTT services such as mobile TV become widely spread and
location-based services are added to the OTT services in
order to provide improved services and tomaximize business
effect of service providers. They are served by heterogeneous
wireless networks which consist of cellular andWiFi.The het-
erogeneous wireless networks focus on the efficient network
selection to provide the best services for mobile terminals.
There are two types of network selection methods (i.e.,
terminal-side selection and network-side selection). In the
terminal-side network selection, a terminal classifies several
elements such as mobility, traffic, and cost. Then, it assigns
scores to the elements. According to the characteristics
of given services, the terminal combines the scores and
applies the combined score to the network selection [12].
In the network-side selection, Common Radio Resource
Management (CRRM) module, which is a network device,
manages radio resources of wholewireless networks. It selects
a network for mobile terminals and assigns proper radio
resources to the mobile terminals [13–16]. In the network
selection, if a network is selected only according to elements
of user preference, the change of network status cannot be
adaptively reflected. Thus, the elements of network status
should be considered to choose a network for a given service.

There are several policies to select the proper networks:
the network selection policy to maximize performance of
mobile terminals, the network selection policy to minimize
usage of the cellular traffic, and the network selection policy
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Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed network access control.

to conserve energy consumption of mobile terminals [9].
In the first policy, a mobile terminal monitors data rate of
wireless networks and compares the data rates per the given
time.Then the mobile terminal selects a network with bigger
data rate. In the second policy, if WiFi network is available,
a mobile terminal chooses the WiFi. However, when the
signal strength of the WiFi is less than a certain threshold,
the mobile terminal changes the WiFi network to cellular
network. In the last policy, a mobile terminal uses cellular
network at first. Then if traffic usage is larger than a certain
threshold, it changes the cellular network toWiFi network. In
general, a mobile terminal in the cellular network consumes
more energy to exchange data traffic than the WiFi network.
Thus, to reduce consumed energy in the mobile terminal,
the amount of traffic usage in the cellular network should be
restricted.

When the channel status of wireless networks is fre-
quently changed, data rates of the wireless networks are
the crucial factor for the efficient data transmission. Mobile
terminals should satisfy the required data rates of services.
In [8], the method combining the bandwidth of both cellular
(LTE) network and WiFi network for services was proposed.

Existing methods in heterogeneous wireless networks to
select a network in a mobile terminal considered user prefer-
ence, amount of data usage, data rate, and so on. However,
these methods cannot reflect both buffer status of media
players and the network status. In addition, they cannot
provide stable data reception and cause service problems such
as media pause. Thus, in this paper, in order to be aware of
the network status, Naı̈ve Bayesian Classifier, which is based
on statistics of data rate, is exploited. Through the classifier,
the network status can be estimated. Then, according to the
estimated network status and buffer status for a media player,
the mobile terminal selects the proper network. In addition,
the mobile terminal can use both cellular andWiFi networks
simultaneously. In proposedmethod, themobile terminal can
provide the proper data transmission for its services.

3. The Proposed Radio Access Control

The proposed method consists of the inference engine and
the decision engine. The inference engine estimates network
status using Naı̈ve Bayesian Classifier. The decision engine
decides behaviors for the network access control. The pro-
posedmethod is periodically operated for the network access
control. Figure 2 represents the architecture of the proposed
network access control.

The inference engine manages statistics data for success-
ful transmission rate (𝑥1) and signal strength (𝑥2) in WiFi

networks. It estimates the network status of WiFi networks
through the Bayesian Inference with the statistics data. The
estimation of WiFi status is for the network status that
services are available. Then, according to the result of the
estimation (𝑦1), the decision engine performs the network
access control with buffer status of a media player (𝑦2),
stability of the WiFi network (𝑦3), and system status for
incoming/outgoing traffic (𝑦4).
3.1. WiFi Status Estimation in the Inference Engine. The infer-
ence engine employs Näıve Bayesian Classifier. The Näıve
Bayesian Classifier is based on the Bayes rule and it is a widely
used supervised learning algorithm (supervised learning is
widely applied to wireless networks to estimate the variance
of wireless resources and network environment [17–23]). It
is used to estimate the most possible state from probability
by the a priori statistic information. Therefore, the more the
training data by experience, the better the decision accuracy.
The probability of the most possible state can be obtained by
the Bayes rule. The Näıve Bayesian Classifier calculates the
posterior probability of each state and chooses the state with
the largest probability. It is represented as

V = argmax
𝑌
𝑃 (𝑌 | 𝑋) = argmax

𝑌

𝑃 (𝑋 | 𝑌) 𝑃 (𝑌)
𝑃 (𝑋)

= argmax
𝑌
𝑃 (𝑋 | 𝑌) 𝑃 (𝑌) .

(1)

In the Naı̈ve Bayesian Classifier, when attributes 𝑋 are
given, the probability of available states 𝑌 can be calculated.
By the Bayes rule, 𝑃(𝑌 | 𝑋) is represented as 𝑃(𝑋 | 𝑌)𝑃(𝑌)/
𝑃(𝑋). However, because the Näıve Bayesian Classifier wants
to find the largest probability for 𝑌, only 𝑃(𝑋 | 𝑌)𝑃(𝑌) is
considered.

𝑃 (𝑌 | 𝑋) = 𝑃 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛 | 𝑌) 𝑃 (𝑌)
= 𝑃 (𝑥1 | 𝑌) 𝑃 (𝑥2 | 𝑌) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑃 (𝑥𝑛 | 𝑌)

=
𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

𝑃 (𝑥𝑖 | 𝑌) .
(2)

Then, the Näıve Bayesian Classifier becomes as

V = argmax
𝑌
𝑃 (𝑋 | 𝑌) 𝑃 (𝑌)

= argmax
𝑌

𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

𝑃 (𝑥𝑖 | 𝑌) 𝑃 (𝑌) .
(3)

At first, the proposed network access control method
estimates the network status of WiFi through the inference
engine. The inference engine employs the Näıve Bayesian
Classifier of (3) and exploits successful transmission rate
(𝑥1) and strength of reception signal (𝑥2) as attributes. State
variable 𝑌 for WiFi has 0 and 1 as its value. 𝑌 = 0 means the
network status of WiFi is bad and 𝑌 = 1 means the network
status of WiFi is good. If there exists𝑚 training set as a priori
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statistic information, the probabilities for WiFi state 𝑌 in the
inference engine can be represented as

𝑃 (𝑥𝑖 | 𝑌 = 1) =
∑𝑚𝑗=1 1 {𝑥(𝑗)𝑖 = 1, 𝑦(𝑗) = 1}
∑𝑚𝑗=1 1 {𝑦(𝑗) = 1} ,

𝑃 (𝑌 = 1) = ∑
𝑚
𝑗=1 1 {𝑦(𝑗) = 1}
𝑚 ,

(4)

𝑃 (𝑥𝑖 | 𝑌 = 0) =
∑𝑚𝑗=1 1 {𝑥(𝑗)𝑖 = 1, 𝑦(𝑗) = 0}
∑𝑚𝑗=1 1 {𝑦(𝑗) = 0} ,

𝑃 (𝑌 = 0) = ∑
𝑚
𝑗=1 1 {𝑦(𝑗) = 0}
𝑚 .

(5)

Equation (4) represents the probability ofWiFi with good
status and (5) represents the probability of WiFi with bad
status. The inference engine applies the probability values of
(4) and (5) to (3) and then it estimates the WiFi status. In
(4) and (5), the indicator function 1{⋅} counts 1 if the given
condition is satisfied.

If the inference engine has no a priori information, it
cannot estimate theWiFi status because 𝑃(𝑋 | 𝑌) is 0. In this
case, 𝑃(𝑌 | 𝑋) is also 0 so the network estimation cannot be
performed. To avoid this case, the inference engine applies
Laplace smoothing. The Laplace smoothing adds 1 to the
numerator of (4) and (5) and adds 𝑘 to the denominator of
(4) and (5). The value 𝑘 represents the number of states of 𝑌.
In this paper, because 𝑌 has 0 (bad) or 1 (good) as the WiFi
status, 𝑘 becomes 2. Then, when the Laplace smoothing is
applied, (4) and (5) become

𝑃 (𝑥𝑖 | 𝑌 = 1) =
∑𝑚𝑗=1 1 {𝑥(𝑗)𝑖 = 1, 𝑦(𝑗) = 1} + 1
∑𝑚𝑗=1 1 {𝑦(𝑗) = 1} + 2 ,

𝑃 (𝑌 = 1) = ∑
𝑚
𝑗=1 1 {𝑦(𝑗) = 1} + 1
𝑚 + 2 ,

𝑃 (𝑥𝑖 | 𝑌 = 0) =
∑𝑚𝑗=1 1 {𝑥(𝑗)𝑖 = 1, 𝑦(𝑗) = 0} + 1
∑𝑚𝑗=1 1 {𝑦(𝑗) = 0} + 2 ,

𝑃 (𝑌 = 0) = ∑
𝑚
𝑗=1 1 {𝑦(𝑗) = 0} + 1
𝑚 + 2 .

(6)

From (3) and (6), the WiFi network status can be
estimated and the status value of the WiFi is used as an
input parameter for the decision engine. The decision engine
performs network access control using the estimated network
status value and other system parameters. Table 1 shows an
example of training data for learning. The inference engine
maintains transmission rate and signal strength as training
data and obtains the most possible probability using the
maintained data.

3.2. Wireless Network Selection in the Decision Engine. The
decision engine determines behaviors for the network selec-
tion using several statuses information such as WiFi status

Table 1: Training examples to predict network status.

APs Transmission rate Signal strength Network status
1 120 kbps −80 dBm Bad
1 125 kbps −83 dBm Bad
1 110 kbps −81 dBm Bad
1 131 kbps −78 dBm Bad
2 2431 kbps −52 dBm Good
2 2105 kbps −48 dBm Good
2 2254 kbps −56 dBm Good

(𝑦1), buffer status (𝑦2), WiFi stability (𝑦3), and system status
(𝑦4), which are as shown in Figure 2. It considers whether
WiFi is good or not, data in the buffer is sufficient or not,
WiFi is stable or not, and reception data rate for the network
is greater than data consumption rate in the buffer or not.

The decision engine controls the network access through
the behavior decision table and it is represented in Algo-
rithms 1 and 2. The WiFi status is estimated by the inference
engine and the buffer status is obtained from a media player.
In the proposed method, the buffer status is defined by
three steps: high, normal, and low. The thresholds for the
buffer of each step are represented as THRD_H, THRD_M,
and THRD_L. The network stability is determined by the
history of the network status. The decision engine manages
history of the connected WiFi networks. If the ratio of
good status is greater than the ratio of bad status in the
history information, the network can be considered as stable.
Otherwise, the network is considered as unstable.The system
status is described with the variables, 𝜇 and 𝜆. 𝜇 is content bit
rate of amedia player.𝜆 is reception data rate of the connected
network.The buffer is filled according to the data rate and the
media player consumes data in the buffer according to the
content bit rate.

In the proposed method, mobile terminals control the
network access according to Algorithms 1 and 2 when they
are connected to a WiFi network. Mobile terminals only
connect to cellular network without any WiFi connections
and they search for available WiFi networks and try to
connect to them.

When the connected WiFi is good, if the amount of data
in the buffer is sufficient (high step), the decision engine does
not perform any operations. However, if the amount of data
in the buffer is insufficient, the network access control will be
performed according to stability and system status. In normal
step of the buffer, mobile terminals search for another WiFi
and try to migrate to the WiFi network. In low step of the
buffer, if the WiFi is stable and 𝜇 is less than or equal to 𝜆,
it means incoming data in the buffer is greater than or equal
to outgoing data. Thus, mobile terminals simultaneously use
both cellular and WiFi until the amount of data in the buffer
satisfies THRD_M. If 𝜇 is greater than 𝜆, it means incoming
data in the buffer is less than outgoing data. Thus, mobile
terminals simultaneously use both cellular and WiFi until
the amount of data in the buffer satisfies THRD_H and then
the mobile terminals search for another WiFi and migrate
to the WiFi network. If WiFi is unstable in low step of the
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Decision-For-Network-Access-Control (𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑦3, 𝑦4)
(1) 𝜇 ← 𝑦4 ⋅ 𝜇
(2) 𝜆 ← 𝑦4 ⋅ 𝜆
(3) If 𝑦1 is good then
(4) If 𝑦2 is normal then
(5) If 𝑦3 is stable then
(6) If 𝜇 > 𝜆 then
(7) Find another WiFi
(8) End if
(9) Else
(10) If 𝜇 > 𝜆 then
(11) Find another WiFi and then migrate to the WiFi
(12) End if
(13) End if
(14) Else if 𝑦2 is low then
(15) If 𝑦3 is stable then
(16) If 𝜇 ≤ 𝜆 then
(17) Use cellular and WiFi simultaneously until the buffer meets THRD_M
(18) Else
(19) Use cellular and WiFi simultaneously until the buffer meets THRD_H
(20) Find another WiFi and then migrate to the WiFi
(21) End if
(22) Else
(23) If 𝜇 ≤ 𝜆 then
(24) Use cellular and WiFi simultaneously until the buffer meets THRD_H
(25) Find another WiFi and then migrate to the WiFi
(26) Else
(27) Find another WiFi and then migrate to the WiFi
(28) Or transfer to cellular
(29) End if
(30) End if
(31) End if
(32) End if

Algorithm 1: Decision algorithm for network access control: good WiFi status.

buffer, when 𝜇 is less than or equal to 𝜆, mobile terminals
simultaneously use both cellular and WiFi until the amount
of data in the buffer satisfies THRD_H and then the mobile
terminals search for another WiFi and migrates to the WiFi
network. When 𝜇 is greater than 𝜆, the mobile terminal
only uses cellular network or finds another WiFi network to
migrate to it.

In case that WiFi status is bad and the amount of
data in the buffer is sufficient, mobile terminals keep the
current WiFi connection or search for anotherWiFi network
according to the network stability. If the amount of data in
the buffer is an intermediate level and the connected WiFi
is stable, mobile terminals search for another WiFi network
or migrate to the discovered WiFi network according to the
system status. If WiFi is unstable and the reception data
rate for data transmission (𝜆) is greater than or equal to the
content bit rate (𝜇), mobile terminals simultaneously use both
cellular and WiFi to fill the buffer until THRD_M. In case
that the reception data rate is less than the content bit rate,
mobile terminals simultaneously use both cellular and WiFi
to fill the buffer until THRD_H.When the amount of data in
the buffer is insufficient and the connected WiFi is stable, if
the reception data rate is greater than or equal to the content

bit rate, mobile terminals simultaneously use both cellular
and WiFi to fill the buffer until THRD_H. If the reception
data rate is less than the content bit rate, mobile terminals
try to migrate to another WiFi network or transfer to cellular
network. In case that the connected WiFi is unstable and the
reception data rate is greater than or equal to the content
bit rate, mobile terminals also try to migrate to another
WiFi network or transfer to cellular network. However, if
the reception data rate is less than the content bit rate, the
mobile terminals do not useWiFi network.They just transfer
to cellular network.

4. Performance Evaluation

4.1. Network Model. Mobile terminals include multiple net-
work interfaces to access cellular and WiFi network. They
move according to the network model as shown in Figure 3.
That is, themobile terminalsmove from cellular area toWiFi1
area and then they move from WiFi1 area to WiFi2 area. In
WiFi2 area, the mobile terminals move to cellular area. The
mobile terminals continuously move to these network areas.
Each WiFi area is maintained for VISITING_TIME and the
cellular area is maintained for VISITING_TIME/2. In this
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Decision-For-Network-Access-Control (𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑦3, 𝑦4)
(1) 𝜇 ← 𝑦4 ⋅ 𝜇
(2) 𝜆 ← 𝑦4 ⋅ 𝜆
(3) If 𝑦1 is bad then
(4) If 𝑦2 is high then
(5) If 𝑦3 is unstable then
(6) Find another WiFi
(7) End if
(8) Else if 𝑦2 is normal then
(9) If 𝑦3 is stable then
(10) If 𝜇 ≤ 𝜆 then
(11) Find another WiFi
(12) Else
(13) Find another WiFi and then migrate to the WiFi
(14) End if
(15) Else
(16) If 𝜇 ≤ 𝜆 then
(17) Use cellular and WiFi simultaneously until the buffer meets THRD_M
(18) Else
(19) Use cellular and WiFi simultaneously until the buffer meets THRD_H
(20) End if
(21) End if
(22) Else if 𝑦2 is low then
(23) If 𝑦3 is stable then
(24) If 𝜇 ≤ 𝜆 then
(25) Use cellular and WiFi simultaneously until the buffer meets THRD_H
(26) Else
(27) Find another WiFi and then migrate to the WiFi
(28) Or transfer to cellular
(29) End if
(30) Else
(31) If 𝜇 ≤ 𝜆 then
(32) Find another WiFi and then migrate to the WiFi
(33) Or transfer to cellular
(34) Else
(35) Transfer to cellular
(36) End if
(37) End if
(38) End if
(39) End if

Algorithm 2: Decision algorithm for network access control: bad WiFi status.

WiFi1

WiFi2

Cellular

Figure 3: Network model.

network model, the mobile terminals monitor the status of
the connected network and periodically perform the network
access control.

4.2. Channel Model. The status of wireless channel for WiFi
network can be divided into two categories which are denoted
as good and bad. The status change of wireless channel can
be modeled byMarkov Chain.When probability of the status
change from good to bad is 𝑝 and probability of the status
change from bad to good is 𝑞, the wireless channel can be
modeled as Figure 4.

Then, Figure 3 is represented as

𝑃 = (1 − 𝑝 𝑝𝑞 1 − 𝑞) . (7)
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p

q

Good Bad1 − p 1 − q

Figure 4: WiFi channel model.

When limiting probability [24] is applied to the Markov
channel model, the probabilities of good or bad status can
be obtained. The probabilities of the good and bad status are
represented as

𝑃 {𝑋 = Good} = 𝑞𝑝 + 𝑞 ,

𝑃 {𝑋 = Bad} = 𝑝𝑝 + 𝑞 .
(8)

Then, the probability of successful data transmission is
represented as

𝑃𝑠 = (1 − PER) 𝑃 {𝑋 = Good} , (9)

where the Packet Error Rate (PER) for the WiFi network is
set to 1%.

In general, signal strength inWiFi networks is frequently
changed due to channel environments such as interference.
However, cellular network provides better wireless condi-
tions. Thus, in this paper, the channel condition of cellular
network is always assumed as good.

4.3. Simulation Environments. The simulator for perfor-
mance evaluation is implementedwith the SMPL library [25].
It is an event-driven simulation library using C language.The
period of simulation is set to 50000 sec. A mobile terminal
moves according to the networkmodel in Section 4.1 and data
rates of the wireless networks are set to 10Mbps in cellular,
1Mbps inWiFi1, and 5Mbps inWiFi2.TheVISITING_TIME
in the simulation is set to 300 sec and the WiFi channel
is changed per 120 sec according to the channel model in
Section 4.2.

In WiFi2, the channel parameter 𝑝 follows the uniform
distribution between 0.1 and 0.2 and the parameter 𝑞 follows
the uniform distribution between 0.7 and 0.9. Signal strength
of the WiFi network is randomly determined between −65
and−45 in good channel condition. In bad channel condition,
the signal strength is randomly determined between −85
and −65. In WiFi1, the parameter 𝑝 follows the uniform
distribution between 0.2 and 0.4 and the parameter 𝑞 follows
the uniform distribution between 0.7 and 0.8. In good chan-
nel condition, the signal strength is randomly determined
between −75 and −55. In bad channel condition, the signal
strength is randomly determined between −90 and −75. In
theWiFi networks, the network condition is assumed as good
if 𝑃𝑠 is greater than 0.8. If 𝑃𝑠 is less than 0.7, the network
condition is assumed as bad.

When the mobile terminal is in the WiFi networks, it
monitors network per 5 sec and adds the training set (i.e.,
network information) of the network.At that time, themobile

Table 2: Simulation parameters.

Parameters Value
VISITING_TIME 300 sec
WiFi1 data rate 1Mbps
WiFi2 data rate 5Mbps
Cellular data rate 10Mbps
CHANNEL_INTERVAL 120 sec
NET_MONITOR_INTERVAL 5 sec
THRD_H 6MB
THRD_M 4MB
THRD_L 1/1.5/2MB
BUFFER_SIZE 8MB
SIMULATION_TIME 50000 sec

terminal estimates the network status using the inference
engine and then performs network access control using the
decision engine. For WiFi networks, if the ratio of good
channel is greater than the ratio of bad channel, it is assumed
the network is stable. Otherwise, the network is assumed as
unstable.

When the mobile terminal moves, the streaming service
is provided for the mobile terminal. A media player of the
mobile terminal has 2Mbps as CONTENT_RATE and data
in the buffer is consumed according to the rate. The buffer
size is 8MB. If the whole buffer is filled with data, the mobile
terminal will not request data to the media server. If the
buffer is empty, the streaming service cannot be provided and
the media player is in PAUSE status. The buffer parameter
THRD_H is set to 6MB and THRD_M is set to 4MB.
THRD_L is set to 1MB, 1.5MB, and 2MB, respectively.
Table 2 represents the simulation parameters for performance
evaluation.

The proposed method is compared with the buffer-based
network access control and no network access control. The
buffer-based network access control is classified by two cases.
(1) In the first case, network switching between WiFi and
cellular networks occurs according to the buffer status. If
the amount of data in the buffer is less than or equal to
THRD_L, the mobile terminal releases the connection of
WiFi and uses the only cellular network. If the amount
of data in the buffer is greater than THRD_L, the mobile
terminal tries to access the available WiFi networks. (2) In
the second case, bandwidth aggregation between WiFi and
cellular networks occurs according to the buffer status. If the
amount of data in the buffer is less than or equal to THRD_M,
themobile terminal simultaneously exploits both cellular and
WiFi networks. If the amount of data in the buffer is greater
than THRD_H, the mobile terminal only usesWiFi network.

4.4. Simulation Results. For performance evaluation, the pro-
posed method is compared to buffer-based network access
control methods and no network access control. The pause
counts of a media player in the streaming service and the
amount of data traffic usage in WiFi and cellular network
are measured through the computer simulation. Table 3 and
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Table 3: Simulation result: pause counts.

Proposed Buffer 1 Buffer 2 None
Number of pauses 0 0 0 17109
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Figure 5: Simulation result: received traffic at the mobile terminal.

Figure 5 show the simulation results when the lowest buffer
threshold (THRD_L) is 2MB.

Table 3 represents pause counts and Figure 5 shows
received traffic through cellular and WiFi networks at the
mobile terminal. In Table 3 and Figure 5, “Proposed” indi-
cates the proposed method and “None” indicates no network
access control. “Buffer 1” is the first case of the buffer-based
method and “Buffer 2” is the second case of the buffer-
based method. As shown in Table 3, by applying the network
access control, the pause counts of the media player can be
largely reduced. As shown in Figure 5, when the network
access control is applied, received traffic of cellular network is
greatly increased. By exploiting the cellular networkwhen the
WiFi is not good, usage of the cellular network is increased
while the user experience is improved. That is, users can
be served seamless streaming services without any pauses.
The “Buffer 1” method disconnects from WiFi and uses the
cellular network when the WiFi is bad and the amount of
data in the buffer is not sufficient. In this case, the amount
of traffic usage of the cellular network is the largest. The
“Buffer 2” method exploits both the WiFi and the cellular
network when the WiFi is bad and the amount of data in the
buffer meets THRD_M. Thus, it can increase usage of WiFi
network. However, the proposed method considers more
factors to access wireless networks. The proposed method
includes buffer status, WiFi status, network stability, data
rate of networks, and content bit rate of the media player.
Through the proposed method, usage of WiFi networks
is maximized and usage of cellular network is minimized
while seamless streaming service is provided. According to

Table 4: Simulation result according to THRD_L: pause counts.

1MB 1.5MB 2MB
Number of pauses 103 4 0
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Figure 6: Simulation result according to THRD_L: received traffic
at the mobile terminal.

the results, it is verified that the proposed method is more
efficient in aspect of data offloading (data offloading means
usage of complementary networks such as WiFi instead of
cellular networks). Data offloading rate of “Proposed” is 51%.
“Buffer1” and “Buffer2” are 47% and 49%, respectively.

Table 4 represents pause counts and Figure 6 shows
received traffic through cellular and WiFi networks at the
mobile terminal according to the lowest threshold of the
buffer (THRD_L). The proposed method selects different
behaviors in the network access control according to the
buffer status. In the decision engine, the proposed method
has several actions according to the parameters when the
amount of data in the buffer is lower than the threshold,
THRD_L. Thus, the results according to the change of the
lowest threshold of the buffer are shown in Table 4 and
Figure 6.

When the lowest threshold of the buffer is reduced,
pause counts of the media player are increased as shown
in Table 4. The difference of WiFi traffic and cellular traf-
fic is increased as shown in Figure 6: the differences are
467,456KB, 445,440KB, and 369,664KB when THRD_L is
1MB, 1.5MB, and 2MB, respectively. That is, the WiFi traffic
is increased and the cellular traffic is decreased. The reason
is that the behaviors for network access control are lately
performed when the amount of data in the buffer meets the
lowest threshold of the buffer under the bad WiFi condition.
Thus, more pause counts occur when the lowest threshold is
reduced: the pause counts are 103, 4, and 0 when THRD_L is
1MB, 1.5MB, and 2MB, respectively.Therefore, the threshold
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value should be determined according to the goal of the
designed system. If the goal of the system is tomaximizeWiFi
usage, the lowest threshold of the buffer should beminimized
and if the goal of the system is to improve user experiences,
the threshold value should be increased. By adjusting the
threshold value according to the system goal, network access
control can be tuned.

As shown in Table 3, Figure 5, Table 4, and Figure 6, if the
mobile terminal does not perform the network access control
in heterogeneous wireless networks, good user experiences
cannot be provided. In addition, the network access control
by considering only the buffer status is difficult to control
the network access accurately.Thus, as the proposedmethod,
various elements should be considered for the efficient
network access control.

5. Conclusion

Mobile data services provide various business opportunities.
The location-based mobile data services are increased. Par-
ticularly, the growth of the location-based video services is
expected. In addition, recent advances in mobile applications
have enabled mobile terminals to use multiple network
interfaces. Mobile operating systems support controlling an
individual network interface. Application protocol such as
HTTP Range Requests provides transmitting a data block
as a chunk in total data size. Therefore, network access
control is available. Controlling network access according to
the network status affects quality of services of the mobile
applications. In case of the mobile terminal such as smart-
phones, applications provide services over both cellular and
WiFi networks.The cellular network provides stable network
connectivity in wide area. However, the cellular network
takes high costs. Although the WiFi network takes no costs,
it has limitation of the network coverage and its network
status is frequently changed. In addition, video traffic has the
largest portion in total mobile traffic. If users are served video
streaming services while they are moving, maintaining the
quality of services is very important. However, the quality of
services is not guaranteed in the only WiFi network. There-
fore, it is significant that the mobile terminal performs the
network access control in heterogeneous wireless networks
according to the network status.

In general, the network access control is based on the
amount of data in the buffer but this case is difficult to
accurately control the network access. The proposed method
performs the network access control by considering the net-
work status such as current status and stability by the network
history. It also reflects the buffer status to decide the behaviors
for the network access control. Through the inference engine
based on Naı̈ve Bayesian Classifier, the proposed method
estimates theWiFi network status.The estimated results (i.e.,
the history information of WiFi networks) and the buffer
status are reflected to decide the behaviors for the network
access control. Therefore, the proposed method can provide
the efficient network access. As the results, the proposed
method can guarantee quality of the seamless services. In
addition, because the proposed method increases the usage
of the WiFi networks, the costs for network usage can be

reduced. Although this paper uses the fixed buffer param-
eters, the parameters can be varied according to network
status. This point can be applied to the proposed approach
as future works.
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In large-scale location-based service, an ideal situation is that self-adapting routing strategies use future traffic data as input to
generate a topology which could adapt to the changing traffic well. In the paper, we propose a traffic prediction model for the
broker in publish/subscribe system, which can predict the traffic of the link in future by neural network. We first introduced our
traffic prediction model and then described the model integration. Finally, the experimental results show that our traffic prediction
model could predict the traffic of link well.

1. Introduction

Location-based services (LBS) have drawn more and more
attention, which can provide us with location-aware experi-
ences. Some LBS applications such as E-coupon and Mobile
Buddy List were implemented based on publish/subscribe
system.

Providing the fast LBS service to millions of users is a
big challenge; self-adapting overlay network and reducing
traffic based on traffic prediction in publish/subscribe system
provide the solution to this problem, which could deliver a
message to end user efficiently.

There are two improvements whichwill be achievedwhen
the underlying infrastructure of the system is incorporated
with publish/subscribe paradigm. One is that this paradigm
will provide anonymous communication mechanism. The
other is that this paradigm will decouple consumers and
producers in terms of space, time, and synchronization [1]. As
a result, the publish/subscribe paradigm has been researched
both in academia and in industry recently.

In publish/subscribe system, producers send notifica-
tions, and consumers receive their interested notifications
expressed by the subscriptions [2]. The overlay network

forwards notifications to consumers according to the match
and routing algorithm.

The content-based publish/subscribe system is com-
monly applied in many scenarios, and its cost of routing
depends on the topology of the dispatching network which is
usually defined at deployment time and never changes [3, 4],
so it is important to reconfigure the dispatching network at
runtime to reduce the overall routing cost. There is always
an assumption in the current self-adapting routing strategies
[3, 5, 6]; the assumption is that the traffic of the link 𝑙 at time
𝑡 is equal to traffic of the link 𝑙 at time 𝑡 + 1:

V𝑙𝑡 = V
𝑙
𝑡+1. (1)

Ideally, if a self-adapting routing strategy could reduce the
traffic cost of the overlay network efficiently, V𝑙𝑡+1 should be
used as input data to figure out the appropriate dispatching
network at time 𝑡, but actually it cannot get V𝑙𝑡+1 at time 𝑡, so it
could only assume that V𝑙𝑡 = V

𝑙
𝑡+1. However, in fact the traffic

of the link is constantly changing, so V𝑙𝑡 ̸= V
𝑙
𝑡+1, which means

that the traffic of the link at time 𝑡 which is used to figure out
the dispatching network is not real traffic of the link at time
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𝑡 +1. Consequently, the reconfigured overlay network cannot
adapt well to the traffic at time 𝑡 + 1.

In the paper, we propose a traffic prediction model which
could predict the traffic of the overlay network to overcome
the limitation above. We predict V𝑙𝑡+1 at time 𝑡 and neural
network is used in our traffic prediction model to predict
the traffic of the link. In this way, the self-adapting routing
strategy could use the predicted traffic to reconfigure the
dispatching network well.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 proves that the traffic is predictable.
Section 4 presents the traffic prediction model. Section 5
presents themodel integration. Section 6 shows and discusses
the experimental results. Section 7 presents our conclusion.

2. Related Work

Several approaches of self-adapting routing strategy and
prediction have been researched in the past. We present and
discuss these approaches as follows.

In 2014, we proposed a self-adapting routing strategy
for frequently changing application traffic in content-based
publish/subscribe system and published in the literature [5].
The strategy firstly records the traffic information and then
uses it to figure out a new topology. In the end, the strategy
reconfigures the topology of the overlay network to reduce
the overall traffic cost. Our research is based on assumption
(1), so the reconfigured overlay network cannot adapt well to
the traffic at time 𝑡 + 1.

A self-organizing algorithm to solve the problem of
publish/subscribe overlay decision problem (PSODP) is pre-
sented in the literature [6]. In another work [3], a distributed
algorithm to solve the problem of optimal content-based
routing (OCBR) was proposed. However, both of these
two approaches also are based on assumption (1), so the
reconfigured overlay network cannot adapt well to the traffic
at time 𝑡 + 1.

A review of neural networks for the prediction and
forecasting of water resources variables was summarized
in literature [7]. These include the choice of performance
criteria, the division and preprocessing of the available
data, the determination of appropriate model inputs and
network architecture, optimization of the connection weights
(training), and model validation. Also, the neural networks
prediction theory is applied in other fields, such as traffic flow
prediction and stock prediction [8, 9]. However, it is firstly
introduced in publish/subscribe system.

3. Predictability Analysis

We shall first prove that the traffic of the publish/subscribe
overlay network is predictable before we introduce our traffic
prediction model.

In the overlay network, a broker node, connected by
several links which contains the inputs and outputs, is our
research object, and we want to predict the traffic of a certain
link in the broker node. However, the traffic in the broker
node always exhibits complicated, irregular behaviors which
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Figure 1: Traffic-time series.

are seemingly random, and they are largely determined by
the business logic of the upper level, so we can come to the
conclusion that it is impossible to make a prediction for the
next hour or day traffic.

On the other hand, short-term (1–15 minutes) prediction
has been analyzed as below.Thedatawas recorded froman air
traffic control systemwhich is used tomonitor the designated
airplane by different terminals, and the communications layer
of this system is supported by the publish/subscribe system.
A node 𝑛 was chosen randomly in inner brokers, and a link
𝑙 was chosen randomly as well in node 𝑛. We set the node
𝑛 to record the routing notifications in every 5 minutes, and
we call this period as a time-step. We recorded notifications
routed by link 𝑙 1000 time-steps in the node, which comprise
a time series ts. The data are shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 1, x-coordinate is the number of the time-
steps and the y-coordinate is the number of the notifica-
tions. From the figure, the curve does not show obvious
periodicity or complete randomness, and it is still difficult
to determine whether there is a certain rule in this time
series ts. However, the subscriptions and the advertisement
in the publish/subscribe system certainly have the prediction
information, because they indicate what type of notification
will be sent or received. To find this order and pattern, we
introduced chaos theory into our proof procedure.

In chaos theory, chaos refers to an apparent lack of order
in a system that nevertheless obeys particular laws or rules,
and it is not disorder but a higher order of the universe [10, 11].
If the time series ts exhibits chaos, the traffic of link 𝑙 could
be predictable.The existence of a positive Lyapunov exponent
is usually taken as an indication of the chaotic character [12].
In practice, we only need to calculate the largest Lyapunov
exponent 𝜆 from this time series ts by small data sets method.
If 𝜆 > 0, this time series ts is chaotic [13].

All calculation procedures will be done in MATLAB,
and the input parameters of the largest Lyapunov exponent
algorithm should be calculated firstly, which is shown as
follows: reconstruction delay is 2 calculated by the fast
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Figure 2: Largest Lyapunov exponent figure.

Fourier transform, mean period is 2 calculated by the fast
Fourier transform, and embedding dimension is 3 calculated
by C-C algorithm [14]. Now the largest Lyapunov exponent 𝜆
could be calculated, and the result is shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, x-coordinate is the evolutionary time and the
y-coordinate is the ⟨ln(divergence)⟩.The red line is calculated
using least-squares fit method. The slope of this red line is
the largest Lyapunov exponent 𝜆. The slope is 0.4363, and the
slope is larger than 0, so the time series ts exhibits chaos.
We could arrive at the conclusion that the traffic of the
publish/subscribe overlay network is predictable.

4. Publish/Subscribe Traffic Prediction Model

The publish/subscribe traffic prediction model (PSTPM)
worked in content-based publish/subscribe system, and the
advertisements mechanism is applied in the system. We
assume that the subscription routing table and the advertise-
ment routing table are updated by covering-based routing
algorithm in the broker node.

In the publish/subscribe overlay network, a broker node
is our modeling object, it is connected by several links which
contains the inputs and outputs, and the traffic of a certain
link in the node is our prediction object.

In Figure 3, if the traffic of the link 𝐿𝑘 at time 𝑡 + 1 is our
prediction object, we need to find out which relevant factors
the traffic of the link 𝐿𝑘 at time 𝑡+1 depends on.We consider
these factors in two categories. One is the unchanged part
which is relevant to the history traffic of link 𝐿𝑘, such as the
traffic at time 𝑡, 𝑡 − 1 or 𝑡 − 2: here we use two history values
V𝐿𝑘𝑡 and V𝐿𝑘𝑡−1 as the one part of the relevant factors. The other
part is changed part which is the traffic that will increase
or decrease in the link 𝐿𝑘 at time 𝑡 + 1: if the subscription
entry (𝑆𝑖, 𝐷𝑖) was added to (deleted from) the subscription
routing table at time 𝑡 in node 𝑁𝑖 and the destination 𝐷𝑖 is
node 𝑁𝑗, it denotes that the matching notifications have to
(could not) be forwarded to the destination 𝐷𝑖 through the
link 𝐿𝑘 at time 𝑡 + 1. If the advertisement entry (𝐴 𝑖, 𝐷𝑖) was

added to (deleted from) the advertisement routing table at
time 𝑡 in node𝑁𝑖 and the destination𝐷𝑖 is node𝑁𝑗, it denotes
that the notifications might (could not) be received from the
destination𝐷𝑖 through the link𝐿𝑘 at time 𝑡+1. Both cases will
lead to traffic change in link 𝐿𝑘 at time 𝑡+1, so the number of
the change values subV𝐿𝑘𝑡 and the number of the change values
adV𝐿𝑘𝑡 are the other two relevant factors. subV𝐿𝑘𝑡 is the sum of
forwarding notifications matched by 𝑆𝑖 in node𝑁𝑖 and adV

𝐿𝑘
𝑡

is the sum of forwarding notifications matched by𝐴 𝑖 in node
𝑁𝑖.

subV𝐿𝑘𝑡 =
𝑛

∑
𝑗=1

Num (Match (Notification𝑗, 𝑆𝑖)) ,

adV𝐿𝑘𝑡 =
𝑛

∑
𝑗=1

Num (Match (Notification𝑗, 𝐴 𝑖)) .

(2)

In formula (2), the functionNum() returns the number of
notifications; the function match() returns notification if the
notification is matched by filter 𝑆𝑖 or𝐴 𝑖; 𝑛 is the length of the
routing table.

In sum, we find out four factors: V𝐿𝑘𝑡 , V
𝐿𝑘
𝑡−1, subV

𝐿𝑘
𝑡 , and

adV𝐿𝑘𝑡 , and we use these factors to predict the traffic of link
𝐿𝑘 V
𝐿𝑘
𝑡+1. We need to find some approaches to represent the

relation between these two parts.
Neural networks have become extremely popular for pre-

diction and forecasting in many areas [15, 16]. The advantage
of neural networks lies in their ability to represent both linear
and nonlinear relationships and in their ability to learn these
relationships directly from the data being modeled. Now the
neural network is used to model our problem and network
parameters are discussed as below.

4.1. PSTPM Inputs and Outputs. As in any prediction model,
the selection of appropriate model inputs and outputs is very
important. In our prediction model, the inputs and outputs
are determined by problem itself, so the inputs and outputs
are discussed above.

Inputs: V𝐿𝑘𝑡 , V
𝐿𝑘
𝑡−1, subV

𝐿𝑘
𝑡 , and adV𝐿𝑘𝑡

Outputs: V𝐿𝑘𝑡+1

4.2. PSTPM Data Source. The prediction model is deployed
in each broker node, and it is set to record the routing
notifications in every 𝑡 minutes and its default setting is
5 minutes. As a result, the recorded data comprise a time
series, input data, and target data, which are used in training
the network and could be figured out from the time series
according to the selection of inputs and outputs.

4.3. PSTPM Data Division. Cross-validation technique [14]
is used in our prediction model to divide the inputs data and
targets data into three subsets: a training set which is used
for training and accounted for 70%; a validation set which is
used to validate that the network is generalizing and to stop
training before overfitting and accounted for 15%; a testing
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Figure 3: Broker node.

set which is used as a completely independent test of network
generalization and accounted for 15%.

4.4. PSTPM Data Preprocessing. Generally, inputs data and
targets data span different ranges. In order to ensure that
all the data will be commensurate with the limits of the
activation functions, in our predictionmodel, inputs data and
targets data should be normalized to a value between 0 and 1
using formula (3).

𝑉𝑡 =
V𝑡 − Vmin
Vmax − Vmin

. (3)

In the formula, V𝑡 is the sample data in the time series
at time 𝑡. Vmax and Vmin are the maximum and minimum
values in the time series. Obviously, the output results of the
networkwhich are between 0 and 1 should be carried out with
reductions using formula (3).

4.5. PSTPMNetwork Structure. Feedforward network is used
in our prediction model and it is arranged by three layers: an
input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The number
of neurons in the input layer is fixed by the number of model
inputs: 4; the number of neurons in the output layer equals the
number ofmodel outputs: 1; the number of neurons in hidden
layer nodes was obtained using trial and error and the initial
number of neurons is calculated by formula (4):

𝑙 = √𝑛 + 𝑚 + 𝑎. (4)
In formula (4), 𝑛 is the number of the neurons in the input

layer;𝑚 is the number of the neurons in the output layer; 𝑎 is
one number between 1 and 10.

In addition, we also consider the experience that the
number of the hidden nodes in each layer should be between
the size of input and output layer.

At last, the number of neurons in the hidden layer is 3.

4.6. PSTPMNetwork Optimization. In our predictionmodel,
the back-propagation algorithm is used to train network,
and the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimization method is
used to update the weight and bias. The initial weights are
initialized to zero-mean random values in (−1,1). The Tan-
Sigmoid transfer function is used in hidden layer and the Log-
Sigmoid transfer function is used in output layer.The learning
rate is set to 0.1. The error function is used as the mean
squared error function, and it is set to 0.001. The maximum
epoch size is set to 1000.

5. Model Integration

In this section, we show how the traffic prediction model
integrates into the self-adapting routing strategy. Many
approaches have been presented to solve the publish/sub-
scribe overlay optimization problem [3, 5, 6]. Normally, the
main idea of the self-adapting overlay routing strategy is to
reduce the distance between brokers that consume a lot of
identical notifications. In this process, the brokers need to
know which links will forward a lot of the identical messages
in the future, and they will reconfigure the topology of
the overlay network to reduce the traffic cost according to
these pieces of information. In other words, the more precise
the prediction for the traffic that could be given by broker,
the more the traffic cost reduction that will be achieved.
Consequently, the prediction model presented in this paper
could be applicable in all the strategies.

By the above analysis, we could know that the traffic
prediction models are running in each broker node, and
the model instances are created for each link. The working
procedure figure is shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, the working procedure contains three
procedures: training procedure, prediction procedure, and
adapting procedure. In the training procedure, the brokers
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create the neural network, train the network, and store the
trained network for each link. The training procedure runs
once a day. In the prediction procedure, the brokers predict
the traffic for each link and save the predicted data. In the
adapting procedure, the brokers reconfigure the topology of
the overlay network using the predicted data. The brokers
enter adapting procedure after finishing the prediction pro-
cedure; the prediction procedure is triggered after a certain
time interval set by system administrator.

6. Experiments

In this section, our experiments were divided into two parts:
one part is to validate the traffic prediction model and the
other is to validate self-adapting strategy integrated into the
prediction model.

For part one, we designed the experiments:

(i) To validate whether the predictionmodel proposed in
this paper has the ability to predict the traffic

For part two, we designed the experiments:

(i) To validate whether the strategy integrated into the
prediction model has the ability to reduce the traffic
cost of the overlay network and to compare with other
strategies

The part one experiments were simulated on MATLAB
and the part two experiments were simulated on ProtoPeer
[17] which is a distributed systems prototyping toolkit.

6.1. Part One Experiments. The part one experiments are to
validate whether the predictionmodel proposed in this paper
has the ability to predict the traffic. The data were recorded
from the ProtoPeer environment and analyzed in MATLAB.
We designed two experiments in this part: one is inner broker
case where the traffic is relatively large and the other one
is the border case where the traffic is relatively small. The
experiment process is as follows.

A node 𝑛inn was chosen randomly in inner brokers and
a link 𝑙inn was chosen randomly in node 𝑛inn. We recorded
notifications routed by link 𝑙inn 1000 time-steps. The first few
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950 time-steps were used for training the network and the
rest were used to test the network. The records were loaded
and trained in MATLAB. The training performance figure is
shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, 𝑥-coordinate is the number of the epochs
and the 𝑦-coordinate is the mse. The figure shows that the
mse reached 0.0009964 at iteration of 140 epochs, so the
convergence speed of the error is very fast with LMalgorithm.
The regression figure is shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, 𝑥-coordinate is the targets and the 𝑦-
coordinate is the network outputs. The best linear fit is
indicated by a dashed line. The perfect fit is indicated by the
solid line. In this figure, we cannot find out the dashed line
and the solid line because they covered by the data points
which composed a line. This means that the fit is very good.
The results of the prediction are shown in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, 𝑥-coordinate is the number of the time-
steps and the 𝑦-coordinate is the number of the notifications.
The symbol “∘” denotes the actual value and the symbol “+”
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denotes the predicted value. From the figure, we can see that
the predicted values series could well fit the actual ones. Next,
border broker case was also given.

A node 𝑛brd was chosen randomly in border brokers [18]
and a link 𝑙brd was chosen randomly in node 𝑛brd. The rest of
the environment is identical with the previous. The training
performance figure is shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 8, the figure shows that the mse reached
0.00099969 at iteration of 73 epochs, so the convergence
speed of the error is also very fast in border broker case. The
regression figure is shown in Figure 9.
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In Figure 9, the fit is also very good in border broker case.
The results of the prediction are shown in Figure 10.

In Figure 10, we can see that the predicted values series
couldwell fit the actual ones in border broker case. As a result,
we can come to the conclusion that the prediction model
proposed in this paper has the ability to predict the traffic.

6.2. Part Two Experiments. The part two experiments are to
validate whether the strategy integrated into the prediction
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model has the ability to reduce the traffic cost of the overlay
network and to compare with other strategies. The traffic
prediction model was implemented in ProtoPeer, and then
the experiment analysis procedure was run in the ProtoPeer
and the analysis results were recorded. Finally, the results
were plotted in MATLAB. We designed two experiments
in this part: one is PSOO-FCAT strategy and the other
one is OCBR strategy. The strategies integrated into our
traffic prediction model will be compared with the orig-
inal ones. The experiment process and parameters are as
follows.

An overlay network topology with 5000 nodes has been
generated randomly, and 1000 nodes have been deployed on
the brokers randomly.We randomly generated 2000 different
types of subscription, 10000 different types of events based
on the 1500 subscriptions, 8000 advertisements according to
8000 different types of events, 200 producers, 200 consumers,
and 50 pairs of the ⟨producer, consumer⟩ that connected
to brokers randomly, each producer published 40 types of
events, each consumer subscribed to 8 types of events, and
the event is sent every 2 simulation ticks by a producer. The
simulation experiment was performed in 100 minutes. The
results were recorded by us at every 500 ticks. The average
value was calculated as shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, the original OCBR and the predicable OCBR
cost are both decreased, but predicable OCBR cost decreases
sharper than original OCBR, which indicates that both the
original OCBR and the predicable OCBR strategy have the
ability to reduce the traffic cost of the overlay network and the
efficiency of the predicable OCBR strategy is more obvious.

In Figure 12, the original PSOO-FCAT and the predicable
PSOO-FCAT cost are both decreased, but predicable PSOO-
FCAT cost decreases sharper than original PSOO-FCAT,
which indicates that both the original PSOO-FCAT and the
predicable OCBR strategy have the ability to reduce the
traffic cost of the overlay network and the efficiency of the
predicable PSOO-FCAT strategy is more obvious.
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In sum, we can come to the conclusion that the strategy
integrated into the prediction model has the ability to reduce
the traffic cost of the overlay network.

7. Conclusion

In the paper, we propose a traffic prediction model for
the broker in publish/subscribe system, and it uses neural
network to predict the traffic of the link. We first prove
that the traffic of the link is predictable by chaos theory
and introduce our traffic prediction model and the model
integration. Finally, the experimental results show that our
traffic prediction model could predict the traffic of link in
the broker well and the strategy integrated into our traffic
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prediction model could reduce the traffic cost of the overlay
network efficiently.
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With the development of the mobile systems, we gain a lot of benefits and convenience by leveraging mobile devices; at the same
time, the information gathered by smartphones, such as location and environment, is also valuable for business to provide more
intelligent services for customers. More and more machine learning methods have been used in the field of mobile information
systems to study user behavior and classify usage patterns, especially convolutional neural network. With the increasing of model
training parameters and data scale, the traditional singlemachine trainingmethod cannotmeet the requirements of time complexity
in practical application scenarios.The current training framework often uses simple data parallel ormodel parallel method to speed
up the training process, which is why heterogeneous computing resources have not been fully utilized. To solve these problems, our
paper proposes a delay synchronization convolutional neural network parallel strategy, which leverages the heterogeneous system.
The strategy is based on both synchronous parallel and asynchronous parallel approaches; the model training process can reduce
the dependence on the heterogeneous architecture in the premise of ensuring the model convergence, so the convolution neural
network framework is more adaptive to different heterogeneous system environments. The experimental results show that the
proposed delay synchronization strategy can achieve at least three times the speedup compared to the traditional data parallelism.

1. Introduction

Mobile devices are involved in our daily life, from online
shopping to social connection to working assistant. From
the business perspective, the information gathered from the
devices is so valuable that it can be used to learn customers’
expense characteristics and improve user experience. For
example, location is one of the key factors that are related
to users’ consumption behavior. We can recommend nearby
restaurants, shoppingmalls, and parks based on location, and
the function is implemented in many map applications like
Google Maps. For merchants, understanding user behavior
is very helpful to proactively provide potential services and

increase customer engagements [1, 2]. To take advantage of
the data analysis benefits, the first step is to figure out cus-
tomers’ consumption patterns. In this paper, we proposed a
novel delay synchronization based machine learning strategy
to improve pattern recognition and it laid a foundation for
intelligent business marketing.

Due to the increasing data volume, the data processing
is a huge challenge in mobile information systems. With
the development of machine learning, convolution neural
network has become a suitablemethod to deal with such large
data. Convolutional neural network is a special multistage
global training deep neural network model produced for
two-dimensional image recognition [3], which combines
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the traditional artificial neural network with deep learning
model. It not only has the general characteristics of the tradi-
tional artificial neural network, such as nonlinear, unlimited,
nonstationary, and nonconvexity characteristics [4], but also
contains more advantages, including fault-tolerant ability,
self-learning ability and localized receptive fields, weight
sharing, and pooling (secondary sampling). Convolutional
neural network can discover the characteristics directly from
a large number of image data and make a more profound
description of the vast amount of information contained in
the image. Convolutional neural network can achieve more
than two orders of magnitude improvement compared to
the human identification accuracy [5, 6]. With its power-
ful learning ability, convolutional neural network has been
widely used in target tracking [7, 8], face detection [9–11],
license plate detection [12], and handwriting recognition [13,
14]. It is an important research topic in machine learning,
computer vision, mobile information system, and other
scientific research fields.

The previous research has shown that the low model
quality can be improved by the large-scale iterative training
process, through modifying, testing, and evaluating the
parameters of the model (network structure, the initial value
of the range, learning methods, learning rate, etc.). However,
with the increasing of the model scale and the training data,
the time complexity of the training process is so large [15, 16]
which restricts the development of the convolutional neural
network. Several researchers [15, 17–20] proposed leveraging
a distributed and parallel’s data processing technology to
support the rapid expansion of the model scale and data size.

Existing convolutional neural network training frame-
work often takes the algorithm characteristics and the specific
machine attributes as themain basis for the systemdesign and
optimization; however, this approach does not consider the
relationship of the parallel computing model and the com-
mon characteristics in machine learning applications. For
example, in the system architecture, (1) multicore and many-
core technology has been widely used in parallel computers
to increase the processing speed; besides, in order to reduce
the cost, heterogeneous cluster has gradually replaced the
traditional custom machine and becomes the mainstream
architecture structure. So the traditional parallel computing
is not suitable for the new era of big data parallel computing
system; (2) the traditional parallel computing mode is of
vertical expansion by leveraging more computing resources
to enhance the performance, but terabyte or petabyte data
processing and analysis require the horizontal expansion to
improve the performance. Due to the different expansion
requirements, the traditional methods of parallel computing
are difficult to solve modern big data application issues.

In the general characteristics of convolution neural net-
work application, the characteristics of parallel applications
changed. Machine learning or deep learning application is a
typical intensive computing iterative convergence application
which shows the characteristics of fault-tolerance, structural
dependence, nonuniform convergence, and sparse optimiza-
tion. Traditional parallel computing application guarantees
the accuracy of data parallelism ormodel parallelism by large
amount of data synchronization; it cannot make full use of

the characteristics of dense computing iterative convergence
algorithm to improve the performance of application.

The basic idea of existing large-scale convolutional neural
network parallelization is through reconstruction of con-
volutional neural network algorithm to give full play to
the system performance advantages, in order to improve
training efficiency and effect. However, such a program
usually has two key issues. First, optimization methods issue
means how to choose the optimization method to improve
the efficiency of intensive computing iterative convergence
algorithm. Second, the allocation of machine resources and
data communication between nodes all require developers to
manually perform single static tuning. Not only is it for too
long, but it also relies on the experience of developers heavily.
It is difficult to adapt to the structural changes in computing
resources.

In this paper, we proposed a new delay synchronization
parallel strategy for heterogeneous distributed cluster system.
It is based on the traditional data parallel and model par-
allel method and combined with stale synchronous parallel
parameter server system [21]. This strategy can shield the
factors in model training process such as the communication
bandwidth,memory bandwidth,memory hierarchy,memory
latency, thread management, and processing mode. The
training process will not be affected by the dynamic changes
of the computing resources if the resources are adequate.
As a result of decoupling the training algorithm and system
hardware resources, the proposed strategy successfully frees
developers from process calculation, resource allocation, and
data communication optimization, and it effectively improves
the program, especially in the heterogeneous environments.

Section 2 introduces an overview of the convolutional
neural network parallel strategy. Section 3 gives the problem
description, including training methods and existing prob-
lems of data parallel and model parallel. Section 4 describes
the process of delay synchronous parallel strategy. Section 5
presents the experimental results and corresponding analysis.
Section 6 summarizes the paper.

2. Related Work

This section mainly describes the strategies related to con-
volution neural network parallelization, including several
early methods of parallelization and the current mainstream
distributed data parallelization and model parallelization
method.

2.1. Early Parallelization Methods. FPGA (field programable
gate array), as a kind of computing intensive accelerator, can
accelerate algorithm by mapping it to the hardware module.
We usually use the method that combined the “host” with
“FPGA” [22], and the host used in the control of training
process of beginning and ending provides image data as
input in the forward propagation. The application of FPGA
based artificial neural network includes image segmentation
[23], image and video processing [24], intelligent image
analysis [25, 26], autonomous robot technology [27], and
sensorless control [28, 29]. But because this kind of parallel
method requires the programer to have the solid digital
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Figure 2: The schema of model parallel.

circuit knowledge and the programing complexity is high, it
is barely used in practice.

With the rapid development of the GPU, the floating
point operation speed is 10 times faster than the same
period CPU; the researchers began to use GPU to accelerate
the convolution neural network algorithm [30–32]. GPU
contains a large (up to 10G) shared memory and thousands
of streaming processors, suitable for the inherent parallel
structure of the convolutional neural network. GPU indeed
can accelerate the performance [33, 34], but, taking into
account the heterogeneous system, mapping algorithm to the
hardware system cannot give full play to the resources of
computing hardware.

When faced with themassive data of terabyte or petabyte,
MapReduce is used to solve the problem. Convolutional
neural network based on MapReduce parallel [35, 36] can
also achieve a better result, but with the increasing of
the number of parameters in the network model, and the
difficulty of model training are increased as well. MapRe-
duce is not suitable for high computing density iterative
algorithm.

2.2.Data Parallel andModel Parallel. Data parallel andmodel
parallel were proposed by Google distributed researcher Jeff
Dean and deep learning researcher Andrew Ng in 2012 on
the project called “Google Brain” [37, 38]. It referred to use
of CPU cluster architecture combined with model parallel
and data parallel implementation of the deep learning system
DistBelief.

Data parallel means that, in the process of the model
training, the training samples are divided and distributed
to different computing nodes, and each computing node
has a training model. After the end of each iteration, each
node is doing a weight update communication to update the
training model. Data parallel schema is shown in Figure 1
[37, 38].

In the model parallel, the model is divided into multiple
slices, each of which is stored into a single server, all of which
can be trained for a complete model. In the process of the
training, each node contains a complete model network but
only trained a specific part of themodel.Themodel parallel is
more suitable for the large model; it can solve the problem of
limited training memory on a single machine. Adopting the
model parallel distributed method can reduce the size of the
occupied memory in each node. The model parallel scheme
is shown in Figure 2 [37, 38].

By using the two methods in heterogeneous system, it is
difficult for the convolutional neural network algorithm to
select the appropriate optimization method and the optimal
time, which means it cannot give full play to the advantages
of the computing resources of the heterogeneous system.
Moreover, when the hardware condition changes, the train-
ing algorithm cannot dynamically adapt to the computing
resources, so the efficiency of the training process is not
high.

In short, the existing parallel methods cannot fully
adapt to the heterogeneous architecture, so as not to take
advantages of heterogeneous architecture resource.
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3. Problem Description

In this paper, we mainly introduce how to train the neural
network in the heterogeneous and distributed environment.
In this section, we first describe the training methods and
existing problems of data parallel andmodel parallel and then
further explain the factors that should be considered in the
parallelization process.

3.1. Data Parallel and Model Parallel Training Methods.
Both data parallel and model parallel can be categorized as
synchronous parallel and asynchronous parallel, parameter
server parallel and nonparametric server parallel.

Synchronous and asynchronous parallel processes are
shown in Figures 3 and 4. Synchronous parallel method
means that, in the process of model training, each update of
the training model is carried out after the completion of an
iteration of all computing nodes. And each node begins to
continue the next iteration of the training after they obtain
a new training model. But, in the method of asynchronous
parallel, when the iteration is completed, faster computing
node notices other computing nodes to update the weights
after the completion of one iteration but does not wait for
other nodes to be updated.

From Figures 3 and 4, we can see that the synchronous
parallel calculation requires the use of synchronization
barrier to force all the computing nodes to carry out a
parameter update after one iteration is completed. This
parallel method will lead to faster nodes waiting for the

other slower nodes, which greatly affected the model training
speed. So in the synchronous parallel training method, in
order to obtain a better training speed, the load balance
between each computing node is a stringent requirement.
In practical training, the current performance of the node
is affected by the external environment and other tasks in
the computing nodes. Hence, the current performance of
the node is random, eventually leading to the performance
of the synchronous parallel method being dragged down by
the slowest computing nodes. Because the model update is
completed at the same time, it will take up a lot of memory
and generate a data communication storm, making a higher
requirement for computing nodes.

In asynchronous parallel computing method, each node
directly updated model parameters immediately after the
calculation completion without waiting for other nodes to
complete their iteration. Asynchronous parallel method does
not need to consider the performance of computing nodes;
it only needs to focus on the calculation of the node itself.
Asynchronous parallel method in𝑁 nodes can get almost𝑁
times the speedup. But, in the asynchronous parallel mode,
the training of the model parameters is not the newest,
making the training process easy to fall into local optimal
solution, resulting in poor network training convergence. So
the asynchronous parallel method cannot be used to model
training in practice.

As Figure 5 shows, in the process of model training, the
parameter server is used to complete the update process after
each iteration. Parameter servers can also be responsible for
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sending training data and test data. When the parameter
server is used, each computing node does not communicate
with the other; they communicate with the parameter server.

3.2. Considerations for Parallel. From the previous discussion
of data parallel and the model parallel training methods, we
summarize some factors which should be considered in the
implementation of the heterogeneous system.

3.2.1. Parallel Method. In the heterogeneous system, data
parallel was chosen to train the model in general. The
reasons are as follows: (1) in data parallel, each node has
the same training method for the network model. But,
in the model parallel, each node does not have the same
training method for the network model (because each node
is training different part of the model). So it is more
difficult to implement the model parallel compared to the
data parallel. (2) Convolutional neural network has the
structure dependence; the model parameter matrix update
order will affect the time of model training. Moreover,
because the network has fault-tolerant ability, it will recover
from error which was caused by the unreasonable task
division. When the error accumulated to a certain degree,
the network model may get a local optimal solution. In
addition, the division of the model is lack of theoretical
guidance.

3.2.2. Maximizing Effective Training Time: Delay Synchronous
Parallel. In the distributed and synchronous parallel envi-
ronment, the calculation nodes have to wait to synchronize
the parameters after each iteration in the training process.
In order to reduce the waiting time of computing nodes, the
load balancing between each node is required. However, in
the actual situation, the performance of the machine is often
affected by a lot of external factors, such as temperature,
and they is random factors. In the case of asynchronous
parallel environment, the computing of each node does not
interfere with that of the other. The faster nodes do not
have to wait for the slower nodes, and they can directly
update network model. This training mode is equivalent
to shielding the impact of different hardware computing
capabilities. Based on the characteristics of synchronous
parallel and asynchronous parallel, the delay synchronous
parallel is proposed. See Section 4 for details.

3.2.3. Parameter Storage and Communication Topology. The
choice of parameter storage will affect the communication
topology, and the topology of the communication will influ-
ence the weight parameters communication between each
node. Depending on whether or not the parameter server
is used, the storage of the parameters can be divided into
centralized storage and decentralized storage. The commu-
nication topology is shown in Figure 6. Centralized storage
can use the “master and slave” mode for implementation, the
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master node acts as a parameter server and a data transmitter,
and the slave node is used for training the model. Parameter
server contains a complete model and sends the model to
each slave node before training. The weight update will be
sent to the parameter server after the slave completes one
iteration. Parameter server will update the network model
as soon as it gets all the weight updates from slave nodes.
Then the master node will send the latest network model to
slave node for training. Because the centralized storage only
needed to send the weight update data to the master node
from the slave node, there is no exchange of data between
slave nodes, which greatly reduces the cost of communica-
tion. Decentralized storage can usually be implemented by
the end-to-end topology, and each endpoint is a calculation
node. Each node will send the weight update data to others
after one iteration is complete; this will cause too much
communication during the whole process of distributed
training. In order to reduce the communication overhead
in the training process, the centralized storage is used to
implement the distributed training.

In the specific implementation, centralized storage is
more challenging than decentralized storage. Firstly, the
master node in the centralized storage has high performance
requirements to coordinate the whole training process. Sec-
ondly, concurrency control between nodes should be consid-
ered in centralized storage. Finally, we need to consider the
storage mode of the training data to reduce communication
loss.

4. Delay Synchronization Parallel

From the section entitled “Maximizing Effective Training
Time: Delay Synchronous Parallel,” we know the purpose
of the delay synchronization parallel method is to ensure
that the model is not trapped in local optimal solution,
and the effective training time of the nodes is maximized.
The synchronous parallelism can ensure that the training
process does not fall into local optimal solution, and the
asynchronous approach can make the effective training time
maximized. So the delay synchronization parallel approach
combines the advantages of synchronous and asynchronous
parallelism. In this section, we first describe the training

method of the delay synchronization, then introduce the
training characteristics of this method, and finally show the
conditions the node should have to achieve for this method.

4.1. Training Method. For a network model training, assum-
ing that there are P calculation nodes, after the end of each
iteration, training faster computing nodes need to wait for
the slower training nodes to finish in synchronous update
method. While using delay synchronization in the parallel
way, faster computing node does not need to stop to wait
for the slower computing nodes, and faster computing node
can directly update the network model parameters and then
continue to the next iterative training. As Figure 7 shows,
when the slowest computing node is slower by 𝑠 (𝑠 value
can be set by the user) times of iterations than the fastest
node, the fastest node is forced to wait until all the computing
nodes complete their one iteration, and then a trainingmodel
parameter update between all computing nodes is completed.

4.2. Training Characteristics. In order to reduce the influence
of communication process, we apply the server parameter
to implement delay synchronous parallel method; it means
parameters are stored and updated by the centralized node
and all the computing nodes only need communication with
the server parameter. Moreover, the update of the model also
depends on the parameters server for completion.

Synchronous parallel computing requires the use of the
synchronization barrier to force all the computing nodes to
do a parameter update after completing an iteration. In the
training method of synchronous parallel, in order to get a
better training speed, the load balance between the nodes
is strict. But, in the asynchronous parallel, each computing
node does not wait for the others after they complete one
iteration, and the completed nodes will directly update their
training model through parameter server. Asynchronous
parallel method does not need to consider the performance
of computing node; it only needs to focus on the calculation
of the computing nodes. It can be said that the asynchronous
parallel way can shield a series of problems caused by the
uneven performance between calculation nodes.

Delay synchronization parallel contains the character-
istics of synchronous parallel and asynchronous parallel;
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we adopt the asynchronous training approach in the early
training phase, when the difference between the fastest and
the slowest nodes is 𝑠 iterations, using the synchronous
barrier to mandate all nodes to do a model update. All
nodes will continue to do asynchronous training until next
𝑠 iteration emerged. In the process of asynchronous training,
the training method can shield the effect caused by different
node performance, and the synchronous barrier can avoid the
local optimal solution.Therefore, the parallelmethod of delay
synchronization can get the same speedup as the computation
node as well as a better training result.

4.3. Implementation Conditions. In order to implement the
delay synchronization, the algorithmmustmeet the following
conditions: (1) the fastest node and the slowest node work
even if the interval is less than the number of 𝑠. (2) Each
computing node has a training model, with noninterference
between others. (3) Third one is using a parameter server to
update themodel parameters and undertake date distribution
function.

5. Experimental Results and Discussions

In this section, we verify the effectiveness, performance, and
scalability of the delay synchronization parallel strategy and
present the influence of different maximum interval 𝑠 on the

training results. The data set we used is the MNIST hand-
written digital font data set which includes 60000 pictures’
training data and 10000 pictures’ test data. We use the classic
LeNet-5 model for training, and the model includes one
input layer, one output layer, three convolutional layers, two
pooling layers and a fully connected layer. The batch size
of the training model is 64, and the maximum number of
iterations is 10000.

5.1. Experimental Framework. The training environment is
based on the MPI master-slave model of distributed data
parallel, the specific training process and the detailed design
of the master and slave nodes are shown in Figures 8, 9, and
10, respectively.

Themain process consists of three thread groups: the data
distribution thread group, the parameter communication
thread group, and themodel update thread. Data distribution
thread group and parameters communication thread group
have the same thread number which is the number of
computing processes. The data distribution thread group is
mainly used for distributing the training task and data to each
computing process. The parameters communication thread
group is mainly used for receiving the weight update data
sent by the computing processes and sending the new model
for computing processes after the model is updated. When
the interval between the fastest node and the slowest node
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Figure 11: Delay synchronization parallel performance test: accuracy.

is less than the maximum interval number 𝑠, parameters
communication thread group also used to update the model.
Model is trained by the computing processes in a serialization
manner.

5.2. Effectiveness and Performance. In this section, we will
verify the effectiveness of the delay synchronization strategy
and evaluate its performance through experiments. Hard-
ware environment used in the experiments consists of two
heterogeneous server nodes connected by Gigabit Ethernet.
One node is configured with the 24 Intel Xeon E5-2620
V2 @2.10GHz CPU and 128G memory, and the operating
system is Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.3.
The other node is configured with the 32 Intel Xeon E5-
2670 @2.6GHz CPU and 32G memory, and the operating
system is Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.2. We
compare the performance of traditional data parallel and
delay synchronous parallel from aspects of time and accuracy.
The specific experimental results are shown in Figures 11 and
12, where themaximum interval 𝑠 is set to 3, and the recording
time includes all the time from the distribution of the model
to the time of testing test data.

From Figures 11 and 12, we can see that, in the tradi-
tional data parallel and delay synchronous parallel training

methods, the accuracy rate is decreased with the increase of
computing nodes, and delay synchronization parallel accu-
racy rate declines faster than traditional data parallel. Because
of the communication cost, the training time is nonlinearly
reduced with the increasing of the computing processes.
When passing a certain computing process number, the time
even increased. In the best case, the delay synchronization
parallel strategy can get almost three times faster than the
traditional data parallel. When the process number is 10
and we add other unrelated process tasks in the training
environment, the training time of data parallel method
increased, but the delay synchronization scheme was not
affected. It can be seen that the delay synchronization parallel
strategy reduces the impact of the hardware environment;
that is, the training time is not easy to be dragged by a short
board of computing process.

5.3. Scalability. In order to verify the scalability of the delay
synchronization parallel strategy, the experiment environ-
ment consists of four heterogeneous servers connected with
the Gigabit Ethernet. One node is configured with the 24
Intel Xeon E5-2620 V2 @2.10GHz CPU and 128G memory,
and the operating system is Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server
release 6.3. Another three nodes are configured with the 32
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Figure 12: Delay synchronization parallel performance test: training time.
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Figure 13: Verification of scalability.

Intel Xeon E5-2670 @2.6GHz CPU and 32G memory, and
the operating system is Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server
release 6.2. The evaluation metrics of the experiment are the
same as the section entitled “Effectiveness and Performance,”
which are time and accuracy. In order to balance the iterative
tasks on each node, the training processes are distributed on
the four nodes, the maximum number of intervals in delay
synchronization parallel training is still three, and the specific
experimental results are in Figure 13.

From Figure 13, for accuracy, the training of four nodes
has almost the same effect as described in the section entitled
“Effectiveness and Performance,” and it presents a downward
trend with the increment of computing processes. From the
perspective of training time, compared to experiments in
section entitled “Effectiveness and Performance,” the overall
training time is increased as a result of more communica-
tion overhead. Same as section entitled “Effectiveness and
Performance,” the training time is nonlinearly decreased
with the increasing of the computing processes. Time may
increase after the number of computing processes passes a
certain value. The experimental results show that the delay
synchronization strategy has good scalability, but this kind of
good scalability is inevitable to involve a certain amount of
communication cost.

5.4. The Maximum Interval Influence on Model Training Pro-
cess. Delay synchronous parallel strategy is a combination of
the synchronous parallel strategy and asynchronous parallel
strategy. When the fastest node is 𝑠 (the maximum interval)
iteration(s) faster than the slowest node, the strategy uses
the mandatory synchronization barrier to prevent the model
divergence from falling into local optimal solution. This
section verifies the effects of different maximum interval
𝑠 on the model training. The experimental environment
is the same as described in section entitled “Effectiveness
and Performance,” which is the two heterogeneous servers
connected by Gigabit Ethernet. The time and the effect of
the training process were tested with the maximum interval
of 1, 2, and 3, and the results are presented in Figures 14
and 15.

From Figures 14 and 15, we can see that, with the increas-
ing of the maximum interval, model training time decreases,
but the accuracy of the model was effected dramatically
with the computing process increase. Hence, considering
the influence of both time and accuracy, we prefer to select
smaller interval.

Based on the experimental results, we can see that the
proposed delay synchronization parallel strategy indeed has
a better performance.
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Figure 14: The maximum interval influence on model training process: training time.
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Figure 15: The maximum interval influence on model training process: accuracy.

6. Conclusion

Mobile device is an integral part of our daily life; business
market can be more intelligent to automatically provide
services based on users’ location and context environment. To
learn users’ habits and patterns, machine learning strategies,
such as CNN, are applied. However, the existing parallel
implementation cannot fully use the parallel computing
architecture resources, making heterogeneous computing
resourceswasted, especially in themobile information system
field. To this end, this paper proposes a convolutional neural
network parallel strategy based on the heterogeneous clusters
named delay synchronization parallel strategy. The strategy
leverages the benefits of both synchronous parallel and
asynchronous parallel approaches. It can achieve almost 3
times the speedup compared to the data parallel. The scala-
bility of the strategy can make convolution neural network

framework more adaptive to different heterogeneous system
environments.
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Taxi mobility information can be considered as an important source of mobile location-based information for making marketing
decisions. So, studying the behavioral patterns of taxis in a Chinese city during the holidays using the global positioning system
(GPS) can yield remarkable insights into people’s holiday travel patterns, as well as the odd-even day vehicle prohibition system.This
paper studies the behavioral patterns of taxis during specific holidays in terms of pick-up and drop-off locations, travel distance,
mobile step length, travel direction, and radius of gyration on the basis of GPS data. Our results support the idea of a polycentric city.
It is concluded from the reporting results that there are no significant changes in the distribution of pick-up and drop-off locations,
travel distance, or travel direction during holidays in comparison to work days. The results suggest that human travel by taxi has
a stable regularity. However, the radius of gyration of movement by most of the taxis becomes significantly larger during holidays
that indicate more long-distance travels. The current study will be helpful for location-based marketing during the holidays.

1. Introduction

Human behavior is the source of all of social phenomena,
including location-based marketing. The current research
is mainly focused on analyzing the human behavior quan-
titatively in statistical physics and complexity science. In
the state of the art in the field, many researchers analyzed
the human behavior in different aspects. Barabási (2005)
studied the power-law characteristics in the distribution of
the interevent time of human communication behavior [1].
Brockmann et al. (2006) analyzed the data of dollar bills in
circulation and got the moving step of each dollar bill in
space.The authors concluded that its moving step probability
has obvious characteristics of power-law distribution, with
an exponential power of −1.59 [2]. Similarly, Gonzalez et
al. (2008) used mobile phone data to analyze the spatial
distribution characteristics of moving steps by mobile phone
users. They observed that the moving step is in line with a
power-law distribution with an exponential power of −1.75±0.15 [3]. Song et al. (2010) also reported that accuracy of
predicting human behavior lies in the range of 70% to 93%
[4] The results were reported on the basis of analyzing the

mobile phone records of one million users for a period of
three months.

Recently, it has been observed that the analysis and
prediction of human spatial movement [5] is an emerging
research topic [6–10] in the field relevant to urban planning
[11], the spread of infectious diseases [12], and catastrophic
emergency management [13] and many more. Most of the
researchers in the field have only been able to analyze the
behavioral patterns of human movement based upon the
data collected through surveys. Nowadays, the researchers
are also exploring the utilization of personal mobility data
for analyzing the human behavior, such as vehicle global
positioning system (GPS) data [14] andmobile phone records
[3].

GPS data provides a precise spatial resolution. Its capa-
bility to represent people’s mobility features has made its
wide use for the analysis of human behavior. Rhee et al.
(2011) collected and analyzedGPS data of 44 volunteers.Their
analysis results confirm that the moving step of different
groups of volunteers for different scenarios approximated
a power-law distribution [15], whereas the finding of the
few studies suggests an exponential distribution of distance
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traveled by taxi passengers [16, 17]. There exist a significant
research for the collection of the car GPS data in Rome,
Bologna, Senigallia, and Florence and a lot of statistical
research on private car drivers’ travel trajectory. It was found
that vehicle travel distance had an exponential distribution
that remains invariant with the time [18–20].

In the present paper, we analyze the behavior of human
spatial movement by using taxi GPS data collected over
Tianjin, China. We studied the impact of holidays on human
movement in various aspects, such as the distribution of
urban residents’ pick-up and drop-off locations by taxi, travel
distances, travel directions, and taxis’ scope of activities. The
findings of the study are as follows:

(i) Pick-up and drop-off locations for the urban residents
by taxis are mainly concentrated in the three time
periods:

(a) Morning: 8:00–12:00
(b) Afternoon: 14:00–20:00
(c) Evening: 22:00–0:00 (next day).

It is observed that these locations are mainly focused
between 8:00 and 10:00 in the morning during week-
days and between 10:00 and 12:00 in the morning
during the holidays.

(ii) Pick-up and drop-off locations for the urban residents
by taxis are mainly distributed throughout Tianjin’s
main urban area and the Binhai New Area, as well
as two isolated hub locations: Tianjin Binhai Interna-
tional Airport and Tianjin South Railway Station.
A heterogeneous distribution of residents’ travel dis-
tance by taxis and a centrally symmetric pattern
distribution of travel direction have been observed.
The holidays do not have a significant impact on the
distribution of pick-up and drop-off locations, travel
distance, or travel direction.

(iii) The taxis’ radius of gyration becomes significantly
larger during the holidays.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the GPS data and its preprocessing.
Section 3 presents the statistical analysis and the results.
Finally, Section 4 presents the discussions of the results and
concludes the paper.

2. Data Description

In the current study, we collected the GPS data of 3051
taxis in Tianjin during the month of October 2012. The
important features of the collected data involve the taxi’s
vehicle identification number, vehiclemeter status, longitude,
latitude, date, and time. The sampling frequency of empty
taxis is once per 20 seconds, and the sampling frequency of
carrying-state taxis is once per minute. The collected data is
presented in the form of records as described below:

Taxi ID: the unique ID of each taxi

Time: the sample timestamp YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:SS
GPS position: the longitude and latitude of the sample
taxi at the sample time
Meter state: indicating whether the taxi meter is
running: 0 represents that there are no passengers in
this taxi, and 1 represents that there are passengers in
this taxi

The collected data is preprocessed for further analysis by
extracting the trips of each taxi and dropping the trips beyond
the scope of the city under the study.

The meter state identifies the presence of passenger(s) in
the taxi. Therefore, a taxi’s travel trajectory of meter state
is similar to 000000111111100000. We also extracted the O
location (origin location, also called pick-up location) and D
location (destination location, also called drop-off location)
for the purpose of analyzing the travel distance and direction.
Furthermore, the Euclidean distance, or the direction of
residents’ travel by taxi, is computed. In this paper, we selected
the OD locations as per the following method:

O location: the location where meter state changes
from 0 to 1
D location: the location where meter state changes
from 1 to 0

Furthermore, we calculated the Euclidean distance by
latitude and longitude coordinates for each pair of OD
locations. We removed the invalid data (where the value of
distance is too large or too small and OD locations are in
different time periods). Finally, we have a total of 1,957,470
records of O locations or D locations. The data statistics are
shown in Table 1.

Every year, the National Day is celebrated on October
1st to commemorate the founding of the People’s Republic
of China. Moreover, the seven-day holiday from October
1st through 7th is the so-called “Golden Week.” During the
GoldenWeek, more Chinese people travel all over the places.
Therefore, in order to analyze the impact of holidays, we
divided all data collected in the month of October 2012 into
four parts by time (each part including 7 days): (1)Oct 01–Oct
07; (2) Oct 08–Oct 14; (3) Oct 15–Oct 21; (4) Oct 22–Oct 28
as highlighted in Table 1. Here, the first part (Oct 01–Oct 07)
can be used to represent the “GoldenWeek” of National Day.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Analysis of Time-Sharing Statistics of OD Locations. For
each slot of the seven-day period, we count the number of
OD locations for every two hours (such as 0:00–2:00). The
recorded statistics are shown in Figure 1. From Figure 1, seven
24-hour cycles can be clearly identified. The identified cycle
indicates that the distribution of OD locations is repeated
daily. The curves of the number of O locations and the
number of D locations of four time periods are very similar:
OD locations are mainly at 8:00–12:00 in the morning, at
14:00–20:00 in the afternoon, and at 22:00–0:00 (the next day)
in the evening.
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Table 1: The data statistics of GPS data records.

Number of records Number of taxies Number of travels Number of valid travels
Total 387074469 3501 2335582 1957470
National Day 88008559 3501 518800 460783
Other 299065910 3501 1816782 1496687
Weekdays 224907188 3501 1339535 1101645
Weekends 74158722 3501 477247 395042
Oct 01–Oct 07 88008559 3501 518800 460783
Oct 08–Oct 14 87638513 3501 518030 454244
Oct 15–Oct 21 86824240 3501 533341 468382
Oct 22–Oct 28 87023884 3501 541062 469045

Table 2: Akaike weights chosen in the AIC model for displacement distribution.

Data sets Exponential cut-off
power-law distribution Lognormal distribution Weibull distribution Exponential distribution

Oct 01–Oct 07 0.0000 0.4778 0.0000 0.5222
Oct 08–Oct 14 0.0000 0.9786 0.0000 0.0214
Oct 15–Oct 21 0.0000 0.9983 0.0000 0.0017
Oct 22–Oct 28 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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Figure 1: Statistics of OD location numbers at different times. (a)
Number of O locations. (b) Number of D locations.

However, the four curves of OD locations also have some
nuances: the curves indicate main concentration between
10:00 and 12:00 in the morning during the holidays (the red
curve) and weekends (the last two cycles of the black, green,
and blue curve). But, the concentration remains between 8:00
and 10:00 in themorning duringweekdays (the first five cycles
of the black, green, and blue curve). This shows that urban
residents’ morning travel by taxi during weekdays is earlier
than during the holidays and during weekends in general.
Moreover, for the time period from 14:00 to 20:00 in the
afternoon, the number of OD locations fluctuates around
8000, while during weekdays (the first five cycles of the

black, green, and blue curves) the number of OD locations
fluctuates around 7000 as indicated by the holiday period
(the red curve) and weekends (the last two cycles of the
black, green, and blue curves). It also confirms that the urban
residents travel by taxis less on weekdays than during the
holidays for the afternoon timings.

3.2. Analysis of Spatial Distribution of OD Locations. Mobile
step length is an important metric of the mobility. Spatial
displacement is commonly used as the mobile step length
in the studies on the human mobility. This is because
displacement can represent mobility behavior without being
affected by the details of paths [21, 22].

Figure 2 shows the distribution of displacement by taxis
for residents in Tianjin. However, it is not possible to describe
the displacement distribution by the power-law distribution
only. So, the current paper provides a comparison of four
distributions, namely, power-law distribution with an expo-
nential cutoff (PLEXP), lognormal distribution (LN),Weibull
distribution (WB), and exponential distribution (EXP). The
distributions are represented by the red dotted line, blue solid
line, green dotted line, and carmine dotted line, respectively.
As per results depicted in Table 2 and following Akaike
information criterion (AIC), it can be concluded that the
displacement distribution for taxi passengers follows the
lognormal distribution and the exponential distribution.
Table 3 presents the optimal fitting parameters. Another
interesting phenomenon is that the displacement distribution
can be partitioned into two parts at 20 km.The first part had a
slow increase and then sustained a stable decrease.There was
an obvious peak in the second part.

It can be observed from Figure 2 that increase in displace-
ment leads to first increase of the displacement distribution
density function 𝑃(Δ𝑟) to a high level which then decreases
slowly for traveling behavior with a displacement of less than
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Table 3: Result of optimal fitting on displacement distribution.

Data sets 𝜇 (lognormal distribution) 𝜇 (lognormal distribution) 𝜆 (exponential distribution)
Oct 01–Oct 07 1.321 (1.307, 1.334) 0.8683 (0.8522, 0.8845) 0.2146 (0.2109, 0.2184)
Oct 08–Oct 14 1.178 (1.171, 1.186) 0.6716 (0.6635, 0.6796) 0.3073 (0.2950, 0.3197)
Oct 15–Oct 21 1.174 (1.166, 1.181) 0.6783 (0.6702, 0.6863) 0.3073 (0.2956, 0.3190)
Oct 22–Oct 28 1.083 (1.069, 1.097) 0.7949 (0.7793, 0.8105) 0.2942 (0.2894, 0.2990)
Oct 01–Oct 07 1.321 (1.307, 1.334) 0.8683 (0.8522, 0.8845) 0.2146 (0.2109, 0.2184)
Parameters (confidence interval of 95%).
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Figure 2: Distribution of displacement by taxi.

20 km. 𝑃(Δ𝑟) reaches its peak value at Δ𝑟 = rm, where rm
varies with time and ranges from 1.3 to 2.3 km. It is easy to
understand the increase in 𝑃(Δ𝑟), as residents prefer to travel
on foot or by bike for distances less than 1 km. Moreover, rm
also indicates that people take traveling costs into account in
their daily life.

Analysis of the data sets over the four time periods reveals
that 97% of passengers have a displacement of less than
20 km. This coincides with experience collected from the
daily life. Considering travel costs, residents prefer to travel
long distances on public transport or by private car, rather
than by taxi, during holidays.
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Figure 3: Distribution of displacement for short-distance travels.

From Figure 3, it can be deduced that the traveling behav-
iors with a displacement in the rm-20 km range decreased
exponentially and its corresponding parameters are as given
in Table 4. The values indicate that the current part accounts
for more than 67% of the travel distance of all passengers.
Here, the value parameter 𝜆 varies with time, but its values
remain to be close to each other. In a nutshell, the displace-
ments of residents traveling by taxi in different cities share
similar statistical features. All trips above 2 km follow the
two-piece exponential distribution. The distribution during
National Day does not differ greatly from the distribution
during regular workdays.

Table 4: Results achieved by fitting displacement in piecewise
exponential distribution.

Data sets 𝜆 (the first part) 𝜆 (the second part)
Oct 01–Oct 07 0.2193 (0.2181, 0.2205) 0.1628 (0.1473, 0.1783)
Oct 08–Oct 14 0.3253 (0.3204, 0.3303) 0.1066 (0.0799, 0.1332)
Oct 15–Oct 21 0.3245 (0.3198, 0.3292) 0.1103 (0.0841, 0.1366)
Oct 22–Oct 28 0.2893 (0.2872, 0.2914) 0.0741 (0.0560, 0.0921)

3.3. Analysis of Residents Travel Distance. In order to facilitate
the statistical spatial distribution of OD locations, we divide
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of OD locations during (a) the first part of October (Oct 01–07), (b) the second part of October (Oct 08–14),
(c) the third part of October (Oct 15–21), and (d) the fourth part of October (Oct 22–28).

the map into different grids (the resolution of each grid is
0.01 longitude and 0.01 latitude), count the number of OD
locations in each grid, and visually indicate the grids having
an OD location number greater than 1000 in the map as
depicted in Figure 4.

It can be observed from Figure 4 that the spatial distribu-
tion of OD locations in the four different slots of study period
is similar mainly in the Tianjin urban area (large gathering
area in the red ellipse on the left), BinhaiNewArea (red ellipse
on the right beside the sea), and the two isolated locations of
the Tianjin Binhai International Airport (orange grid on the
right of Tianjin urban area) as well as Tianjin South Railway
Station (yellow grid on the bottom left of Tianjin urban area).
Out of the specified areas, the airport is a hot area having
a number of OD locations of around 4400, which accounts
for about 4.7% of the total OD locations. The distribution of
OD locations depicted in Figure 4 also reflects the geographic
characteristics of Tianjin: “Two City,” namely, the Tianjin
urban area and Binhai New Area.

Travel distance is an important measurement in describ-
ing travel behavior. It is measured by calculating the Eucli-
dean distance of the respective pairs of OD locations. The

probability distributions of the residents’ travel distance (D)
are shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5, it can be seen that
probability curves representing different slots for the month
of October 2012 are also very similar. The similarity here
indicates that residents’ travel distance by taxis is not affected
by holidays.

Here, in Figure 5, the red curve represents the residents’
travel distance distribution during National Day; the other
three curves (black, green, and blue) represent residents’
travel distance distribution on rest of the days. We can
observe that there is no significant difference in the four
curves that indicates the null effect upon residents’ taxi travel
distance of the holidays. In order to measure the similarity
between two probability distributions, Hellinger distance
[23–26] is one of themost commonly usedmetrics. So, we use
it to compare the similarity between the distributions of travel
distance. The Hellinger distance for measuring similarity
between continuous probability functions 𝑝(𝑥) and 𝑞(𝑥) over
a domain𝑋 is defined as follows [27]:

DH = ∫√𝑃 (𝑥) 𝑞 (𝑥). (1)
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Table 5: Hellinger distance of travel distance distribution.

Oct 01–Oct 07 Oct 08–Oct 14 Oct 15–Oct 21 Oct 22–Oct 28
Oct 01–Oct 07 1 0.999817 0.999718 0.999756
Oct 08–Oct 14 0.999817 1 0.999901 0.999926
Oct 15–Oct 21 0.999718 0.999901 1 0.999925
Oct 22–Oct 28 0.999756 0.999926 0.999925 1
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Figure 5: Probability distribution of distance.

For discrete distributions, the Hellinger distance is computed
as follows:

DH = ∑
𝑥∈𝑋

√𝑝 (𝑥) 𝑞 (𝑥). (2)

We computed the Hellinger distance of travel distribu-
tions over the four slots for the study period and listed the
values in Table 5.The lower left and upper right of Table 5 are
perfectly symmetric, because theHellinger distances between𝑝(𝑥) and 𝑞(𝑥) and vice versa are same. It can be observed from
Table 5 that the Hellinger distance between every pair of the
four parts is greater than 0.999. It indicates the high similarity
between the mobility patterns of any two parts. However, the
Hellinger distance between the National Day and the other
three periods of time is about 0.9998. Whereas, the Hellinger
distance between every pair of the other three parts is higher
than 0.9999. This is a nuanced difference that is reflected by
the red probability curve in Figure 3. The curve represents
its lowest value in comparison to the other three curves after
20 km as described in Figure 3. Therefore, it indicates that
long-distance travel by taxi has declined during the holiday
period.

3.4. Analysis of Residents Travel Directions. The statistical
distribution of travel directions is also an important measure

Oct 01~Oct 07
Oct 08~Oct 14

Oct 15~Oct 21
Oct 22~Oct 28

0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004N

W E

S

Probability distribution of direction

Figure 6: The probability distribution of residents’ travel direction.

in describing travel behavior. Each trip can be represented as
a vector (also called an OD vector) in space.

The distribution of the residents’ travel directions during
the four slots of the study periods in a polar coordinate
system is as depicted in Figure 6. It can be observed from
Figure 6 that the overall distribution of the travel directions
of the four slots for the study period is very similar and has
central symmetry. This shows that the movements of the vast
majority individuals can be considered round travel, such
as leaving home to go to work in the morning and coming
home from work in the evening. The elliptical nature of the
curve indicates the uneven distribution of travel direction. It
signifies that travel in the northwest and southeast directions
is more frequent than travel in the northeast and southwest
directions.

We also calculate theHellinger distance of travel direction
between the respective pairs of the four slots in the study
period and computed values are as shown in Table 6. It can
be observed from Table 6 that its lower left and upper right
parts are also symmetrical and each value is greater than
0.999. It indicates a high similarity between the mobility
patterns of each pair of both the parts. These similarities are
more significant than those of travel distance to deduce that
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Table 6: Hellinger distance of travel direction distribution.

Oct 01–Oct 07 Oct 08–Oct 14 Oct 15–Oct 21 Oct 22–Oct 28
Oct 01–Oct 07 1 0.999741 0.999717 0.999708
Oct 08–Oct 14 0.999741 1 0.999777 0.999756
Oct 15–Oct 21 0.999717 0.999777 1 0.999791
Oct 22–Oct 28 0.999708 0.999756 0.999791 1

the regularity of people traveling by taxi is not affected by
holidays.

3.5. Analysis of Residents’ Travel during Weekends. “Week-
ends” usually refers to both Saturday and Sunday. At this time,
adults and children usually are at rest, and movement might
be more diverse than usual period (i.e., weekdays). In this
paper, we divided the study days into two parts as described
below.

Weekdays (all the weekdays from Oct 8 to Oct 31)
Weekends (all the weekends from Oct 8 to Oct 31)

We compared the distributions of travel distances and
travel directions between these two slots of the study period
for weekdays and weekends as depicted in Figure 7. It can be
observed that travel distance and travel direction by taxi are
very similar on weekends and weekdays. This proves that the
regularity of human travel by taxi is not affected by holidays.

3.6. Analysis of the Scope of Activities of Taxis. The scope of
taxi’s activities can be represented by its radius of gyration and
is defined as follows [3, 28]:

𝑟𝑎𝑔 (𝑡) = √ 1𝑛𝑎𝑐 (𝑡)
𝑛𝑎
𝑐∑
𝑖=1

(𝑟 ⃗𝑎𝑖 − 𝑟 ⃗𝑎cm)2, (3)

where 𝑟 ⃗𝑎𝑖 represents 𝑖 = 1, . . ., 𝑛𝑎𝑐 (𝑡) positions recorded for
user a and 𝑟 ⃗𝑎cm = 1/𝑛𝑎𝑐 (𝑡) ∑𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑡=1 𝑟 ⃗𝑎𝑡 is the center of mass of the
trajectory [29].

In order to compute the scope of taxi’s activities, it
requires preprocessing of the values. We compute the radius
of gyration of each taxi every day in the month of October,
and then we screen taxis to make sure that their radius of
gyration is larger than 1000m (a radius of gyration of less
than 1000 meters is regarded as invalid data in this study).
This makes consider 2198 taxis and calculate their radius of
gyration for the four slots of the study period. The computed
values for their statistical distributions are plotted as depicted
in Figure 8.

It can be observed that the value of the radius of
gyration greater than 10 km on National Day (the red line)
is significantly higher than the other three periods. This
indicates that, during National Day, most taxis have a wider
range of activities.The other three curves (black, green, blue)
are very close but not exactly the same, which also shows(1) the diversity of the taxis’ movements and (2) that people’s
activities tend to be steady during ordinary times [30].

3.7. Taxi Mobility throughout the Year. We studied the data
set of GPS tracks from the taxi company for the daily tracks
of 4,252 taxis in 2012 for obtaining characteristics of taxi
mobility throughout the year. We considered over 4.5 billion
GPS sample points. These tracks cover the entire city and are
concentrated in the central urban zone. GPS sample points
were taken at an interval of 24 seconds, and each sample
point includes the serial number of the taxi, a time stamp,
longitude, latitude, speed, and the number of passengers in
the vehicle. We extracted over 25 million cases of passengers
traveling by taxi.These passengers had an average stay of 13.6
minutes inside the vehicle and an average displacement of
4.2 km.

The number of passengers traveling by taxi in 2012 is
depicted in Figure 9. It can be observed that the residents
travel by taxi at a regular weekly interval. Some abnormal
points exist where the number of travelers was extremely
low. We analyzed the facts behind the abnormalities and that
these anomalies happen on special days (e.g., the Chinese
New Year’s Eve on January 22) or during terrible weather
conditions. In particular, urban traffic was low during the
rainstorm on July 26 and found to one-third of the average
daily level. However, there was little influence on traveling
behavior on ordinary holidays such as the National Day.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed urban resident travel behavior
patterns in Tianjin by using taxi GPS data. Analyzing taxi
mobility in the cities during the holidays enables us to study
the behavioral patterns of the people. The analysis of the
current study will yield good insights for the administration
of transportation needs. We analyzed the impact of the
spatial distribution of urban residents’ pick-up and drop-off
locations by taxi, their travel distance and travel direction,
and the taxis’ scope of activities during the holidays. Based
upon results, we concluded the following: (1) the holidays
do not affect the spatial distribution of residents’ pick-up
and drop-off locations by taxi, travel distance, or travel
direction; (2) human travel behavior tends to have a stable
regularity; (3) during the holidays, taxis have a larger scope
of activities, which may be associated with the city’s economy
as well as taxi operating patterns. The research contribution
cited above will help the transportation administration to
allocate appropriate resources during the holidays. However,
residents often choose taxis as a way to travel in addition
to using other means of transportation, such as walking,
buses, and cars, whereas, in addition to GPS data, many other
sources like mobile phone records can also represent human
movement. Future research in the field should be focused
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on taking these factors into consideration for analyzing and
predicting the human travel behavior.
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Mobilitymanagement is an essential challenge for supporting reliablemultimedia data streaming overwireless andmobile networks
in the Internet of Things (IoT) for location-based mobile marketing applications. The communications among mobile nodes
for IoT need to have a seamless handover for delivering high quality multimedia services. The Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) mobility management schemes are the proposals for handling the routing of IPv6 packets to mobile nodes that have moved
away from their home network. However, the standard mobility management scheme cannot prevent packet losses due to longer
handover latency. In this article, a new enhanced data streaming route optimization scheme is introduced that uses an optimized
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) realignment algorithm in order to prevent the packet disordering problem whenever the
nodes in the IoT environment are communicating with each other. With the proposed scheme, data packets sequence realignment
can be prevented, the packet traffic speed can be controlled, and the TCP performance can be improved. The experimental results
show that managing the packet order in proposed new scheme remarkably increases the overall TCP performance over mobile
networks within the IoT environment thus ensuring the high quality of service (QoS) for multimedia data streaming in location-
based mobile marketing applications.

1. Introduction

The Internet ofThings (IoT) has been rapidly evolving which
has changed our way of living allowing us to innovate new
designs and services. IoT provides network architecture for
physical objects such as devices, equipment, vehicles, homes,
or buildings that are embedded with sensors and actuators. It
allows the different objects to interact and communicate with
each other and enables them to collect and exchange data.
The emerging location-based mobile marketing applications
for IoT demand mobility management to ensure the quality
of service for multimedia data streaming management over
wireless/mobile networks, whereas an important challenge
for supporting location-based mobile marketing applications
in the Internet of Things is the data packet streaming
management over wireless and mobile networks.

Location-based mobile marketing applications are con-
sisting of wireless communication networks, mobile devices

(such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), smartphones, and
navigation devices), geo-information systems, and location
or positioning identification. These applications require the
support for seamless mobility management among mobile
devices to ensure the high degree of accuracy for location
requirements.

The mobility management plays a vital role in achiev-
ing a high quality of service (QoS) in multimedia data
streaming management in an IoT environment for location-
based mobile marketing applications. Therefore, IoT conver-
gence networks and mobility management will be essentially
important in transmitting multimedia data packets. With
the evolution of IoT environments, mobile devices will be
moving frequently to foreign networks. A huge amount of
multimedia traffic will be developed due to these frequent
movements of mobile devices. Thus, the possibility of packet
losses and packet ordering problems would likely happen. In
order to provide seamless mobile network which meets the
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routing requirements of the location-basedmobilemarketing
applications in IoT, the research community has proposed
mobility management schemes [1–3].

In this regard, the need to support mobile nodes in IPv6-
based networks has been rapidly evolving. Mobile IPv6 is a
standard that provides themobile nodes (MNs) withmobility
management across IP-based wireless networks [4] in an IoT
environment.

However, in a TCP error control, the occurrence of tem-
poral time delays caused by handovers cannot be determined
for its focus is merely on packet losses due to congestions.
Unnecessary measures to prevent congestion are provided
by the TCP since these packet losses are considered as
congestion indication within handovers on wireless networks
[5–7].

A mobile node in the standard Mobile Internet Protocol
version 6 (MIPv6) maintains two addresses, that is, a home
address (HoA) which is a permanent identification address,
and a Care-of Address (CoA) which is a temporary address
used for redirecting information in order to perform the
packet transmission continuously without disconnection of
the network layer. The MN must disconnect with the access
router where it is currently connected and attach to the new
access router (NAR) whenever it moves to another subnet.
A new temporal address defined as the Care-of Address
(COA) must be obtained by the MN.This new CoA (NCoA)
as well as the HoA needs to be registered by the MN to
its home agent (HA) and the correspondent nodes (CNs)
it is communicating with. The delay incurred during the
movement detection known as the handover latency, the
configuration time of the NCoA, and the time consumed
for a binding update in order to start the Internet services
from the new subnet are essential characteristics that must
be analyzed in MIPv6. That is, since the packets that are
transmitted from the HA or the CN may be lost during the
handover, the improvement of the handover performance of
MIPv6 has been aimed by the latest works in order to provide
real-time support and prevent delays on traffic flows.

Through the newly defined messages in Fast Mobile
Internet Protocol version 6 (FMIPv6) [8], Router Solicitation
for Proxy and Proxy Router Advertisement, theMN can obtain
the NCoA before its actual movement to a new subnet.
This NCoA is also registered by the MN to its previous AR
(PAR) in order to indicate that packets can be forwarded to
its NCoA. Thus, it can immediately receive the forwarded
packets from its PAR as soon as it moves to the new subnet
and connect with a new link. In order to prevent packet
losses, buffers may exist in PAR andNAR.Thus, packet losses
as well as the handover latency will be reduced with this
proposal. However, the disordering packet problem between
the packets that are tunneled from the home agent (HA)
and the previous access router (PAR) and on the packets
that are directly delivered by the CN can be caused by the
various features in FMIPv6. The congestion control by the
TCP causes the duplicate ACKs (DACKs) as a result of the
disordering packets degrading the TCP performance on the
transport layer. In addition, useless packet retransmissions
from the CN can be induced by disordering packets. An
efficient disordering packets solution is difficult to provide

in wireless/mobile service applications. Some proposals have
been analyzed in order to provide solutions to these problems
[9–12]

This paper proposes an optimized multimedia data
streaming management algorithm to prevent the packet
ordering problem during the handover of mobiles nodes
for location-based mobile marketing applications within the
IoT environment. This is achieved by applying a new route
optimization scheme to the modified access router which
can support L2 snoop functions and through the additional
of an adapted TCP header format at the HA and CN as
the source devices. The remainder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 explains the previous works and
problems in conventional protocols. Section 3 introduces the
proposed realignment algorithm called “OMDSM” in order
to increase the TCP performance. This section also discusses
the comparison of the data packets sequence in the modified
access router (MAR) and the final packet arrival indication
from the previous access router (PAR) that requires these
modifications. The performance evaluations are shown in
Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Works

2.1. IETF Standard MIPv6. The basic idea of the standard
Mobile IPv6 is to provide a mobile node (MN) with a
stationary proxy in the form of a home agent (HA) [4]. The
standard handover procedure for Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) is
depicted in Figure 1. The home agent intercepts the packets
destined to amobile nodewhenever it is away fromhome and
forwards these packets directly to the New Care-of Address
(NCoA) of the mobile node through tunneling. The home
address is being used as the stationary identifier for the
mobile node by the transport layer [13]. Tunneling through
the home agent is required as a basic solution resulting to a
longer path that leads to a degraded performance. Thereby,
a route optimization [1] is included in order to improve
its performance. Within the route optimization, in order to
modify the handling of the outgoing packets between the
mobile node’s fixed home address and its NCoA, a binding
needs to be discovered by the CN. The mobile node then
sends its NCoA to the CN when the route optimization is
used through the binding update (BU)messages.The packets
that are sent by the CN are then routed to the MN’s NCoA
once the BU message has been received. However, the CN
continues to route the packets to the mobile nodes NCoA
through the HA until the BU has been received. Thus, the
NAR will disorderly receive these two types of packets.

2.2. IETF Fast Handover for MIPv6 (FMIPv6). The MIPv6
movement detection algorithm and CoA configuration pro-
cedure have been replaced by a protocol provided by the
proposed FMIPv6 in order to reduce its handover latency.The
basic operation of the FMIPv6 [8] is shown in Figure 2. The
MN is required by the FMIPv6 to acquire a new CoA at the
NAR while still connected in the PAR whenever it attempts
to move from its PAR going to the NAR. In addition, a BU
message needs to be sent by the MN to its PAR in order that
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Figure 1: The IETF MIPv6 handover procedure.

its binding cache will be updated with the MN’s new CoA.
Then, the packets that are originally destined for the MNwill
be forwarded by the PAR to the NAR. The Fast Handover
procedure can be initiated by either the MN or the PAR by
using the L2 trigger. The link-layer information indicates the
movement of the mobile node (MN) between access routers.
An L3 handover will be initiated by the MN by sending a
“Router Solicitation for Proxymessage” to the previous access
router (PAR)whenever theMN is receiving an L2 trigger (i.e.,
mobile-initiated handover). However, when the PAR is the

one that received the L2 trigger (Network-controlled han-
dover), a “Proxy Router Advertisement” (PrRtAdv) message
will be transmitted by the PAR to the suitable MN. An NCoA
is obtained by the MN through the network information
contained from router advertisements that are broadcasted
from the NAR while the MN is still connected to the PAR.
The MN’s new CoA is validated by the PAR and through the
delivery of an HI message to the new access router (NAR); a
bidirectional tunnel is formed between the previous access
router (PAR) and new access router (NAR). Moreover, a
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Figure 2: The IETF FMIPv6 handover procedure.

host route is being set up by the new access router (NAR)
for the previous Care-of Address (PCoA) of the MN in
response to the HA message and a Handover Acknowledge
(HACK) message is sent as a reply. A Fast Binding Update
(F-BU) should be sent by the MN preferably prior to its
disconnection on its link whenever a PrRtAdv message is
received. If the FBUmessage is received by the PAR, wherein
the status code in the HACKmessage indicates, it is required
to check if the new access router (NAR) has accepted the
handover request.Then, the packets destined to the PCoA on
the NAR will be forwarded by the PAR and a Fast Binding

Acknowledgement (F-BACK) will be sent to the MN. The
MN will then include a Fast Neighbor Advertisement (FNA)
option to the Router Solicitation (RS) message that is sent
to the new access router (NAR). On the other hand, the
NAR includes a Neighbor Advertisement Acknowledgement
(NAACK) option to the Router Advertisement (RA) message
to be sent to the mobile node (MN). These two messages are
exchanged after the link connectivity with the NAR has been
changed. The NAR starts to deliver the buffered packets as
soon as the NAR sends an RA message with the NAACK
option. These buffered packets are delivered through the
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bidirectional tunnel from the previous access router (PAR).
The packets coming from the correspondent node (CN) are
transmitted from the previous access router (PAR) to the new
access router (NAR) through a bidirectional tunnel as soon as
a binding update (BU) message is received by the CN [14, 15].

The CN can then forward the packets directly to the MN
as soon as a BUmessage is received by the CN. Consequently,
the disordered packets may be received by the MN, in the
condition that the tunneled distance from the correspondent
node (CN) to the new access router (NAR) through the
previous access router (PAR) is farther compared to the
distance from the correspondent node (CN) to the new
access router (NAR). A disordered packet problem example
is shown in Figure 3 [16, 17]. Based on the figure, packets four
(4) through eight (8) are tunneled from the previous access
router (PAR) to the new access router (NAR), wherein it is
buffered until a router solicitation (RS) message with a fast

neighbor advertisement (FNA) is delivered by the MN to the
NAR as soon as an F-BU message is received by the PAR.

The packets nine (9) to ten (10) are sent by the CN to the
NAR directly when a BUmessage from theMN is received by
the CN. The new access router (NAR) buffers these packets
until the mobile node (MN) receives a router advertisement
(RA) with a NAACK option. The new access router (NAR)
buffered packets will become disordered because of the
packet delay time incurred by the tunneling, that is, whenever
it utilizes a tunneling mechanism from the correspondent
node (CN) going to the new access router (NAR) through the
previous access router (PAR) which is measured to be farther
as compared to the transmission from the correspondent
node (CN) going to the new access router (NAR) without
tunneling. Hence, duplicate ACK (DACK) occurs in the
mobile node (MN) for packets seven (7) and eight (8) when
an MN receives the disordered packets [18, 19].
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3. OMDSM: Optimized Multimedia Data
Streaming Management Algorithm with
Traffic Distribution

Theperformance of TCP in both wired andwireless networks
suffers from drawbacks of packet losses caused by bit-errors.
This problemwas assumed by the TCP sender to be caused by
the congestion of the network traffic. Hence, the transmission
window of the sender of the TCP is dropped and frequent
timeouts occur resulting to a degraded throughput. In order

to improve the performance of the TCP, the snoop protocol
has been proposedwhile recovering thewireless errors locally
in a wireless LAN environment [12, 20].

In this section, a new data traffic controller scheme
is proposed to manage a packet flow which can support
a reliable traffic QoS and multimedia packet realignment
scheme to enhance the performance of TCP in IP-basedwire-
less networks through the disordered packets elimination
throughout the handover process. The proposed OMDSM
handover procedure is shown in Figure 4. The model is
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similar to the snoop protocol wherein a duplicate ACK
(DACK) is prevented and the sequence of TCP data packets
is controlled in the access point (AP).

However, link level snoop functions are only applied
into the modified integrated access router. Also, the TCP
packet transmission time structure is considered between
the data packets and ACK packets which can prevent the
disordering of packets using adaptive timer in the modified
integrated access router called “MAR.”TheMAR with snoop
agents consists of a controller, a buffer, traffic manager,
and a sequence checker. In this article, a snoop agent is
implemented with link level buffers in the modified access
router (MAR) as specified by the snoop protocol causing
the packets that are flowing through the wireless link to be
cached. Thus, the unacknowledged packets retransmission
can be avoided; hence, the unnecessary timeouts can be
prevented. The duplicated packets can also be prevented
through the filtering of acknowledgements that are copied.
There are two main routines that allow these functions to be
performed: the optimized snoop for data (OSD) and snoop
for ACK (OSA).

3.1. Data Traffic Control (DTC) Reverse BU Control and Route
Optimization. During the movement detection, due to chan-
nel maintenance or L3 handover, the handover is performed
by the mobile node (MN) to another access point (AP). The
list of AP’s L2 information will be the result of scanning
performed by theMN.TheMN sends the association request
message with NAP’s MAC address as soon as the comparison
of previousAP (PAP) L2 powerwith newAP (NAP) L2 power
is done. A scan will then be performed by the MN in order
to see the APs through probes. The PAR immediately send a
data traffic control (DTC) request message to HA and CN as
soon as it receives the Fast-BU message from the MN. The
HA broadcasts a DTC message which can support seamless
traffic control to all neighboring access routers. In order to
support a reliable data traffic distribution without packet
interruption, an optional DTC traffic control procedure has
been optimized. This can take place through the utilization
of a 1-bit D-flag in the reserved field and notifying the node
that follows the proposed scheme.

Table 1: The E-Flag of EF-BU message.

E-Flag Mean
00 EF-BU message does not apply in the case of IEEE 802.
01 The MN’s new CoA will be used.
10 Data packets must be sent to the MN’s old CoA.
11 The standard BU message needs to be used.

This bit is named as “DTC Request bit (D bit)” wherein
it contains four options, namely, “Traffic Capacity Option,”
“DTC Procedure Option,” “Previous BW Limitation,” and
the “Network Traffic QoS address.” Upon receiving a DTC
message, ARs and CN can share traffic information with
abutting ARs and save a certain period of time to its own
buffer. Figure 5(a) shows the formats of the DTC message.
The PAR sends a handover initiation (HI) message to the
NAR in order to set up the tunnel as soon as the DTC
message has been sent. In the proposed scheme, as soon as
the establishment process of the bidirectional tunnel from the
PAR to the NAR is done, a new enhanced fast binding update
(EF-BU) [16] message will be sent by the PAR to the CN.This
is done as soon as the MN starts moving in order to decrease
the number of packets that are needed to be forwarded from
PAR to the NAR. That is, the PAR sends quickly an EF-BU
to the CN as soon as the tunnel between the PAR and NAR
is setting up.This EF-BUmessage can be modified by adding
a 2-bit E-flag to the reserved flag that includes the “New AR
address” and “MNs New CoA” as options in the option field.
The formats of the EF-BU message are shown in Figure 5(b)
and the E-bits definitions are depicted in Table 1 [16].The CN
has to be operated by the E-bits whenever it receives and EF-
BU message. As soon as the EF-BACK message was sent, the
CN sends a reverse binding update (reverse-BU)message that
include the CN’s packet speed, BW, and packet processing
priority information.

Each of the message exchanges in the OMDSM scheme is
defined as follows:

(1) After receiving a Fast-BU, the PAR sends a DTC
request message to HA. The HA starts the DTC
procedure and the PAR buffers the packet addressed
to PCoA.
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(2) The HA sends the DTC information to all neighbor-
ing access routers (ARs).

(3) The PAR sends an EF-BU message after finishing the
tunneling-path between PAR and NAR.

(4) The CN sends an EF-BACK message to the PAR.
The CN then sends a modified TCP data packet after
setting the MLP flag to “1.”

(5) At the same time, the CN sends a reverse binding
update message to HA and MAR. After the HA
received the reverse binding update, it replies with a
reverse binding acknowledgement to the CN.

(6) An F-BACK message is then sent by the PAR to the
MN and NAR.

(7) The PAR starts to forward the buffered packets to
the NAR with an adequate packet transmission speed
using the DTC information.

(8) The NAR starts to check the received TCP data
packetMLP flag.TheMAR starts theOMDSMpacket
managing procedure which can supply the ordering
sequence.

(9) The MN sends a router solicitation message to the
NAR.

(10) The NAR sends back a router advertisement message
to the MN.

(11) The CN send packets to the MN addressed to the
NCoA.

(12) TheNARbuffers the packets addressed toNCoAuntil
getting the tunneled packet with an MLP flag “1.”

(13) After receiving the last tunneled packet withMLP flag
“1,” the NAR deliver the buffered packets which came
directly from the CN.

3.2. Optimized Realignment Algorithm for Data with Polling
Scheme. The realignment algorithm flowchart for data to
perform the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 6. Initially,
during a handover, a handover initiation (HI) message that
includes a snoop information of the previous access router
(PAR) is sent in order for the sequence of the TCP packets
to be controlled after the PAR has received an F-BUmessage.
The remaining packets are directly sent by the correspondent
node (CN) to the new access router (NAR) whenever it
receives an EF-BU message. In addition, the CN also sends
the last packet with a modified header to the PAR. The
buffered packets are directed by the previous access router
(PAR) to the new access router. It happens as soon as an
F-BACK message is delivered by the previous access router
(PAR) going to both the new access router (NAR) and the
mobile node (MN). The format of the TCP packet with MLP
flag is depicted in Figure 5(c). An MLP flag bit can be added
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to modify the TCP packet reserve field in the TCP header in
order for the last packet to be distinguished from all of the
TCP packets coming from the new access router (NAR). The
last packet that is modified is called the MLP.

Thus, the option field in the TCP packet will be utilized.
If the MLP flag is set to “0,” then the packet acts as a normal
packet. On the other hand, if the MLP flag is set to “1,” then
the packet is acting as the polling data packet that originates
from the previous access router (PAR). Whenever the CN
receives an EF-BUmessage from the PAR, the last data packet
as well as a polling data packet is simultaneously sent to the
NAR.The polling data packet acts as a control message to the
MNsignalingwhere nomore tunneled packets exist.ThePAR
can then remove the MN’s information as soon as it receives
this polling message. A new data packet can be sent without
the tunneling process by the correspondent node (CN) going
to the new access router (NAR) after it has sent a polling data
packet. At first, the PAR’s snoop information that is included
in the HI message will be used by theMAR sequence checker
for determining whether the packet that is received comes
from either of the previous access routers (PAR) of the new
access router (NAR).That is, the snoop information about the
PAR is included in the HI message whenever it is sent by the
PAR to the NAR. Then, the MAR controller starts checking
for the MLP flag, that is, to check whether the arriving
packets are received in a correct sequence. The MLP flag
is essentially important in distinguishing between packets

delivered through tunneling from the PAR and those packets
that are directly delivered from the CN without tunneling.
The MAR buffers the packets that are directly transmitted by
the CN until the NAR receives the MLP with the flag bit that
is set to “1.” The packet transmission network architecture
during a handover in OMDSM scheme is shown in Figure 7.
As depicted in Figure 7, the packets that are sent directly from
the CN to NAR are cached in the MAR’s buffer after the CN
has received the EF-BU message from the PAR. Thus, the
data packet buffering time 𝑇PBT is the time required for the
previous access router (PAR) to finish the transfer of packets
to the new access router (NAR) [17]. 𝑇PBT is represented by

𝑇PBT =
𝑇First-packet − 𝑇polling-data-packet

 , (1)

where 𝑇First-packet indicates the time of the delivery of the first
packet and 𝑇polling-data-packet defines the time for the delivery
of the polling data packet through tunneling between the
previous access router (PAR) going to the new access router
(NAR). During 𝑇PBT, only the received packets through
tunnelingmechanism by the previous access router (PAR) are
then directed to the mobile node (MN). During this process,
the waiting time, 𝑇PBT, is calculated by the MAR controller
until the polling data packet has arrived. It is assumed in this
article that, during 𝑇PBT, the modified access router (MAR)
buffer size is enough for buffering packets that are directly
received from the correspondent node (CN). As soon as 𝑇PBT
expires, the buffered packets will be delivered continuously
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by the MAR buffer to the MN. Moreover, the NAR can
periodically send control messages for notifying the buffer
states to the CN or HA in order to prevent packet overflow
in the MAR buffer. The CN or the MN can then control the
data traffic by utilizing these messages. The NAR buffer is
constructed with nonpriority First-In-First-Out.

3.3. Optimized Realignment Algorithm for ACK with Adaptive
Timer. The realignment algorithm flowchart for ACK to
achieve the proposed scheme is depicted in Figure 8.TheMN
sends ACKswhenever it received data packets from theNAR.
These ACKs are processed by the MAR sequence checker in
order to see whether the received ACKs are duplicates or not.
The ACK is forwarded to the CN if there is no occurrence
of duplication of an ACK. That is, this ACK acts as the final
ACK. On the other hand, if duplication has occurred, the
optimized snoop for ACK (OSA) algorithmwill be processed
by a snoop agent for the ACK in order to accommodate
the disordered packets through delaying the ACK segment
processing. An adaptive timer (AD) to delay the ACKs will be
used to prevent TCP performance degradation due to DACK.
The adaptive delay is denoted by 𝑇AD, which is defined as the
time required postponing ACKs during the schedule time.
𝑇AD is derived by

𝑇AD = max (𝑇S_PN & 𝑇OSP) , (2)

where 𝑇S_PN is the snoop information transmission delay
between the PAR and NAR via the border gateway (BG). The
time period in which disordered packets can arrive during
a handover is defined by 𝑇OSP. As shown in Figure 7, the
packet transmission delay between a CN and a BG is denoted
by 𝑇C_B. 𝑇P_B and 𝑇N_B denote the packet transmission delay
between the BG and the PAR and NAR. 𝑇WD denotes the
wireless transmission delay. 𝑄B is the queuing delay in the
BG whereas𝑄P and𝑄N are the queuing delay in the PAR and
NAR, respectively.Thepacket transmission delay between the
PAR and NAR is denoted by 𝑇P_N where tunneling is used.
Thus, 𝑇P_N is denoted by

𝑇P_N = 𝑇P_B + 𝑇N_B + 𝑄B. (3)

𝑇OSP denotes the difference between the delay times of a
normal packet that is directly transmitted by the correspon-
dent node (CN) to the new access router through the BG and
a polling packet transmitted by the CN via tunneling from the
PAR to the NAR via the BG. Thus, the distance between the
BG and the PAR affects𝑇OSP.The polling packet transmission
delay through the previous access router (PAR), that is, from
the correspondent node (CN) going to the new access router
(NAR), is denoted as 𝑇D-Tunneling in order to calculate 𝑇OSP.
Thus, 𝑇D-Tunneling is derived by

𝑇D-Tunneling = 𝑇C_B + 𝑄B + 𝑇P_B + 𝑄P + 𝑇P_N. (4)
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Figure 9: The packet transmission performance comparisons: (a) handover latency comparisons; (b) TCP performance comparisons.

Also, the packet transmission delay from the CN to the
NAR directly via the BG is denoted as 𝑇D-Direct. 𝑇D-Direct is
represented by

𝑇D-Direct = 𝑇C_B + 𝑄B + 𝑇N_B. (5)
Thus, 𝑇OSP can be described as follows:
𝑇OSP = 𝑇D-Tunneling − 𝑇D-Direct

= (𝑇C_B + 𝑄B + 𝑇P_B + 𝑄P + 𝑇P_N)

− (𝑇C_B + 𝑄B + 𝑇N_B)

= (𝑇P_B + 𝑄P + 𝑇P_N − 𝑇N_B) .

(6)

Therefore, the duplicated ACK problem can be solved
through delaying the ACKs during 𝑇AD. The delayed ACKs
of the content in the temporary buffer are transmitted by the
MAR to the CN after 𝑇AD. That is, the NAR sends the stored
ACKs to theCNby arranging theACKpacketswith respect to
the transmission order after the NAR waits a maximum time
between 𝑇S_PN and 𝑇OSP, if the adaptive timer has expired.

A snoop agent tries to find a duplicated ACK (DACK)
in the MAR buffer if the adaptive timer has a value of less
than 0. As soon as the DACK has been found, the MAR
controller then determines whether it is the first DACK or
not. Consequently, in order to prevent the retransmission
of packets from the CN that would be detrimental to the
performance of TCP in Mobile IPv6 networks, the proposed
OMDSM algorithm keeps the data transmission and ACK
transmission in sequence.

4. Performance Evaluation and Comparisons

In this section, the performance of the proposed scheme
is evaluated using the Network Simulator (NS). The exper-
iments are performed utilizing the simulation code that is

created through the INRIA/Motorola MIPv6 code which
is based on the standard Network Simulator distribution
version. Two main modules have been extended with these
codes: first, a data realignment algorithm and an ACK
realignment algorithm that utilizes an optimized snoop
protocol. It is assumed that, during the L2 handover, the
DTC procedure, EF-BU, and reverse-BU procedures would
be processed.That is, theDTCandBUprocessing timeduring
total handover latency can be neglected. The OSDSM packet
management processing requires a very short period, so, it
can be ignored in the total handover latency. That is because
the packet management algorithm in the router is very fast
which is about 120 𝜂sec in the worst case [21, 22].The original
release of the code has been extended to enable it to work
with two or more mobile nodes. Wired links with available
bandwidths and link delays were used for the simulation
network. The binding between the correspondent node and
the mobile node allows the bulk data transfer, that is, by
file transfer protocol. In the simulation, it is required that
the size of the buffer needs to be predetermined in order to
know if it is enough to cache the packets that are received
directly from the correspondent node, thus, packet overflow
can be prevented. The sequence number of the TCP data
that are received considering its simulation time within the
MIPv6, FMIPv6, and OMDSM are shown in Figure 9. It is
depicted in Figure 9(a) that, during the handover between
access routers, before the MN can send a binding update to
the home agent (HA), some packets may have been dropped
caused by route disconnection wherein it requires packet
retransmission in Mobile IPv6. The congestion window size
(CWND) in MIPv6 between ARs is shown in Figure 9(b).
Continuous data packet losses abruptly reduce the CWND
after the handover between ARs. Therefore, multiple TCP
timeouts can occur if the handover latency is excessively high
which causes the TCP performance degradation in MIPv6.
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In FMIPv6, the figure shows the packet transmission during
the handover that includes the buffering of packets between
the new access router (NAR) and the previous access router
(PAR). The received packets through tunneling mechanism
and those that are directly sent from the correspondent node
cause the disordering of packets that can be received by
the mobile node even though packet loss does not happen.
Thus, sending a DACK message to the CN resulted from the
disordering of packets problem which leads to decrease in
TCP performance. In FMIPv6’s CWNDbetween ARs, packet
disruption did not occur during the handover between ARs.
Nevertheless, due to the tunneling mechanism between the
previous access router and the new access router, the sender
is required to retransmit the packets that are delayed right
after the sameACKwas received three times coming from the
mobile node. The CWND has been reduced by these packet
retransmissions which have caused a lot of data packets to
wait for a higher CWND. This is caused by the FMIPv6
handover procedure since tunneling of packets causes longer
time delays leading to packet retransmissions. In OMDSM
scheme, it is shown that the receiver accepts the packets nor-
mally although there is an occurrence of packet delay that is
caused by traffic management in MAR; thus, the disordering
of packets problem as well as packet losses can be avoided and
will not require for retransmission. Therefore, the OMDSM
scheme can improve the packet transmission QoS despite a
slight packet transmission delay that might happen. A minor
packet delay can be allowed by the OMDSM scheme which
manages the data streaming in total transmission time.Thus,
the congestion window size value of the sender is sustained;
hence, it enhances the TCP performance. Accordingly, as
compared to alternative approaches, theOMDSMschemehas
achieved prominent results which can support a remarkable
data streaming management without packet losses, long time
packet transmission delay, and disordering of packets.

5. Conclusions

This paper introduced an optimizedmultimedia data stream-
ing management algorithm in IP-based wireless/mobile net-
works during handover for multimedia data streaming for
location-based mobile marketing applications within the
Internet of Things (IoT) environment. The impact of han-
dovers between access routers (ARs) has been analyzed for
disordering of packets under the MIPv6 in a fast handover
environment. The proposed OMDSM scheme shows that it
can improve the TCP performance and prevent the packet
disordering problem in the existing IP-based mobility man-
agement protocols. The simulation results show that the
OMDSM scheme has a better performance as compared
with the conventional protocols. Also, it is found out to
be working satisfactorily in fast handover situations in IoT
applications. In addition, a seamless multimedia streaming
can be supported with the right sequence of packets with the
integration of theOMDSMscheme for location-basedmobile
marketing applications in an IoT environment.
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The development of mobile workflow management systems (mWfMS) leads to large number of business process models. In the
meantime, the location restriction embedded in mWfMS may result in different process models for a single business process. In
order to help users quickly locate the difference and rebuild the process model, detecting the difference between different process
models is needed. Existing detection methods either provide a dissimilarity value to represent the difference or use predefined
difference template to generate the result, which cannot reflect the entire composition of the difference. Hence, in this paper,
we present a new approach to solve this problem. Firstly, we parse the process models to their corresponding refined process
structure trees (PSTs), that is, decomposing a process model into a hierarchy of subprocess models. Then we design a method
to convert the PST to its corresponding task based process structure tree (TPST). As a consequence, the problem of detecting
difference between two process models is transformed to detect difference between their corresponding TPSTs. Finally, we obtain
the difference between two TPSTs based on the divide and conquer strategy, where the difference is described by an edit script and
we make the cost of the edit script close to minimum.The extensive experimental evaluation shows that our method can meet the
real requirements in terms of precision and efficiency.

1. Introduction

A business process is a series of activities to reach a certain
goal, such as approval for vacation, purchase order, or claims
for travel expense. It is a workflow if a business process
is automated by a supporting software system. Workflow
management systems (WfMS) are used to define, execute, and
monitor the workflows [1].

Advances in wireless network technology and the
widespread use of hand-held terminals enable the realization
of mobile workflow management systems (mWfMS), such as
Exotica/FMDC [2] and WHAM [3]. A workflow is called
mobile if it contains activities that are performed by actors
with a mobile device (e.g., mobile phone or PDA). The
typical users in mobile workflows are travelling salesman,
service technicians, or maintenance engineers [4]. And the
mWfMS sometimes have location constraints, which means
the location of user should be also considered by mWfMS
when allocating activities [5], that is, allocating an activity
that has to be performed to the actor with the shortest travel

path or at a certain location.Thus, it is necessary for workflow
system to know about the current location ofmobile users [6].

The development of mWfMS leads to large number of
business process models, which are valuable assets. However,
different locations for the same business process may result
in different execution orders of activities. For example, one
company has two offices: Hangzhou and Beijing, and Beijing
is the headquarters. For some businesses of Hangzhou, the
corresponding materials need to be sent to Beijing. After
approval with signature, the materials will be sent back
to Hangzhou; in this way, this business process can be
successfully executed, while for the same business process of
Beijing, there is no need to send the materials. Determining
these differences is so meaningful that we can find out the
reason of inefficiency during the execution of the business
process.That is, detecting difference between process models
is helpful for users to quickly locate the difference and rebuild
the process model.

Graph edit distance (GED) [7] is a good way to measure
the similarity (or dissimilarity) between graphs. Process
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model is generally represented as a graph, while GED cannot
be directly used to compute the difference between two
process models, since GED is applicable for the graphs that
only contain one type of node. Thus, it is not suitable for
measuring the dissimilarity between the graphs with more
than two kinds of nodes, such as Petri net based process
model.

Vanhatalo et al. provide a feasible model to detect differ-
ence between process models. They parse a workflow graph
to its corresponding refined process structure tree (PST),
that is, decomposing a workflow graph into a hierarchy of
subworkflows that are subgraphs with a single entry and
a single exit [8]. But this model cannot be directly used;
it is because a leaf node of PST represents an edge of its
corresponding process model. In order to process the task
nodes, that is, mapping the task nodes or generating the node
based edit operations (such as node delete or node insert),
we need to parse the edge of PST and get the task nodes.
To conveniently obtain and process the nodes, we present
a method to parse the PST to its corresponding task based
process structure tree (TPST) by referencing the work of
Cao et al. [9], where a leaf node of TPST is a task node
and a nonleaf node represents a control flow structure of
its corresponding process model. Therefore, the problem of
detecting difference between process models is transformed
to detect difference between their corresponding TPSTs.

Zhang et al. show that the problem of computing the edit
distance between labeled trees is NP-complete [10]. In order
to efficiently compute the difference between two TPSTs,
we present an algorithm that uses the divide and conquer
strategy to generate an edit script that we try to make its cost
close to minimum. There are three steps to reach this goal:
(1) two TPSTs that correspond with two process models are
split into several fragments, and themapped fragment pairs of
two TPSTs are found; (2) the mapped nodes in each mapped
fragment pair are determined; (3) the edit script of two TPSTs
is generated based on the mapped nodes and fragment pairs.
In this paper, the processmodels aremodeled by Petri net [11].

Generally, we consider the difference as an edit script
that consists of a set of edit operations. In this paper, we
consider three kinds of edit operations: node delete, node
insert, and fragment move. Node delete and node insert are the
basic edit operations, which mean deleting and inserting a
node; they are complementary. The reason why we consider

fragment move is that it can be represented by a set of node
deletes and inserts, while the move of fragment can be more
understandable. For example, there are two process models
that are modeled by Petri net in Figure 1: Process 1 and Process
2.The following edit script can transform Process 1 to Process
2: deleting nodes 𝐼 and 𝐽, inserting node D, and moving a
fragment that consists of 𝐸 and 𝐹 in Process 1 to the position
where the same fragment in Process 2 is.

The contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows:

(1) The implementation of parsing PST to TPST is per-
formed in this paper, andwe transformed the problem
of computing difference between two process models
into computing difference between two TPSTs.

(2) The divide and conquer strategy is used to determine
the mapped fragment pairs of two TPSTs and then
the mapped nodes are determined in each mapped
fragment pair, which can narrow the range of node
mapping and improve the efficiency of difference
detecting.

(3) We design an algorithm to generate an edit script
between two TPSTs, where we make the cost of this
edit script close to minimum.

(4) On the basis of the real data, we conduct extensive
experiments to evaluate the performance of our algo-
rithm in terms of precision and execution time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The pre-
liminaries are described in Section 2. Section 3 presents
the method of parsing the PST to its corresponding TPST.
Section 4 introduces the difference detection algorithm. The
evaluation in terms of precision and efficiency is performed in
Section 5. Section 6 introduces the related work and Section 7
concludes this paper.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, some preliminaries are introduced. Sections
2.1 and 2.2 introduce refined process structure tree (PST)
and task based process structure tree (TPST), respectively.
Section 2.3 presents some basic notions that are used in
our algorithm. The basic edit operations are defined in
Section 2.4, and edit script is described in Section 2.5. An
edit script consists of a series of edit operations, which can
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transform one TPST to the other. Section 2.6 introduces the
costs of edit operations and edit script.

2.1. Refined Process Structure Tree (PST)

Definition 1 (blocks of a process model). A block of a process
model is a nonempty submodel, which is defined as a
quadruple 𝐵 = (𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦, 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡, 𝑉, 𝐸), where Entry and Exit are
the single entry node and the single exit node of the block,
respectively, V is the node set, and 𝐸 is the edge set.

For example, in Figure 2,Process 1 is a processmodel and it
is decomposed into 8 blocks:𝐹1∼𝐹8.Thewhole processmodel
is block 𝐹1, where the leftmost route node 𝑋𝑂𝑅 is its entry
node and the rightmost task node 𝐵 is its exit node. Thus,
Process 1 can be represented by these nested and nonoverlap-
ping blocks: Process 1 = {𝐹1(𝐹2(𝐹4, 𝐹5, 𝐹6), 𝐹3(𝐹7, 𝐹8))}, where
𝐹1 contains 𝐹2 and 𝐹3, the nested blocks of 𝐹2 are 𝐹4, 𝐹5, and
𝐹6, and 𝐹3 includes 𝐹7 and 𝐹8.

Generally, there are four kinds of control flow structures
in a process model: Sequence, Exclusive, Parallel, and Loop.
It is hard to compute the difference between two process
models since a processmodel has several structures and these
different structures can be assembled in an arbitrary way.
Parsing a process model to its corresponding tree model is
a good way to simplify this problem. It is because a tree
structure is simpler than the structure of a process model and
we can easily obtain all nodes and their relationships in a
tree. Thus, we use the existing tree model called the refined
process structure tree (PST) to represent a process model.

That is, a process model is decomposed into several blocks
that consists of a single entry node and a single exit node [8],
and these blocks are organized in a hierarchy way.The blocks
are organized into a PST in a hierarchy way, and these blocks
represent the route nodes of PST and the leaf nodes of PST
corresponds with the edges of its corresponding edges.

For example, the process model Process 1 in Figure 2
can be parsed to its corresponding PST in Figure 3. The
route node 𝐹5 in PST represents the block named 𝐹5 in the
process model. The leaf nodes of 𝐹5 in PST are 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑔,
which correspond with three edges in the process model:
𝑐, 𝑑, and 𝑔, respectively. PST can represent the hierarchy
relationships of blocks, but its corresponding leaf nodes are
unordered. Therefore, it cannot represent the control flow
structures of a process model well since some structures are
orderedwhile some structures are unordered.That is, we need
a semiordered tree model to represent a process model.Thus,
we reference the work of Cao et al. [9]. and improve PST
to a new semiordered tree model called task based process
structure tree (TPST).

2.2. Task Based Process Structure Tree (TPST). Thedifferences
between TPST and PST are listed as follows:

(1) A leaf node of a TPST is a task node of its correspond-
ing process model.

(2) A nonleaf node, that is, a route node, can only be
labeled as “Sequence,” “Loop,” “𝑋𝑂𝑅,” or “AND,”
where “𝑋𝑂𝑅” and “AND” represent the exclusive and
parallel structures, respectively.
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(3) TPST is a semiordered tree: if a nonleaf node is labeled
as “Sequence” or “Loop,” its child nodes are ordered;
otherwise, its child nodes are unordered.

Thus, a TPST can describe a process model that contains
ordered and unordered control flow structures. As shown in
Figure 4, there are two TPSTs that are parsed from Process 1
and Process 2 of Figure 1. The leaf nodes are the task nodes of
the process models and the nonleaf nodes are the route nodes
that represent the control flow structures. The labels of route
nodes are marked beside the route nodes: for example, the
label of the root node “Sequence” in Process 1 is “𝑃0.”

2.3. Basic Notions

Definition 2 (fragment of a TPST). A fragment of a TPST
consists of a route node and its adjacent child nodes. It is a
tuple 𝐹 = (𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡, 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒), where

(1) root is the root node of this fragment, which is usually
a route node. Root has two kinds of type: (1) ordered,
where child nodes of root form a sequence, and (2)
unordered, where child nodes of root form a set with
no order,

(2) node is the node set of this fragment that contains root
and its child nodes that are directly connected to root,

(3) type is the type of this fragment that is the same as the
type of its root node.

For example, Process 1 of Figure 5 can be split into 4 frag-
ments: 𝐹1(𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, {𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑋𝑂𝑅,𝐴, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝐵}, 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑),
𝐹2(𝑋𝑂𝑅,{𝑋𝑂𝑅, 𝐼, 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐶}, 𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑), 𝐹3(𝐴𝑁𝐷, {𝐴𝑁𝐷,

𝐻, 𝐽}, 𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑), and 𝐹4(𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, {𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐸, 𝐹}, or-
dered) and there are also 4 fragments in Process 2:
𝐹5(𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒,{𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑋𝑂𝑅,𝐴,𝐴𝑁𝐷,𝐵}, 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑), 𝐹6(𝑋𝑂𝑅,
{𝑋𝑂𝑅,𝐷,𝐶}, 𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑), 𝐹7(𝐴𝑁𝐷, {𝐴𝑁𝐷,𝐻, 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒}, un-
ordered), and 𝐹8(𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, {𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐸, 𝐹}, 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑).

Definition 3 (node mapping). There are two kinds of nodes
in a TPST: task node and route node. Two task nodes can
be mapped if their labels are identical. Since a route node is
the root node of a fragment, whether two route nodes can
be mapped depends on the similarity of their corresponding
fragments. The more similar the two fragments are, the more
possible the two route nodes can be mapped.

Definition 4 (similarity score of two fragments). Let 𝐹1 and
𝐹2 be two fragments that are from two different TPSTs; the
similarity score of 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 is the ratio of their mapped
nodes to total nodes, which can be computed according to
the following equation:

Sim (𝐹1, 𝐹2) =
2 × 𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠


𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒1

 +
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒2


. (1)

|𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠| is the number of mapped nodes in two
fragments: 𝐹1 and 𝐹2. For two unordered fragments, their
mapped nodes are the intersection set of their node set. For
two ordered fragments, the nodes in their node sequence
(Definition 5) meet the longest common node subsequence
which are themapped nodes. |𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒1| and |𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒2| are the node
set size of 𝐹1 and 𝐹2, respectively.

Definition 5 (node sequence). Let 𝐹1 be a fragment, and let
SN1 be its sequence of node labels that consists of the label of
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Figure 6: Ordered fragment mapping.

root node and the task nodes’ labels from left to right. In the
node sequence, we do not consider the route nodes that are
leaf nodes.

For example, in Figure 6, the ordered fragments in Process
1 are {𝐹1, 𝐹4}, and {𝐹5, 𝐹8} are ordered fragments of Process 2.
The node sequences of 𝐹1 and 𝐹5 are SN1 = {Sequence, 𝐴, 𝐵}
and SN5 = {Sequence, 𝐴, 𝐵}, respectively.

Before introducing the longest common node subse-
quence (LCNS), we describe the related notations: subse-
quence, common subsequence, and longest common subse-
quence [12].

Definition 6 (subsequence). Let 𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑚) be a
sequence; if there exists 1 ⩽ 𝑖1 < 𝑖2 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < 𝑖𝑘 < 𝑚, s.t.
𝑍 = (𝑧1, 𝑧2, . . . , 𝑧𝑘) = (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, . . . , 𝑥𝑖𝑘}, then 𝑍 is regarded as
the subsequence of𝑋, which is marked as 𝑍 < 𝑋.

For example, 𝑋 = (𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐵,𝐷, 𝐴, 𝐵) and 𝑍 = (𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐵,
𝐴), 𝑍 < 𝑋.

Definition 7 (common subsequence). Let 𝑋 and 𝑌 be two
sequences, and 𝑍 < 𝑋, 𝑍 < 𝑌; then 𝑍 is the common
subsequence of𝑋 and 𝑌.

Definition 8 (longest common subsequence, LCS). Let𝑋 and
𝑌 be two sequences, and 𝑍 < 𝑋, 𝑍 < 𝑌. 𝑍 is the longest
common sequence of 𝑋 and 𝑌 iff ∀ subsequence 𝑍 of 𝑋 and
𝑌, |𝑍| ≥ |𝑍|.

For example, for two ordered fragments 𝐹1 and 𝐹5 in
Figure 5, the longest common node subsequence of their
corresponding node sequences 𝑆1 and 𝑆5 is LCNS (𝑆1, 𝑆5) =
{𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑋𝑂𝑅,𝐴, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝐵}. In order to obtain the longest
common node subsequence, the dynamic programming
method is applied [13].

2.4. Edit Operations. In this paper, we use three kinds of
edit operations to describe the difference between two TPSTs:
node delete, node insert, and fragment move.

Node Delete: Delete(x). Node 𝑥 can be directly deleted if it
is the leaf node; otherwise, before deleting node 𝑥, node 𝑥’s
child nodes are connected to node 𝑥’s parent node.

For example, as shown in Figure 5, the leaf node 𝐴 of
Process 1 can be directly deleted: 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐴). Before deleting
node 𝐵1, its child nodes {𝐼, 𝑃1, 𝐶} are connected to its parent
𝑃0.

Node Insert: Insert(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). Node 𝑥 is inserted as the
child node of 𝑎. If node 𝑎 is unordered, the default position is
0 and 𝑥 can be inserted in an arbitrary position. Otherwise, 𝑥
is inserted as 𝑎’s position-th child node.

For example, as shown in Figure 5, to insert node 𝐷 of
Process 2, the first step is to determine the parent node that
node 𝐷 is going to be inserted in Process 1, that is, node 𝐵1.
Since 𝐵1 is unordered,D can be inserted as 𝐵1’s child node in
an arbitrary position, that is, 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝐷, 𝐵1, 0).

Fragment Move: Move(𝑓, 𝑎, 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛).A fragment 𝑓 is moved
as the position-th child fragment of node 𝑎. The position is 0
if 𝑎 is a unordered route node, which means that 𝑓 can be
inserted as 𝑎’s child fragment in an arbitrary position.

For example, in Figure 5, 𝐹4 and 𝐹8 are identical but they
connect to different parent nodes: 𝐵1 and 𝐵4, respectively.
Since 𝐵1 and 𝐵4 are not mapped nodes, 𝐹4 will be removed.
The mapped node of 𝐵4 is 𝐵2, so 𝐹4 is removed as the child
fragment of 𝐵2 in an arbitrary position since 𝐵2 is unordered,
that is,𝑀𝑜V𝑒(𝐹4, 𝐵2, 0).

2.5. Edit Script. In this section,𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇1 refers to the TPST that
the edit operations are applied, and 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇2 is the resulting
TPST. Formally, suppose that 𝑒 is an edit operation, a
sequence 𝐸 that consists of a set of operations, 𝐸 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2,
. . . , 𝑒𝑚}, can transform 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇1 into 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇2, which is denoted
by 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇1→𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇2. We call such a sequence an edit script of
transforming 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇1 to 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇2, which is also the difference of
𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇1 and 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇2.

For example, in Figure 5, the edit script of transforming
Process 1 into Process 2 is editScript(Process 1→ Process 2) =
{𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐼), 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐽), 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝐷, 𝐵1, 0),𝑀𝑜V𝑒(𝐹4, 𝐵2, 0)}.

2.6. Cost Model. There exist a large number of edit scripts
that can transform one TPST to another TPST. For example,
in Figure 5, two kinds of edit scripts can be applied to
transform Process 1 into Process 2: (1) Process 1 →𝐸1 Process
2 = {𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐼), 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐽), 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝐷, 𝐵1, 0),𝑀𝑜V𝑒(𝐹4, 𝐵2, 0)}.
(2)Process 1→𝐸2 Process 2= {𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐼), 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐸), 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐹),
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𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝑃0), 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐽), 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝐷, 𝐵1, 0), 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝑃3, 𝐵2, 0), In-
sert(𝐸, 𝑃3, 0), 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝐹, 𝑃3, 0)} For these two edit scripts 𝐸1
and 𝐸2, which one is better? Or there are thousands of edit
scripts that can be applied to convert one TPST to another,
which edit script is the best? In order to solve this problem,
the cost of edit script is proposed to evaluate whether an edit
script is good or not. The smaller the cost is, the better the
edit script is.

In this paper, we adopt a simple costmodel that the cost of
each edit operation is equal to 1; for example, 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝑥) =
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝑥) = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑀𝑜V𝑒(𝑓) = 1, which represents that
deleting a node 𝑥, inserting a node 𝑥, and moving a fragment
𝑓, respectively, have a unit cost.

Then the cost of an edit script 𝐸 is the sum of all the
costs of its corresponding edit operations 𝑒1, 𝑒2, . . . , 𝑒𝑚; that
is, 𝐶(𝐸) = 𝐶(𝑒1) + 𝐶(𝑒2) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝐶(𝑒𝑚). For example, as
mentioned above,𝐶(𝐸1) = 4 and𝐶(𝐸2) = 9, so the edit script
𝐸1 is better than 𝐸2.

3. Parsing PST to TPST

There exists a method to parse a process model to its
corresponding refined process structure tree (PST); that is, a
process model is decomposed into a hierarchy of subprocess
models with a single entry and a single exit. However, it is
inconvenient to compute difference between process models
by their corresponding PSTs. It is because a leaf node of
PST represents an edge of its corresponding process model.
The difference between two process models is described by
using the edit operations that include node operations and
fragment operation. In order to describe the node operations,
we need to further parse out the task nodes through the
edges. For convenience, we parse the task nodes from PST in
advance and arrange the task nodes and route nodes to form
a task based process structure tree (TPST).

TPST is a task based process description, where leaf nodes
are task nodes and nonleaf nodes represent control flow
structures. The edit operations can be described in the TPST
more intuitively by comparing with PST; for example, we can
observe which nodes are inserted or deleted or which control
flow structures are moved. Besides, TPST is more convenient
to design difference detection algorithm because we need to
frequently process the task nodes.

Main Idea. The main idea of parsing PST to TPST is parsing
the task nodes and route nodes from PST; then all parsed
nodes are arranged in a tree, where the structure of TPST is
the same as the PST. In terms of implementation, there are
three phases to parse a PST to its corresponding TPST: (1)
parsing a node of PST to a node of TPST: each node in a PST
is converted to be a TPST node, where a leaf node of TPST
is a task node and a nonleaf node represents a control flow
structure; (2) constructing the TPST: all nodes in a TPST are
organized into a tree according to the hierarchy structure of
PST; and (3) checking the TPST: the route node needs to be
deleted if its type is “Sequence” and it has only one child node.
The purpose of this phase is to better understand TPST since
it is not necessary to describe a single task node by using a
“Sequence.”

Input: PST pst
Output: the root node of TPST tpst
(1)Map < PSTNode, TPSTNode > 𝑚𝑎𝑝 = 0;
(2) for each node 𝑝 of pst in level-order do
(3) TPSTNode 𝑡 = transToTPSTNode(𝑝);
(4) map.put(𝑝, 𝑡);
(5) end
(6)𝑚𝑎𝑝.𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑝𝑠𝑡.𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡, transToTPSTNode(𝑝𝑠𝑡.𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡));
(7) root_𝑡𝑝𝑠𝑡 = constructTPST(𝑝𝑠𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑝);
(8) root_𝑡𝑝𝑠𝑡 = checkTPST(𝑡𝑝𝑠𝑡);
(9) return root_tpst;

Algorithm 1: Converting PST to TPST.

Algorithm. Algorithm 1 gives the overall pseudo code for
parsing PST to TPST, where the input is a PST that cor-
responds with a process model, and the output is the root
node of its corresponding TPST. Firstly, a map named map
that records the mapping relationship between PST nodes
and TPST nodes is initialized; that is, we can obtain the
relationship as to which TPST node is transformed by which
PST node from this map (line (1)). Then each node in PST
is iterated and transformed to a TPST node by using the
function transToTPSTNode and the mapped node pair: PST
node and TPST node are saved into map (line (2)–line (5)).
Since we parse the task nodes by obtaining the entry nodes
of the block in PST and the exit node of the total process
model has not been parsed, we parse this exit node in the end
(line (6)). Then, a TPST is constructed based on the parsed
TPST nodes, where the hierarchy structure is arranged by
referencing its corresponding PST.This phase is implemented
by the function: constructTPST, which outputs the root node
of TPST (line (6)-line (7)). In order to make the TPST more
understandable, we delete the “Sequence” node that directly
connects with its single task node, which is operated by the
function: checkTPST (line (8)).

3.1. Phase 1: Parsing a Node of PST to a Node of TPST

Main Idea. There are two types of nodes in a PST: leaf node
and route node. A leaf node represents an edge, and a route
node is a block that contains a set of edges of the original
process model. To parse a PST node to its corresponding
TPST node, we need to handle different types of nodes in
different ways. For a leaf node of PST, we obtain the entry
node of its corresponding block and we save it if this entry
node is a task node; otherwise, the entry node is discarded.
For the route nodes in PST, we just save it.

Algorithm. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo code for the first
phase, where the input is a node of PST and the output is the
corresponding TPST node. Firstly, if this PST node is a leaf
node, we get the entry node of its corresponding edge (line
(1)-line (2)). There are two possibilities of the entry node:
route node or task node. The entry node will be abandoned
if it is a route node since we just need the task node (line (3)-
line (4)). While if the entry node is a task node, we save it as
a TPST node by copying its type and label (line (5)–line (9)).
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Input: PSTNode 𝑝
Output: TPSTNode 𝑡
(1) TPSTNode 𝑡 = new TPSTNode();
(2) if𝑝 is a leaf node then
(3) if Entry(𝑝) is a route node then
(4) return null;
(5) else
(6) 𝑡.type = “Active”;
(7) 𝑡.label = Entry(𝑝).getName();
(8) return 𝑡;
(9) end
(10) else
(11) 𝑡.label = getName();
(12) 𝑡.type = getNodeType(𝑝);
(13) return 𝑡;
(14) end

Algorithm 2: transToTPSTNode.

Then, if this PST node is a route node, it is saved by copying
its name and type, where there are two types: ordered and
unordered (line (10)–line (14)).

Example. Figure 3 is a PST of Process 1 in Figure 1; we can
observe the parsing result of this phase in Figure 4. The leaf
nodes, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, ℎ, 𝑗, 𝑘, and 𝑛, are abandoned since the entry
nodes of their corresponding edges are route nodes. While
the rest leaf nodes, 𝑑, 𝑒, 𝑓, 𝑔, 𝑖, 𝑙, and𝑚, are remained because
their corresponding entry nodes, 𝐸, 𝐼, 𝐶, 𝐹, 𝐴,𝐻 and 𝐽, 𝐵,
are task nodes that correspond with the leaf nodes in the
TPST.Thenonleaf nodes,𝐹1–𝐹8 in PST, are unchanged,which
correspond with the route nodes 𝑃0, 𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝑃2, 𝑃1, 𝑃3, 𝑃4, 𝑃5,
respectively.

3.2. Phase 2: Constructing the TPST

Main Idea. The overall structure between PST and TPST
is the same; that is, their corresponding process model is
decomposed into the same subprocess models and these
subprocess models are organized into the same way. The
difference between them is that PST is an edge based process
and TPST is a task based process; that is, from the route nodes
of PST, we can observe which edges a block contains and we
can observe that which task nodes a fragment has from a
route node of TPST. However, the organization way between
route nodes in PST is the same as in TPST. So after obtain
all nodes of TPST, we construct the TPST by referencing the
structure of PST.

Algorithm. Algorithm 3 gives the pseudo code for the second
phase, where the input is the PST and themap that records the
mapping relationship between PST nodes and TPST nodes,
and the output is the root node of the TPST. Firstly, for each
route node 𝑝 in PST, its corresponding route node 𝑡 of TPST
is found (line (1)–line (3)). If 𝑝 is a root node then 𝑡 is also a
root node (line (4)–line (6)). Then, the child nodes of 𝑝 are
obtained, which need to be ordered according to the original
process model if the type of 𝑡 is ordered (line (9)–line (12)). It

Input: PST pst, Mao < PSTNode, TPSTNode >map
Output: TPSTNode root_tpst
(1) for each route node p of pst in level-order do
(2) if Children(p).size is not 0 then
(3) TPSTNode t = map.get(p);
(4) if p is the root node of pst then
(5) root_tpst = 𝑡;
(6) end
(7) List<PSTNode> child_pst;
(8) List<TPSTNode> child_tpst;
(9) child_pst = Children(p);
(10) if Type(t) == Sequence or Loop then
(11) Sort(child_pst);
(12) end
(13) for each node c of child pst do
(14) map.get(c).setParent(t);
(15) child_tpst.add(map.get(c));
(16) end
(17) t.setChild(child_tpst);
(18) end
(19) end
(20) return root_tpst;

Algorithm 3: Construct TPST.

is because PST cannot reflect the control flow structures that
are ordered and unordered. To construct the ordered control
flow structures in TPST, we first need to rank the ordered
blocks in PST, and then we construct the ordered structure
in TPST by referencing that in PST. According to the parent-
child relationships in PST, that is, a node has which child
nodes and which node is the parent node of this node, the
TPST also has this kind of relationships (line (13)–line (18)).
After all node relationships in TPST have been constructed,
the root node is returned (line (20)).

Example. The original process model is Process 1 in Figure 1,
Figure 3 is its corresponding PST, and Figure 4 is the resulting
TPST by Phase 2. We can observe that the organization way
between route nodes in PST is the same as TPST.

3.3. Checking the TPST

Main Idea. The main idea of this phase is to optimize the
structure of TPST and better understand it. In the TPST
that we obtain from the first two phases, there exist many
sequence route nodes with only one task node, which need
to be deleted. The reasons why we delete them are listed as
follows. (1) Generally, the sequential relationship is used to
describe the relationship between more than two nodes, and
it is not suitable for a single node. (2) Once the task node is
to be deleted, its corresponding sequence route node is also
to be deleted, which leads to more edit operations.

Algorithm. Algorithm 4 gives the pseudo code for this phase,
where the input is the root node of TPST, and its new root
node is output. For each route node in TPST, if its type is
“Sequence” and it has only one child then it needs to be
deleted (line (1)-line (2)). Firstly, we get the child node and
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Input: TPSTNode root_tpst
Output: TPSTNode root_tpst
(1) for each route node 𝑔 in level-order by visiting root_tpst do
(2) if Children(𝑔).size == 1 and type(𝑔) == Sequence then
(3) children = Children(𝑔);
(4) parent = Parent(𝑔);
(5) parent.child.remove(𝑔);
(6) parent.child.add(children);
(7) end
(8) end
(9) return root_tpst;

Algorithm 4: Check TPST.

Input: TPST 𝑡1, TPST 𝑡2
Output: The edit script: editScript
(1) List<Fragment> 𝑀𝐹 = Fragment_Mapping(𝑡1, 𝑡2);
(2) List<Node> 𝑀𝑁 = Node_Mapping(𝑀𝐹);
(3) EditScript editScript = EditScript_Generation(𝑡1, 𝑡2,𝑀𝐹,𝑀𝑁);

Algorithm 5: Overall algorithm.

parent node of this route node (line (3)-line (4)). Then, this
route node is deleted; that is, the only child node of this route
node is directly connected with its parent node (line (5)-line
(6)).

Example. The parsing result of Phases 1 and 2 is shown in
Figure 2, and after Phase 3 we obtain the TPST that is shown
in Figure 4.We can observe that all sequence route nodeswith
only one task node are deleted, for example, 𝑃2, 𝑃3, 𝑃4, and 𝑃5,
and their parent nodes are directly pointed to their single task
nodes, respectively. For example, in Figure 4, 𝑃2 is the route
node that needs to be deleted, 𝐵1 is its parent node, and its
child node is 𝐼. After 𝑃2 is deleted, its parent node 𝐵1 is the
parent node of 𝐼.

4. Difference Detection

In this paper, the difference between two process models
is described by using the node operations and fragment
operation, which is shown in Section 2.4. Thus, TPST can
reflect the difference in an understandable way, that is,
which nodes and fragments are changed. Besides, TPST is
more convenient for us to design the difference detection
algorithm. Therefore, we transform the problem of detecting
difference between process models into detecting difference
between their corresponding TPSTs.

Main Idea.Themain idea is thatwe decompose the twoTPSTs
into several fragments that are defined in Definition 2; the
difference is computed based on the mapped fragments and
the mapped nodes. In terms of implementation, there are
three steps to compute the difference between two TPSTs:
(1) fragment mapping: decomposing two TPSTs into several
fragments and determine their mapped fragment pairs; (2)
node mapping: finding out the mapped nodes based on

the mapped pairs of fragments; (3) edit script generation:
generating the edit script between two TPSTs based on the
mapped fragments and nodes.

Algorithm. The overall pseudo code is shown in Algo-
rithm 5, where the inputs are two TPSTs that correspond
with two process models, and the output is an edit script
which is regarded as their difference. Firstly, two TPSTs are
decomposed into several fragments, respectively; the optimal
fragment mapping combination that consists of a series of
mapped fragment pairs is found by Fragment_Mapping (line
(1)).Then, the mapped nodes in eachmapped fragment pairs
are found by Node_Mapping (line (2)). Finally, the edit script
is generated based on the mapped nodes and fragment pairs
by EditScript_Generation (line (3)).

Next we present the implementation of the three phases
in Sections 4.1–4.3, and the complexity of difference detection
algorithm is given in Section 4.4.

4.1. Phase 1: Fragment Mapping

Main Idea. Directly detecting difference between two trees
is complicated; for example, computing the edit distance
between two trees is NP-complete. Thus, we adopt the
divide and conquer strategy to reduce the complexity of this
problem, which can improve the efficiency of the difference
detection. We first decompose two TPSTs into several frag-
ments. Then, the similarity scores of all possible mapped
fragment pairs from different TPSTs are calculated according
to the fragment mapping rules, which are defined in Defini-
tions 9 and 10. Next, a table called Fragment_Mapping_Table
(Definition 11) is created based on these similarity scores,
and the mapping fragment combination with the highest
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Figure 7: Fragment mapping table.

sum similarity score is found, that is, the optimal mapping
fragment combination.

Definition 9 (unordered fragmentmapping). Let𝐹1 and𝐹2 be
two unordered fragments; their similarity score is computed
according to (1), where themapped nodes are the intersection
nodes of 𝐹1 and 𝐹2; that is,𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒1 ∩ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒2.

For example, there are two unordered fragments 𝐹1 and
𝐹2 in Figure 6(a). |𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠| = |𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒1 ∩ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒2| = |{𝑋𝑂𝑅,
𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶}| = 4, Sim(𝐹1, 𝐹2) = 1. That is to say, 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 are
identical.

Definition 10 (ordered fragment mapping). Let 𝐹1 and 𝐹2
be two ordered fragments and let SN1 and SN2 be their
corresponding node sequences, respectively. The similarity
score of 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 is computed according to (1). The mapped
nodes are the longest common node subsequence of SN1 and
SN2; for example,𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝐿𝐶𝑁𝑆(𝑆𝑁1, 𝑆𝑁2).

In Definition 10, we do not consider the mapping for
the leaf nodes that are route nodes. It is because a route
node represents its corresponding fragment, so the similarity
score of two route nodes is equal to the similarity of their
corresponding fragments. In order to compute the similarity
score of two route nodes, we need to iterate the TPSTs to find
out their corresponding fragments. Once there exists route
node in the found fragment, we need to continue to iterate
the TPSTs and it stops until the leaf nodes of a fragment
are all task nodes. In this way, the computing time increases
dramatically. To improve the efficiency, we just consider the
mapping for the leaf nodes that are task nodes whenmapping
two fragments.

For example, in Figure 6(b), 𝐹1 is the ordered fragment of
Process 1 and 𝐹5 and 𝐹8 are the ordered fragments of Process 2
in Figure 5.Themapped nodes of 𝐹1 and 𝐹5 are𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 =
𝐿𝐶𝑁𝑆(𝑆𝑁1, 𝑆𝑁2) = {𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐴, 𝐵}; thus, their similarity
score is Sim(𝐹1, 𝐹5) = (3 × 2)/(5 + 5) = 0.6. For 𝐹1 and 𝐹8,
their mapped nodes are 𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝐿𝐶𝑁𝑆(𝑆𝑁1, 𝑆𝑁8) =
{𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒} and their similarity score is Sim(𝐹1, 𝐹8) = (1 ×
2)/(5 + 3) = 0.25.

Definition 11 (fragment mapping table). Let {𝐹1, . . . , 𝐹𝑖, . . . ,
𝐹𝑚} (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚) and {𝐹


1, . . . , 𝐹


𝑗 , . . ., 𝐹


𝑛} (1≤𝑗 ≤ 𝑛) be the frag-

ments of two process models Process 1 and Process 2, respec-
tively. A fragmentmapping table𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
with 𝑚 rows and 𝑛 columns is built, and the value of
𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒[𝑖][𝑗] is the similarity score of 𝐹𝑖
and 𝐹𝑗 , as shown in Figure 7(a).

Since the fragments of a TPST can be divided into two
types, we create two types of fragment mapping table to
determine the mapped fragments of two TPSTs: ordered
fragment mapping table and unordered fragment mapping
table: Order_fragmentMT Unorder_fragmentMT. Only the
fragments with the same type have potential to be mapped;
that is, ordered fragment can only map with ordered frag-
ment, and the same to the unordered fragments. Taking
Figure 5 as an example, we create an ordered and an
unordered fragmentmapping table for Process 1 and Process 2,
as shown in Figure 7(b). (1) is the ordered fragment mapping
table, where the ordered fragments of Process 1 and Process
2 are 𝐹1 and 𝐹4, 𝐹5, and 𝐹8, respectively, and “3/5” is the
similarity score of 𝐹1 and 𝐹5. Similarly, (2) is their unordered
fragment mapping table.

Algorithm. In this phase, the inputs are two TPSTs 𝑡1
and 𝑡2 and the output is the optimal fragment mapping
combination 𝑀𝐹. Firstly, the route nodes of two TPSTs
are determined by tree traversal. For each route node, it
and its adjacent child nodes form a fragment. Accordingly,
the type of fragment is determined according to the type
of the route node. Then we get two ordered fragment
sets and two unordered fragment sets from two TPSTs:
order_F_𝑡1 and order_F_𝑡2, unorder_F_𝑡1 and unorder_F_𝑡2.
Next, the Order_fragmentMT and Unorder_fragmentMT are
initialized, respectively, where Order_fragmentMT records
the similarity scores of all possible pairs fragment that
one is from order_F_𝑡1 and the other is from order_F_𝑡2.
Unorder_fragmentMT is created in the same way. Finally, to
find the optimal ordered or unordered fragment mapping
combinations that have the maximum sum of the similarity
score, we turn to the Hungarian algorithm [14, 15]. The
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union of ordered and unordered fragment mapping combi-
nations is the final result of mapped fragments between two
TPSTs.

Example. Figure 7(b) is the initial results of 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟_
𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑀𝑇 and Unorder_fragmentMT for two TPSTs of
Figure 5. After using the Hungarian algorithm twice, we
obtain the optimal ordered mapping combination, {(𝐹1, 𝐹5),
(𝐹4, 𝐹8)}, and the optimal unordered mapping combination,
{(𝐹2, 𝐹6), (𝐹3, 𝐹7)}. Finally, the overall optimal fragment map-
ping combination is 𝑀𝐹 = {{(𝐹1, 𝐹5), (𝐹4, 𝐹8)}, {(𝐹2, 𝐹6), (𝐹3,
𝐹7)}}.

When mapping two fragments, we just need to consider
the nodes in the fragments rather than all nodes of the process
model. For example, when computing the similarity score of
𝐹1 and 𝐹5 in Figure 5, the nodes of 𝐹1 and the nodes of 𝐹5 are
considered rather than considering all the nodes of Process
1 and all the nodes of Process 2. In this way, the computing
space is dramatically decreased, and the mapping time is
accordingly reduced.

4.2. Phase 2: Node Mapping

Main Idea. In this paper, we define two types of node opera-
tions: 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 and 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡. Thus, after we determine
the mapped nodes, we can judge to which node operation
the remaining nodes belong to. The main idea is that we
find the mapped nodes in every mapped pair of fragments,
and the mapped nodes of two TPSTs are the union of all
mapped nodes in all mapped fragment pairs. In terms of
implementation, different strategies are adopted to find the
mapped nodes in different types of mapped fragments. For
unordered fragment, the nodes with the same labels are
mapped. For ordered fragment, the nodes that meet the
LCNS are mapped.The union of mapped nodes in unordered
fragments and ordered fragments are the mapped nodes of
two TPSTs.

Example. In Figure 5, (𝐹1, 𝐹5) is the mapped fragment pair
and their mapping detail is shown in Figure 6(b), where two
nodes are mapped if there exists a line. Firstly, the pair of
root node (𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒) is mapped since they have
the same type and label. The mapped leaf nodes of 𝐹1 and 𝐹5
are {(𝐴, 𝐴), (𝐵, 𝐵)} since they meet the LCNS. So the mapped
nodes of 𝐹1 and 𝐹5 are {(𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒), (𝐴, 𝐴), (𝐵, 𝐵)}.
After all mapped nodes in all mapped pairs of fragment,
{(𝐹1, 𝐹5), (𝐹4, 𝐹8)}, {(𝐹2, 𝐹6), (𝐹3, 𝐹7)}, are found, we obtain the
mapped nodes of Process 1 and Process 2 is {(𝑃0, 𝑃0), (𝐵1,
𝐵1), (𝐵2, 𝐵2), (𝑃4, 𝑃4), (𝐴, 𝐴), (𝐵, 𝐵), (𝐶, 𝐶), (𝐸, 𝐸), (𝐹, 𝐹)}.

4.3. Phase 3: Edit Script Generation. Computing difference
between two process models can be roughly divided into
two steps: (1) determining the similar parts, which means
that these parts are unchanged between two process models;
(2) describing the different parts based on the similar part,
where the edit script is used. So far, we have determined the
similar parts between two TPSTs, that is, the mapped frag-
ments and nodes. Next, the difference will be computed and
described.

Main Idea. The goal of this phase is to generate an edit
script that can transform the original𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇1 into the resulting
𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇2. The main idea is that we determine the operation
types for the different parts in two TPSTs. For unmapped
nodes, the node operation type, node delete or node insert, is
determined. For mapped fragments, they need to be moved
if they are in different positions. In terms of implementation,
there are three steps: (1) deleting nodes: the unmapped
nodes in 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇1 need to be deleted; (2) inserting nodes:
the unmapped nodes in 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑇2 need to be inserted; and (3)
moving fragments: the mapped fragments with the different
positions need to be moved.

The reason why we need to move a fragment is that
we have not considered the position of the fragment when
mapping the fragments, whichmay lead to the result that two
fragments with a different position can be mapped. In some
existing methods, they map the nodes of two trees by using
the strategy called top-down [16] or maximum common
subtree [9]; for example, a pair of child nodes can be mapped
if and only if their corresponding parent nodes have been
mapped. In this way, two identical fragments with different
position cannot be mapped. So all nodes in one fragment
are deleted and all nodes in the other fragment are inserted,
which results in more edit operations. Thus, in our paper,
we first map two corresponding fragments and then judge
whether they have the same position; if their positions are
different then the fragment needs to move.

Algorithm. The pseudo code of this phase is shown in
Algorithm 6, where the inputs are two TPSTs: 𝑡1 and 𝑡2, their
mapped node set 𝑀𝑁 and their mapped fragment set 𝑀𝐹.
The output is the edit script editScript that can transform 𝑡1
into 𝑡2.There aremainly three steps to generate the edit script
for 𝑡1 and 𝑡2. (1) Node deletion: the nodes of 𝑡1 are iterated
level by level, the current node 𝑥 is deleted once 𝑥 does not
belong to𝑀𝑁, and the corresponding operation𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝑥) is
added to editScript (line (2)–line (7)). (2) Node insertion: 𝑡2’s
nodes are iterated level by level, and the current node 𝑦 is
inserted at the same position in 𝑡1 if 𝑦 does not appear in𝑀𝑁.
Firstly, the parent node of 𝑦 that 𝑦 is going to be inserted in
𝑡1: 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑦) is determined. Then if 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑦) is unordered,
the insert position is default 0, and if it is ordered, the inserted
position is to be determined, that is, which position 𝑦 is going
to insert as the child node of 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑦). The corresponding
edit operation is recorded as 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝑦, 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑦), 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
and added to 𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡 (line (8)–line (13)). (3) Fragment
move: for each mapped fragment pair (𝑓1, 𝑓2) of 𝑀𝐹, it is
not necessary to move if the positions of 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 are
identical; for example, the parent node pair of 𝑓1 and 𝑓2,
(𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑓1, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑓2), belongs to𝑀𝑁. Otherwise,𝑓1 needs
to be moved to the position where 𝑓2 is; for example, 𝑓1’s
new parent node is the mapped node of 𝑓2’s parent node in
𝑡1. The same as inserting a node, we need to consider the
position when moving a fragment (line (14)–line (20)). Thus,
Move(𝑓1, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑓1), 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) is added to editScript, where
parent(𝑓1) represents the root node that 𝑓1 is going to move.

Example. As shown in Figure 5, 𝐹4 and 𝐹8 are two fragments
in Process 1 and Process 2, respectively, and they are identical
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Input: TPST 𝑡1, TPST 𝑡2, mapped node set:𝑀𝑁, mapped fragment set:𝑀𝐹
Output: The edit script: editScript
(1) EditScript 𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡 = 0;
(2) for each node of 𝑡1 in level-order do
(3) let 𝑥 be the current node;
(4) if 𝑥 is not belong to𝑀𝑁 then
(5) add Del(𝑥) to editScript;
(6) end
(7) end
(8) for each node of 𝑡2 in level-order do
(9) let 𝑦 be the current node;
(10) if𝑦 is not belong to𝑀𝑁 then
(11) add Insert(𝑦, 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑦), 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) to editScript;
(12) end
(13) end
(14) for each fragment pair (𝑓1, 𝑓2) of𝑀𝐹 do
(15) 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑓1 = 𝑓1.root.parent;
(16) 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑓2 = 𝑓2.root.parent;
(17) if(𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑓1, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑓2) is not belong to𝑀𝑁 then
(18) add Move(𝑓1, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑓2) to editScript;
(19) end
(20) end
(21) return editScript;

Algorithm 6: EditScript_Generation.

but with the different positions. So 𝐹4 needs to be moved
as the child fragment of 𝐵2, because 𝐵2 is the mapped
node of 𝐵4 that is the parent node of 𝐹8. That is, the edit
operation is Move(𝐹4, 𝐵2, 0). The edit script of transforming
Process 1 into Process 2 is editScript(Process 1, Process 2) =
{𝐷𝑒𝑙(𝐼), 𝐷𝑒𝑙(𝐽), 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝐷, 𝐵1, 0),𝑀𝑜V𝑒(𝐹4, 𝐵2, 0)}.

4.4. Complexity Analysis. In this section, we analyze the time
complexity of our algorithm. Let 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 be the number
of two models’ nodes, let 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 be the size of fragments
(i.e., the number of nontask nodes), and let 𝑛 be the average
number of nodes of fragments in two TPSTs. In Phase 1, that
is, fragment mapping, we first obtain two fragment sets of
two TPSTs by hierarchical traversal, which achieves𝑂(𝑛1, 𝑛2)
complexity in execution time; then the Hungarian algorithm
is used to find the optimum fragment mapping combination,
which has the worst time complexity of 𝑂((min{𝑓1, 𝑓2})

3).
In Phase 2, that is, node mapping, we first iterate all pairs
of mapped fragments, the time of mapping each pair of
fragments is 𝑂(𝑛2), and the total time of this phase is
𝑂((min{𝑓1, 𝑓2}) × 𝑛

2). In Phase 3, edit script generation, all
nodes of two TPSTs and all their mapped fragments are
iterated to generate the edit script, which spends 𝑂(𝑛1 +
𝑛2 +min{𝑓1, 𝑓2}). In summary, Phase 2 spends the most time
of the overall algorithm, and the total time complexity is
𝑂((min{𝑓1, 𝑓2}) × 𝑛

2).

5. Experiment

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm
in terms of precision and efficiency. All experiments were
evaluated on a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2637,

Table 1: The first part of dataset.

min/max/average place 7/175/35.496
min/max/average task 5/168/34.983
min/max/average edge 12/367/74.849

3.50GHz processor and 8GB RAM, running JDK1.7, and
Windows 7.

5.1. Dataset. The dataset that we used consists of two parts.
(1) Based on the existing IBM dataset [17] we choose 10
process models as the base process models and modify them
to their corresponding 9 variants by removing/inserting some
nodes and some edges. In this way, we build a process
repository with 100 process models. Table 1 shows the basic
information of this process repository:minimum,maximum,
and average number of place, task, and edge. (2) We choose
4-process model from the IBM dataset as the base process
models, where they contain the following four control flow
structures, respectively: Sequence, AND (parallel), 𝑋𝑂𝑅
(exclusive), or AND + 𝑋𝑂𝑅 (combining parallel with exclu-
sive structures). For each base, we make some modifications
on it to obtain its 5 variants without changing their structure.
The modifications consist of deleting, inserting nodes, and
moving fragments from the base, which are recorded as
the standard edit script (SES). In this way, we create four
repositories: Sequence, AND, XOR, and AND + XOR, where
each repository contains 6 process models (1 base process
model and its 5 variants) with the same structure. Table 2
shows the task node number of every process model in each
repository, where the base process model has 160 task nodes
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Table 2: The second part of dataset.

Control flow structure Base Variant1 Variant2 Variant3 Variant4 Variant5
Sequence/AND/XOR/AND + XOR 160 140 120 100 80 60

and its 5 variants contain 140, 120, 100, 80, and 60 task nodes,
respectively.

5.2. Quality Study. The second dataset is used to evaluate the
precision of our algorithm, where the precision is computed
by comparing the result of the algorithm with the standard
edit script (𝑆𝐸𝑆). At first, we investigate the impact of
varying task node size and fixing the structure on preci-
sion. Then the average precision is evaluated by fixing the
structure.

5 edit scripts of (𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒, V𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖) (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 5) are computed,
respectively, in each repository: 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝑋𝑂𝑅, and
𝐴𝑁𝐷 + 𝑋𝑂𝑅 which are compared to the 𝑆𝐸𝑆s and the ratios
are plotted in Figure 8(a); we observe the impact of varying
task node on precision by fixing the structure. The precision
of computing difference between 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 process models is
100%, while it is lower between the process models with other
control flow structures. The reason is that there exists only
one fragment in a 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 process model, so the optimal
mapped fragment pair between two 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 processmodels
can be definitely determined, and then the optimal mapped
node pairs are found. However, a process model with AND,
𝑋𝑂𝑅, or AND +𝑋𝑂𝑅 structure has more than one fragment.
For one fragment 𝑓1 of a process model Process 1, there
exist several fragments in the other process model Process
2 that have the same similar score with 𝑓1, which leads to
the Hungarian algorithm randomly choosing one fragment
of Process 2 to map with 𝑓1.

Taking Figure 8(c) as an example, the mapped node set
of Process 1 and Process 2 is𝑀𝑁 = {(𝐴, 𝐴), (𝐵, 𝐵), (𝐷,𝐷), (𝐸,
𝐸), (𝐹, 𝐹), (𝐺, 𝐺), (𝐻,𝐻), (𝐼, 𝐼), (𝑃0, 𝑃5), (𝑃1, 𝑃8), (𝑃2, 𝑃9), (𝑃3,
𝑃6), (𝑃4, 𝑃7), (𝐵1, 𝐵4), (𝐵2, 𝐵3))}. 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 of Process 1 are the
unordered fragments that are shown in the dotted boxes,
which are the candidate fragments for mapping with 𝐹3 and
𝐹4 of Process 1. According to (1), Sim(𝐹1, 𝐹3) = Sim(𝐹1, 𝐹4) =
Sim(𝐹2, 𝐹3) = Sim(𝐹2, 𝐹4) = 1/3, so there exist two optimal
mapping fragment combinations: 𝑀𝐹1 = {(𝐹1, 𝐹3), (𝐹2, 𝐹4)}
and𝑀𝐹2 = {(𝐹1, 𝐹4), (𝐹2, 𝐹3)}. Their corresponding mapped
node pairs are {(𝐵1, 𝐵3), (𝐵2, 𝐵4)} and {(𝐵1, 𝐵4), (𝐵2, 𝐵3)},
respectively. However, we have not made a strategy to select
a better mapping fragment combination between several
optimal ones; thus, which fragments are selected to map with
𝐵1 and 𝐵2 are unknown.

Overall, in Figure 8(a), the four tests, Sequence, AND,
𝑋𝑂𝑅, and AND + 𝑋𝑂𝑅, show the similar trends that with
the decrease of the task number, the precision increases. It
is because the mapped fragment set of two process models
become smaller, which leads to the lower possibility thatmore
than one optimal mapping fragment combination occurs.
However, the precision for detecting difference between
𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 process models remains unchanged. The reason is
mentioned above. For V𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑡2 in 𝑋𝑂𝑅 repository and vari-
ant5 in AND repository, the reason why their corresponding
precisions decrease is that there exist many optimal mapping

fragment combinations, and Hungarian algorithm outputs
which one is unknown.

Figure 8(b) shows the average precision of four reposi-
tories with different complexity of structures and the overall
average precision is higher than 70%. In summary, the
precision of our algorithm is getting lower with the control
flow structure getting more complicated, while it can get a
better precision in the general scenario.

5.3. Efficiency Study. In this section, we conduct three kinds
of experiments to evaluate the efficiency. (1) The execution
time of parsing PST to TPST is evaluated, where we study
the impact of changing the number of place, task, and edge,
respectively, on the parsing time. (2) The execution time of
detecting difference between two process models is studied,
where these two process models have the similar complexity.
We investigate the impact of changing one element (i.e., place,
task, or edge number) of one process model on execution
time by fixing the other process model. (3) The execution
time of difference detection is evaluated by phases, which can
be merged into two phases: node mapping that consists of
mapping fragments and findingmapped nodes and edit script
generation. We study the impact of varying task number on
the execution time of different phases by fixing the structure.

In the first experiment, we first choose 3 sets of process
models from the first part dataset. Each set contains 5
candidate process models: {(place 1, . . . , place 5)}, {(task 1,
. . . , task 5)}, {(edge 1, . . . , edge 5)}, where their place, task,
and edge numbers increase progressively. Then we separately
choose three target models for each set, where these three
target models have the same element number (place, task,
or edge number) to the first, third, and fifth models of
each set. In this way, the three sets of process models are
{(target 1, . . . , target 3, place 1, . . . , place 5)}, {(target 1, . . . ,
target 3, task 1, . . . , task 5)}, and {(target 1, . . . , target 3,
edge 1, . . . , edge 5)}. In every set, the difference between a
target model and a candidate model is computed; that is,
(target𝑖, candidate𝑗) (1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ 3, 1 ⩽ 𝑗 ⩽ 5) and the execution
time of difference detection is studied.

In Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c), the impacts of varying
place number, task number, and edge number are studied,
respectively. Overall, these three tests under different varied
factors show the similar trends that ourmethod can efficiently
parse the PST to TPST in milliseconds.

With the increase of the number of place, task, or edge, the
parsing time increases correspondingly. The most significant
factor for impacting the parsing time is task number, and
the second significant factor is place number. It is because
TPST has two kinds of nodes: task node and route node. The
task nodes in the process model are still the task nodes of
its corresponding TPST, but the place nodes in the process
model have been removed or transformed to the route nodes,
so varying the number of place has smaller effect on parsing
time. Varying edge numbers has the smallest impact on
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parsing time. It is because one edge connects two nodes; it
does not change the number of nodes, but the complexity
of process model also increases with the increase of edge
number. In this way, it also leads to the increase of parsing
time.

The dataset of the second experiment is the same as the
first experiment. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the impact
of varying place number and task number on the overall
execution time, respectively, where the time increases with
the increase of place or task number. There are three reasons.
(1)The increase of place or task number results in the increase
of fragment number, which leads to the increase of times of
computing similarity score as well as its execution time. (2)
The increase of place or task number results in the increase
of fragment size but no new fragments, which leads to the
increase of the execution time of computing similarity score
between two fragments. (3) The increase of place or task
number results in the increase of execution time of generating
edit script.

In Figure 10(b), the execution time of computing the
difference between the target model with 168 tasks and the
candidate model with 99 tasks increases dramatically, while
the increase of execution time is not significant for the
target model with 20 tasks and the candidate model with 99
tasks. It is because the target model with 20 tasks has few
fragments; even though the candidate model contains many
tasks and fragments, the time of computing similarity score
is small, which will not dramatically increase the execution
time.

Adding an edge will cause two cases: (1) adding an edge
leads to new nodes and (2) the added edge connects two

existing nodes. In case (1), the execution time increases since
the node number increases. In case (2), the new fragment
may occur. For example, an edge is added to a process model
with a single sequence structure, which may result in an
extra loop structure in this process model. We can observe
from Figure 10(c) that the execution time increases with
the increase of edge number, which is caused by the above-
mentioned two reasons. The execution time for computing
the candidate model with 220 edges and three target models
dramatically increases; it is because of the second reason.

In the third experiment, we use the second part of
dataset to compute the difference between the base and its
variants: (𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒, V𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖) (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 5) in every repository.
Then the impact of varying task number on the execution
time is investigated by fixing the structure: 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐴𝑁𝐷,
𝑋𝑂𝑅, or 𝐴𝑁𝐷 + 𝑋𝑂𝑅. In Figures 11(a), 11(b), 11(c), and
11(d), we observe that the execution time of the second
phase (𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) increases dramatically and the
structure is getting more complicated, while it does not
increase dramatically for the first phase (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔).
The reason is that the fragment number becomes bigger
with the structure getting more complicated, which leads
to the increase of computing similarity score times in
𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔. The execution time of the second phase is
based on the node number and mapped fragment number of
two process models. Since the task number of the four 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
models is the same, and the fragment number is so small that
it has few influences on the execution time, the execution time
of generating edit script does not change significantly.

In Figures 11(a)–11(d), the execution time of each phase
all decreases with the decrease of task node while keeping
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Figure 9: The first experiment of efficiency study.

the structure. The reason is analyzed in the following: taking
Figure 11(a) as an example (the other three results are
similar), the times of finding mapped nodes reduce with the
decrease of task number. Besides, the decrease of task number
results in the decrease of fragment number or fragment size,
which can correspondingly lead to the decrease of computing
similarity score times.

In conclusion, on the one hand, the execution time
increaseswith the place, task, or edge number is getting larger.
In particular, the following case can lead to the significant
increase of execution time: changing the place, task, or edge
number results in the change of structure. On the other hand,
the structure is getting more complicated resulting in the
increase of execution time. We can deem that our algorithm
can meet the efficiency requirements of the real application
scenarios according to the results of the efficiency study.

6. Related Work

The current work of difference detection can be classified
into three categories. The first category is to transform the
process models into their corresponding tree models, and
then the difference detection is based on the tree models.
Cao et al. parse the process models into their corresponding
process structure tree (PST), and the difference of two process
models is obtained by computing the difference between
two PSTs, where they use the maximum common subtree
to determine the mapped nodes [9]. But this paper does

not present the implementation of parsing process models to
PSTs, and finding the mapped nodes by maximum common
subtree may miss other identical or similar parts of two
process models.

The second category of methods performs difference
detecting directly based on process models. The most related
work is the method of detecting and resolving process model
difference in the absence of a change log. Firstly, a process
model is decomposed into several fragments with a single
entry and a single exit (SESE). Secondly, the mapped nodes
and the SESE fragments of two process models are deter-
mined. Finally, based on the mapped nodes and fragments,
the difference of the fragments is calculated [18]. The differ-
ence between this work and our work is that we consider the
similar mapping of fragments; in this way, more similar parts
of two process models can be determined. Liu et al. present a
method to detect the syntactic differences rather than struc-
ture differences between processmodels [19]. Dijkmanmakes
a classification for the differences between process models
that frequently occurred [20]. He also proposes a method
to diagnose the difference between EPC models, where the
exact position and type of the difference are returned [21].
Liu et al. present the definition of the structure difference of
process model, and they prove that there exists this kind of
differences in reality [22]. Yan et al. design an algorithm to
detect the behavior difference between two process models,
which achieves higher efficiency compared with the previous
work [23]. Li et al. compare two process models by using high
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Figure 10: The second experiment of efficiency study.

level changes, like “move,” in order to reduce the efforts and
make the difference more understandable [24].

The last category is difference detection between structure
documents, such as XML documents, where the documents
are usually represented in a tree structure. Peters surveys the
XML change detection algorithms, where most algorithms
only consider three kinds of edit operations: node insertion,
deletion, and update, and some certain properties of these
algorithms are also described [25]. Al-Ekram et al. propose an
algorithmwith𝑂(𝑛2) runtime to detect changes between two
versions of an XML document. They use the tree fragment
mapping technique to achieve the goal of optimizing the
runtime of mapping nodes and minimizing the size of edit
script [26]. Cobéna et al. detect difference between XML
data by trying to match more nodes. Firstly, the unchanged
subtrees are determined. Based on these unchanged subtrees,
more mapped nodes are found by considering ancestors and
descendants of matched nodes [27]. Wang et al. use XHash
and the notion of node signature to compute the difference
of two XML documents that are represented to unordered
trees [28]. Finis et al. propose the random walks similarity
measure to find similar subtree in hierarchical data that can

be represented to both ordered trees and unordered trees
[29].

7. Conclusion

Nowadays, mobile workflow management system (mWfMS)
is popular since the widespread use of mobile devices, which
leads to large number of process models. Different locations
for one business goal may result in different process models.
This paper aims to detect difference between these process
models. In order to solve this problem, we parse a process
model to its corresponding task based process tree (TPST),
and the problemof computing the difference between process
models is transformed into detecting difference between
TPSTs. Computing the tree edit distance between two labeled
trees is NP-complete. So we use the divide and conquer
strategy in our algorithm to obtain an edit script of two
TPSTs that we make the cost close to minimum, where two
TPSTs are decomposed into several fragments and then the
corresponding mapped fragments and mapped nodes are
determined. In thisway, themapping space is reduced and the
mapping efficiency is improved. In experiment, we evaluate
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the precision and execution time of our algorithm based on
the real and synthetic data. The experimental results show
that the precision of our algorithm is acceptable, and the
execution time runs in milliseconds.
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With the development of mobile computing, location-based services (LBSs) have been developed to provide services based on
location information through communication networks or the global positioning system. In recent years, LBSs have evolved into
smart LBSs, which provide many services using only location information. These include basic services such as traffic, logistic,
and entertainment services. However, a smart LBS may require relatively complicated operations, which may not be effectively
performed by themobile computing system. To overcome this problem, a computation offloading technique can be used to perform
certain tasks on mobile devices in cloud and fog environments. Furthermore, mobile platforms exist that provide smart LBSs.
The smart cross-platform is a solution based on a virtual machine (VM) that enables compatibility of content in various mobile
and smart device environments. However, owing to the nature of the VM-based execution method, the execution performance is
degraded compared to that of the native execution method. In this paper, we introduce a computation offloading technique that
utilizes fog computing to improve the performance of VMs running on mobile devices. We applied the proposed method to smart
devices with a smart VM (SVM) and HTML5 SVM to compare their performances.

1. Introduction

Advancements in mobile technology and location-based
services (LBSs) have helped improve the quality of life of users
and have fostered many business opportunities [1]. With the
increasing use of LBSs, their value has likewise increased, and
this value extends to the services to which the LBSs promote
access.

In its early stages, the LBS used only simple location infor-
mation. It has recently developed into an intelligent system
that employs multiple types of information, such as the user’s
location, time, personal information, and behaviors [2]. It is
thus difficult to effectively and efficiently perform services on
a mobile device without considerable computing power. To
solve this problem, a computation offloading technique can
perform certain tasks in an alternative environment, such as
a cloud or fog, instead of executing in the mobile device.

In addition,mobile services have the disadvantage of run-
ning various platform-dependent applications developed in
different languages, such as CC++, Java, andObjective C.The

smart cross-platform is a program that enables applications
developed with C/C++, Java, and Objective C to run on vari-
ous mobile devices, smart devices, and browsers that support
HTML5 [3]. Nevertheless, owing to the characteristics of
the virtual machine (VM), the performance of the hardware
platform or browser on which the VM operates is greatly
impacted by this approach, even if optimization is performed
at the interpreter and code level. When running VM applica-
tions on a low-performance hardware platform—depending
on the content complexity—it is difficult to ensure the quality
of service (QoS) in terms of execution.

In this study, we strived to solve the above problems by
using fog computing and a smart VM (SVM) platform to
effectively and efficiently provide LBSs on mobile and smart
devices. Unlike use of a centralized cloud, in the proposed
approach, a local unit is employed to enable smart LBSs to
effectively operate on a variety of platforms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we examine the features of an existing offloading
scheme, the smart cross-platform, and the SVM. We analyze
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the limitations of these respective techniques. In Section 3,
we describe the proposed offloading scheme for SVMs. In
Section 4, the performance of the proposedmethod is verified
through experiments. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

2.1. Smart Virtual Machine Model. The SVM is a stack-
based VM solution that is loaded on smart devices. It
enables dynamic application programs to be downloaded and
run independently of the platform. The SVM is designed
to employ the Smart Intermediate Language (SIL), which
can accommodate both procedural and object-oriented lan-
guages. It thus can accommodate multiple languages, such as
C/C++ and Java, as well as the Objective C language used
in iOS. These languages are now widely used by developers
[3, 4].

The SVM system consists of three parts: a compiler that
compiles application programs to create a Smart Assembly
Format (SAF) file from SIL code, an assembler that converts
the SAF file into a Smart Executable Format (SEF) file, and a
VM that receives the SEF file and runs the program.The SVM
configuration is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. HTML5 Smart Virtual Machine. HTML5 SVM is a VM-
based solution that provides an integrated environment in
development and execution phases by supporting both aweb-
based execution environment and multiple programming
languages [4]. Because separate development and execution
environments exist in smart devices, separate development
work must be performed based on the target device and
respective platform to provide a specific type of content to
multiple smart device types.

HTML5 SVM can provide various contents on het-
erogeneous target devices with web browsers. However, it

requires adequate device performance (e.g., many frames per
second) to enable the smooth production of results.Thus, the
performance and QoS of the given contents depend on the
target device’s computing power.

Figure 2 shows the system configuration of the HTML5
SVM. It basically has two layers: SVM core and SVM adap-
tation layer. The SVM core performs content execution. It is
comprised of four components: the SEF loader, interpreter,
runtime environment, and built-in library. The second layer
is the SVM adaptation layer, which has six components for
interfacing with target HTML5-based web browsers.

2.3. Computational Offloading. Mobile devices provide ser-
vices in an approach that differs from that of traditional
personal computers (PCs) because the mobile device com-
puting power—processing speed,memory, storage space, and
battery life—is limited. In particular, the LBS requires con-
siderable processing and battery power because it provides
services based on location information collected using the
global positioning system (GPS) orWiFi. Moreover, in recent
years, use of LBS has increasingly required more complex
computations and energy to expand its services to collect and
provide more complex information.

Computational offloading is a cloud computing tech-
nique that is used to run programs and provide content when
there is a computing-powered-restricted environment [5–8].
Complex tasks require higher computing power. If the target
device has insufficient computing power, the QoS of the pro-
vided contents/programs decreases. In this case, the offload-
ing technique is a possible solution. Accordingly, the target
device delegates complex tasks to a cloud server instead of
directly executing them [9]. Figure 3 shows the proposed
offloading concept.

Methods for selecting computation offloading operations
are largely classified into static and dynamic approaches.
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La and Kim [10] classified offloading techniques as shown in
Figure 4.

The static technique reduces the execution load by select-
ing the part to be offloaded during program development.
The static method has the advantage of a low load in terms
of cost analysis at runtime. However, the cost analysis is
possible only by using predictable variables [11]. Meanwhile,
the dynamic method selects the part to be offloaded with
consideration of the fluctuation factors, such as the network
state and remaining battery power, during execution. The
dynamicmethod can accurately reflect the current state of the

mobile device. Nevertheless, it is difficult to design a model
that reflects all variables, and the required workload for the
cost analysis is significant [12, 13].

Partial offloading is a method of submitting some of the
work to the cloud.When a specific task is frequently used and
cannot be performed in parallel, the communication costs
and waiting times are increased. The full offloading method,
on the other hand, addresses only the interaction with the
user on themobile device; it defers the execution to the cloud.
When frequent interaction with a user occurs, synchroniza-
tion problems likewise occur. Therefore, it is necessary to
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selectively assign an operation that is suitable for offloading
to the cloud.

In the proposed approach, it was difficult to reflect real-
time fluctuating factors, such asmobility and communication
scenarios. Therefore, the offloading decision is based on the
Mobile Augmentation Cloud Service (MACS) model [14],
which estimates the code transmission cost, memory, and
CPU usage for each function using the profiler at the content
compile time. The offloading object determines the unit of
work based on the function.

3. Offloading Module for
Smart Location-Based Services

The overall system architecture for supporting smart LBs is
shown in Figure 5. Eachmobile device can use an appropriate
fog based on its location when offloading is needed to
perform the service. We designed and implemented an SVM
offloading module. Offloading can improve the performance
of utilizing the computing power of the cloud but may result
in overhead; thus if the offloading gain is greater than the
overhead cost without offloading a given task unconditionally
this should be done selectively.

The offloader proposed in this paper automatically deter-
mines to offload by statically offloading through profiling
of source code in the compilation step and automatically
generates offloading code and transfers selected function unit
work to the fog based on the location.

In the proposed approach, fog computing is employed. It
is a localized service of cloud computing. It processes large
amounts of data at the point of data origin, rather than at a
remote server, such as centralized cloud server. Moreover, it
operates on the basis of location information, similar to LBSs.
Therefore, services can be provided more effectively by using
fog computing when offloading complex operations in LBSs.
The overhead value includes the transmission time of the data
over the network, as well as the serialization/deserialization
time of data transmitted locally and from the server. Analysis
of the overhead is very important because the offloading

performance based on the overhead can be lower than when
the local operation is performed.

Figure 6 shows the offloading module structure of the
SVM proposed in this paper. First, the SVM is divided into
the mobile device and cloud server. Except for the thread
scheduler in the runtime environment and the adaptation
layer required by the actual host mobile platform, the two
VMs are equivalent. In terms of content, the local SVM
directly loads and executes the downloaded content. Mean-
while, the cloud SVM loads the same content as the user-
executed content from the SVM application database in the
cloud.This cloud refers to both the existing centralized cloud
and the fog environment.

The SVM on the server has the same configuration and
operation method for both cloud and fog environments. By
performing the loading equivalent of VMs and content on the
mobile device and the cloud, it is easy to offload the functions
defined by the profiler without requiring additional work or
implementing a server interface.

The process of performing the function unit offloading is
as follows. First, the local SVM delegates the function unit
job to the server when loading the content and calling the
function (designated as offloading) during the command exe-
cution. In this process, the required context information for
executing the corresponding function is extracted, serialized,
and transmitted to the server.The context data refer to general
data, such as the program counter, command information,
and stack information used during content operation in the
interpreter (the driving engine of the SVM).

The offloading module synchronizes the context between
the device and server by sending the context data of the SVM
to the server. The server parses the corresponding data to
extract the context information required for executing the
function. It performs the task of the requested function on the
cloud SVM through context switching. When the function
unit is finished, the changed context information is serialized
and transferred to the local SVM, which reflects the changed
context information to its own context to ensure that the state
aligns with the result of directly executing the function.

4. Experimental Results

We applied the proposed offloading technique to SVM for a
smart device and anHTML5 SVM to verify the improvement
of the content execution speed. To measure the overhead
caused by offloading, the local SVM was used with Raspber-
ryPi B+, which has a Quad-Core ARM Cortex-A7 900Mhz
processor, 512MB of memory, and the Raspbian operating
system.

Figure 7 depicts the comparison of execution times before
and after application of offloading through the SVM in
various mobile devices and web browsers. The SVM for the
smart devices was tested on an iPad2 and a Galaxy Tab 10.1.
The algorithms used were the prime number, 𝑛-queen, and
perfect number. HTML5 SVMwas tested on a PC, iPad2, and
Galaxy Tab 10.1. The prime number and 𝑛-queen algorithms
were used.

The experimental results showed that the algorithm
performance improved by offloading as a whole, as shown in
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Figure 8. The execution time of the SVM with offloading was
higher than those of the algorithm with a lower complexity
and the algorithm with a higher complexity. The execution
time of the SVM before offloading increased as the complex-
ity of the algorithm increased. No significant difference was
evident in terms of processing time. Therefore, the higher
the algorithm complexity was, the greater the performance
improvement rate was before and after offloading, as shown
in Figures 7 and 8.

However, in some experiments, the offloading results
showed a performance deterioration due to offloading over-
head, which was incurred during the algorithm execution
in the HTML5 SVM, as shown in Figure 9. The offloading
overhead could be generally divided into types, such as
context serialization and parsing time on the client, context
serialization and parsing time on the server, transferring
context data and clients, additional time incurred due to
context switching, and function loading time at the server.
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Figure 7: Comparisons of the performance evaluation using offloading in SVM on smart devices.

As a result of running the algorithm with offloading in
each device, the serialization and parsing time of the server
were constant. Meanwhile, the serialization and parsing time
of the client differed depending on the device performance. In
addition, since the additional overhead in the context switch
and function loading during the operation of the client SVM
depended on the device performance, it was confirmed that
the time varied depending on the device.

5. Conclusions

LBSs have recently become highly available and valuable, and
they now involve a variety of applications. However, with
their increasing sophistication, more complicated operations
are required, which causes issues on the mobile device—the
main execution environment of the LBS. A complex compu-
tation load requires high computing power; thus, it is difficult
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Figure 8: Performance evaluation of the offloading in HTML5 SVM for same algorithms with different target devices.

to perform tasks that require high computations on devices
with low computing power. Offloading addresses this issue.

With offloading, the device delegates to the server a task
with a high computational complexity. It sends to the server
the data required for the task or the running-program context
information. Because the server receives the job execution
result and the changed context information, the resource
consumption of the computing job can be drastically reduced
based on the job characteristics. Such offloading can over-
come low performance by providing high computing power
of the server. Nevertheless, additional overhead is incurred

on account of the communication cost of transmitting and
receiving data between the device and server. The average
communication cost in this study was 8ms for the prime
number algorithm (𝑁), 7ms for the 𝑛-queen algorithm (𝑁×
𝑁), and 10ms for the perfect algorithm (𝑁). Therefore, the
problem could be mitigated by leveraging fog computing,
which can perform intermediate processing for each region
using location information.

Through the offloading technique presented in this paper,
the SVM provides high computing performance from the
server. It can thus perform tasks that require high computing
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operations, even on low-performance platforms. Offloading
includes context serialization and parsing time, server serial-
ization and parsing time, and data transmitting and receiving
time.Thus, because additional overhead, such as server drive
time, is incurred, the offloading should be performed only
when the execution time of the job to be offloaded is larger
than the overhead incurred in offloading.

The SVM offloading module currently under study has a
structure for delegating a task to a server through offloading
during a specific function call. This call is made using pre-
calculated profile information while the content is running.
Even though indiscreet offloading is a simple task with less
time than overhead, its application to offloading can be used
for lower performance than the existing one. To solve this
problem, the overhead caused by the offloadingmodule of the
SVM isminimized through a decisionmodel that determines
in advance the efficiency of offloading by calculating the per-
formance difference before and after applying the offloading
application. We intend to perform research to improve the
performance accordingly.
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Several location-based services (LBSs) have been recently developed for smartphones. Among these are proactive LBSs, which
provide services to smartphone users by periodically collecting background logs. However, because they consume considerable
battery power, they are not widely used for various LBS-based services. Battery consumption, in particular, is a significant issue
on account of the characteristics of mobile systems. This problem involves a greater service restriction when performing complex
operations. Therefore, to successfully enable various services based on location, this problem must be solved. In this paper, we
introduce a technique to automatically generate a customized service optimizer for each application, service type, and platform
using location and situation information. By using the proposed technique, energy and computing resources can bemore efficiently
employed for each service. Thus, users should receive more effective LBSs on mobile devices, such as smartphones.

1. Introduction

Recently, several location-based services (LBSs) have been
developed for smartphones. Of these, proactive LBSs provide
services to smartphone users based on periodically collected
background logs. However, since these services consume
considerable battery power, it is difficult to widely use them
for various LBSs on account of the characteristics of mobile
devices with constrained batteries. Therefore, to successfully
provide various services based on localization, the problem
of overcoming the limited resources of mobile devices must
be solved.

In addition, mobile devices have various platforms and
require different development approaches depending on the
platform. The smart cross-platform is a virtual machine-
based solution that can run the same content on various smart
devices. If the smart cross-platform is used to provide LBSs,
it is not necessary to perform separate development for each
platform. However, because the smart cross-platform has a
virtual machine- (VM-) based execution environment, the
performance of a program running in aVM is lower than that
of a general native-code base.

In this paper, we introduce a technique to automatically
generate a customized optimizer for each application, service
type, and platform using location and situation information.
By using the proposed technique, energy and computing
resources can be more efficiently employed for each service.
Thus, users can receivemore effective LBSs onmobile devices,
such as smartphones.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we examine context-based optimization, charac-
teristics of the existing smart cross-platform, the smart VM,
and existing optimization techniques. Section 3 describes the
code optimizer generator proposed in this paper. In Section 4,
we demonstrate the performance of the optimizer. Finally, in
Section 5, we present our conclusions.

2. Related Works

2.1. Context-Based Optimization Algorithms. To optimize
energy consumption in LBSs, Ben Abdesslem et al. [1]
proposed SensLess. This algorithm uses an accelerometer to
detect motion and stasis, thereby deactivating localization.
Therefore, energy consumed by unnecessary localization is
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Figure 1: System model of smart cross-platform.

reduced. Nevertheless, the accelerometer must be operated
at all times. Zhuang et al. [2] proposed sensor substitution
and sensor suppression techniques to reduce energy con-
sumption. The sensor substitution dynamically selects the
localization method according to the automatically defined
M-area whenever Global Positioning System coordinates
are not available. In addition, sensor suppression technol-
ogy requires continuous monitoring of the sensor, such as
SensLess, by disabling localization using an accelerometer
and a digital compass. Kim et al. [3] proposed the SenLoc
algorithm. It prevents unnecessary energy consumption by
more accurately detectingmovement of a device with a three-
axis accelerometer instead of simple movement. However, it
can only be used in a stable Wi-Fi environment.

On the other hand, in the LBS, it is important to use
a cloud to apply key personal information in accordance
with each service. Therefore, effective retrieval of encrypted
data is very important. Meanwhile, Fu et al. [4] proposed an
effective technique for synonym-basedmultikeyword ranked
searching over encrypted cloud data.

2.2. Virtual Machine Execution and Native ExecutionMethod.
In terms of content execution, a difference exists between
the VM execution method and the native execution method.
First, since the VM execution method has hardware-
independent characteristics, it is easy to execute contents
even if the hardware is changed. Moreover, contents can
be easily transplanted to various hardware platforms. In
addition, even if there is an error in the content, the target
system can be continuously operated. On the other hand,
owing to the software execution limitation, the performance
of complex algorithms is poorer than those of nativemethods.

2.3. Smart Cross-Platform and SVM. Smart Virtual Machine
(SVM) [5, 6] is a stack-based VM solution that can be loaded
on a smart device to download and run dynamic applications

on a platform-independent basis. SVM is designed to use
the Smart Intermediate Language (SIL), an intermediate
language that can accommodate both sequential and object-
oriented languages. It has the advantage of being able to
accommodate C/C++ and Java languages, as well as the
Objective C language used by the iOS mobile operating
system.

Figure 1 shows the overall system configuration of SVM
with the smart cross-platform.

SVMand the smart cross-platform system consist of three
parts: a compiler that compiles an application to generate a
Standard Archive Format- (SAF-) formatted file consisting
of SIL code, an assembler that converts the SAF file into
an executable format, and a VM that receives and executes
files in Smart Executable Format (SEF) format [7]. The smart
cross-platform system is designed to be hierarchical and to
minimize the burden on repurposing processes for other
devices and operating environments. The SIL file from the
compiler/translation process is converted into the SEF format
through the assembler; SVM accepts the SEF as input and
executes the program.

3. Location/Context Information-Based
Automatic Optimization Model

In this paper, we introduce a technology that provides opti-
mal execution performance by customizing various LBSs on
mobile devices.The customized LBS optimization technology
for mobile devices generates a pattern for each LBS using
the application, context, and location information. It then
optimizes the VM configuration and the application code to
enable the corresponding service to be optimally executed.
Figure 2 shows the LBS execution model using the proposed
technique.

The service model for each mobile device using LBS
is shown in Figure 3. This section introduces the service
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optimizer generator (SOG) and the VM configuration for a
suitable LBS algorithm on the target service with the deter-
ministic finite automata- (DFA-) based optimization table for
generating context- and application-level code optimization.
The SOG proposed in this paper generates a DFA that
recognizes a user-defined pattern. The optimizer optimizes

the input code using it. On account of the decisive automata,
the optimizer can rapidly process the input code.

3.1. Service Optimizer Generator System Model. The service
optimizer generator consists of a scanner, parser, gathered
information, calculated 𝐶

0
, the created DFA, and a write
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optimization pattern description -> ‘%localization algorithm type’
‘%%’
context patterns
‘%%’
application pattern => OPT PATTERN DESCRIPTION;

context patterns -> pattern description => CTX PATTERN DESCRIPTION;
application patterns -> pattern description => APP PATTERN DESCRIPTION;
pattern description -> patterns;
patterns -> pattern;

-> pattern patterns;
-> instr code sets
‘ &’ instr code sets
‘%%’ ‘%eval methods’ ‘%%’ => PATTERN;

instr code sets -> instr code set;
-> instr code set instr code sets;

instr code set -> ‘%instruction’ opt parameters ‘/’ => INSTR CODE SET;
opt parameters -> ;

-> parameters;
parameters -> ‘%param’;

-> ‘%param’ parameters;

Box 1: Optimization pattern description format (BNF style).

table. The scanner is the first procedure of the compiler. It
creates tokens, which are syntactically significant minimum
units. In other words, it receives a pattern description as
an input and generates a series of tokens [8, 9]. The parser
receives the token output from the scanner, checks for errors,
and creates sentences according to the program syntax to
generate an abstract syntax tree (AST).

The information-gathering stage involves collecting
information of optimal localization methods, as well as
context/application-level optimization information, to
comprise the pattern description content. The content is
traversed into a tree structure through the scanner and
parser. The data structure is a two-dimensional layout with
an integrated linked list. It is converted into a data structure
wherein the pattern information and look-ahead assertion

are integrated to calculate the 𝐶
0
. The stage of “making” the

DFA turns the calculated 𝐶
0
into a DFA format.

The DFA normalization process involves repetitions of
“Calculating 𝐶

0
” and “Making DFA” stages. Since the resul-

tant DFA is normalized, optimization actions are easily
performed. In other words, theDFA-type backtracking task is
not necessary. Figure 4 shows themodel of the code optimizer
generation model using the DFA table from SOG.

3.2. Code Optimizer Pattern Description. A description of
the optimization pattern is comprised of replace and pattern
parts in the BNF style shown in Box 1. There are no length
restrictions for the replace and pattern parts, and a single
pattern comprises a single line.
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addiv $1 $2 $3 $4 & ‘lod.i’ $5 $6 / ‘lod.i’ $7 $8 / ‘add.i’ %% $1 = $5; $2 = $6; $3 = $7; $4 = $8 %%
subiv $1 $2 $3 $4 & ‘lod.i’ $5 $6 / ‘lod.i’ $7 $8 / ‘sub.i’ %% $1 = $5; $2 = $6; $3 = $7; $4 = $8 %%
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

ldc.i.m1 & ‘ldc.i’ $1 %% $1 == −1 %%
ldc.i.0 & ‘ldc.i’ $1 %% $1 == 0 %%
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

incv.i $1 $2 $3 & ‘lod.i’ $5 $6 / ‘ldc.i’ $7 / ‘add.i’ / ‘str.i’ $8 $9
%% $5 == $8; $6 == $9; $1 = $5; $2 = $6; $3 = 7 %%

decv.i $1 $2 $3 & ‘lod.i’ $5 $6 / ‘ldc.i’ $7 / ‘sub.i’ / ‘str.i’ $8 $9
%% $5 == $8; $6 == $9; $1 = $5; $2 = $6; $3 = 7 %%

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

jgt.i $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 & ‘lod.i’ $6 $7 / ‘lod.i’ $8 $9 / ‘le.i’ / ‘fjp’ $10
%% $1 = $6; $2 = $7; $3 = $8; $4 = $9; $5 = 10 %%

jle.i $1 $2 $3 & ‘lod.i’ $6 $7 / ‘lod.i’ $8 $9 / ‘gt.i’ / ‘fjp’ $10
%% $1 = $6; $2 = $7; $3 = $8; $4 = $9; $5 = 10 %%

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

Box 2: Application-level pattern description example for SOG.

To distinguish the instruction code sets, the replace
parts, pattern parts, and pattern descriptions are described
with the separator “&.” Accordingly, the instruction code
sets of the pattern part are described. The instruction code
sets are described with instructions, parameters, and the
separator “/.” In addition, the localization algorithm type can
be SensLess, SenLoc, Zhuang’s localization algorithm, and so
forth.These have been demonstrated in related studies [2–4].

3.3. Code Optimizer Using DFA Optimization Table. Fig-
ure 4 shows the structure of the code optimizer using the
DFA optimization table, as shown in Box 2. The structure
is generated from SOG through an optimization pattern
description created with application, location, and context
information. The code optimizer consists of five modules: a
DFA optimization table, driving routine, code reader, code
writer, and an instruction list.

First, when the user creates a pattern by employing the
pattern specification grammar introduced in Box 1, the SOG
generates a DFA-based optimization table corresponding to
the pattern.

The DFA table consists of respective state and instruction
sets for the code. The program input by the optimizer
attempts to match with optimization instruction pattern
using the instruction read by the predefined driving routine
and the information recorded in the DFA optimization
table. The code input unit analyzes the instruction of the
inputted SAF code and converts it into a list of instructions
comprised of a double connected list. In the instruction list,
the optimized code table and instruction partial substitution
matched by the driving routine are replaced with optimiza-
tion instructions. It thus generates an optimized SAF code.

4. Experimental Results

In an experiment, the optimization code pattern for the
HTML5-based smart cross-platform was entered into the

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

int parsingTable[NO STATES][NO SYMBOLS+1] = {
{/∗∗∗ state 0 ∗∗∗/
0, 0, 0, 7, 0, 0, 6, 0, 5, 4, . . .
3, 2, 1},
{/∗∗∗ state 1 ∗∗∗/
−3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .
0, 0, 0},
{/∗∗∗ state 2 ∗∗∗/
−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .
0, 0, 0},
{/∗∗∗ state 3 ∗∗∗/
−4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .
0, 0, 0},

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

Box 3: Example of the generated DFA table.

implemented SOG and the generated optimizer was evalu-
ated. Box 2 shows the optimization pattern of the SIL instruc-
tion defined according to the pattern specification grammar
outlined in Box 1. The matching information of the opti-
mization code for the parameter reduction, increase/decrease
operation, and control instruction and the related conditions
are provided in [8, 9].

Box 3 presents part of the DFA optimization table gener-
ated by SOG. As shown in the source code of the generated
DFA table in Box 3, the next states to transit according to the
input instruction are recorded for each target state.

Table 1 outlines data of the SIL code converted through
the implemented optimizer. The input programs are a hash
algorithm and tower of Hanoi algorithm source. The data
show that the operator, parameter abbreviation, and control
instruction for referencing the array variable were changed to
the optimized SIL instruction.

The results of comparing the pattern matching perfor-
mance with the string-pattern matching and tree-pattern
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matching-based optimizer showed the same pattern as the
DFA-based optimizer generated through SOG. Since the
generated code optimizer performed pattern matching based
onDFA, the input program could be rapidly analyzed by con-
verting the SIL code optimization pattern into a deterministic
finite automata.

Furthermore, the search time was decreased by 18% and
6%, respectively, compared with the conventional string-
pattern matching and tree-pattern matching [10–12]. Addi-
tionally, because the DFA table was generated using the
SOG, an optimizer for performing the optimization code
patternmatching according to the pattern definition could be
automatically generated.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed amethod to generate an automatic
optimizer from user-defined pattern information based on
location and context information. It can effectively support
LBS and improve the performance of smart cross-platform
VMs. Because the pattern is represented by DFA, it shows
faster optimization performance compared to existing string-
pattern matching and tree-pattern matching. This makes
it easy to modify or add the pattern information of the
optimizer.

Moreover, the optimizer is automatically generated by the
SOG; therefore, a separate optimizer correction due to the
pattern change does not occur. In this study, we used DFA
for fast pattern matching, which means that the expression
level of the pattern had a limit that could not extend beyond
the regular language. To solve this problem, we defined
an area for describing a separate evaluation method in the
optimization pattern.

In this paper, we introduced a technique for automatically
generating a customized optimizer for each application,
service type, and platform using location and context infor-
mation. The proposed technique can more efficiently use
more energy and computing resources for each service.Thus,
users can obtain more effective LBSs on mobile devices, such
as smartphones.

Our future studies will be based on the optimization
pattern of the peephole level, which was limited in this study.
In addition, the pattern technique that can apply the data
flow will be expanded and developed. Using these studies,
we will apply higher-level optimization techniques to a novel
optimizer.
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Information technology’s introduction of online retail has deeply influenced methods of doing business. However, offline retail has
not changed as radically in comparison to online retailing. Recently, studies in computer science have suggested new technology that
can support offline retailers, including sensors, indoor positioning, augmented reality, vision, and interactive systems. Retailers have
recently shown interest in these technologies and rapidly adopted them in order to improve operational efficiency and customer
experience in their retail shops. Marketing studies also address immersive marketing that employs these technologies in order
to change ways of doing offline retail business. Even though there is much discussion concerning new trends, technologies, and
marketing concepts, there is, as of yet, no investigation that comprehensively explains how they can be combined together seamlessly
in the real world retail environment. This paper employs the term “smart store” to indicate retail stores equipped with these new
technologies and modern marketing concepts. This paper aims to summarize discussions related to smart stores and their possible
applications in a real business environment. Furthermore, we present a case study of a business that applies the smart store concept
to its fashion retail shops in Korea.

1. Introduction

The introduction of online retailing has deeply influenced
business. In 2014, eMarketer, amarketing company, estimated
that retail sales reached $22.492 trillion and will increase to
$28.300 trillion in 2018. Online retail sale will account for
5.9% of the total retail market worldwide in 2014 ($1.316 tril-
lion) and will increase significantly to 8.8% in 2018 [1]. Even
though online retail has drawn attention from companies,
offline retail still accounts for a large proportion of whole
retail market. However, offline retail has not yet been popular
area of interest for technical innovation. Recently companies
and researchers have paid attention to technologies, such as
sensor, indoor positioning, augmented reality, vision, and
interactive interface, which helped offline retail shops to
improve their service quality. In this paper, we use the term

“smart store” in order to describe offline retail shops that are
equipped with these technologies and that create immersive,
authentic user experiences for customers. Although the idea
of the “smart store” can be applied to different types of
retail stores, it appears that fashion retail stores are the most
appropriate place, as businesses have an interest in learning
and using customers’ behaviors, while customers have an
interest in having a virtual experience with fashion items
before physically trying them on. For this reason, many
fashion companies, such as Uniqlo, Ralph Lauren, and Nike,
have introduceddifferent types of smart store applications [2–
4].

Despite their importance, there are no prior studies
focusing on “smart stores.” This paper presents a compre-
hensive survey on the smart store applications within fashion
retail industry and examines how various technologies can
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be integrated together to provide better customer services.
This consists of the following content: firstly, two different
views are summarized. There are many discussions on the
smart store in many academic disciplines that are largely
grouped into the marketing perspective and the technology
perspective. Secondly, the goals of the “smart store” are
identified from themarketing perspective: customer behavior
analysis and customer experience enhancement. Thirdly, the
technologies that are available to support the goals of the
“smart store” are examined from the marketing perspective.
This paper suggests that following five techniques are essen-
tial in the smart store: sensor, indoor positioning, augmented
reality, vision, and interactive interface. Fourthly, previous
industry applications developed by various companies are
summarized, where each application is an incidental one
and not an integrated one for a business model. Fifthly, we
report our experience that shows different techniques can
be combined for better customer service. Finally, we suggest
a framework that fits into these techniques for different
business purposes.

2. Goals of Smart Store from
Marketing Perspective

2.1. Customer Behavior Analysis. Most marketing scholars
suggest that the goal of the “smart store” is to understand
customer behaviors in brick-and-mortar stores [5]. Prior
marketing studies on retail business emphasize the impor-
tance of the smart store technologies and advanced analytics
as they turn in-store customer behavior data into actionable
insight [6, 7]. In addition, various studies suggest that Uniqlo,
Zara, and other specialty store retailers of private label apparel
(SPA) brands achieve success in their business because of
their manufacturing excellence, process innovation in mar-
keting and sales, and management of consumers’ dynamics
with smart retail settings [8]. Uniqlo is an excellent example
that demonstrates the potential of the smart store in the
brick-and-mortar world. Although Uniqlo was a runner
up in its e-commerce platform, it actively applied “smart
store” technology, such as an in-store television and touch
screen. Using marketing insights obtained from customer
behavior analysis, it was able to assist customers in making
appropriate purchase decisions and achieved an impressive
growth in offline business. In the case of offline stores, the
perspective that analyzes customer behaviors is similar to
that of e-commerce sites, which track access records, clicking
history, shopping cart, and series of purchases in order to
understand customer behavior. In order to implement target
marketing and persuasive marketing into brick-and-mortar
stores, sensors, beacons, and other Internet of Everything
(IoE) devices are employed to collect customer data and
combine it with the purchased data.

Recently all kinds of sensors have become small and
affordable; thus companies are able to use them to accumulate
and collect data relevant to customer behavior in brick-and-
mortar stores. Advances in mathematical modeling of face
recognition and biometrics make it possible for retailers to
analyze dwell time, routing, and other behavioral aspects

of in-store customers and link these analytic results with
purchases.

From the perspective of store operation, customer behav-
ior analysis can be used to optimize store layout. One of the
most important tasks of retail firms is to understand and
apply various touch points at the moment-of-truth based on
the customers’ journey in the store. In relation to this, many
studies from various fields have emphasized the importance
of indoor location analysis [5, 9–16]. Indoor location analysis
aims to provide proximity marketing because it makes it
possible for retail firms to collect data of customer behaviors
and in-store movements in brick-and-mortar stores, which is
similar to the online web-browsing analysis in e-commerce
sites. Retail firms can also use this data to conduct store
visits and path analysis in order to apply analysis results to
implement store layout and storemanagement strategies.This
enables retail stores to implement various layout designs that
can display companies’ strategic products of customers’ best
interests. In addition, store managers can allocate store staff
more efficiently and consider time and location in which
the customers are interested. Moreover, through dwell time
analysis, companies can conduct marketing active ties that
can increase purchase probability. Dwell time and in-between
time of the actual purchases in stores are correlated [17], and
such tendency strengthens primarily in regard to dwell time
in specific store zones and purchases of the products within
relevant domains. Therefore, store managers can increase
purchasing probability not by actively responding to the
customers from the beginning, but by reacting to the acquired
information according to the dwell time analysis. In addition,
companies can link purchase analysis with indoor location
analysis to develop personalized marketing applications [18].

2.2. Customer Experiences Management (CEM). Many schol-
ars that investigate retail industry emphasize the importance
of customer experience management (CEM) [19–21]. CEM
stands for internal and subjective response, which is obtained
by customers via a firm’s direct or indirect contact [22]. In
the retail environment, macro and firm controlled factors,
such as promotion, price, merchandise, supply chain, and
location, can lead to enhanced customer satisfaction, more
frequent shopping visits, purchases, and profits, through
superior customer experience [20]. In addition, through
market place rituals of six key language categories, cele-
brating/commemorating, gift giving, greeting, inciting, part-
ing, and edifying store’s employees, can enhance customer
experience [21]. However, recent studies focus on enhancing
customer satisfaction by providing new shopping trip expe-
riences or bodily experiences to customers within stores, by
using smart retail settings in addition to the methods that
improve customer experience, and by improving interactions
between customers and store employees [21, 23, 24]. The
retail industry does not have a long history in considering
technology on the full-scale as elements to enhance customer
experience. Parasuraman [25] adds technology as the media-
tor to the two-dimensional “triangle model,” which explains
interactions between company, customers, and employees.
This leads to the suggestion of three-dimensional “pyramid
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model,” after which various researchers point out that self-
service technologies play influential roles to the customers’
intentions [26–28] and customer satisfaction [29, 30]. In par-
ticular, Verhoef et al. [21] suggest separating the means that
retailers use to provide customer experience into employee-
based service and self-service technologies based service and
point out the recent increase in the provision of blended
services that include a mixture of the two categories. In
addition, they point out that future research should proceed
with investigations about how technology based service
systems influence customers’ shopping experience.Moreover,
their research aligns with our research agenda as they claim
that customers should experience new shopping experience
through a smart retail setting in brick-and-mortar stores.
In this regard, Schmitt [31] categorizes human experiences
into five keywords: sense, feeling, thinking, acting, and
relating, and proposes that they should be organized and
implemented by managers in order to achieve marketing
strategy and objectives. In the same line, Naylor et al. [19]
discover that transformational appeals influence consumers’
initial experiences by upgrading hedonic and symbolic ben-
efits, after analyzing the influence of the consumer’s actual
experiences to the transformational appeals by comparing
information appeals in the retail sector. Therefore, the retail-
ers can boost their sales by adopting smart retail settings and
through improved customer experience and prior purchase
exchanges. In addition, the study also claims that emphasis
should be put on the experience because customers are
satisfied simply with a better quality of previous products.
For this reason, companies’ process of product consumption
should emboss pleasure or sense of accomplishment as core
elements.

3. Technologies for Smart Store

The transition from brick-and-mortar store to smart store
is well identified in advanced retail stores, where they are
based on the various technologies that support the smart
store. Data collected through sensors installed inside and
outside stores are used to make optimal suggestions to
customers. In addition, customer behavior analysis provides
customers with a virtual experience about the future of retail
business. We identified the following four technologies as
the fundamentals of the smart store in the fashion industry:
indoor positioning, augmented reality, facial recognition,
and interactive digital signage. In the following section, we
examine concepts, market size, technical configurations, and
practical cases.

3.1. Indoor Positioning. Indoor positioning system (IPS)
refers to technology that grasps local situation of objects
or people that are situated within the building through
application of waves, magnetic fields, acoustic signals, or
other sensory information by mobile devices [32]. Existing
satellite based global positioning system (GPS) or cellular
triangulation technology based location-based services (LBS)
have limitations when applied in roofed buildings primarily
because of the signal attenuation in accordance with con-
struction materials [5]. However, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, radio

frequency identification (RFID), near field communication
(NFC) and other similar NFC technologies, accelerometers,
gyroscopes, and other recent location-sensor technologies
make it possible to track user behaviors in the brick-and-
mortar stores. In particular, proximity sensors, accelerom-
eters, ambient light sensors, moisture sensors, gyroscopes,
compasses, and other developments of sensor technologies
play a significant role in providing detailed data of a user’s
behavior in a roofed building. In addition, development
of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) through sen-
sor miniaturization advances the era of Internet of things
installed in all objects. Although there is a large body of
previous studies about location-based services [33, 34], recent
research on indoor location applications of smart CCTV and
enabling technologies has made a lot of progress [35–37]. For
example, Yaeli et al. [5] analyze CCTV customer movements
in the retail sector using IBM’s Presence Zones and visualize
optimized store layout. Meanwhile, many recent studies have
studied technological elements for indoor positioning imple-
mentation. In particular, many focus on object detection and
motion tracking implementation research.

There are two in-store analytics methods for tactical
object detection: mobile device based radio frequency (RF)
positioning techniques and video analysis. While RF posi-
tioning techniques are implemented with Wi-Fi-enabled
devices or sensors and interactive mobile apps, video analysis
is implemented with highly specialized cameras that monitor
object movements [38]. Although there are issues of reflec-
tion and isolation because of internal walls existing within RF
technology, recent interlocking of beacons installed indoors
and in Bluetooth features embedded in smart phones allows
RF technology to be effectively utilized to perceive user
movements within a 10-meter distance. Variousmethods that
measure people or objects location through approximating
signal propagation enable vast utilization of trilateration
(distance form anchors), triangulation (angle to anchors),
and other inverse trigonometry based mathematical model-
ing. In addition, Bayesian statistical analysis [39] and other
probabilistic models are recently being used.

Motion detection uses objects for dynamic territory
detection on sight by comparing scene captures. The motion
detection process can be divided into subprocesses, such as
background subtraction, temporal differencing, and optical
flow estimation [35]. Consideration and the mean shift
algorithm are of vast use in object tracking. Researchers
also analyze customer behavior through motion patterns
classification, gained from object tracking modules, for cus-
tomer path analysis [6]. Customer path analysis employs
variousmethods, such asmaximumentropy,Markovmixture
models, and dynamic time warping (DTW).

Existing video sensor network systems, used for indoor
positioning in public areas to assure citizens safety, also
have use in tacking criminals and assure antitheft in stores.
However, recent CCTV systems go beyond safety assurance.
They have been utilized to investigate customers’ shop-
ping behavior [35]. In addition, recently specialized firms
like American Retailnext and Euclid Analytics and Finish
Walkbase have been appearing in the market. They provide
retailers with visitors’ analysis results, including floating
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population, number of visitors, dwell time, rate of revisits,
and conversion rate. Retailers can sell their products more
efficiently by testing customers’ convenience through eye
tracking, utilization of mobile Wi-Fi, CCTV or other better
measures, and analysis of in-store movement path, types of
collecting customers, and floating population.

3.2. Augmented Reality. Augmented reality (AR) refers to
the computer graphic technology that visualizes things that
exist in the natural environment by combining computer
generated sensory inputs, such as sound, video, graphics, or
GPS data from the physical, real world environment. AR feels
more realistic in comparison to virtual reality (VR) primarily
because it looks like the overlap of the virtual with the real
world through utilization of cameras, glasses, and so forth.
Myron Krueger, a VR research, first introduced the concept
of AR in 1970s and Thomas Caudell, a Boeing researcher,
applied and used AR full-scale in 1990 [40]. In augmented
reality, the computer vision techniques like video tracking are
extensively used, primarily because it is important to match
the real world with information provided from devices [41].
At first, fiducial markers or the optical flow of the camera
image are perceived by using feature detection methods,
such as corner detection, blob detection, edge detection,
or thresholding [42, 43]. Then the real environment and
virtual information are matched and provided to the user.
Mathematical methods, such as projective geometry, geomet-
ric algebra, and nonlinear optimization have been used for
this purpose. Recently a vast number of studies have been
conducted to enhance the application of augmented reality
based smart mirror in the retail business area [44–47].

In the beginning, the smart mirror was a mirrored digital
signage, which has broadcasting, storage computing power,
and network capabilities. This allows customers to take a
picture of their clothes from various angles and view it in
a 360-degree view, compare their appearance with other
clothes, and send it to other people. Therefore, they can
evaluate different products in real time. Recently, however,
smart mirrors have started to incorporate augmented reality
technology and add virtual fitting functions [48]. This allows
stores to show off clothes in colors or sizes that are not
available at the store, thereby preventing customers from
leaving due to lack of interest and maximizing the customer
experience.

Augmented reality was first developed formilitary, indus-
trial, and medical applications, but now its use has been
expanded to entertainment areas and commercial areas such
as games. Recently fashion stores have begun to adopt
augmented reality by utilizing augmented reality and smart
mirror to provide virtual fitting and fitting recommendation
services. Virtual fitting is a service that allows the user to
check images visually when wearing various sizes before
purchasing clothes. Customers can find out what clothes and
size fit their needs by entering information about their body
shape, such as their height, and their desired fit (comfort,
fit, etc.). On the other hand, fitting recommendation service
is a service that displays recommended clothing types and
size when the customer enters information about their body

shape such as height and weight. A virtual fitting service
of “Memory Mirror” of Neiman Marcus is a representative
example of this kind of service. At the 2014 National Retail
Federation expo, MomoMi introduced “Memory Mirror”
which allows for 360-degree viewing through video shooting,
contains a social network service and virtual fitting function
utilizing augmented reality [49]. Since then, NeimanMarcus,
a luxury department store’s Walnut Creek California branch,
has adopted it to help customers with fitting in their stores.
“Memory Mirror” is a 180 cm tall mirror that can be used
to illuminate the customer’s whole body. In order to use it,
the customer first shoots and stores various angles such as
front, side, and back views in front of themirror for 7 seconds
after fitting.The customers can comparemultiple fittings with
videos and photos after they have tried different clothes on.
The customers can also store videos and photos in the cloud,
send them to their smart phones, or share them with family,
friends, and so on using social media such as Facebook.
MemoMi’s “MemoryMirror” also features augmented reality,
showing different color clothes in real time without having to
change clothes [49].

3.3. Facial Recognition. Facial recognition is a technique for
identifying or verifying a person from a digital image or video
frame from a video source. Facial recognition is a field of
biometrics with fingerprint and eye iris recognition [50, 51].
Facial recognition is widely used in areas such as security and
retail, because it has the advantage of mass identification in
public places such as airports andmultiplexes.The traditional
facial recognition algorithms are used to identify facial
features by analyzing the position, size, and shape of the face
and to normalize and compress the stored face image to create
face data.Themost commonly used method is based on tem-
plate matching techniques [52]. The recognition algorithm
employs geometric approach, which recognizes faces based
on the distance or shape between features, and photometric
approach. Principal methods for facial recognition include
principal component analysis, linear discriminant analysis,
elastic bunch graph matching, hidden Markov model, and
multilinear subspace learning [50, 53]. However, the recog-
nition rate of the traditional algorithm decreases according
to brightness, angle, and wearing accessories [50].

In recent years, 3-dimensional (3D) facial recognition,
skin texture analysis, and thermal cameras have been intro-
duced to support the weaknesses of traditional algorithms.
3D facial recognition technique uses 3D sensors to collect
information about the shape of a face and identifies a person
using features that appear on the surface of the face, such
as eye sockets, nose, and chin [54, 55]. This approach has
the advantage of being able to recognize faces without being
affected by changes in lighting or range of viewing angles.
Skin texture analysis is a technique of recognizing a person by
transforming characteristic lines, patterns, anddots in human
skin into a mathematical space [53]. Thermal cameras are
used to remove hats, glasses, make-up, and detect actual hair
shape, complementing the existing facial recognition barriers
[56]. Notable software used for facial recognition include
Apple’s iPhoto, Google’s Picasa, Adobe’s Photoshop Elements,
and OpenCV.
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Facial recognition has been widely used for security
systems in Australia, New Zealand, or the US. Recently, facial
recognition techniques have been utilized in retail stores
for marketing purposes through customer identification and
segmentation. At the National Retail Federation (NRF) con-
ference in 2012, Microsoft demonstrated an advertisement
that offers customized products to customers in real time
when customers move past the show windows using Kinect,
a motion detection technology applied to the Xbox game
console. It scans people passing through Kinect and suggests
products that match customer’s preference in Windows
Embedded POSReady 7 by guessing gender, height, weight,
race, age, and so on. Whole Foods has implemented the
“Smarter Cart” project based on Microsoft’s Kinect tablet,
UPC scanner, RFID reader, and speech recognition. Whole
Foods utilizes Kinect’s motion capture function to allow carts
to follow each other as they move through the store and
apply voice commands using speech recognition technology.
The reader can recognize the product name and price and
create and share a shopping list. The goods’ information is
able to be shared automatically without paying for them. In
addition to Whole Foods, Microsoft is pursuing a commerce
application project based on Kinect’s Windows platform
for over 300 companies by tracking customer behavior in
3D and analyzing customer behavior patterns. Kinect has
uses in a variety of commerce-based services, including
showing advertisements that offer customized products to
the customers in real time and enabling them to experience
products through a virtual dressing room. San Diego based
Emotient analyzes facial expressions of visitors to the store
through facial recognition software and types them as joy,
anger, sadness, surprise, fear, disgust, and contempt. Stores
can create a salesperson response manual based on customer
response and use customer feedback for marketing [57].

3.4. Interactive Digital Signage. Digital signage is digital
media that provides information, entertainment, and adver-
tisement by installing a digital display, which can be remotely
controlled through a network in a public or commercial
space. Media interactivity is becoming more important as
consumers’ media usage patterns shift from a haphazard
mode to the active mode of selecting and controlling media
and consuming multimedia at the same time. As the user
interaction technologies, for instance, touch screen, motion
detection, and image capture, evolve, the importance of inter-
active digital signage becomes highlighted. Interactive digital
signage is an intelligent and convergentmedia providing con-
tents through network. Recently, the development of digital
signage has taken many forms. For example, it streams high-
resolution images using large displays, provides customized
advertisements through interaction with users, and supports
disaster prevention through linkage with surrounding situa-
tion recognition systems. In addition, in the fashion industry,
interactive digital signage is gaining attention as a customer
acquisitionmethod. It attracts customers’ attention outside of
the retail market, and maintains the incoming customers by
drawing customers’ attention.

Digital signage consists of (1) hardware for display and
media player, (2) software for contents creation, distribution,

management, and operation, (3) wired and wireless network
for Internet and communication, (4) content authoring tech-
nology, and (5) UI & UX technology. As related technologies
develop and the importance of user interaction grows, the
technical elements of digital signage are rapidly changing. In
terms of hardware, OLED displays, immersive displays, and
large-format displays are common and the compatibility of
the media player with different types of terminals is improv-
ing. Software is evolving from the limited functionality of
traditionalmedia operations to intelligent software, including
hardware control, content retrieval, big data, and spatial and
situational analysis.The network reflects interdevice commu-
nication and contents transmission technology. In content
transmission technology, development and personalization
of realistic contents based on bidirectionality are highlighted.
In UI & UX, service and product development based on
emotion are becoming important. As human computer inter-
action (HCI) technology develops, multiuser interaction via
mobile devices are becoming possible.

Interactive digital signage is attempting to combine var-
ious technologies such as artificial intelligence, facial recog-
nition, near field communication, and augmented reality. In
addition, multitouch displays are used to enable multiple
users at the same time. In retail stores, the use of showcases
combining transparent LCD is increasing. Many companies
also use NFC chips in digital signage or use QR codes or
barcodes to transmit personalized information or coupon
to their smartphone. In recent years, there have been cases
in which the digital signage of the situation is reflected
in the actual situation of the place where the digital sig-
nage is installed. Interactive Digital Billboard, an outdoor
billboard launched by British Airway in November 2014,
is an interactive advertisement that shows the destinations
of airplanes when young children in the billboard point to
airplanes when they actually fly [58]. The digital signage
installed in the subway history of the train senses the entry
of the train into the station and shows the hair of the model
in the digital signage to be scattered in the wind of the
train effectively expressing the performance of the hair care
product. Interactive digital signage, in this way, combines
with the latest information technology to enhance consumer
engagement [59].

In the fashion industry, interactive display is imple-
mented through interactive hangers, interactive fitting
rooms, and interactive displays. Brazil’s fashion retailer C&A
installed a digital hanger named “FashionLike” in its stores. In
clothes hangers screen, C&A’s online shopping mall displays
the number of customers’ thumbs-up. This is similar to
Facebook’s Like, allowing visitors to recognize the preferences
of other people’s products. This provides a selection recom-
mendation for purchasing to customers who do not have a
certain preference or hesitate to purchase between several
products [60]. Ralph Lauren installed an interactive fitting
room called Oak Fitting Room in Oak Lab in a flagship
store on Fifth Avenue in Manhattan, New York, in 2015.
Customers can request different sizes by pressing the buttons
installed in the fitting room, and they can recommend
clothing that matches the selected item. In the interactive
fitting room, when a user brings in a product they want to
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Table 1: Solution-specific applied technology.

Technology
Solution

Smart CCTV Smart hanger Smart mirror Smart show window Smart shelf &
showcase

Indoor positioning
V

(motion detection,
object racking)

V
(beacon, accelerometer)

V
(beacon)

V
(beacon, motion

detection)

V
(beacon,

accelerometer)

Augmented reality V
(camera)

V
(camera)

Facial recognition V
(facial recognition)

V
(facial recognition)

Interactive digital
signage V V

(barcode)
V

(infrared touch)
V

(infrared touch)

wear, they know which product they have selected through
the RFID information. The mirror is also touch screen,
meaning the store clerk can be asked to adjust the lighting
and find a related product or if you want different size, the
store clerk can be notified with the press of one button. In
addition, if the customer wants to buy a product later, they
are able to buy it via mobile shopping through SMS [61]. In
2012, Adidas installed an interactive digital window on its
customer’s smartphone without having to install a mobile
application or scan a QR code in the Nürnberg NEO Label
store in Germany. This storefront window is responsible for
translating the virtual store. Customers can drag life-size
images of products using the intuitive interface of the
touch screen window to put their favorite products on their
smartphones and pay for them on “Adidas NEO online.”
Customers can also touch up hotspots on the window to view
detailed information about the product or view a moving
image wearing the pertinent product [62].

4. Smart Store Framework

4.1. Solutions for Smart Stores. CompanyK, one of the leading
companies in the Korean fashion industry, introduced three
smart retail stores in the complex shopping mall in 2015.
Company K has introduced six types of solutions for smart
store implementation: smart CCTV, smart hanger, smart
mirror, smart show windows, and smart shelf and smart
showcase. Company K’s smart stores typify the underly-
ing technologies of solutions: firstly, the smart CCTV has
built-in people counting line analysis and area of interest
analysis based on motion detection, object tracking, and
facial recognition technology. The smart hanger has a built-
in accelerometer to track user’s movements and to change
digital display. The smart mirror provides a virtual fitting
service based on augmented reality technology and provides
a display in conjunction with the location of smart hanger,
smart shelf, and so on. The smart show windows perform
facial recognition using Kinect and beacon and provide
product recommendation based on the user’s gender and age
in interactive display. The smart shelf and showcase track the
position of the product based on the beacon with built-in
accelerometer and display the user’s interests on the digital
signage via the infrared touch screen. Table 1 summarizes the

technology utilized by the smart retail solutions in the three
smart stores of Company K, and Table 2 shows its detailed
functions, application solutions, and specifications.

4.2. Components of Smart Stores. Table 3 shows the smart
retail settings of Company K in the flagship stores of men’s
clothing of S brand, women’s clothing of L brand, handbags,
and wallets women’s accessory C brand.

L brand has installed 6 smart CCTVs for people counting,
face recognition, and zone analysis. In addition, it analyzes
customers’ behavior through smart hangers, smart mirrors,
and smart show windows and provides a new shopping
experience to customers. The layout of L brand emulated
applications is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 2, smart show windows are respon-
sible for customer acquisition from outside the store, while
the other five solutions perform customer retention in the
store based on its installation location.We use these solutions
to enhance customer behavior analysis and customer experi-
ence in terms of marketing. Smart CCTV is used for target
marketing, smart showwindow, smart shelf, and smart show-
case for experiential marketing. Meanwhile, smart hanger
and smart mirror will enhance brand accessibility by provid-
ing new experiences to customerswho visit first. It plays a role
of increasing the purchase conversion rate. The accumulated
customer behavior is used to provide personalized product
recommendation and store layout optimization through data
analysis.

Company K’s smart stores are implemented as appli-
cations for customers and employees based on technolo-
gies such as indoor positioning, augmented reality, facial
recognition, and interactive digital signage. Applications for
customers include smart hangers, smart shelves and show-
cases, smart mirrors, smart show windows, and smartphone
applications, and applications for employee include smart
CCTVs, smart pads, and wearable devices. Customers who
visit the store receives stimuli through shopping experiences
such as viewing, listening, and touching smart retail settings.
Afterwards, customers interact with applications to gain
new experiences through cognition or applications that gain
confidence in new information or purchases. The customer
has an intention regarding shopping through the step of
enjoying consciousness.This can be expressed as a customer’s
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Table 2: IoT technologies for K’s smart stores.

IoT technology Function Applied solution

Movement path analysis
It captures the in-stream population of the store and collects

information such as staying in a specific place for a long time or
coming into a main line

✓ Smart CCTV
✓Wearable device

Beacon It provides unique location signals for each product to provide
relevant information from nearby equipment and your smart phone

✓ Smart hanger
✓ Smart mirror
✓ Smart show window
✓ Smart shelf

✓ Smartphone application

Accelerometer By detecting the movement of objects, the customer recognizes the
action of picking up or dropping the product

✓ Smart hanger
✓ Smart shelf
✓ Smart showcase

Motion detection It provides interactive user experience with equipment through
motion recognition in places where touch operation is impossible ✓ Smart show window

Facial recognition Face recognition and age/gender analysis ✓ Smart CCTV
✓ Smart show window

Camera It provides the customer’s image to the screen and the fitting contents
through the shooting/recording function ✓ Smart mirror

Near infrared sensor It provides the ability to recognize the presence or absence of
customers in front of objects ✓ Smart mirror

Barcode sensor It recognizes the barcode in the tag of the product and provides the
information of the product ✓ Smart mirror

IR touch sensor
Through a touch function of the display glass, it provides the

operation function that allows the user to view the information of the
product even if the customer does not take out the product

✓ Smart showcase

iWatch Receiving a variety of notifications via watch ✓Wearable device

Smart pad In addition to simple alarms, it provides services that enable
promoting products in connection with things ✓ Smart pad

Integrated control solution Remotely managing various Internet of things equipment and
distributing and operating each content

✓ Smart CCTV
✓ Smart hanger
✓ Smart mirror
✓ Smart show window
✓ Smart shelf
✓Wearable device
✓ Smart pad

Table 3: Example of K’s smart stores.

Brand
Solution

Smart
CCTV

Smart
hanger

Smart
mirror

Smart show
window

Smart shelf
& showcase

S brand
(menswear) V V V V

L brand
(petticoat) V V V V

C brand
(accessories) V V V

inquiry about the product to purchase, a revisit to find the
store again, and a purchase to buy the goods. A series of
decision-related processes can be interpreted through the
Stimulus-Organism-Response (SOR) framework [63].

Customers who visit the store will be able to get detailed
information about the product, such as material, price, and
review, on the display installed in the vicinity as they touch,

browse, and move items in smart hanger or smart shelf and
showcase. Customers can use the smart mirror to compare
various products at the same time through virtual fitting
with 360-degree vogue and augmented reality, or to assist
with purchase decisions by communicating with neighboring
acquaintances. The show window’s gamification function
stops the customer from stepping out of the store, and the
displaywindowof the showwindow is turned off. In addition,
smartphone applications enable location-based marketing by
sending coupons or event information when a customer is
near a store, allowing customers can use them. It is possible
to experience Omnichannel marketing by storing items of
interest in the offline store in the shopping cart of the online
shopping mall or by inquiring where the items of interest in
the online shoppingmall are located in the offline store. Retail
applications provide cognition to the demanding shopper
and consciousness to the entertainment shopper to guide
the customer’s purchase and related decisions. The ultimate
goal of a smart store in the retail industry is to attract its
customers to purchase products. The purchase process in the
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Smart hanger

Smart mirror

Smart show window
Smart CCTV (zone analysis)

Smart CCTV (people counting)

Smart CCTV (facial recognition)

Figure 1: Layout of L brand’s smart store.

marketing perspective consists of three activities: consulting
the customer to have intention to purchase, inducing the
customers to revisit the store, and persuading the customers
to purchase the product. This can be measured by actual
resource expenditure (e.g., product purchase), perceived
resource expenditure (e.g., willingness to pay), and satis-
faction (e.g., purchase intention). Smart retail settings give
consciousness composed of fantasy, imagery, and creative
play to the entertainment customers and give cognition to
the demanding customers composed of direct interaction,
secondary source information, and intentional belief through
customer experience enhancement at the organization layer.
These two enable the customer move from the organism

layer to the response layer. Figure 3 summarizes the customer
shopping experience through applications applied to Com-
pany K’s smart store.

5. Components of Smart Stores

5.1. Smart CCTV. Company K has installed 4∼6 smart
CCTVs per store in 3 branded flagship stores to implement
personalized marketing by analyzing user behavior in store
through indoor positioning and facial recognition technol-
ogy and implement store layout optimization. Smart CCTV
performs the four following functions: people counting, facial
recognition, customer movement analysis, and interest area
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Figure 2: Solutions for K’s smart stores.

analysis. First, Company K installed CCTV with sensors to
measure the number of visitors at all outlets of the store. By
measuring the number of customers who entered the store,
it is possible to measure the purchase conversion rate, which
indicates the number of visitors per day and per hour, average
residence time of customers, and number of buyers compared
to visitors. Therefore, it is possible to plan an efficient
operation of employees. Secondly, a facial recognition sensor
was attached to the CCTV installed at the main entrance
of the store. As a result, it became possible to measure
the number of unique visitors by solving duplicate visitors.
Thirdly, the company installed CCTV for each major area of
the store, and logged customers’ travel route and residence
time in the store. By analyzing customer shopping lines, it
is made possible to improve the store layout, to increase the
efficiency of the use of the store area, and to relocate the
products in the store, thereby inducing the strategic purchase
of products. Fourthly, Company K measured the residence
time at a certain point through CCTV and introduced a
system to send a notification message to the shop staff when
customers stay at a specific spot for more than 30 seconds.
Customers are prevented from leaving due to lack of proper
guidance even though they are interested in the product, and
the store personnel can understand the customer’s interest
area and respond to the customers rapidly.

As shown in Figure 4, it becomes possible to evaluate
the movement of people, the value of the store area, and the
attractiveness of the goods objectively, whereas previously
this was only identified subjectively by store personnel. Fur-
thermore, effects of promotions and events can be measured
and utilized to encourage the purchases of the viewer.

The details of the technology applied for smart CCTV
are as follows: firstly, sensor cameras are installed on the
ceiling of all entrances in the facility to count customers.
Then a counting area is set inside the entrance, so that
only those who are out of the area are counted. Secondly,
a facial recognition system is installed through five sensor
cameras on the ceiling of the main entrance in order to

get five face images of the customer through the processor.
The supporting hardware consists of a camera module, a
twist unit (TWU), and a processor. TWU converts video
signals into differential signals and the process encrypts and
transmits upper body photographs to a management PC. In
order to protect the privacy of the customer, themanagement
PC extracts the attributes for the face recognition from
the pictures and deletes the photographs. The software of
GikenTrastem provides the gender and the age resolution.
The test results showed an accuracy of about 80%. However,
the quality of recognition accuracy depends on the mask
or face direction. Thirdly, the analysis of the customer
movement and the analysis of the interest area are performed
by measuring the travelling time of the customer through
the sensor installed on the ceiling and the time spent at the
specific location and time recording. In particular, Company
K has introduced a system that notifies customers of the
products they are interested in by sending signals to smart
pad (iPad) and wearable device (iWatch).

5.2. Smart Hanger. Company K has installed a smart hanger
in the flagship store of S and L brands to provide an
intuitive user experience by using beacon and digital display
as shown in Figure 5. Smart hangers analyze products of
interest, customer experience, and customer response. The
implementation method and effect are as follows. Firstly,
CompanyK can attach a beaconwith an accelerometer on the
smart hanger to measure how many customers were holding
the hanger with the item and what distance they have moved
with the hanger. The company can link the logs made by
the smart hanger with the purchase data and analyze the
link between the goods of interest and the purchase items.
This is similar to linking e-commerce to click-through pages,
shopping carts, and purchase items. Through this, Company
K has been able to targetmarketing by tracking and analyzing
the processes from the point of customer’s attention to the
product to the process of purchasing. Secondly, Company
K has smart hangers in conjunction with digital signage
to provide customers with a new store experience. The
display in standby mode shows the top three items and
promotional images, such as model photos. However, if a
customer holds a hanger with a beacon, themedia pole digital
display on the top of the hanger shows details of the product
such as material and price and the number of customers
who previously selected the product. In addition, when the
customer takes the coat hanger to the mirror, details of the
product are displayed in the mirror.This allows the customer
to learn detailed information about the product without
help of the store staff and make purchasing decisions based
on the purchasing tendencies of other customers. Thirdly,
smart hangers can also help retailers gather customer data
by measuring and analyzing in-store behavior. The beacon
embedded in smart hangers also enables smart pads and
wearable devices used by the store staff to send messages
related to products of customer interest, so that they can be
prepared for invisible customer interaction.

Smart hangers consists of a hangerwith an accelerometer-
installed beacon, a 3-sided media pole, a video wall, a digital
display, and an Android set-top box. Here, the accelerometer
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Figure 3: Application of the SOR framework.

Figure 4: Operation of people counting sensor.

Figure 5: Smart hanger.

measures the time the customer picks up the hangers and
movement of the hangers. The beacon attached to the smart
hanger sends the signal to the digital display when the
customer picks up the hanger to display detailed information
about the product.The beacon of the smart hanger also sends

Figure 6: Smart mirror using augmented reality.

a signal to the mirror to display the details of the product
when the two are in close proximity. While this is happening,
the store employee receives an alarm through a smart pad
and wearable devices when the customer picks up the hanger.
Customers can also receive detailed information on products
related to the products they are interested in and a list of
recommended products through the smart pad.

5.3. Smart Mirror. Company K has been providing virtual
fitting and product recommendation services to customers
by combining augmented reality and interactive display
technology in mirrors installed in S, L, and C brands’ flagship
stores (Figure 6). Through this, Company K is providing
new customer experiences to customers who visit stores
and improving the purchase rate by recommending products
optimized for customers.

The smart mirror provides beacon-related product infor-
mation, virtual fitting, SNS sharing, on-offline shopping
connection, and product recommendation. Firstly, the smart
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Figure 7: AR mannequin on the smart show window.

mirror displays details of selected items in conjunction
with the smart hanger, enabling customers to shop more
proactively without the help of clerks. When the customer
holds the smart hanger and goes near the smart mirror, the
sensor attached to the mirror recognizes it and displays the
thumbnail image of the product in the mirror display. When
the customer selects the thumbnail image, the smart mirror
displays the related item in the mirror display along with
the detailed information, such as the product name, price,
size, product review, laundry guide, and material. Customers
can also use the staff call feature in the mirror display to
ask additional questions. Secondly, the smartmirror provides
a virtual fitting function that shoots moving images at 360
degrees and changes the color of the video after shooting
to estimate the wearing shot. This allows customers to see
which color best suits their needs without having to try on
individual items of clothing. Thirdly, the smart mirror stores
the pictures and images it takes. From there, they can be
transferred usingMMS andQR codes to theirmobile phones,
transmit them to their friends, and provide the function of
allowing their friends or SNS to evaluate their choices. This
not only provides new shopping experiences to customers,
but also increases the rate of conversion of purchases by
receiving real time ratings from friends. Fourthly, besides the
smart hanger, customers can tag product barcodes in the store
with barcode sensors to access detailed information about
products by tagging them on the smart mirrors. In addition,
the customer can put the retrieved items in their shopping
cart on the online shopping malls for stores. The smart
mirror implements the Omnichannel marketing function,
which is merely in its initial form but also able to extend to
showrooming. For this purpose, Company K has installed
a mirror display with a camera, a beacon sensor, and a
bar code recognition sensor on the mirror display. We have
also introduced software that includes an augmented reality
function to provide virtual fitting. Meanwhile, Company
K has developed a mobile application for online shopping
interactions, so that customers can add items viewed offline
to their shopping cart on the online shoppingmalls for stores.

5.4. Smart Show Window. As shown in Figures 7 and 8,
Company K has installed a smart interactive display in the
show window outside stores for drawing customer attention
through customer experience enhancement. Brand S has
installed a show window with facial recognition and aug-
mented reality technology, and brand L has installed a show
windowwith a brochure function. CompanyK has developed
anARmannequin on the showwindowof brand S, whichwas

Figure 8: Show window brochure.

Figure 9: Facial recognition using Kinect.

built with a transparent display with the dual purpose of shop
window. In order to maximize the effect of the transparent
display device, the actual mannequin was also displayed
inside. This mannequin is displayed in a virtual outfit chosen
by the shop staff. Normally, the transparent display above
the outfit on the mannequin displays information about the
outfit, but the new technology allows the user to view detailed
information about the outfit when they touch a button on the
display. The user can also change the color of the garment,
allowing them to experience an interactive display that uses
augmented reality technology. In addition, shop staff can
change the outfit worn on the mannequin using the iPad,
meaning the display can be changed from time to time to suit
seasonal fashion trends. By contrast, brand L’s show window
brochure has added an interactive display function to the
show window display of the store that shows the contents
of the store as an interactive fashion pictorial. The store
can use this to contain more displays on a limited show
window screen and allows the user to choose a display based
on their preferences. This type of display attracts potential
customers’ attentions, encouraging them to linger outside
the store for longer, as well as allowing customers to make
decisions before entering the store and therefore increasing
the ratio of purchase rate compared to visiting customers. In
addition, this encourages customer engagement by enabling
customers to capture photos and utilize them as pictorial
models.

Company K uses facial recognition technology to mea-
sure the age range of customers and provides customized
product recommendation services. At the same time, Com-
pany K uses the gamification function to attract customers
who pass by and utilizes them for customer acquisition. As
shown in Figure 9, Company K has installed a Kinect sensor
with a facial recognition function in the mirror-type show
window display of the store. This show window works like a
mirror, but the Kinect sensor is activated when a potential
user comes within 2m. There are camera and proximity
sensors installed behind the mirror glass which is invisible
to the user. In reality, facial recognition is made possible
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by linking cameras in digital information display (DID)
with NEC’s “Field Analyst for Signage” solution. Using this
process, it is possible to measure up to 20 passengers passing
at a commonwalking speed at the same time. Each customer’s
age and gender are estimated through a process consisting of
three combined modules: face detection, feature extraction,
and face recognition. First, we used a geometry feature-based
approach to analyze the features of eyes and nose and used
the geometrical relationships between them, using graph
matching algorithms, for face detection. Second, we extracted
image (wrinkle) and shape (geometry) features of each face
image for feature extraction. Finally, we used a support
vector machine (SVM) classifier in the face recognition
process to improve the accuracy of gender and age estimation
systems using face images. We used a single linear SVM
classifier trained using the feature vector representations for
gender estimation. Because gender estimation is a binary
classification that distinguishes betweenmale and female and
it is easy to obtain many learning data with accurate gender
information, the SVM classifier achieves a high recognition
rate of over 95%. On the other hand, it is difficult to improve
accuracy in age estimation, because it is difficult to obtain
learning data with accurate age information and there is no
standard age estimation method. Therefore, we performed
multilabel age classification and then performed one-versus-
one linear SVM arrangement for each age group. Further-
more, it has also become possible to classify the floating
population passing through the store and the customers
visiting the store by gender (male/female) and age (1-year-
old).

This makes it possible to measure the effect of the show
window display by measuring the residence time (display
residence time) in front of the show window, the time of the
gaze (screen gaze time), and the distance (distance between
the screen and the person). When the upper illuminance
is above 500 lux, the accuracy is more than 90% for flow
population, 80% for sex, and 70∼75% for age group. However,
since privacy concerns exist in facial recognition [64], images
and personal information are not stored in accordance with
Article 25 (1) of the Personal Data Protection Act for the
protection of personal information. Instead, data is stored as
raw numeric and text data used for customer analysis. Stores
use facial recognition technology to enhance the customer’s
interest by providing appropriate games and provide product
recommendation services based on information obtained.
The customer can participate in a game (age estimation game)
that calculates their age through the display installed in the
store show window. The photographs taken here are used
for customer segmentation by utilizing facial recognition
technology and provides different product recommendation
services appropriate to age and gender based on face recog-
nition results through the smart window mirror display.

5.5. Smart Shelf and Showcase. As shown in Figures 10 and 11,
Company K has installed a smart shelf and smart showcase
that combines indoor positioning and smart interactive dis-
play technology in brick-and-mortar stores for increased cus-
tomer retention through customer experience enhancement.
Tags on fashion accessories, such as handbags, have beacons

Figure 10: Smart shelf using interactive display.

Figure 11: Smart showcase using interactive display.

attached to accelerometers attached to them.The operation of
these tags are similar to smart hangers. When the user picks
up a fashion accessory, the sensor attached to the wall display
captures the movement of the beacon and displays product
information. If several people pick up a product at the same
time, this information is displayed on the mirror near to the
product. It also provides an Omnichannel shopping function
that links offline shopping items to online shopping carts in
conjunction with online shopping malls. At the same time,
brand C from Company K offers a new user experience by
combining an interactive display with a showcase, which
displays accessories such as wallets. Technically, it combines
touch screen-based digital signage with existing showcases
to attract visitors’ attention and allows customers to view
detailed information about the products they are interested
in without being directly involved. The smart showcase
provides detailed information about the selected product
such as material, release date, selling price, and related
product information when the product shown on the display
is touched or the attached accessory is placed on the RFID
reader. This enables customers who do not feel comfortable
asking store staff to inquire about the product without direct
interaction. In addition, store staff are able to respond better
to customers’ needs through receiving customers’ inquiry
history on their iPad.

5.6. Smart Pad and Wearable Device. Company K utilizes
information about customer preferences accumulated in the
store and provides it to store staff who use smart pads
(iPad) and wearable devices (iWatch) for efficient customer
response. In addition, a dedicated application was developed
to process data collected from various sensors and to provide
customer information to shop staff.This enables shop staff to
improve customers’ experiences in relation to customer iden-
tification, product recommendation, and store management.
Firstly, store staff can focus on their customers and identify
their needs without having to ask questions. Customer
information collected from smart CCTV’s customer entry
and point of interest notifications, smart hanger, and smart
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merchandise is transferred to shop staff through smart pads
and wearable devices. This allows shop staff to understand
customers’ interest areas and which products the customer
are interested in. Secondly, analyzing integrated customer
behavior data allows for efficient product recommendation.
When a customer hesitates to purchase a product, the
recommended product and the related product list on the
smart pad may prevent the customer from leaving the store
and provide functions that encourage additional purchases.
In addition, the availability of information such as color,
sales ranking, and inventory information on smart padsmake
it possible for store staff to provide quick response to the
customers. Thirdly, the store staff can identify the location of
the items in the store and the inventory quantity as well as a
customer’s staying time and list of popular products through
smart pad, thereby enabling efficient store management.
In addition, shop staff can use the smart pad to change
the display of the augmented reality mannequin displayed
in the smart window, or to change the location of items
on the smart showcase. Smart pads and wearable devices
provided to employees in stores are used to provide real time
trigger to customers by gathering information from smart
CCTV, smart hangers, and smart displays and processing
through event processing and data analysis. In other words,
smart pads and wearable devices are important solutions to
improve customer satisfaction and offer relevancy in smart
stores.

5.7. Smartphone Application. Company K conducts targeted
marketing through indoor positioning technology and
smartphone application using beacons. The mobile applica-
tion developed for this purpose provides push type informa-
tion delivery, on-offline shopping link, SNS support, mem-
bership, and so forth. The following are detailed functions:
firstly, it is possible to implement location-based marketing
for retailers by linking indoor positioning technology and
mobile application. When a customer who has installed a
smart application on their smartphone passes a store, the
customer can use information, such as purchase patterns,
product details, events, and coupons through smartphone
application. Secondly, showrooming and web rooming,
which combine online mobile shopping and actual in-store
shopping, becomes possible. Customers can find products of
interest in offline stores and then add them into the shopping
cart for mobile shopping using the smartphone application.
In addition, when a customer registers in a smartphone appli-
cation or comes online, shops can display location informa-
tion through the mobile application when customers search
for offline stores. Thirdly, the smart application provides a
new shopping experience by linking the application with
SNS services. Customers can transfer images shot through
smart mirrors to their friends to receive their opinions and
can promote products to their friends by putting products
into the shopping cart. Finally, the membership function in
the mobile application supports customized shopping. If a
customer submits their membership card barcode through
the smart window or the smart mirror, they can receive
recommendations based on their interest and can receive
convenient shopping service based on their purchase history.

6. Discussions

The development of information and communication tech-
nologies is fundamentally changing the entire industry,
including the retail industry [65–67]. The technologies
related to Internet of Everything (IoE) connect people,
processes, data, and things in the world, and add new
value by adding information to things. Company K’s Smart
store consists of various Internet of things technologies,
such as smart hanger based on sensor technologies, smart
CCTV based on indoor positioning and facial recognition,
and smart mirror based on augmented reality and digital
signage. The term “Internet of Everything” is an extension
of the Internet of things. Dave Evans, who originated the
concept of IoE, defined IoE as “the intelligent connection of
people, process, data and things”. IoT focuses on machine-
to-machine (M2M) communications, which are communi-
cations between machines, while the more expansive IoE
concept includes M2M communications, machine-to-people
(M2P), and people-to-people (P2P) interactions.We cited the
term IoE because the technologies used in the smart store
include M2P and P2P communications as well as M2M.

In this environment, companies must utilize big data,
including user behaviors, to optimize operations, adjust
prices, predict demand, and provide desired product con-
figurations. In this regard, Gartner forecasts that customer
digital assistants will recognize individuals by face and voice
across channels and partners by the end of 2018 [68]. They
argued that customer experiences with conventional offline
stores and online shopping malls will be integrated into a
multichannel retail setting and this new service will support
tech-savvy customers. Customers’ increased willingness to
adopt facial and voice recognition technologies allows firms
to acquire large amounts of information related to the
consumer’s purchase process.The “smart store” is an example
of the paradigm shift from “businesses use technology” to
“technology defines businesses” in relation to business and
technology. Recently, the characteristics of the retail industry
have been transformed to “smart store” due to smart retail
settings that utilize advanced technology.

6.1. Theoretical Contributions. Our research provides the
following theoretical contributions. Firstly, we conducted
an integrated research that combines marketing and com-
puting perspectives in terms of the purpose and means of
implementing a smart store. A variety of previous studies
have addressed the technical elements and analysis methods
for implementing customer recognition [50, 53, 69], indoor
location analysis [5, 13], customer behavior logs analysis [18],
and augmented realty [70–72].

Secondly, our case includes case studies of indoor posi-
tioning, augmented reality, facial recognition, and interactive
digital signage. Our case incorporates various technical ele-
ments and IoT into various objects in fashion shops, such as
hanger, fitting mirror, show window, and shelf. While most
previous studies have put emphasis on the technical content
of one or two components of the smart store, our study is a
comprehensive case study. In particular, our case has actually
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Table 4: Comparison of sales before and after installation of smart store.

Before introduction
(Average sales per
store within brand)

After introduction
(Average sales per
store within brand)

Increase/decrease width Fluctuation rate Installation time

S brand 108.90% 141.30% 32.40% 29.76% July, 2015
L brand 45.98% 61.56% 15.58% 33.87% December, 2015
C brand 26.19% 34.13% 7.94% 30.33% December, 2015

built in three branded flagship stores of the leading fashion
company in Korea.

Thirdly, we looked at a case of collecting data that
can analyze customer behavior in the conventional offline
store using various IoT technologies. This allows us to offer
personalized marketing proposals to our users and optimize
their circulation and layout. Tracking the user’s location,
identifying products of interest, and tracking the user’s gen-
der and age are similar to the analytic process of estimating
the user’s personalities and preferences through online web
log analysis. In the past, it was almost impossible to collect
and analyze data on customer preferences in an offline
environment. However, this study shows that it is becoming
possible to analyze customer behavior using sensors and IoT
technology installed in the retail stores.

Fourthly, this study has demonstrated that retail smart
settings in brick-and-mortar stores can increase sale within
a short period. To measure the economic performance of
Company K’s smart store, we compared the sales results
between the “smart store” and other stores in the same brand
before and after introducing “smart store.” This approach is
reasonable because the fashion industry has highly fluctu-
ating sales due to new product purchases, promotions, and
seasonal changes. Table 4 shows the ratio of the store sales to
the average sales of all stores in the brand as a comparison
index. In the case of brand S, sales of the store increased
from 108.90% to 141.30% after introducing the smart store.
Brand L’s sales increased from 45.98% to 61.56%, and brand
C’s sales increased from26.19% to 34.13%. Each brand showed
a similar sales increase of around 30%. Average sales of brand
L and C are lower than the average sales growth because
there aremany stores in department stores with high sales per
store.

6.2. Limitations and Future Researches. Firstly, cost is the
biggest problem with smart retail settings in brick-and-
mortar stores. All retailers aim for larger profit. However,
smart store technology is still too expensive to use in retail
settings. A low return of investment caused by excessive
investment costs and a long payback period are obstacles
in spreading the smart store. For this reason, the fashion
industry is building smart stores mainly in flagship stores.
Therefore, it is important to overcome this problem in order
to analyze user behavior at a lower cost.

Secondly, from a long-term perspective, it is necessary
to examine whether sales increase, increase of visitors, and
purchase conversion rate were by introducing smart store.

In addition, the technology and equipment required for the
smart store are often expensive, so it is necessary to research
whether the increase in profits from introducing the smart
store exceeds the cost required. In the future, if a brand is
recognized through the introduction of a flagship store, and if
it has played a role in attracting customers’ attention, research
on the efficiency of technology introduction is needed for
universal utilization in future brick-and-mortar stores. In
addition, seasonal factors, promotional effects, and longer-
term changes in earnings should be considered to account for
changes in sales across multiple shopping malls.

Thirdly, the use of personal information, such as location,
appearance, and preference of consumers collected for pro-
viding new experiences, immersions, and customized pro-
posals comes with the risk of privacy infringement [73, 74].
Therefore, it is necessary to conduct detailed studies on the
interest conflict issues between the efficiency improvement
of using personal information and the protection of privacy,
including legal and ethical reviews on the privacy concern.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated persuasive marketing and
immersive customer experience based on various Internet of
things technologies through a case study on smart store in
a Korean fashion company. Smart retail settings will change
customer behaviors through customer experience enhance-
ment in the marketing perspective. In addition, various IoT
technologies such as indoor positioning, augmented reality,
facial recognition, and interactive display make it possible to
create solutions and components for smart store implemen-
tations in the computing perspective. Although this paper
thoroughly surveys the state-of-the-art marketing practices
and technical applications in smart store, we believe that there
should be further practical and theoretical research on smart
store to implement it successfully in various situations.
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Localization is a concerning issue in the applications of wireless sensor networks. Alongwith the accuracy of the location estimation
of the sensor nodes, the security of the estimation is another priority. Wireless sensor networks often face various attacks where the
attackers try to manipulate the estimated location or try to provide false beacons. In this paper, we have proposed a methodology
that will address this problem of security aspects in localization of the sensor nodes. Moreover, we have considered the network
environment with random node deployment and mobility as these two conditions are less addressed in previous research works.
Further, our proposed algorithm provides low overhead due to the usage of less control messages in a limited transmission range. In
addition, we have also proposed an algorithm to detect the malicious anchor nodes inside the network.The simulated results show
that our proposed algorithm is efficient in terms of time consumption, localization accuracy, and localization ratio in the presence
of malicious nodes.

1. Introduction

Localization [1, 2] defines the calculation of the location
or position of sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs). The dynamic need of the applications has made
the deployment of WSNs extended from static to mobile.
Such networks are dynamic and therefore the localization of
nodes is also changeable and thus makes the process a critical
factor in WSNs. The knowledge of the physical location of
a network entity helps in different applications and services
[3–5]. The main consideration of location discovery is a set
of special nodes known as anchor nodes, which are resource
privileged having more storage and computational capacity.
Using the location of anchor nodes, other unknown nodes
compute their location in different ways. Therefore, it is
critical that malicious anchor nodes need to be prevented
from providing false location information as the unknown
nodes completely depend on the anchor nodes for computing
their own location [6]. WSNs attract the adversaries in a
very general way. Attacks are executed by the internal nodes

as well as external nodes. Therefore, it is compulsory that
the localization techniques should be secured enough [7].
The secured localization process must prevent both mali-
cious insider nodes from misrepresenting their location and
outside entities from performing intrusion with the location
determination process. The security requirements for local-
ization techniques must include privacy of the location infor-
mation, authorization for legitimate nodes and the integrity
to identify any kind of deviation from true location. Further,
information availability to compute proper location is also
required for a secured localization process. The accuracy of
nodes’ locations can be considered on the basis of two aspects.
On one hand, nodes (anchor or unknown) need to calculate
their correct position depending upon some references,
which is called localization estimation (Figure 1(a)). On the
other hand, the Base Station (BS) also needs to ensure that
the location estimations it has received are correct. Thus, we
need to verify the locations received from the nodes. This
is called location verification (Figure 1(b)). In this paper, we
have introduced a secured localization process using mutual
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Figure 1: Localization system.

authentication and validation of insider nodes. The rest of
the paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 explains
the attack model, that is, the different attacks on localization
systems in WSNs. Related work in this line of work has
been cited in Section 3. The proposed algorithm is discussed
in Section 4 along with the detailed network model and
its related assumptions are in Section 5. The results of the
simulation have been explained in Section 6. Finally, we have
concluded the paper in Section 7.

2. Attack Model

Many attacks [8] have been studied on localization sys-
tem. Attacks are executed in the information collection
process in location estimation phase as well as location
verification phase. There are several types of elementary and
combinational attacks that can be executed in localization
systems. Table 1 summarizes the layer wise attacks in WSNs
localization process [9].

2.1. Elementary Attacks. Elementary attacks are the prime
attacks which have their own technical aspects of execution.
Some of such attacks are discussed below.

Range Change Attack. In this attack an attacker changes the
range orAngle ofArrival (AoA)measurements amongnodes.
This attack affects both localization estimation and location
verification systems. For example, reducing or increasing the
range measurement between node A and node B will lead to
malicious estimation of locations of B shown by green dotted
circles in Figure 2.

False Beacon Location Attack. In this attack an attacker
makes the victim node receive false estimated locations. For
example, an attacker gains control over a beacon or anchor
node and then it make the node broadcast false location.

False reported location attack is generally executed in a
location veri cation system where a malicious anchor node
or unknown node reports false location.

2.2. Combinational Attacks. Combinational attacks are those
who merge different technicalities of elementary attacks
and create overall malicious affect. Some of the important
combinational attacks are listed below.

Impersonation. In this attack an attacker makes its identity be
as a legitimate node in the network. For example, in local-
ization systems, an attacker spoofs the anchor nodes’ identity
and broadcasts false locations. This leads to erroneous range
measurements. In location verification systems, an attacker
impersonates a victim node to make verifiers believe that the
original node is at the attacker’s location.

Sybil Attack. In this attack a malicious node has the capability
of presenting itself as different identities in a network to
function as distinct nodes.Thesemultiple identities are called
Sybil nodes. It sends false information like position of beacon
nodes and erroneous strength of signal. Bymasquerading and
disguising as multiple identities, this type of malicious node
gains control over the network.

Location-Reference Attack. This attack is executed against
the localization phase. Each common node gets a location-
reference set ⟨loc𝑖, 𝑑𝑖⟩ for localization where loc𝑖 is the
location of beacon 𝑖 and 𝑑𝑖 is the distance between the beacon
and the common node. In this attack the attacker makes the
compromised beacons broadcast false locations and distorts
the distance measurements between beacons and common
nodes. The attack can be classified into three types: (a)
uncoordinated attack, (b) collusion attack, and (c) pollution
attack. Exemplary scenarios are shown in Figures 3(a), 3(b),
and 3(c), respectively. Rednodes represent the attacker nodes,
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Table 1: Summarization of layer wise attacks on localization in WSNs [9].

Layers Attacks Attack behaviour Results

Physical layer Stealing Signal eavesdropping and tampering Packet error and packet loss
Jamming Sending jamming signal in the working frequency range Packet loss

Data link layer
Collision Repetition of messages Packet loss
Exhaustion Sending of unnecessary message Packet loss
Unfairness Explicitly take the control of the channel Packet loss

Network layer

DoS Attacks Exhaustion of energy of the unknown nodes Packet loss
Selective forwarding Selectively forward packets Packet loss

Sybil Possessing multiple identities Packet error
Sinkhole Maliciously tamper with routing Packet error
Wormhole Shortening the distance to make a fast routing path Packet loss

Transport layer Flooding Establishing false connections Packet loss
Tampering Tampering localization beacons Packet error

Attacker with beacon amplifier or reducer

Original location of Node B

False location of B due
to amplified beacon

Node A

False location of B due
to reduced beacon

Amplified beacons

reducedbeacons

Figure 2: Effects of range change.

green nodes represent beacon nodes, and the white nodes
represent common nodes.

In uncoordinated attack, different false location refer-
ences are provided to mislead the unknown node to different
false locations, for example, P1 and P2 in Figure 3(a). In
collusion attack, all false location references mislead the
common node to the same randomly chosen false location,
say P1 in Figure 3(b). In pollution attack, all false location
references misguide the unknown node, to a specially chosen
false location P1, as in Figure 3(c), which still conforms to
some normal location references. This attack succeeds even
when normal location references are in the majority. In all
the categories as shown in Figure 3, P is the original location.

3. Related Work

Whenever we talk about the secure localization [10] several
related problems emerge like location privacy and location
reporting. To mitigate the attacks on location identification
or location calculation many researchers have proposed
different schemes and approaches. They are classified into
two types, node-centric and infrastructure-centric. Node-
centric approaches deal with the calculation of information at
node level. Based on their design goals, existing solutions can
be further classified into three methods: (1) the prevention
method, to prevent the adversaries fromproducing erroneous
information, for example, HiRLOC [11], SeRLOC [12], ROPE
[13], and SPINE [14]; (2) the detection method, to detect
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Figure 3: Location-reference attack variation.

and revoke the nodes producing erroneous information, for
example, DRBTS [15], TSCD [16], and LAD [17]; and (3) the
filtering method, to filter the received erroneous information
in the location computation step such as ARMMSE [18] and
i-Multihop [19]. On the other side, infrastructure-centric
approaches emphasize the overall network structure for local-
ization security, such as SLA [16] and SLS [20]. If a localiza-
tion system is infrastructure-centric, the infrastructure will
trust the estimation locations and no verification is needed,
because the locations are computed by the infrastructure
itself. However, if a localization system is node-centric, the
nodes may be compromised and may intentionally report
false locations. So the infrastructure may not simply trust
the reported locations. Thus, when localization system is
node-centric, location verification is a sound method for
the infrastructure to check the validity of nodes’ reported
estimation. Different types of secure location verification
methods [21] have been introduced such as Sector [22] and
Distance Bounding Protocol [23].

Some of the recent research works in this direction have
been identified. A very recent collaborative approach for
secure localization has been shown in [9]. The proposed
approach is based upon a trust model applied for under water
wireless sensor networks. A cryptography based approach
[24] is used for the secure localization using signature and
encryption to provide confidentiality and integrity of the
location information. It uses public key infrastructure along
with Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) digest.
Further, trilateration is used to calculate the coordinates of
the unknown nodes. The proposed algorithm in [25] uses
iterative gradient descent with selective pruning of inconsis-
tent measurements to achieve high localization accuracy.The
authors have also shown the accuracy of estimated location
in mobile environment but have not emphasized the external
nodes or elementary attacks.The proposed algorithm has not
addressed the issue of false alarm. Different class of distance
based localization algorithms have classified in [26]. The
authors have also proposed a polynomial-time algorithm and
two heuristic-based algorithms using a threshold value of the
compromised nodes. A novel approach of secure localization

has been observed in [27].The authors have usedGlobal Posi-
tioning System (GPS) systems and inertial guidance modules
on special master node to provide the location accuracy.
They have also used an efficient key distribution process
in the algorithm. An encryption based secure localization
algorithm is shown in [28]. The proposed algorithm, based
on Paillier cryptosystem, provides a multilateral privacy
preserving solution for secured least square estimation. A
novel approach of secured localization using Connected
Dominating Set (CDS) is discussed in [29]. Another secure
localization technique is shown in [30].Theproposedmethod
uses triangle inequality to detect the attack and then applies
localization process based upon some reference points. Both
processes use voting mechanism.

A novel approach of using game theory has been applied
in [31].Theproposed algorithm combines twomethods: Least
Trimmed Square (LTS) algorithm is used in regression to
identify and remove regression factors which are anomalous
and Game Theoretic Aggregation (GTA) solves the prob-
lem of combining outputs from a number of predictors to
generate a more accurate predictive model. To improve the
performance of LTS, a single phase weight-based combina-
tion of factors is used by combining GTA with LTS, without
any threshold specification. Another game based approach
has been shown in [32]. The proposed approach uses trust
evaluation and optimal payoff calculation to identify the
strategy space of the nodes.

The use of decentralized dynamic key generation for
secure localization has been researched in [33].The proposed
algorithm uses symmetric key encryption process with XOR
operations and produces robustness with low overhead. A
smart card based approach has been utilized in [34]. The
proposed algorithm implements a secure and lightweight
authentication scheme for heterogeneous wireless sensor net-
works using smart cards dynamic identities to prevent threats
to users’ privacy. Mutual trust in wireless sensor network
has been discussed in [35]. The algorithm predistributes the
random keys securely and uses identity based cryptography.
Mutual trust is built up depending upon this identities and
keys. A three-tier security framework is shown in [36]. The
proposed framework uses two polynomial pools: the mobile
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polynomial pool and the static polynomial pool. Authentica-
tion mechanism used between stationary access nodes and
sensor nodes makes it more capable of withstanding to node
replication attacks. The node capture attacks and flooding of
packets in DV-hop localization are addressed in [37]. The
proposed approach has used broadcast authentication and
weight-based computation for secure localization purpose.
A secure localization algorithm against wormhole attack
has been discussed in [38]. The algorithm uses Round Trip
Time (RTT) to collect information about the local subgraph.
Ordinal Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) is used to adapt
the topology changes. A verification method is also used
here to minimize the false negatives. Another wormhole
resistant localization solution has been observed in [39].
The algorithm uses different labels for pseudoneighbors and
identifies the forbidden links. The algorithm is efficient in
preventing the attack with the limitation that the nodes
must have the identical radii. A number of approaches
have been identified in the literature review. Almost all the
existing works deal with the static network scenario. They
also have a number of drawbacks such as extra hardware
usage, more beacons, and control message transmission and
predefined knowledge of the network topology. As per the
need of mobility in the network environment, the security
services in a mobile resource constrained environment are
somehow critical to provide and therefore have received a
less consideration in the previous works of the researchers. In
this paper, we have provided a solution to the problem using
an efficient certificate distribution and validation of distance
estimation by the Base Station using a very less number of
control messages. This will help for the WSNs to provide
less overhead, better throughput, and better security from
different types of attacks.

4. Proposed Algorithm

Our proposed algorithm considers only the anchor nodes,
unknown nodes, and Base Station where anchor nodes and
unknown nodes are deployed randomly. The anchors are
having a variable range of transmission with an average
transmission range 𝑅avg given as

𝑅avg = min∑𝑒∈𝐸 𝜓 (|𝑒|)
𝑚 , (1)

where 𝑚 is the number of anchor nodes in the network,
𝑒 is an edge between two nodes, 𝐸 is the set of the edges
in the network, and 𝜓(|𝑒|) is the weighing function of a
connection between an anchor node and an unknown node
and interpreted as 𝜓(|𝑒|) ∼ |𝑒|𝛼, 2 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 4.

The algorithm starts with an initialization phase that
deals with distribution of certificates by the BS. After the
distribution of the certificates, distance estimation phase
starts among the anchor nodes and the unknown nodes.
Once the distances are estimated, the BS is able to localize
the unknown nodes applying Minimum Mean Square Error
(MMSE) method. The algorithm is summarized in Algo-
rithm 1.

As we have used the speed of light, 𝑐, to estimate the dis-
tance, the process shown above will prevent the generation of

high speed link required to execute wormhole attack because
there cannot be any high speed link inwhich the transmission
speed will be more than that of the light. The utilization of
mutual authentication with certificates provided by the BS
will help to avoid or prevent any kind of authentication attack
such as Sybil attack and impersonation attack executed by the
outsider nodes. The encryption method will help to securely
transmit the estimated distance to the BS. The 𝑡retransmit value
will help to detect the jamming attack so that further the
avoidance and detection process can applied following the
methods as shown in [40]. But it can be a fact that the insider
nodes are compromised and can generate distance reduction
or enlargement attacks. To prevent these attacks, we have to
follow the further process.

Let us assume that the deviation of the true position of the
unknown node due to measurement error and/or malicious
distance estimates is 𝛿 which is tolerable for the system.
We know that the unknown node (𝑥𝑢𝑖 , 𝑦𝑢𝑖) must be in the
intersection region of the anchor nodes’ bound circles in the
range. Therefore, in Algorithm 2 we can validate the distance
estimation provided by the anchor nodes.

5. Network Model and Assumptions

Thenetworkmodel is considered to be self-organizing having
no central control of deploying the sensor nodes in the
network. For the ease of presentation, the wireless sensor
network modelN is considered to be in 2D and represented
by a graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) which consists of 𝑉, a set of vertices, and
𝐸 a set of edges. The size of the network can be given as

|N| = |𝐴| + |𝑈| , (2)

where |𝐴| is the size of anchor node set 𝐴, |𝑈| is the size of
the unknown node set 𝑈, and 𝐴,𝑈 ⊆ 𝑉.

In the proposed algorithm, we have divided the network
nodes in two categories of nodes. First, the anchor nodes,
𝑎𝑗 ∈ 𝐴, which are privileged in their storage capacity
and computational capacity with additional energy resources.
Secondly, the unknown nodes 𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝑈, which are not
privileged like the anchor nodes and are able to perform
minimum computational tasks. Both types of nodes are
randomly deployed in the network environment.The location
estimation of an unknown node is calculated by using
the location information of the anchor nodes in a WSN.
Therefore, the integrity of location messages as well as the
reliability of message origin is very important during the
localization process. Confidentiality of estimated location is
also required in some applications, to protect the privacy
of the corresponding sensors. In this paper, an appropriate
cryptographic scheme is presented to provide the security
services. The assumptions for our proposed approach have
been listed below.

(i) The unknown nodes and anchor nodes are mobile.
(ii) Base Station (BS) is assumed to be trusted and

is considered to be key distributor and certificate
authority.

(iii) Anchor nodes and unknown nodes are deployed with
their private keys.
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Input. anchor node set 𝐴, unknown node set 𝑈
Step 1. BS creates identities ID𝑎𝑗 for all anchor nodes and identities ID𝑢𝑖 for all unknown nodes
Step 2. BS provides certificates: Cert𝑎𝑗 , Cert𝑢𝑖
Step 3. ∀𝑎𝑗 ∈ 𝐴 do

𝑎𝑗 sends 𝑢𝑖 random nonce 𝜘, Cert𝑎𝑗 ; for 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛 and 𝑗 = 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚
𝑎𝑗 waits for a threshold time 𝑡retransmit to retransmit the message

Step 4. ∀𝑢𝑖 under 𝑅avg for 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑎𝑗 ∈ 𝐴
𝑢𝑖 sends 𝑎𝑗: [𝜘, timeproc𝑢]𝐾𝑎𝑗+ ,Cert𝑢𝑖

Step 5. Calculate timeprop
Step 6. 𝑑𝑎𝑗𝑢𝑖 = 𝑐 × timeprop
Step 7. 𝑎𝑗 sends 𝑑𝑎𝑗𝑢𝑖 to the Base Station (BS)
Step 8. end loop
Step 9. Apply MMSE

Algorithm 1: Distance estimation by anchor nodes.

Input. Set of anchor nodes A with locations (𝑥𝑎𝑗 , 𝑦𝑎𝑗 ), location estimate of an unknown node (𝑥𝑢𝑖 , 𝑦𝑢𝑖 ), error parameter 𝛿
Step 1. ∀𝑎𝑗 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚
If (true

𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

− 𝛿)2 ≤ (𝑥𝑢𝑖 − 𝑥𝑎𝑗 )2 + (𝑦𝑢𝑖 − 𝑦𝑎𝑗 )2 ≤ (true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

+ 𝛿)2
then exit
else go to Step 2
Step 2. calculate the algebraic centre 𝑥∗ of intersection regionR

Step 3. Initialize 𝑟∗ = 0 //radius of the intersection regionR as
Step 4. ∀V inside the regionR do

if ‖V − 𝑟∗‖ > 𝑟∗
then 𝑟∗ ← ‖V − 𝑟∗‖
end if

Step 5. ∀𝑎𝑗 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚 do

true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

=
true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

1 + 𝜀max
Step 6. if true

𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

> ‖𝑥∗ − 𝑎𝑗‖ + 𝑟∗ then
Anchor node 𝑎𝑗 is malicious

else
𝑎𝑗 is not malicious

Step 7. end if

Algorithm 2: Validation of distance estimation and detection of malicious anchors by BS.

(iv) Base Station (BS) shares the public key only to the
legitimate unknown nodes and anchor nodes pre-
defined.

Initialization Phase. Base Station (BS) provides the identity
for all anchor nodes and unknown nodes as ID𝑎𝑗 and ID𝑢𝑖
where 𝑎𝑗 is an anchor node and 𝑢𝑖 is an unknown node. BS
also provides certificates for each anchor node and unknown
node as Cert𝑎𝑗 and Cert𝑢𝑖 .

BS → Cert𝑎𝑗 = [ID𝑎𝑗 , 𝐾𝑎𝑗+, 𝑡, 𝑒𝑡]BS𝐾−, (3)

where ID𝑎𝑗 is the identity of an anchor node 𝑎𝑗, 𝐾𝑎𝑗+ is the
public key of that anchor node, t is the timestamp when

the certificate was created, and 𝑒𝑡 is the expiry time of the
certificate. This total certificate is digitally signed by BS𝐾−
which is the private key of the Base Station. All anchor
nodes must make them update themselves by having a fresh
certificate as required. For an legitimate unknownnode 𝑢𝑖, we
can rewrite the above format in the following way:

BS → Cert𝑢𝑖 = [ID𝑢𝑖 , 𝐾𝑢𝑖+, 𝑡, 𝑒𝑡]BS𝐾−, (4)

where ID𝑢𝑖 is the identity of an unknown node 𝑢𝑖,𝐾𝑢𝑖+ is the
public key of that unknown node, and 𝑒𝑡 is the expiry time of
the certificate.

Distance Estimation Phase. The anchor node 𝑎𝑗 sends a
random nonce 𝜘, along with the certificate Cert𝑎𝑗 to all the
one-hop neighborhood unknown nodes 𝑢𝑖 in the range 𝑅avg
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and starts the timer on. When the unknown nodes receive
the message, verify the certificate using the public key BS𝐾+
given by BS. As, only legitimate anchor nodes are having
the certificate to provide, by verifying the certificates, the
authentication of the anchor nodes can be proved. Then, the
unknown nodes 𝑢𝑖 response back to the anchor node 𝑎𝑗 with
the same nonce 𝜘, time duration between of receiving the
last bit of message sent by anchor node and transmitting the
first bit of message to the anchor node, given as timeproc𝑢
encrypted with anchor node’s public key 𝐾𝑎𝑗+ along with its
own certificate.

𝑎𝑗 → 𝑢𝑖 : 𝜘,Cert𝑢𝑖 ,
𝑢𝑖 → 𝑎𝑗: [𝜘, timeproc𝑢]𝐾𝑎𝑗+ ,Cert𝑢𝑖 .

(5)

When 𝑎𝑗 sends message to 𝑢𝑖, it waits for a bounded time
value 𝑡retransmit to retransmit the message if no response starts
arriving to the anchor in that bounded time. This value
is precomputed at the starting of the network deployment
assuming all the favourable conditions of the network envi-
ronment with a noise effect of Δ𝑡 and given as

𝑡retransmit = timenormal + Δ𝑡, (6)

where timenormal is the normal time duration of getting a
response back from the unknown node.

When the anchor node receives the response back from
the unknown nodes, it decrypts the message using its own
private key𝐾𝑎𝑗−, verifies the certificate of the unknownnodes,
stops the timer, and calculates the signal propagation time as

timeprop = (time𝑗 − timeproc𝑢 − timeproc𝑎)
2 , (7)

where timeprop is the signal propagation time, time𝑗 is the
timer interval at the anchor side, and timeproc𝑎 is the time
duration between receiving the first bit of the response and
last bit of the response. The interaction between unknown
node and anchor node is shown in Figure 4.

Once the propagation time is calculated, the estimated
distance between anchor node 𝑎𝑗 and unknown node 𝑢𝑖 is
calculated as

𝑑𝑎𝑗𝑢𝑖 = 𝑐 × timeprop, where 𝑐 is the speed of light. (8)

Once the anchor node calculates this estimated distance, it is
then forwarded to the BS encrypted with the public key of BS
and along with the anchor node’s certificate.

𝑎𝑗 → BS : [𝑑𝑎𝑗𝑢𝑖 ]BS𝐾+ ,Cert𝑎𝑗 . (9)

After receiving the message from the anchor nodes, BS
decrypts the message with is private key and gets the
estimated distances. Finally, it uses Minimum Mean Square
Error (MMSE) [41] to estimate the location of an unknown
node (𝑥𝑢𝑖 , 𝑦𝑢𝑖). One thing needs to remember is that we need

at least three noncollinear anchor nodes to apply MMSE.
Another important attribute of our proposed algorithm deals
with the mobility of the nodes. We consider that the nodes
(whether the anchor or the unknown) aremobile.The relative
mobility between an unknown node 𝑢𝑖 and anchor node 𝑎𝑗 at
a given time t is given by

RM𝑎,𝑢𝑡 = 𝑑𝑎,𝑢𝑡 − 𝑑𝑎,𝑢𝑡−1 (10)

RM𝑎,𝑢𝑡 is positive if node 𝑢𝑖 is moving away from 𝑎𝑗 and
negative if 𝑢𝑖 is coming closer to 𝑎𝑗.

Though the mobility is incorporated in the algorithm,
nodes (both the anchor nodes and the unknown nodes) are
assumed to be pseudostatic; that is, they are static for a very
short time interval for the localization process and this does
not incorporate any significant error in the estimation.

Handling Distance Estimation Error. Distance estimations in
a wireless environment are very common to have error due to
the noise or delay in themedium. Assume that the estimation
error is 𝜖 ∈ [−𝜖max, 𝜖max], where 𝜖max is a system parameter
and given as 0 ≤ 𝜖max ≤ 1. Therefore, the estimated distance
can be given as

𝑑𝑎𝑗𝑢𝑖 ∈ [true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

× (1 − 𝜖max) , true𝑑𝑎𝑗𝑢𝑖 × (1 + 𝜖max)] , (11)

where true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

is the true distance between 𝑎𝑗 and 𝑢𝑖 and can
be calculated by applying Euclidean method.

Further, the presence of compromised insider anchor
nodes can create an error factor 𝜃. Following this, the
estimated distance between 𝑎𝑗 and 𝑢𝑖 in presence ofmalicious
anchor node can be given as

𝑑𝑎𝑗𝑢𝑖 = true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

× (1 + 𝜖max) × (1 + 𝜃) , for 𝜃 > 0. (12)

Aswe know that 𝜖 ∈ [−𝜖max, 𝜖max], the value of 𝜖 can create
both the positive estimation error and negative estimation
error. Positive estimation error will create multiple intersec-
tion points of the convex region of the anchor nodes’ ranges
leading to the distance enlargement attacks. On the other
hand, negative estimation error creates an empty intersection
region assuming that the location of the unknown node is in
the intersection of bounds of anchors leading to the distance
reduction attack.This concept is shown in Figure 5.The black
solid circles are anchor nodes and green circle is the original
estimated location. If the anchor nodes are compromised
and provide reduced distance estimations, the intersection
will be empty and if the malicious anchor nodes provide
enlarged distance estimations, the position of the unknown
node deviates from the original position shown as light blue
circle.

Distance reduction is not a severe in WSN localization.
If we find the empty intersection region R, the distance
estimates can be increased with a factor of 1/(1−𝜀max) to get a
nonempty intersection regionR, where the unknown node
must exist.
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Figure 4: Propagation time estimation process.
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Figure 5: (a) Truthful estimation. (b) Distance reduction. (c) Distance enlargement.

To prevent distance enlargement situation, the BS need to
follow the process summarized in Algorithm 2.The tolerable
error parameter 𝛿 can be derived from the following equation
as

𝛿 = 𝑤1𝜖 + 𝑤2𝜃, (13)

where 𝜖 is the system measurement error due to noise and 𝜃
is the error included by malicious anchor nodes. We assume
that the unknown nodes are error free and do not provide
any false distance estimation. 𝑤1, 𝑤2 are used as weighing
values for the errors depending upon the network conditions.
This 𝛿 will provide an upper bound and lower bound of the
estimated distance in presence of error given as

(true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

− 𝛿)2 ≤ (𝑥𝑢𝑖 − 𝑥𝑎𝑗)
2 + (𝑦𝑢𝑖 − 𝑦𝑎𝑗)

2

≤ (true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

+ 𝛿)2 ,

true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

= √(𝑥𝑢𝑖 − 𝑥𝑎𝑗)
2 + (𝑦𝑢𝑖 − 𝑦𝑎𝑗)

2.

(14)

Thealgebraic centre𝑥∗ inAlgorithm2 can be calculated using
barrier method on the unconstrained optimization problem
given as

min (𝑥, 𝛿) − 𝜆 ⋅ 𝛿
− 𝑚∑
𝑗=1

log [(true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

⋅ (1 − 𝛿))2 − 𝑥 − 𝑎𝑗
2]

− log (𝛿) ,

(15)

where 𝜆 is the Lagrangian multiplier and true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

is given by
true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

= true
𝑑
𝑎𝑗
𝑢𝑖

/(1 − 𝜀max), that is, the increased distance
estimation in case of negative estimation error.

The radius of the intersection regionR is initialized with
0 with an assumption that the unknown node is positioned at
the intersection point itself and no convex region has been
generated by the intersection. Moreover, the radius of the
intersection region can be updated by verifying the distance
between any point ] inside the region and the algebraic centre
𝑥∗. Finally, we can detect the malicious insider anchor nodes
depending upon the increased estimated distance.

So the attacks, those are identified in localization process
as shown in Table 1, are addressed in the proposedmodel.The
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Table 2: Prevention of attacks by the proposed model.

Attacks Attack behaviour Prevention by our proposed model
Stealing Signal eavesdropping and tampering Our proposed model uses encryption to prevent such attacks

Jamming Sending jamming signal in the working frequency
range Detection is addressed in the proposed algorithm

Collision Repetition of messages
Not applicable in the proposed model, as the maximum
calculation is done by BS and anchor node with minimum
message controls

Exhaustion Sending of unnecessary message No scope to provide unnecessary message as transmission range
is limited to and the distance estimation process is secured

Unfairness Explicitly taking the control of the channel Not possible due to the minimum size of the packets
DoS Attacks Exhaustion of energy of the unknown nodes Can be monitored directly by the Base Station
Selective
forwarding Selectively forward packets Using the approach of one-hop neighborhood forwarding is not

necessary
Sybil Possessing multiple identities Mutual authentication is used
Sinkhole Maliciously tamper with routing Mutual authentication is used with the certificates

Wormhole Shortening the distance to make a fast routing path

The distance estimation is done based upon the light speed which
is the maximum speed of transmission can be and therefore no
faster route can be created between an anchor and an unknown
node

Flooding Establishing false connections Broadcasting is limited by the anchor nodes within a limited
range of 𝑅avg

Tampering Tampering localization beacons Both encryption and mutual authentication are used

Insider attack Compromised anchor nodes may provide false
information

Both the distance reduction and distance enlargement attack have
been addressed

Range change
attack Changing the range or Angle of Arrival (AoA)

Our proposed model does not incorporate the mechanism of
AoA as it works on time interval to calculate the distance and
therefore can easily avoid such attack

False beacon
location attack

Compromising a beacon and then he can make the
beacon broadcast false location

Authentication, limited range, and validation of distance
estimation in the proposed approach will help to avoid such
attack

False reported
location attack Malicious node reports false Verification is done at the BS, so there is less chance to report

falsified verification

Table 3: Simulation parameters.

Simulation area 500m × 500m
Number of unknown nodes 500
Communication range 120m
Node deployment Random
Mobility model RandomWay Point model

summarization of countermeasures by our proposed model
has been shown in Table 2.

6. Results and Discussion

In this section, we have evaluated the proposed algorithm
based on the parameters as shown in Table 3.

We have compared the simulated results with the three
recent algorithms: (1) Collaborative Secure Localization
algorithm based on Trust model (CSLT) proposed by Han
et al. [9], (2) Multilateral Privacy Algorithm (MPA) for
secured localization proposed by Shu et al. [28], and (3)

Authenticated Weight-based Secured (AWS) DV-hop pro-
posed by Liu et al. [37]. The performances of the algorithms
are measured on the following three parameters: localization
efficiency, localization accuracy, and malicious detection
ratio.

The attacks described in Table 2 are also simulated to
show the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The localiza-
tion ratio is defined as the percentage of successful location
estimation of unknownnodes.The result in Figure 6(a) shows
that, with the increasing malicious nodes’ percentage, every
algorithm in our comparison faces a significant decrease
in successful localization of unknown nodes. However, the
proposed algorithm still performs better as compared to
others. Figure 6(b) shows that the proposed algorithm out-
performs the other algorithms in the successful localization
of unknown nodes with the increasing percentage of anchor
nodes. Localization accuracy is a valuable metric for evaluat-
ing the efficiency of localization algorithms.

In the proposedwork, the localization accuracy is defined
by the relative error between the actual location and the
calculated node position. In our simulation, we have varied
the ratio of malicious nodes from 5% to 30% with increments
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Figure 6: Comparison of localization ratio: (a) impact of malicious nodes and (b) impact of anchor nodes.
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Figure 7: Comparison of localization accuracy: (a) impact of malicious nodes and (b) impact of anchor nodes.

of 5%. Simulation result, shown in Figure 7(a), shows that
the relative error percentage of location estimation increases
with the increasing number of malicious nodes. However,
the proposed algorithm proves its efficiency in location
estimation accuracy. Similarly, location accuracy is also tested
by varying the anchor nodes’ percentage. Result shown in
Figure 7(b) signifies to the fact that the proposed algorithm
significantly reduces the relative error percentage with the
increasing number of anchor nodes. It is also seen in the result
that the other algorithms also decrease the relative error with
the increasing number anchor nodes, but the percentage of
relative error is less in our proposed algorithm.

Simulation time is defined as the time taken for the
algorithms to detect a particular malicious attack. The result

in Figure 8 shows that the proposed algorithm is efficient
in detecting 90% of the malicious attack with less time as
compared to the other algorithms in comparison.

7. Conclusion

Security in localization has always been a vital part of local-
ization algorithms.Though there are a number of algorithms
which are introduced with security aspects, but the algorithm
designers have somehow overlooked the complexity issue
of the algorithms in the resource constrained WSNs. In
this paper, we have addressed this problem and provided
a solution with our proposed algorithm. The proposed
algorithm not only prevents a number of outsider attacks but
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Figure 8: Comparison of malicious detection ratio.

also provides a check on the insider nodes. Moreover, the
algorithm provides low overhead and major functionality is
based on Base Station. The simulation results also prove the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm in terms of localization
efficiency, localization accuracy, and malicious detection
ratio. The most important feature of our algorithm is that it
supports mobility of the nodes and therefore it is suitable for
dynamic network environments.
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With the development of Augmented Reality technology, the application of location based service (LBS) is more andmore popular,
which provides enormous convenience to people’s life. User location information could be obtained at anytime and anywhere. So
user location privacy security suffers huge threats. Therefore, it is crucial to pay attention to location privacy protection in LBS.
Based on the architecture of the trusted third party (TTP), we analyzed the advantages and shortages of existing location privacy
protection methods in LBS on mobile terminal. Then we proposed the improved K-value location privacy protection method
according to privacy level, which combines k-anonymity method with pseudonym method. Through the simulation experiment,
the results show that this improvedmethod can anonymize all service requests effectively. In addition to the experiment of execution
time, it demonstrated that our proposed method can realize the location privacy protection more efficiently.

1. Introduction

Augmented Reality technology, called AR, is a kind of
technology that real time calculates the position and angle
of the camera image and allows adding the corresponding
image, video, 3D model generated by a computer to the
reality [1]. The concept of AR was proposed in 1990 by
Thomas Caudell, an employee of Boeing [2]. After many
years of technological development, AR has evolved through
different stages and now it is becoming one of the commonly
used technologies. Today one of the commonly accepted
definitions of AR is given by Ronald Azuma [3], which says
that Augmented Reality contains three aspects:

(1) Combination of virtualness and reality
(2) Real-time interactivity
(3) Registration in 3D

With the development of wireless sensor technology and
advanced devices, it is possible to get the accurate personal
location information of the mobile terminal user anytime

and anywhere; therefore, location based service (LBS) is a
new class of applications. Location based service is one of
the common services provided by AR, which accesses to
the position information related to the user through mobile
wireless network or external positioning mode [4]. With
the information, it adds the value of services. LBS normally
consists of location system, mobile devices, network, and
service provider (LBS server). In this service, users send
the local position information to LBS server and get the
corresponding query results [5]. For example, the user uses
the mobile phone to send the information to the server, then
the location system acquires the query, and finally the server
returns the feedback to the user through network.

There are many categories of services that LBS can
provide, including Emergency Services, Communities and
Entertainment, Information and Navigation, Tracking and
Monitoring, and Mobile Electronic Commerce. In 2003,
CSTB (Computer Science and Telecommunications Board)
in the “IT Roadmap to a Geospatial Future” pointed that
LBS would be a very important part of future computing
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environment, with the gradual maturity of technology, and it
would be infiltrated into all aspects of the future life.The ABI
research of market research firm forecasted that the global
number of people enjoying location based services from 1.2
million in 2006 would increase to 31.5 million in 2011. And
now, the number is much more than that.

The head mounted display is used as a fusion display
device in early Augmented Reality system, which limits
the scope of the user’s activities to a certain extent and is
not conducive to the outdoor environment. With the rapid
development of mobile devices and network technology,
the application of Augmented Reality technology in mobile
terminals has been involved in many fields, such as games,
social networks, e-commerce, and personal health care. So it
is very important to classify these services that are achieved
from those fields. KNN algorithm, SVM algorithm [6, 7],
Hoeffding-ID data-stream [8], and so on are the common
classification algorithms.At the same time, feature selection is
also necessary in the process of classification. Some effective
feature selection algorithms are introduced in [9].

The application of AR is becoming more and more
extensive with the development of AR and LBS technology.
In other words, a technology boom takes place in the case
of AR and LBS is one of the most widely used services of
AR. For example, Pokémon GO is the popular game based
on AR, which springs up around the world. However, if users
do not take the appropriate security measures and develop
these technologies unlimitedly, widely known serious privacy
threats will be presented to them. The important threats
are the leak of service content and location privacy. Service
content threat is the potential exposure of service users. For
example, a user searches the Internet regularly; he does not
want to be identified as the subscriber of some LBS. User’s
location is disclosed in the service request, which results in
the leak of location privacy. Some sensitive information may
be revealed such as health conditions and lifestyles. The leak
of location privacy restricts the use of LBS, which has also
become the bottleneck of the development of LBS and AR
technology [10].

2. Related Work

User location privacy [11] is a kind of special information
privacy, and it still belongs to the category of information
privacy. Information privacy refers to sharing information
with others in a certain period of time, in a place or in
some way defined by individuals or institutions, and location
privacy refers to preventing the attacker from accessing
to the user’s location information in some way as far as
possible. In LBS, sensitive attribute data can be the time
information and spatial information related to the users and
the content of the service request contains many respects,
such as health care information and property information.
The attackers can use this information to infer the user’s
travel patterns, hobbies and interests, and other personal
privacy information. Location privacy threat refers to, under
unauthorized circumstance, the fact that attacker tracks the
original position information through location device and

Mobile terminal
users

A trusted third
party

LBS provider

Figure 1: The trusted third party model.

technology and infers the privacy information related to user
location through reasoning [12].

Location privacy protection method mainly refers to
the fact that the user provides false user location privacy
information or anonymous user’s identity information and
location information to the server in the process of location
service. The model of location privacy protection is divided
into 2 categories, which are trusted third party (TTP, shown in
Figure 1) and free trusted third party (FTTP) [13]. This paper
only discusses the previous class method.

It is easy to understand the location privacy protection
based onTTPmodel; as a result, it is very common.Generally
speaking, a reasonable discount is proposed among the
efficiency, accuracy, andprivacy. In order to solve the problem
of location privacy leakage, many researchers try to balance
the service quality and privacy protection, which means the
best service with least location privacy exposure.

Today, we have already proposed a lot of privacy pro-
tection methods, like pseudolocation method, pseudonym
method, k-anonymity method, and other methods based on
it, such as personalized k-anonymity.

2.1. Pseudolocation Method. Pseudolocation method is an-
other location privacy protection method, which is used
to protect the user’s identity. This technology generalizes
the user’s true location and uses the location space region
coordinates to represent the user’s true location information
[14]. There are two situations for this method to realize the
location privacy protection. The first one is that the user
forms the pseudolocation by himself, after putting forward
the service request, and sends it with his real location to
the LBS provider.Therefore, the attacker cannot discriminate
the pseudo and real location, which protects the user’s
location privacy. The other situation is that when putting
forward the service request, the user only sends one specified
pseudolocation. When the server receives the location, it will
increase the resent adjacent inquiry and send the results to
the client. So the user can find the requisite answer from the
results. In this way, the location privacy can still be protected
because the real location information of the user is not
acquired by the attacker. But the defect of this method is still
obvious. In this method, the space of user acts is restricted.
And the level of location privacy protection is not fixed,which
is proportional to the distance between the pseudo- and real
locations. In other words, the level of privacy protection will
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be low if the pseudolocation is close to the real location of the
user and vice versa.

2.2. PseudonymMethod. Pseudonymmethod [15] can realize
the protection of user identity. That is to say, the user sends
a service request through a false identity instead of the true
identity and confuses the relationship between the position
information and user identity information. In this method
based on TTPmodel, TTP is the simplest intermediary entity
between the user and the LBS provider. If the request is
accepted, the request will be sent to the LBS provider; at the
same time, the real ID will be changed to a pseudo-ID. In
this way, the real ID is hidden for the provider. Even if the
attacker obtains the accuracy location information, the exact
interconnection between the user’s location information and
real ID still cannot be established. Through the pseudo-
ID, the real ID could be concealed by user, which realizes
the location privacy protection. Although this method can
realize privacy protection to a certain extent, its shortage still
exists. The server records all information of user’s request
and corresponding IP address, which will lead to the location
privacy leak.

2.3. K-Anonymity Method. There is another location privacy
protection method called k-anonymity method. Its idea
comes from the k-anonymity model, which was proposed
by Latanya Sweeney of the University of Carnegie Mellon in
the United States. K-anonymity method was firstly proposed
by Gruteser and Grunwald [16]. Before sending to the LBS
provider, user deletes the personal information and publishes
hypoaccurate data, which induces the fact that each record
has identical quasi-identifier value with other 𝑘 − 1 record
in the data list. The identity of each user is accurately
identified as 1/K under the condition of the same prob-
ability. K-anonymity method realizes the location privacy.
But the restriction of k-anonymity method is that there
is no protection mechanism for leak of sensitive attribute
data, and there is not any constraint for sensitive attribute
data in this method. It is easy for the attacker to infer the
individual corresponding sensitive attribute data and identify
the relationship between data and individual through the
background information, which leads to the location privacy
leak [17].

2.4. Personalized k-Anonymity Method and Other Methods.
Because of the defect of k-anonymity method, other methods
have been proposed to improve k-anonymity model. For
example, A. Machanavajjhala proposed l-diversity model
based on k-anonymity model. But this model is only suit-
able for dealing with classification sensitive attribute data
instead of numerical sensitive attribute data. P-sensitive k-
anonymity model could lose a lot of information usability
in some data set and cannot resist the skewed attack and
similarity attack to the sensitive attribute data. After P-
sensitive k-anonymity model, (𝛼, 𝑘)-anonymous model and
(𝑘, 𝑒)-anonymous model have the same defect. T-closeness
frame can fix the skewed attack and similarity attack to

the sensitive attribute data. But it reduces the usability of
published data [18].

Personalized k-anonymity method was proposed by
Gedik et al. [19, 20]. In this method, each user can define the
desired anonymous level. The desired privacy level of every
user is different, so personalized k-anonymity method is very
popular. This method can provide different level of privacy
protection to sensitive attribute data, which will decrease the
data lost from the unified anonymous. But there is a defect in
this method that the proportion of anonymous information
will decrease when the K-value increases.

3. Improved 𝐾-Value Location Privacy
Protection Method

In LBS, in order to achieve the protection, there are three
main models: (1) noncooperative model; (2) peer-to-peer
cooperative model; and (3) TTP model. This paper proposes
the improved K-value location privacy protection method
that is based on the TTP model, which will realize user loca-
tion anonymous, service request anonymous, and feedback
to the user. This model connects the user and LBS provider.
Through the analysis, we found that all kinds of location
privacy protection methods mentioned above based on TTP
model have some disadvantages. For example, users need
to customize the value of K when they use personalized k-
anonymity method. But it is hard to choose the suitable value
of K. The suitable value of K has a close connection with the
quality of LBS service and the request of privacy protection.
Therefore, we propose the improvedK-value location privacy
protection method based on the previous location privacy
protection method.

3.1. Frame Model of Improved Method. Improved K-value
location privacy protection method is a special location
privacy protectionmethod. In this system, themaximum and
minimum values of K are needed to be set and there is no
other default status. The location privacy level is obtained
from the feedback learning of the ideal users. The value of
K will be adaptive with the feedback and finally close to
the requests of users. So we also call this method improved
adaptive k-anonymity location privacy protection method.
The frame model of the improved K-value location privacy
protection method is shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Algorithms and Procedure of Improved Method

Algorithms. Set 𝑘min as the minimum value of 𝐾 and 𝑘max as
the maximum value of𝐾; set 𝑘min = 2 and 𝑘max = 8.

(1) The user sends the service request to the server;

(2) The trusted third party receives the service request in
the transmission process;

(3) Controller defines the level of privacy;

(4) Controller defines the value of 𝐾;
(5) If 𝐾 ∈ (𝑘min, 𝑘max);
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Figure 2: The frame model of the improved K-value location privacy protection method.

(6) The trusted third party processes the privacy pro-
tection with improved k-anonymity method and
pseudonym method;

(7) Else;
(8) If 𝐾 < 𝑘min;
(9) The trusted third party processes the privacy protec-

tion with k-anonymity method;
(10) Else;

(11) If 𝐾 > 𝑘max;
(12) The trusted third party processes the privacy protec-

tion with pseudonym method;
(13) End if;
(14) End if;
(15) End if.

Summing up, the algorithm is summarized into a figure:

process method =
{{{{{
{{{{{{

improved 𝑘-anonymity method and pseudonym method, 𝐾 ∈ (𝑘min, 𝑘max)
𝑘-anonymity method, 𝐾 < 𝑘min

pseudonym method, 𝐾 > 𝑘max

(1)

Procedure. From the above algorithms, algorithm procedure
can be divided into three parts. (1) If the value of 𝐾 is higher
than 𝑘max, the trusted third party will adopt the pseudonym
method to anonymize the user’s location information. Here
the real id will be replaced by the pseudo id and the pseudo
id will be saved in the trusted third party database list with
the real id and other detailed information of the user. When
the trusted third party receives the result from the LBS
provider and gets ready to send it to the mobile terminal, this
system will check the corresponding real id of user in this
list connected with the pseudo id, and then all primal data
will be feedback to the mobile terminal user. (2) If the value
of K is lower than 𝑘min, the trusted third party will adopt
the k-anonymity method to anonymize the user’s location
information.The trusted third partywill transmit the result to
the LBSprovider and send the feedback that received from the
LBS provider to the mobile terminal user. (3) If the value of K
is located in the set range, the trusted third party will adopt
the k-anonymity and pseudonym methods to anonymize
the user’s location information. The trusted third party will
send service request to the LBS provider, who will answer
the request and return the results to the mobile terminal
user.

In this algorithm, the range of values of 𝑘max and 𝑘min
are as follows: the privacy disclosure threshold given by the

data publisher is𝑃max, the privacy disclosure probability ofK-
anonymity table is 𝑃, 𝑇 is original data table, and 𝑇 is the K-
anonymity table. The victim is 𝑈 and the privacy attribute of
value is 𝑆𝑢; each tuple with𝑈 is denoted as IG𝑢 and |IG𝑢| = 𝑒.
The number of 𝑆𝑢 that appears in IG𝑢 is denoted as |𝑆𝑢| = 𝑓;
then the connecting candidate set of 𝑈 is denoted as 𝐶𝑢 and|𝐶𝑢| = 𝑔.

Then, the probability of privacy disclosure of the individ-
ual attacked party 𝑈 can be expressed as

𝑃 (𝑈) = 𝑔
𝑒 − 𝑔𝑒−𝑓 (𝑔 − 1)𝑓
𝑔𝑒 = 1 − (1 − 1𝑔)

𝑓

. (2)

In (2), 𝑔𝑒−𝑔𝑒−𝑓(𝑔−1)𝑓 is the possible situationwith some
kind of special privacy and 𝑔𝑒 is all. When the maximum
number of replications of the sensitive attribute values in the
tuple is 𝑙, according to 𝑓 ≤ 𝑙 and 𝑔 ≥ 𝑒 ≥ 𝑘, then

𝑃 (𝑈) = 1 − (1 − 1𝑔)
𝑓

≤ 1 − (1 − 1𝑘)
𝑙 . (3)

If 1− (1− 1/𝑘)𝑙 ≤ 𝑃max, then 1− (1− 1/𝑘)𝑙 ≥ 1−𝑃max, and
finally

𝑘 ≥ 1
1 − (1 − 𝑃max)1/𝑙

. (4)
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Therefore,

𝑘min = 1
1 − (1 − 𝑃max)1/𝑙

. (5)

Next, we use the identification metric 𝐶DM. 𝐶DM is
represented as 𝐶DM = ∑𝑁𝑗=1 |IG𝑗|2, where𝑁 is the number of
tuples and |IG𝑗| is the scale of the 𝑗 tuple in the anonymous
table. Because 𝑘 ≤ |IG𝑗| ≤ 2𝑘 − 1, 𝑘 ≤ 𝐶DM ≤ 2𝑘 − 1, when
given 𝐶DMmax

(𝐶DMmax
≥ 2𝑘 − 1), then

𝑘max ≤ 𝐶DMmax
+ 1
2 . (6)

4. Experiment and Performance Analysis

Due to the limitation of the actual environment, we analyze
and demonstrate the privacy protectionmethods through the
simulation experiment.

4.1. Experimental Data Sets and Parameter Values. In this
simulation experiment, we think that the automobiles along
the road send the service request to the server, which are
replaced by themoving object generators.The service request
is based on the location information of the moving object
generator.WeuseOPENGL to simulate the nationalmapping
map, which is provided by US Geological Survey. This map
utilizes the spatial data transmission standards.

Experiment circumstance is Intel� Core� i3-2310M
2.10GHz for CPU, 6GB for memory inWindows 10 Multiple
Editions. Programming circumstance is Eclipse + Hibernate
+ SQL Server 2014. In this experiment, 500 moving object
generators were used to simulate the automobile along the
road and 580-service-request information was received. K-
value was set as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.

4.2. Performance Analysis. In order to measure the results of
the experiment, we adopt the anonymized success rate. The
anonymized success rate is the ratio of the number of requests
anonymized by the trusted third party to the total number of
requests sent to the trusted third party, which is an important
parameter for performance evaluation of privacy protection
methods. It can reflect the response capability of the location
privacy protection algorithm to the user’s service request; the
higher the value of the algorithm is, the better the capability
will be.

4.3. Experiment Results. In the simulate experiment, we input
different K-values in order to check the working of the
algorithm in different contexts. With the value of K changing
constantly, it is discovered that the number of information
anonymized using different methods is different. When the
value of K is small, we find that the most information is
anonymized with k-anonymity method and only a bit of
information is anonymized by pseudonymmethod.However,
with the enlargement ofK-value,more andmore information
will be anonymized with pseudonym method while less and
less informationwill be anonymized by k-anonymitymethod.

Table 1: Number of information anonymized by 𝑘-anonymity
method and pseudonym method.

𝐾-value 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
The number of
messages using
𝑘-anonymity method

503 432 360 293 222 156 72

The number of
messages using
pseudonym method

77 148 220 287 358 424 508

Table 2: Execution time of anonymous process using different
methods.

𝐾-value 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
The execution time
of improved method1.30 s 1.54 s 1.79 s 2.01 s 3.48 s 4.05 s 5.67 s

The execution time
of personalized
𝑘-anonymity
method

1.29 s 1.59 s 1.87 s 2.43 s 4.11 s 5.30 s 7.03 s

That is to say, when the value of K is less, the k-anonymity
method will be used more and as the value of K increases,
the use of pseudonymmethodwill get increased.The number
of information anonymized by k-anonymity method and
pseudonym method is recorded in Table 1.

In order to reflect the efficiency of anonymous algo-
rithm that we proposed, we record the execution time of
anonymous process using different methods, which is the
time of anonymous process for all inquiry requests from a
certain scale of mobile uses. If the execution time is shorter,
the anonymous algorithm is more efficient. Otherwise, the
efficiency of the anonymous algorithm is worse.

In this experiment, we compare the execution time of
improved K-value location privacy protection method and
personalized k-anonymity method. From the results, it is
discovered that when the value of K is small, the execution of
time is almost the same for both methods. However, with the
enlargement of the value of 𝐾, we realize that the execution
time of personalized k-anonymity method is significantly
longer than the execution time of the previous, which is
owing to its much deeper refinement to the data and bigger
searching space. In this execution of the personalized k-
anonymity method, after each refinement, the restraint of
every new anonymous group is needed to be calculated and
the sensitive attribute generalization will also be undertaken
by it, which costs longer execution time. The execution
time of anonymous process using improved method and
personalized k-anonymity method is recorded in Table 2.

Figures 3 and 4 are used to compare the results of the
experiment more directly.

In Figure 3, we can see that the number of information
anonymized by k-anonymity method will decrease with the
enlargement of K-value, which is opposite to the number of
information anonymized by pseudonym method.

From Figure 4, we see that the execution time of our
proposed method is less than the personalized k-anonymity
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method, which means that the efficiency of this improved
method is higher.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyze the location privacy protection
method in Augmented Reality, which is worth being paid
attention to. It is crucial for privacy protection and data
quality to choose reasonable K-values, so we propose the
improved K-value location privacy protection method based
on the previous methods. This method could define the
value of K according to the level of privacy protection. Then
different privacy protection methods are adapted according

to the value of K to process the user’s location privacy.
Through the simulation experiment, the method we propose
can anonymize all service requests effectively with shorter
execution time, which realizes the location privacy protection
more efficiently. However, the location privacy protection
method is not perfect in Augmented Reality and it needs
further study on the relevant issues.
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